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At a Glance

The Congressional Budget Office regularly publishes reports presenting its baseline projections of 
what the federal budget and the economy would look like in the current year and over the next 
10 years if current laws governing taxes and spending generally remained unchanged. This report is 
the latest in that series.

• The Budget. CBO projects that the federal budget deficit will shrink to $1.0 trillion in 2022 (it 
was $2.8 trillion last year) and that the annual shortfall would average $1.6 trillion from 2023 
to 2032. The deficit continues to decrease as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) next 
year as spending related to the coronavirus pandemic wanes, but then deficits increase, reaching 
6.1 percent of GDP in 2032. The deficit has been greater than that only six times since 1946 (see 
Chapter 1).

 Outlays are projected to average 23 percent of GDP over that period, a level high by historical 
standards, boosted by rising interest costs and greater spending for programs that provide benefits 
to elderly people (see Chapter 3). Revenues are projected to reach their highest level as a share 
of GDP in more than two decades in 2022 and then to decline over the following few years but 
remain above their long-term average through 2032 (see Chapter 4).

 Relative to the size of the economy, federal debt held by the public is projected to dip over the 
next two years, to 96 percent of GDP in 2023, and to rise thereafter. In CBO’s projections, it 
reaches 110 percent of GDP in 2032 (higher than it has ever been) and 185 percent of GDP in 
2052 (see Chapter 1). Moreover, if lawmakers amended current laws to maintain certain policies 
now in place, even larger increases in debt would ensue (see Chapter 5).

• Changes in CBO’s Budget Projections. CBO’s projection of the deficit for 2022 is now 
$118 billion less than it was in July 2021, but its projection of the cumulative deficit over the 
2022–2031 period is $2.4 trillion more (see Appendix A).

• The Economy. In CBO’s projections, elevated inflation initially persists in 2022 because of the 
combination of strong demand and restrained supply in the markets for goods, services, and 
labor. Inflation then subsides as supply disruptions dissipate, energy prices decline, and less 
accommodative monetary policy takes hold. Since mid-2021, inflation has reached its fastest pace 
in four decades. In CBO’s projections, the price index for personal consumption expenditures 
increases by 4.0 percent in 2022. In response, the Federal Reserve tightens monetary policy and 
interest rates rise rapidly. Real GDP grows by 3.1 percent in 2022, and the unemployment rate 
averages 3.8 percent. After 2022, economic growth slows, and inflationary pressures ease (see 
Chapter 2).

• Changes in CBO’s Economic Projections. The agency’s projection of real GDP growth is similar 
to what it was last summer for 2022, higher for 2023 and 2024, and similar over the remainder of 
the projection period. CBO currently projects higher inflation in 2022 and 2023 than it did last 
July; prices are increasing more rapidly across many sectors of the economy than CBO anticipated. 
CBO now expects both short- and long-term interest rates over the coming decade to be higher, 
on average, than in its previous forecast, partly reflecting higher inflation.

www.cbo.gov/publication/57950

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950
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Notes

The budget projections in this report include the effects of legislation enacted through April 8, 
2022, and are based on the Congressional Budget Office’s economic projections. Those economic 
projections reflect economic developments through March 2, 2022. The projections do not include 
budgetary or economic effects of subsequent legislation, economic developments, administrative 
actions, or regulatory changes.

Unless this report indicates otherwise, all years referred to in describing the budget outlook are federal 
fiscal years, which run from October 1 to September 30 and are designated by the calendar year in 
which they end. Years referred to in describing the economic outlook are calendar years.

Numbers in the text, tables, and figures may not add up to totals because of rounding.

Some of the figures in this report use shaded vertical bars to indicate periods of recession. (A recession 
extends from the peak of a business cycle to its trough.)

Previous editions of this report often included an appendix of historical budget data. Those data 
and other supplemental data for this analysis are available on CBO’s website (www.cbo.gov/
publication/57950#data), as are a glossary of common budgetary and economic terms 
(www.cbo.gov/publication/42904), a description of how CBO prepares its baseline budget projec-
tions (www.cbo.gov/publication/53532), a description of how CBO prepares its economic forecast 
(www.cbo.gov/publication/53537), and previous editions of this report (https://go.usa.gov/xQrzS).

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/42904
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/53532
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/53537
https://go.usa.gov/xQrzS




Visual Summary

In this report, the Congressional Budget Office describes its projections of the federal budget and the U.S. economy 
under current law for this year and the decade that follows. Cumulative deficits projected for the 2022–2031 period 
are larger than those in the projections that CBO published last July. Revenues have increased in CBO’s projections, 
buoyed in part by the stronger-than-anticipated economy, which CBO expects to persist. But higher projected infla-
tion and interest rates have pushed up outlays for interest payments on federal debt and for benefit programs such as 
Social Security. Recently enacted legislation has increased CBO’s projections of discretionary spending.

Deficits In CBO’s projections, the federal budget deficit (adjusted to exclude the effects of shifts in the 
timing of certain payments) decreases from 12.4 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 
2021 to 3.9 percent this year and to 3.7 percent in 2023. The projected shortfall increases to 
6.1 percent of GDP in 2032—significantly larger than the 3.5 percent of GDP that deficits 
have averaged over the past 50 years. 
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See Figure 1-1 on page 6

Rising interest rates and mounting 
debt cause net interest outlays to 
double as a percentage of GDP over 
the coming decade—from 1.6 percent 
in 2022 to 3.3 percent in 2032. 
Adjusted to exclude the effects of 
timing shifts, primary deficits (which 
exclude net interest costs) increase 
from 2.3 percent of GDP in 2022 to 
2.9 percent in 2032, exceeding their 
50-year average of 1.5 percent of GDP 
in each year of the projection period. 
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See Figure A-1 on page 110

Since July 2021, CBO has raised its 
projection of the 10-year deficit by a 
total of $2.4 trillion, mainly because 
of newly enacted legislation. Revenue 
increases, which reduce deficits, were 
mostly offset by economic changes 
that increased outlays—particularly 
those for interest and Social Security.
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Debt Federal debt held by the public is projected to dip from 100 percent of GDP at the end of 2021 
to 96 percent in 2023. The rapid growth of nominal GDP—reflecting both high inflation and 
the continued growth of real GDP (that is, GDP adjusted to remove the effects of inflation)—
helps hold down the amount of debt relative to the nation’s output. As deficits increase in most 
years after 2023 in CBO’s projections, debt steadily rises, reaching 110 percent of GDP in 
2032—higher than it has ever been—and 185 percent of GDP in 2052.

Outlays and 
Revenues

In CBO’s projections, outlays total $5.8 trillion, or 24 percent of GDP, in 2022. (Those outlays 
are adjusted to exclude the effects of timing shifts.) As a percentage of GDP, they dip below that 
level for a few years and then rise. In 2032, outlays again total 24 percent of GDP. Since 1946, 
outlays have reached or exceeded that percentage of GDP only three times—in 2009, 2020, 
and 2021 (all of which were during a recession or the coronavirus pandemic). Revenues total 
$4.8 trillion, or 20 percent of GDP, in 2022—their highest level relative to the size of the econ-
omy in more than two decades. They fall as a percentage of GDP over the next few years before 
rising again in 2026 and 2027, and then they stabilize.
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See Figure 1-8 on page 19

Debt is projected to rise in relation 
to GDP mainly because of increasing 
interest costs and growth in spending 
for Medicare and Social Security.
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See Figure 1-2 on page 9

From 2023 to 2032, outlays are 
projected to average 23.2 percent of 
GDP, exceeding their 50-year average 
of 20.8 percent. Revenues, which are 
projected to average 18.1 percent of 
GDP over the next 10 years, exceed 
their 50-year average of 17.3 percent.
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The Economy During the past year, prices of many goods and services increased sharply, and the unemployment 
rate fell. In CBO’s projections, over the next year, economic growth stays above its average of the 
past two decades, and unemployment remains low. Elevated inflation initially persists as strong 
demand for products and labor continues, but it gradually subsides as supply disruptions dissi-
pate, energy prices decline, and less accommodative monetary policy takes hold.
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Increases in projected outlays stem 
from the aging of the population and 
the rising cost of health care, which 
boost outlays for programs that provide 
benefits to elderly people. In addition, 
rising interest rates and accumulating 
debt cause net interest costs to double 
as a percentage of GDP.
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See Figure 4-2 on page 87

Total projected revenues rise sharply 
in 2022 because of the economic 
recovery, the end of temporary 
provisions enacted in response to 
the pandemic, and the strength 
in tax collections so far this year 
(which cannot yet be fully explained). 
Projected revenues rise again after 
2025 because of the scheduled 
expiration of some provisions of the 
2017 tax act.
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See Figure 2-1 on page 22

Real GDP grows by 3.1 percent in 
2022 in CBO’s projections. After 
2022, growth of real GDP slows 
because of tightening monetary 
policy, waning fiscal support, and 
other factors.

Outlays and Revenues (Continued)
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See Figure 2-4 on page 39

Inflation has recently reached its 
fastest pace in four decades. It is 
expected to remain high in 2022 
because of various factors that 
continue to restrain supply in the 
face of strong demand in product 
and labor markets. Inflation slows in 
2023 and 2024 in CBO’s projections, 
nearing the Federal Reserve’s long-
run goal of 2 percent by the end 
of 2024.
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See Figure 2-3 on page 37

The unemployment rate is projected 
to fall over the next year because 
of the ongoing expansion of the 
economy.
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See Figure 2-4 on page 39

CBO expects the Federal Reserve to 
rapidly increase its target range for 
the federal funds rate over the next 
two years. In CBO’s projections, the 
interest rate on 3-month Treasury bills 
rises in tandem with that increase.

The Economy (Continued)



Chapter 1: The Outlook for Deficits 
and Debt

Overview
As federal spending in response to the coronavirus pan-
demic wanes and the economic expansion continues, the 
budget deficit in 2022 is expected to shrink substantially 
from the amounts recorded in 2020 and 2021 (when 
deficits, relative to the size of the economy, were larger 
than at any time since World War II). Nevertheless, 
under the assumption that current laws governing taxes 
and spending will generally remain unchanged in future 
years, federal deficits are set to remain large by historical 
standards and to generally increase throughout the next 
decade, the Congressional Budget Office projects (see 
Figure 1-1). Federal debt measured relative to the size of 
the economy is projected to dip over the next two years 
and then to rise each year through 2032. 

Large Deficits
In CBO’s baseline budget projections, the federal 
deficit equals $1.0 trillion this year, and deficits aver-
age $1.6 trillion per year between 2023 and 2032. The 
cumulative deficit over the 2023–2032 period totals 
$15.7 trillion (see Table 1-1).1 Deficits average 5.1 per-
cent of gross domestic product (GDP) over that period, 
and in 2032, the deficit equals 6.1 percent of GDP. By 
comparison, over the past 50 years, the annual deficit has 
averaged 3.5 percent of GDP. From 2025 through 2032, 
projected annual deficits exceed 4.5 percent of GDP. At 
no time since at least 1930 have deficits remained that 
large for longer than five years.

1. CBO constructs its baseline in accordance with provisions set 
forth in the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control 
Act of 1985 (Deficit Control Act, Public Law 99-177) and the 
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 
(P.L. 93-344). CBO’s baseline is not intended to be a forecast of 
budgetary outcomes; rather, it is meant to provide a benchmark 
that policymakers can use to assess the potential effects of policy 
decisions.

Growing Debt
Despite the large deficits, federal debt held by the public 
is projected to dip from 100 percent of GDP at the end 
of 2021 to 96 percent in 2023. The rapid growth of 
nominal GDP—reflecting both high inflation and the 
continued growth of real GDP (that is, GDP adjusted 
to remove the effects of inflation)—helps hold down 
the amount of debt relative to the nation’s output. After 
2023, debt is projected to increase as a percentage of 
GDP, rising to 110 percent at the end of 2032. At that 
point, federal debt would be higher as a percentage of 
GDP than at any point in the nation’s history—and 
heading still higher in the following two decades.

Uncertainty of Budgetary Outcomes
CBO’s budget projections are subject to considerable 
uncertainty. Those projections depend on the agency’s 
economic projections and many other factors, including 
the course of the ongoing pandemic. Developments that 
vary from what CBO projects could lead to budgetary 
outcomes that are very different from the baseline. That 
uncertainty increases in later years of the projection 
period because changes in the economy, demographics, 
and a variety of other factors are more difficult to antici-
pate over longer time horizons. 

Moreover, outcomes will depend on future legislative 
action, which could increase or decrease budget deficits. 
For example: 

• CBO’s baseline projections reflect the scheduled 
expiration of a number of individual income tax 
provisions contained in Public Law 115-97 (referred 
to as the 2017 tax act in this report). If the scheduled 
expirations did not occur and current tax policies were 
continued instead, much larger deficits and greater 
debt would result: By 2032, the deficit, measured as 
a percentage of GDP and including associated debt-
service costs, would exceed CBO’s baseline estimate 
by 1.1 percentage points; and debt held by the public 
would grow to 116 percent of GDP. 
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• CBO’s baseline projections reflect the assumption 
that funding provided for 2022 by the Infrastructure 
Investment and Jobs Act (P.L. 117-58) continues 
each year with adjustments for inflation, the standard 
assumption for appropriations. If that funding was 
not assumed to continue beyond the amounts stated 
in that act, the deficit, including associated debt-
service costs, would be smaller by 0.5 percent of 
GDP, and debt would be lower by about 2.5 percent 
of GDP in 2032. (For more information on other 
alternatives to CBO’s baseline projections, see 
Chapter 5.)

Long-Term Budgetary Pressures
Beyond 2032, if current laws remained generally 
unchanged, deficits would continue to grow relative 
to the size of the economy over the following 20 years, 
keeping debt measured as a percentage of GDP on an 
upward trajectory throughout that period. Those large 
budget deficits would arise because outlays—particularly 
for interest on federal debt and for Medicare—would 
grow steadily under current law, and revenues would not 
keep pace with those outlays.

Deficits
Under the assumption that current laws governing taxes 
and spending generally remain in place, the amount by 
which the government’s outlays exceed its revenues will 
fall from $2.8 trillion in 2021 to $1.0 trillion in 2023. 
That shortfall is similar, in nominal terms, to the one 
recorded in 2019 before the onset of the pandemic. 
The budget deficit is projected to increase in most years 
thereafter, reaching $2.3 trillion in 2032. Relative to 
the size of the economy, this year’s deficit is projected to 
total 4.2 percent of GDP, about a third as large as the 
12.4 percent shortfall recorded last year. 

The Deficit in 2022
According to CBO’s projections, under current law, the 
budget deficit in 2022 will be $1.0 trillion, $1.7 tril-
lion less than the shortfall recorded last year, as spend-
ing in response to the pandemic wanes and revenues 
increase. That decrease would be larger if not for a shift 
in the timing of certain payments. Because October 1, 
2022 (the first day of fiscal year 2023), falls on a week-
end, certain payments that would ordinarily be made on 

Figure 1-1 .

Total Deficits, Primary Deficits, and Net Interest Outlays
Percentage of GDP

   Projected
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Primary deficits exclude net outlays for interest.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead made at the 
end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. All projections have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those timing shifts. Historical 
amounts have been adjusted as far back as the available data will allow.

GDP = gross domestic product.

In CBO’s projections, 
primary and total deficits 
initially shrink as a 
percentage of GDP and 
then generally increase, 
particularly in the second 
half of the projection 
period. The aging of the 
population and the rising 
costs of health care boost 
primary deficits; net interest 
outlays, which double as a 
percentage of GDP over the 
projection period, further 
increase total deficits.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Table 1-1 .

CBO’s Baseline Budget Projections, by Category
Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

In Billions of Dollars
Revenues

Individual income taxes 2,044 2,623 2,579 2,542 2,539 2,771 2,970 3,049 3,170 3,301 3,436 3,582 13,400 29,938
Payroll taxes 1,314 1,465 1,572 1,625 1,669 1,726 1,786 1,853 1,923 1,995 2,072 2,150 8,378 18,372
Corporate income taxes 372 395 456 478 483 473 457 461 470 480 491 505 2,347 4,755
Other 317 354 283 279 290 310 336 352 370 385 403 424 1,498 3,433

Total 4,047 4,836 4,890 4,924 4,982 5,280 5,548 5,716 5,934 6,161 6,402 6,662 25,623 56,498
On-budget 3,095 3,782 3,754 3,737 3,753 4,008 4,229 4,347 4,514 4,689 4,875 5,078 19,481 42,984
Off-budget a 952 1,054 1,136 1,186 1,228 1,272 1,320 1,369 1,420 1,472 1,527 1,584 6,142 13,514

Outlays
Mandatory 4,834 3,751 3,674 3,656 3,834 4,032 4,206 4,542 4,564 4,911 5,162 5,461 19,401 44,041
Discretionary 1,636 1,722 1,758 1,798 1,862 1,930 1,996 2,057 2,096 2,155 2,209 2,261 9,344 20,122
Net interest 352 399 442 525 604 681 756 842 925 1,007 1,099 1,194 3,009 8,075

Total 6,822 5,872 5,874 5,980 6,300 6,643 6,958 7,441 7,585 8,074 8,469 8,915 31,754 72,238
On-budget 5,819 4,794 4,688 4,705 4,942 5,208 5,436 5,826 5,872 6,258 6,546 6,887 24,979 56,368
Off-budget a 1,004 1,077 1,186 1,275 1,358 1,436 1,521 1,614 1,713 1,816 1,923 2,029 6,775 15,870

Total Deficit -2,775 -1,036 -984 -1,056 -1,318 -1,364 -1,409 -1,725 -1,651 -1,912 -2,067 -2,253 -6,131 -15,740
On-budget -2,724 -1,013 -934 -968 -1,189 -1,200 -1,207 -1,480 -1,358 -1,568 -1,671 -1,808 -5,498 -13,384
Off-budget a -52 -23 -50 -88 -130 -164 -202 -245 -293 -344 -396 -445 -633 -2,356

Primary Deficit b -2,423 -637 -542 -531 -714 -683 -653 -883 -726 -905 -969 -1,060 -3,122 -7,665

Debt Held by the Public 22,284 24,173 25,193 26,217 27,561 28,925 30,326 32,105 33,760 35,808 37,949 40,213 n.a. n.a.

Memorandum:
Gross Domestic Product 22,365 24,694 26,240 27,291 28,271 29,266 30,332 31,487 32,716 33,996 35,318 36,680 141,400 311,596

As a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
Revenues

Individual income taxes 9.1 10.6 9.8 9.3 9.0 9.5 9.8 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.8 9.5 9.6
Payroll taxes 5.9 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9
Corporate income taxes 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.5
Other 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1

Total 18.1 19.6 18.6 18.0 17.6 18.0 18.3 18.2 18.1 18.1 18.1 18.2 18.1 18.1
On-budget 13.8 15.3 14.3 13.7 13.3 13.7 13.9 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8
Off-budget a 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3

Outlays
Mandatory 21.6 15.2 14.0 13.4 13.6 13.8 13.9 14.4 14.0 14.4 14.6 14.9 13.7 14.1
Discretionary 7.3 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.2 6.6 6.5
Net interest 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.3 2.1 2.6

Total 30.5 23.8 22.4 21.9 22.3 22.7 22.9 23.6 23.2 23.7 24.0 24.3 22.5 23.2
On-budget 26.0 19.4 17.9 17.2 17.5 17.8 17.9 18.5 17.9 18.4 18.5 18.8 17.7 18.1
Off-budget a 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 4.8 5.1

Total Deficit -12.4 -4.2 -3.8 -3.9 -4.7 -4.7 -4.6 -5.5 -5.0 -5.6 -5.9 -6.1 -4.3 -5.1
On-budget -12.2 -4.1 -3.6 -3.5 -4.2 -4.1 -4.0 -4.7 -4.2 -4.6 -4.7 -4.9 -3.9 -4.3
Off-budget a -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 -1.1 -1.2 -0.4 -0.8

Primary Deficit b -10.8 -2.6 -2.1 -1.9 -2.5 -2.3 -2.2 -2.8 -2.2 -2.7 -2.7 -2.9 -2.2 -2.5

Debt Held by the Public 99.6 97.9 96.0 96.1 97.5 98.8 100.0 102.0 103.2 105.3 107.5 109.6 n.a. n.a.

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

n.a. = not applicable.

a. The revenues and outlays of the Social Security trust funds and the net cash flow of the Postal Service are classified as off-budget. 

b. Primary deficits exclude net outlays for interest.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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that day will instead be made in fiscal year 2022.2 If not 
for that shift, this year’s projected shortfall would have 
been $68 billion smaller (see Table 1-2). 

2. October 1 will fall on a weekend again in 2023 and 2028. In 
such cases, certain payments due on October 1 are made at the 
end of September and thus are recorded in the previous fiscal 
year. Those shifts will noticeably boost outlays and the deficit 
in fiscal year 2028; the timing shifts will reduce federal outlays 
and deficits in fiscal years 2024 and 2029. (Because one set of 
payments will be shifted out of 2023 and one set will be shifted 
into 2023, the overall effect of shifts in payments in 2023 will be 
small, on net.)

CBO projects that, under current law, revenues will 
increase by 19 percent in 2022, a slightly faster rate 
of growth than the 18 percent increase that occurred 
in 2021. That growth in 2022 results in part from the 
current economic expansion and the end of temporary 
provisions enacted in response to the pandemic that 
reduced revenues. However, even after accounting for 
those factors, tax collections so far in 2022 have been 
larger than currently available data on economic activity 
would suggest. CBO will evaluate the reasons for the dis-
crepancy as more detailed information from tax returns 
becomes available. In total, revenues are projected to rise 
by $789 billion in 2022, to $4.8 trillion. Revenues will 

Table 1-2 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Outlays and Deficits, Adjusted to Exclude 
Effects of Timing Shifts

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

In Billions of Dollars
Payments That Are Shifted in CBO’s Baseline a 0 -68 -12 80 0 0 0 -113 113 0 0 0

Outlays Adjusted for Timing Shifts
Mandatory 4,834 3,688 3,662 3,731 3,834 4,032 4,206 4,435 4,671 4,911 5,162 5,461
Discretionary 1,636 1,717 1,757 1,803 1,862 1,930 1,996 2,051 2,102 2,155 2,209 2,261
Net interest 352 399 442 525 604 681 756 842 925 1,007 1,099 1,194

Total 6,822 5,804 5,861 6,060 6,300 6,643 6,958 7,328 7,698 8,074 8,469 8,915

Total Deficit Adjusted for Timing Shifts -2,775 -968 -972 -1,136 -1,318 -1,364 -1,409 -1,612 -1,764 -1,912 -2,067 -2,253

Primary Deficit Adjusted for Timing Shifts b -2,423 -569 -529 -611 -714 -683 -653 -770 -839 -905 -969 -1,060

As a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
Outlays Adjusted for Timing Shifts

Mandatory 21.6 14.9 14.0 13.7 13.6 13.8 13.9 14.1 14.3 14.4 14.6 14.9
Discretionary 7.3 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.2
Net interest 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.3

Total 30.5 23.5 22.3 22.2 22.3 22.7 22.9 23.3 23.5 23.7 24.0 24.3

Total Deficit Adjusted for Timing Shifts -12.4 -3.9 -3.7 -4.2 -4.7 -4.7 -4.6 -5.1 -5.4 -5.6 -5.9 -6.1

Primary Deficit Adjusted for Timing Shifts b -10.8 -2.3 -2.0 -2.2 -2.5 -2.3 -2.2 -2.4 -2.6 -2.7 -2.7 -2.9

Memorandum:
Baseline Deficit, Unadjusted

In billions of dollars -2,775 -1,036 -984 -1,056 -1,318 -1,364 -1,409 -1,725 -1,651 -1,912 -2,067 -2,253
As a percentage of GDP -12.4 -4.2 -3.8 -3.9 -4.7 -4.7 -4.6 -5.5 -5.0 -5.6 -5.9 -6.1

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Department of the Treasury. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product. 

a. When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead made 
at the end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. Those shifts primarily affect mandatory outlays; discretionary outlays are also 
affected, but to a much lesser degree. Net interest outlays are not affected.

b. Primary deficits exclude net outlays for interest. 

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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reach 19.6 percent of GDP this year—the largest that 
receipts have been as a share of the economy in more 
than two decades. 

Outlays, which rose by 4 percent in 2021, are projected 
to decrease by 15 percent (or $1.0 trillion) this year, to 
$5.8 trillion, as pandemic-related spending falls. (The 
amount for 2022 and the projections for outlays and 
deficits cited throughout the remainder of the chap-
ter reflect adjustments to exclude the effects of timing 
shifts.) As a percentage of GDP, outlays are estimated to 
fall from 30.5 percent in 2021 to 23.5 percent this year. 
That decrease is the net result of changes to the three 
major components of federal spending:

• Mandatory spending is expected to fall by 24 percent 
(or $1.1 trillion) in 2022, to $3.7 trillion, as spending 
related to the pandemic declines rapidly.3 

3. Mandatory spending consists of outlays for some federal benefit 
programs, such as Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid, 
and certain other payments to people, businesses, nonprofit 
institutions, and state and local governments. It is governed by 
statutory criteria and is not normally controlled by the annual 
appropriation process.

• Discretionary outlays are projected to rise by 5 percent 
(or $81 billion) this year, to $1.7 trillion. That rate 
of increase is faster than the 1 percent rate of increase 
observed last year but slower than the 22 percent 
jump in 2020.4 (The growth in discretionary 
outlays that occurred in 2020 stemmed primarily 
from legislation enacted in response to the ongoing 
pandemic.) 

• Net outlays for interest are expected to rise from 
$352 billion in 2021 to $399 billion in 2022, an 
increase of 13 percent (or $47 billion). Higher 
inflation this year accounts for most of that change 
because it boosts the principal of inflation-protected 
securities, which are recorded as outlays for interest. 

Deficits From 2023 to 2032
In CBO’s baseline projections, the budget deficit—rel-
ative to GDP—grows from 3.7 percent next year to 
4.7 percent in 2025 and remains near that amount 
through 2027. Thereafter, the deficit increases further, 

4. Discretionary spending is controlled by appropriation acts that 
specify the amounts that are to be provided for a broad array 
of government activities, including, for example, defense, law 
enforcement, and transportation.

Figure 1-2 .

Total Outlays and Revenues
Percentage of Gross Domestic Product

   Projected
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead made at the 
end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. All projections have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those timing shifts. Historical 
amounts have been adjusted as far back as the available data will allow.

Outlays are projected to 
drop from recent highs, as 
pandemic-related spending 
wanes, and then trend 
upward, as they did before 
the pandemic. Revenues 
are projected to increase 
sharply this year and then 
hover around their historical 
average as a share of the 
economy.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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totaling 6.1 percent in 2032. Since 1946, the deficit has 
exceeded 6.1 percent of GDP in only six years: from 
2009 to 2012 (following the 2007–2009 recession) 
and in 2020 and 2021 (during the ongoing pandemic). 
Relative to the size of the economy, outlays increase over 
the 2023–2032 period, particularly in the second half 
of the period, but revenues remain relatively stable (see 
Figure 1-2 on page 9).

In CBO’s projections, primary deficits—that is, defi-
cits excluding net outlays for interest—fluctuate over 
the first half of the projection period, remaining just 
above 2.0 percent of GDP in most years. They are 
projected to increase steadily in the second half, equal-
ing 2.9 percent of GDP in 2032. All told, primary 
deficits average 2.5 percent of GDP over the 10-year 
period. In the 62 years from 1947 to 2008, those deficits 
exceeded 2.0 percent of GDP only three times. In the 
past 13 years, however, they have exceeded that amount 
10 times—in large part because of legislation that was 
enacted in response to the last two recessions. 

Net outlays for interest, which equal 1.7 percent of GDP 
in 2023 in CBO’s baseline, increase in each year of the 
projection period as interest rates and federal debt rise. 
By 2032, net interest outlays total 3.3 percent of GDP, 
more than twice what they are this year and higher than 
they have been in any year since at least 1940 (the first 
year for which the Office of Management and Budget 
reports such data).

Historically, when unemployment has been low, deficits 
have been much smaller as a percentage of GDP than 
the amounts CBO currently projects (see Figure 1-3). 
Between 2023 and 2032—a period in which the average 
unemployment rate is projected to remain below 5 per-
cent—deficits in CBO’s baseline (adjusted to exclude 
the effects of timing shifts) are as small as 3.7 percent of 
GDP and average 5.1 percent of GDP. From 1972 to 
2021, the unemployment rate was below 5 percent in 
11 years. Deficits averaged 1.2 percent of GDP during 
those 11 years, and only twice (in 2018 and 2019) did 
deficits exceed 3.7 percent of GDP. Excluding net inter-
est outlays, the budget, on average, showed a primary 
surplus of 0.7 percent of GDP during those 11 years; the 
primary deficit in CBO’s baseline averages 2.5 percent of 
GDP over the projection period. 

Revenues. In CBO’s projections, revenues fall as a 
percentage of GDP between 2022 and 2025, when they 
total 17.6 percent of GDP. Receipts from individual 
income taxes, which are projected to fall from 10.6 per-
cent of GDP in 2022 to 9.0 percent in 2025, account 

for most of that decrease. In CBO’s estimation, some 
of the recent strength in those receipts is temporary. In 
addition, CBO expects that net income of the Federal 
Reserve System, which is remitted to the Treasury and 
counted as revenue, will decline because of increases in 
interest rates and changes in the central bank’s portfolio 
of assets. (As interest rates rise, so does the amount of 

Figure 1-3 .

A Comparison of Deficits in CBO’s Baseline 
Projections With Deficits and Surpluses 
at Other Times in the Past 50 Years When 
Unemployment Was Low
Percentage of GDP
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 2023 to 2032 
in CBO's Baseline 
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Although the unemployment rate remains below 5 percent from 
2023 to 2032 in CBO’s projections, deficits in those years are large 
by historical standards. Total deficits average 5.1 percent of GDP, 
and primary deficits, 2.5 percent. The average unemployment rate 
was less than 5 percent in 11 of the past 50 fiscal years. In those 
11 years, total deficits averaged 1.2 percent of GDP, and the budget 
recorded an average primary surplus equal to 0.7 percent of GDP. 

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/
publication/57950#data.

Primary deficits or surpluses exclude net outlays for interest.

The unemployment rate is the number of people not working who are 
available for work and are either seeking work or expecting to be recalled 
from a temporary layoff, expressed as a percentage of the labor force.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain 
payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead 
made at the end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal 
year. All projections have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those 
timing shifts. Historical amounts have been adjusted as far back as the 
available data will allow.

GDP = gross domestic product.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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interest paid on the reserves that banks hold with the 
Federal Reserve, which reduces its net remittances.) 

Under the assumption that current laws generally remain 
unchanged, revenues in CBO’s baseline increase to 
18.0 percent of GDP in 2026 and to 18.3 percent in 
2027 and then remain just under that amount through 
2032. Receipts from individual income taxes drive that 
growth in 2026 and 2027, rising by 0.8 percentage 
points over those two years, to 9.8 percent of GDP. Most 
of the increase in individual income taxes results from 
scheduled changes in tax rules, including the expiration 
of nearly all the changes made to those taxes by the 
2017 tax act. Those expirations cause tax liabilities to 
rise in calendar year 2026, boosting receipts in 2026 and 
2027. (For a more detailed discussion of CBO’s revenue 
projections, see Chapter 4.)

Outlays. In CBO’s baseline projections, total outlays 
relative to the size of the economy remain mostly stable 
in the first few years of the projection period and then 
rise over the rest of the decade, boosted by greater 
spending for interest costs and large benefit programs 
(see Figure 1-4). In the baseline, outlays (adjusted to 
exclude shifts in timing) remain just above 22.0 percent 
of GDP between 2023 and 2025 and then rise there-
after, reaching 24.3 percent in 2032. Since 1946, outlays 
have reached or exceeded 24 percent only three times: 
in 2009, during the 2007–2009 recession; and in 2020 
and 2021, during the current pandemic. (For a more 
detailed discussion of CBO’s projections of outlays, see 
Chapter 3.) 

Net Interest Outlays. CBO estimates that, if current 
law remained unchanged, net outlays for interest would 

Figure 1-4 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Outlays and Revenues, Compared With 
Actual Values 25 and 50 Years Ago
Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

In 2022, October 1 (the first day of fiscal year 2023) falls on a weekend, so certain payments that are due on that date will instead be made in September, thus 
boosting outlays in fiscal year 2022 and reducing them in 2023. Such shifts affect projections of outlays for the major health care programs, other mandatory 
outlays, defense discretionary outlays, total outlays, and the deficit. The data have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those timing shifts.

a. Consists of outlays for Medicare (net of premiums and other offsetting receipts), Medicaid, and the Children’s Health Insurance Program, as well as subsidies 
for health insurance purchased through the marketplaces established under the Affordable Care Act and related spending.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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increase substantially over the projection period. In 
CBO’s projections, interest rates rise through 2024 and 
net interest outlays increase at an average annual rate 
of 15 percent between 2022 and 2025. After 2025, 
growth in net interest outlays slows somewhat but 
remains robust, averaging increases of 10 percent per 
year through 2032. That slower rate of increase in later 
years occurs primarily because interest rates in CBO’s 
economic forecast are relatively flat over the second half 
of the projection period. (For a more detailed discus-
sion of CBO’s economic projections, see Chapter 2.) 
Nevertheless, increasing federal debt would continue to 
put upward pressure on federal interest spending. All 
told, net interest outlays are projected to increase from 
1.7 percent of GDP in 2023 to 3.3 percent in 2032, well 
above the 50-year average of 2.0 percent.

Mandatory Spending. In CBO’s projections, outlays 
for mandatory programs fall relative to the size of the 
economy through 2025, when they equal 13.6 percent 
of GDP. They increase steadily over the remainder of the 
decade, totaling 14.9 percent of GDP in 2032, about 
the same as the share projected for 2022. By comparison, 
since 1962, the only other time mandatory outlays have 
exceeded 14.9 percent of GDP was in 2020 and 2021, 
during the pandemic. Such outlays averaged nearly 
11 percent of GDP between 1972 and 2021. 

That pattern occurs mostly because spending related to 
the pandemic is projected to fall over the next few years, 
and two underlying factors—the aging of the population 
and the rapid growth in federal health care costs—put 
upward pressure on mandatory outlays, particularly 
for Social Security and Medicare. Those trends are as 
follows: 

• The number of people age 65 or older is now about 
two and a half times what it was 50 years ago. Over 
the next decade, as members of the baby-boom 
generation age and as life expectancy continues to 
increase, that number is expected to rise by about 
one-quarter (see Figure 1-5). As a result, the number 
of participants in Social Security and Medicare is 
projected to continue growing faster than the overall 
population. 

• Federal health care costs per beneficiary are projected 
to continue growing faster than GDP per capita.

As a result of those two trends, outlays for Social Security 
and Medicare are projected to rise in relation to GDP 
over the 2023–2032 period, increasing from 8.2 percent 
in 2023 to 10.3 percent in 2032. All other manda-
tory outlays are projected to fall over that period, from 
5.7 percent of GDP in 2023 to 4.6 percent in 2032. 
That decline results, in part, from falling spending related 
to the pandemic over the next few years. In addition, 

Figure 1-5 .
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Enrollment in Social 
Security and Medicare is 
expected to rise as the 
number of people age 65 or 
older grows.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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benefit amounts for many of those programs are adjusted 
for inflation each year, and in CBO’s economic forecast, 
inflation is less than the rate of growth of nominal GDP. 
Beyond the projection period, the rising costs of health 
care and the aging of the population will continue to put 
pressure on the federal budget. 

Discretionary Spending. In CBO’s baseline, discretion-
ary outlays increase at an average annual rate of 2.8 per-
cent over the 2023–2032 period, reflecting the assump-
tion that funding will grow with inflation.5 Because that 
rate of growth is slower than the growth rate projected 
for the economy, such outlays fall as a percentage of 
GDP. In 2032, discretionary outlays are projected to 
total 6.2 percent of GDP, 0.8 percentage points below 
CBO’s estimate of such outlays in 2022. By comparison, 
those outlays have averaged 8.1 percent of GDP over the 
past 50 years.

Debt 
Debt held by the public—a common measure of federal 
debt—consists mostly of securities that the Treasury 
issues to raise cash to fund the federal government’s 
activities and to pay off its maturing liabilities.6 The 
Treasury borrows money from the public by selling 
securities in the capital markets; that debt is purchased 
by many entities, including various buyers in the United 
States, private investors overseas, and central banks of 
other countries. Of the $22.3 trillion in federal debt 
held by the public at the end of 2021, two-thirds was 
held by domestic investors and one-third was held by 
foreign investors. The largest U.S. holders of federal 
debt as of September 30, 2021, were the Federal Reserve 
(24 percent), mutual funds (13 percent), and financial 
institutions (9 percent). Investors in Japan and China 
had the largest foreign holdings of Treasury securities, 
together accounting for 11 percent of U.S. public debt 
(see Figure 1-6). 

Aside from federal debt held by the public, other mea-
sures are sometimes used for various purposes, such as 
to provide a more comprehensive picture of the govern-
ment’s financial condition or to account for debt held by 
federal trust funds.

5. In CBO’s baseline projections, discretionary funding related to 
federal personnel is inflated using the employment cost index 
for wages and salaries of workers in private industry; other 
discretionary funding is adjusted using the gross domestic 
product price index. 

6. A small amount of debt held by the public is issued by other 
agencies, mainly the Tennessee Valley Authority. 

Debt Held by the Public
Under the assumptions that govern CBO’s baseline, 
the federal government is projected to borrow another 
$18 trillion from the end of 2021 through 2032, boost-
ing debt held by the public to $40 trillion, or 110 per-
cent of GDP, by the end of the projection period (see 
Table 1-3). That amount of debt relative to the size of 
the economy would be the greatest in the nation’s history 
and would be more than double the 50-year average of 
46 percent. 

Figure 1-6 .
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Such high and rising debt would have significant neg-
ative consequences, both for the economy and for the 
federal budget, including the following: 

• As interest rates rise—as they are projected to do 
in CBO’s economic forecast—federal spending on 
interest payments, including payments to foreign 

holders of U.S. debt, would increase substantially. 
More generally, the United States’ fiscal position 
would be more vulnerable to an increase in interest 
rates because costs to service the debt rise more for 
a given increase in interest rates when debt is higher 
than when it is lower.

Table 1-3 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Federal Debt
Billions of Dollars

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Debt Held by the Public at the 
Beginning of the Year 21,017 22,284 24,173 25,193 26,217 27,561 28,925 30,326 32,105 33,760 35,808 37,949

Changes in Debt Held by the Public
Deficit 2,775 1,036 984 1,056 1,318 1,364 1,409 1,725 1,651 1,912 2,067 2,253
Other means of financing a -1,508 853 36 -32 26 * -8 54 4 136 74 10

Total 1,267 1,889 1,020 1,024 1,344 1,364 1,401 1,779 1,655 2,048 2,141 2,264

Debt Held by the Public at  
the End of the Year

In billions of dollars 22,284 24,173 25,193 26,217 27,561 28,925 30,326 32,105 33,760 35,808 37,949 40,213
As a percentage of GDP 99.6 97.9 96.0 96.1 97.5 98.8 100.0 102.0 103.2 105.3 107.5 109.6

Memorandum:
Federal Financial Assets b 1,647 2,500 2,536 2,504 2,530 2,530 2,522 2,576 2,580 2,716 2,790 2,800

Debt Net of Financial Assets
In billions of dollars 20,637 21,673 22,657 23,713 25,031 26,395 27,804 29,529 31,180 33,092 35,160 37,413
As a percentage of GDP 92.3 87.8 86.3 86.9 88.5 90.2 91.7 93.8 95.3 97.3 99.6 102.0

Federal Reserve Holdings of Debt  
Held by the Public 5,431 5,536 4,636 3,796 3,315 3,540 3,930 4,351 4,772 5,176 5,581 5,986

Debt Net of Financial Assets and  
Federal Reserve Holdings

In billions of dollars 15,206 16,136 18,021 19,917 21,716 22,855 23,874 25,179 26,408 27,916 29,578 31,427
As a percentage of GDP 68.0 65.3 68.7 73.0 76.8 78.1 78.7 80.0 80.7 82.1 83.7 85.7

Gross Federal Debt c 28,386 30,621 31,761 32,887 34,245 35,597 36,835 38,377 39,849 41,599 43,445 45,350

Debt Subject to Limit d 28,401 30,637 31,777 32,903 34,261 35,614 36,852 38,394 39,866 41,617 43,464 45,370

Average Interest Rate on  
Debt Held by the Public (Percent) 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.1

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Department of the Treasury. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product; * = between zero and $500 million.

a. Factors not included in budget totals that affect the government’s need to borrow from the public. Those factors include changes in the government’s cash 
balances and cash flows associated with federal credit programs, such as those related to student loans. (Only the subsidy costs of those programs are 
reflected in the budget deficit.) 

b. The value of outstanding student loans and other credit transactions, cash balances, and various financial instruments. 

c. Federal debt held by the public plus Treasury securities held by federal trust funds and other government accounts. 

d. The amount of federal debt that is subject to the overall limit set in law. That measure of debt excludes debt issued by the Federal Financing Bank and reflects 
certain other adjustments that are excluded from gross federal debt. The debt limit is currently set at $31.4 trillion.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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• That debt path would also increase borrowing costs 
for the private sector, which would result in lower 
business investment and slow the growth of economic 
output over time.7 

• The likelihood of a fiscal crisis in the United States 
would increase. Specifically, the risk would rise of 
investors’ losing confidence in the U.S. government’s 
ability to service and repay its debt, causing interest 
rates to increase abruptly and inflation to spiral 
upward, or other disruptions.

• The likelihood of less abrupt, but still significant, 
adverse effects—such as expectations of higher rates 
of inflation, an erosion of confidence in the U.S. 
dollar as an international reserve currency, and more 
difficulty in financing public and private activity in 
international markets—would increase.

• Policymakers might feel constrained from 
implementing deficit-financed fiscal policy to respond 
to unforeseen events or for other purposes, such as 
to promote economic activity or strengthen national 
defense.

Other Measures of Debt 
Four other measures are sometimes used in reference to 
federal debt:

• Debt held by the public minus financial assets subtracts 
from debt held by the public the value of the 
government’s financial assets, such as student loans. 
That measure provides a more comprehensive picture 
of the government’s financial condition than does 
debt held by the public. Calculating that measure 
is not straightforward, however, because neither the 
financial assets that are included nor the methods 
for evaluating them are clearly defined. In CBO’s 
baseline, that measure varies roughly in line with debt 
alone, but is 7 percent to 10 percent smaller. 

• Debt held by the public minus financial assets and debt 
held by the Federal Reserve excludes Treasury securities 
held by the Federal Reserve in addition to financial 
assets held by the federal government.8 That measure 

7. When the federal government borrows in financial markets, it 
competes with other participants for funds. That competition 
can crowd out private investment, reducing economic output 
and income in the long term. By contrast, federal debt held by 
trust funds and other government accounts represents internal 
transactions of the government and does not directly affect 
financial markets.

8. Because of its need for flexibility and autonomy in setting 
monetary policy, the central bank is an independent federal 
entity. Although it remits earnings to the Treasury (which are 
recorded as revenues in the federal budget), the Federal Reserve’s 

better reflects the government’s overall effect on credit 
markets. In CBO’s projections, that measure increases 
from $16 trillion (or 65 percent of GDP) in 2022 to 
$31 trillion (or 86 percent of GDP) in 2032. Federal 
Reserve holdings are projected to fall as a percentage 
of debt held by the public, from 23 percent in 2022 
to 15 percent in 2032.

• Gross federal debt consists of debt held by the 
public and Treasury securities held by government 
accounts (for example, the Social Security trust 
funds). The latter type of debt does not directly 
affect the economy and has no net effect on the 
budget. Although debt held by the public increases 
by $16 trillion between the end of 2022 and the end 
of 2032 in CBO’s baseline projections, debt held 
by government accounts falls by about $1 trillion, 
reflecting declines in the balances of many trust 
funds.9 (For a more detailed discussion of those trust 
funds, see Appendix B.) As a result, gross federal 
debt is projected to rise by $15 trillion over that 
period and to total $45 trillion at the end of 2032. 
About 11 percent of that sum would be debt held by 
government accounts. 

• Debt subject to limit is the amount of debt that is 
subject to the statutory limit on federal borrowing; 
it differs from gross federal debt mainly in that it 
excludes debt issued by the Federal Financing Bank 
and includes certain other adjustments that are 
excluded from measures of gross debt.10 Currently, 
the statutory limit on the issuance of new federal debt 
is set at $31.4 trillion. In CBO’s baseline projections, 
the amount of outstanding debt subject to limit 
increases from $30.6 trillion at the end of 2022 to 
about $45 trillion at the end of 2032. (Under the 
assumptions governing CBO’s baseline projections, 
the Treasury will reach the limit on borrowing 
sometime in fiscal year 2023; but for the purpose of 
those projections, CBO assumes that increases in the 
statutory ceiling will occur as necessary.)

receipts and expenditures are not included directly in the federal 
budget, and the debt it holds is considered to be debt held by the 
public.

9. In keeping with the rules in section 257 of the Deficit Control 
Act, CBO’s baseline incorporates the assumption that scheduled 
payments will continue to be made in full after a trust fund has 
been exhausted, even though there is no legal authority to make 
such payments.

10. The Federal Financing Bank, a government corporation under 
the general supervision of the Treasury, assists federal agencies in 
managing their borrowing and lending programs. It can issue up 
to $15 billion of its own debt securities, and that amount does 
not count against the debt limit.
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Relationship Between Debt and Deficits
The net amount the Treasury borrows by selling securi-
ties (the amounts that are sold minus the amounts that 
have matured) is determined primarily by the annual 
budget deficit. However, several other factors—collec-
tively labeled “other means of financing” and not directly 
included in budget totals—also affect the government’s 
need to borrow from the public. Those factors include 
the cash flows associated with federal credit programs 
such as student loans (because only the subsidy costs of 
those programs are reflected in the budget deficit), as 
well as changes in the government’s cash balances.11 As 
a result of that additional borrowing, CBO projects, the 
increase in debt held by the public in 2022 will exceed 
the deficit this year by about $850 billion, a significantly 
larger difference than in most years. 

The amount of other means of financing this year is 
affected by the need for cash to finance credit programs, 
to replenish the Treasury’s cash balances, and to repay 
funds used late in fiscal year 2021 before the debt ceiling 
was increased. Specifically, the government’s need for 
cash to finance credit programs will, on net, boost debt 
by about $380 billion this year, primarily as a result of 
repaying financial institutions for loans made in response 
to the pandemic that were guaranteed and subsequently 
forgiven by the Small Business Administration. (The 
estimated costs of those guarantees had previously been 
recorded in the budget.) In addition, CBO estimates that 
the Treasury will boost its cash balance by $350 billion in 
2022. That increase does not affect the deficit but results 
in an increase in debt of the same amount. That balance 
was drawn down late in fiscal year 2021 after the statu-
tory limit on federal debt was reinstated in August 2021, 
and the Treasury could not issue net additional debt 
without breaching the limit. 

Also, the Treasury began taking a series of other steps 
in August 2021—known collectively as extraordinary 
measures—to avoid breaching the debt limit, including 
suspending investments of the Thrift Savings Plan’s G 
Fund.12 Once the debt ceiling was raised in December 
(early in fiscal year 2022), the G Fund, as required by 

11. For more details on other means of financing and on federal debt 
more broadly, see Congressional Budget Office, Federal Debt: A 
Primer (March 2020), www.cbo.gov/publication/56165.

12. For more details on extraordinary measures and on the statutory 
limit on federal debt more broadly, see Congressional Budget 
Office, Federal Debt and the Statutory Limit, November 2021 
(November 2021), www.cbo.gov/publication/57635.

law, was made whole (with interest), increasing debt by 
about $120 billion. 

Between 2023 and 2032, the government’s need for cash 
to finance new student loans and other credit programs 
would boost debt, on net, by about $248 billion, CBO 
projects. The subsidy costs for those credit programs are 
included in the projected deficit for each year from 2023 
to 2032. However, the cash outlays needed to finance 
those programs each year—for example, the outlays 
needed to lend students the sums they will gradually 
repay—are greater than the net subsidy costs. The 
Treasury needs to borrow funds each year to make up 
that difference. (For more information on CBO’s treat-
ment of credit programs, see the section titled “Other 
Mandatory Programs” in Chapter 3.) 

In addition, CBO projects that the Treasury would boost 
its cash balances, on net, by about $65 billion between 
2023 and 2032. All told, CBO projects that cumulative 
borrowing would total about $16.0 trillion over the 
period, $0.3 trillion more than the cumulative deficit.

Uncertainty About the Outlook for 
Deficits and Debt
Even if federal laws remained unchanged for the next 
decade, actual budgetary outcomes would differ from 
CBO’s baseline projections because of unanticipated 
changes in economic conditions and in a host of other 
factors that affect federal spending and revenues. The 
current projections are subject to an unusually high 
degree of uncertainty, which stems from the ongoing 
pandemic and other world events. The agency develops 
its projections so that they fall in the middle of the range 
of likely outcomes, given the baseline assumptions about 
federal tax and spending policies, while recognizing that 
actual outcomes will typically differ to some degree from 
any such projections.

CBO’s projections of outlays and revenues, and there-
fore of deficits and debt, depend in part on the agency’s 
economic projections, which include forecasts for such 
variables as interest rates, inflation, and the growth in 
productivity. Discrepancies between those forecasts and 
actual economic outcomes can cause significant differ-
ences between baseline budget projections and budgetary 
outcomes. The potential for such discrepancies in other 
inputs to the baseline also contributes to uncertainty 
about CBO’s projections. 

www.cbo.gov/publication/56165
www.cbo.gov/publication/57635
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Historical experience gives some indication of the magni-
tude of the uncertainty of these projections. The average 
absolute error of CBO’s deficit projection for the second 
year of its baseline (often referred to as the budget year) 
was 1.1 percent of GDP between 1985 and 2021.13 If 
CBO’s deficit projection for 2023 had an error equal to 
that average absolute error, the deficit would be larger or 
smaller than the agency estimates by about $280 billion. 
The sixth-year projections of deficits are, as expected, less 
accurate than the budget-year projections. For CBO’s 
sixth-year projections made for the years 1989 to 2021, 
the average absolute error was 2.0 percent of GDP. An 
equivalent error in the current deficit projection of 
$1.4 trillion for 2027 would cause the deficit in that year 
to be larger or smaller than what the agency projects by 
about $620 billion. 

To help illustrate the uncertainty of CBO’s baseline 
projections, the agency has calculated a range of pos-
sible outcomes for the deficit through 2027, under 

13. Calculations of CBO’s average absolute error exclude the effects 
of legislation enacted after the agency completed its projections. 
Calculations used actual GDP recorded for each year. For 
more information about how CBO calculates those errors, 
see Congressional Budget Office, An Evaluation of CBO’s Past 
Deficit and Debt Projections (September 2019), www.cbo.gov/
publication/55234.

the assumption that current law does not change (see 
Figure 1-7). In CBO’s baseline, the deficit (adjusted to 
exclude the effects of timing shifts) equals 3.7 percent 
of GDP in 2023 and 4.6 percent in 2027. On the basis 
of an analysis of its past projections, CBO estimates 
that there is approximately a two-thirds chance that the 
deficit under current law would be between 2.7 percent 
and 4.7 percent of GDP in 2023. For 2027, the range is 
wider: CBO estimates that there is approximately a two-
thirds chance that the deficit would be between 2.2 per-
cent and 7.0 percent of GDP.

For CBO’s debt projections, estimates for the sixth year 
of a baseline have been much less accurate than bud-
get-year estimates. Between 1985 and 2021, the average 
absolute error in budget-year projections of debt held 
by the public was 1.9 percent of GDP, but the average 
absolute error in sixth-year projections was 6.9 percent 
of GDP. Those larger errors occurred because errors in 
the projections of debt tend to compound over time, 
thereby increasing the uncertainty of those projections. 
For example, in CBO’s baseline, federal debt is projected 
to equal 100 percent of GDP in 2027. On the basis of 
an analysis of its past projections, CBO estimates that 
there is approximately a two-thirds chance that federal 
debt under current law would be between 91 percent 
and 109 percent of GDP in that year.

Figure 1-7 .

The Uncertainty of CBO’s Baseline Projections of the Budget Deficit
Percentage of Gross Domestic Product

   Projected
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The shaded area around CBO’s baseline deficit projection, which encompasses two-thirds of possible outcomes, is based on the errors in CBO’s one-, two-, 
three-, four-, five-, and six-year projections of the deficit for fiscal years 1984 through 2021. Actual outcomes will be affected by legislation enacted in future 
years. The effects of future legislation are not reflected in this figure.

CBO estimates that there 
is a roughly two-thirds 
chance that by 2027, the 
deficit as a share of gross 
domestic product would 
be 2.4 percentage points 
smaller or larger than the 
agency projects.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/55234
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/55234
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Table 1-4 .

Key Projections in CBO’s Baseline
Percentage of Gross Domestic Product

Projected Annual Average

2022 2023
2024– 
2027

2028– 
2032

2033– 
2042

2043– 
2052

Revenues
Individual income taxes 10.6 9.8 9.4 9.7 10.0 10.5
Payroll taxes 5.9 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.8 5.8
Corporate income taxes 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.3
Other 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3

Total Revenues 19.6 18.6 18.0 18.1 18.4 18.9

Outlays
Mandatory

Social Security 4.9 5.0 5.3 5.8 6.1 6.3
Major health care programs a 5.9 5.8 5.8 6.5 7.6 8.6
Other  4.4 3.1 2.6 2.2 2.1 1.9

Subtotal 15.2 14.0 13.7 14.5 15.8 16.8
Discretionary 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.3 6.0 6.0
Net interest 1.6 1.7 2.2 3.0 4.0 6.2

Total Outlays 23.8 22.4 22.5 23.8 25.8 28.9

Deficit -4.2 -3.8 -4.5 -5.6 -7.4 -10.0

Debt Held by the Public at the End of the Period 98 96 100 110 140 185

Memorandum:
Social Security

Revenues b 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.5
Outlays c 4.9 5.0 5.3 5.8 6.1 6.3

Contribution to the Federal Deficit d -0.4 -0.5 -0.8 -1.2 -1.5 -1.8

Medicare
Revenues b 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6
Outlays c 4.0 3.9 4.2 4.9 6.1 7.1
Offsetting receipts -0.9 -0.6 -0.7 -0.9 -1.2 -1.4

Contribution to the Federal Deficit d -1.6 -1.7 -2.0 -2.5 -3.4 -4.1

Gross Domestic Product at the End of the Period (Trillions of dollars) 24.7 26.2 30.3 36.7 52.6 74.5

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

This table satisfies a requirement specified in section 3111 of S. Con. Res. 11, the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal year 2016. 

a. Consists of outlays for Medicare (net of premiums and other offsetting receipts), Medicaid, and the Children’s Health Insurance Program, as well as subsidies 
for health insurance purchased through the marketplaces established under the Affordable Care Act and related spending. 

b. Includes payroll taxes other than those paid by the federal government on behalf of its employees; those payments are intragovernmental transactions. Also 
includes income taxes paid on Social Security benefits, which are credited to the trust funds. 

c. Does not include outlays related to the administration of the program, which are discretionary. For Social Security, outlays do not include intragovernmental 
offsetting receipts stemming from the employer’s share of payroll taxes paid to the Social Security trust funds by federal agencies on behalf of their 
employees. 

d. The net increase in the deficit shown in this table differs from the change in the trust fund balance for the associated program. It does not include 
intragovernmental transactions, interest earned on balances, or outlays related to the administration of the program.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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The Long-Term Outlook 
for the Budget 
Beyond the coming decade, the fiscal outlook is more 
challenging. In CBO’s current long-term projections, 
which extend through 2052, budget deficits grow 
steadily relative to GDP. Those long-term projections fol-
low CBO’s 10-year baseline projections for the coming 
decade and then extend the baseline concept for subse-
quent years (see Table 1-4 on page 18).14 Long-term 
budget projections are highly uncertain. Nevertheless, 
growing debt and rising interest rates would cause net 
outlays for interest as a percentage of GDP to rise rapidly 
through 2052. In addition, growth in per capita spend-
ing on health care and the aging of the population would 
boost federal outlays significantly relative to GDP over 
that period if current laws generally remained in effect. 

14. Details on the long-term budget projections presented here are 
included with the supplemental data for this report, available 
online at www.cbo.gov/publication/57950. CBO expects to 
publish The 2022 Long-Term Budget Outlook in July.

Federal revenues also would increase relative to GDP 
under current law, but they would not keep pace with 
outlays. As a result, CBO estimates, public debt would 
reach 185 percent of GDP by 2052, higher than any 
percentage previously recorded in the United States (see 
Figure 1-8).

Moreover, debt is on track to grow even larger after 
2052. To avoid the negative consequences of large and 
growing federal debt and to put debt on a sustainable 
path, lawmakers would have to make significant changes 
to tax and spending policies—increasing revenues more 
than they would under current law, reducing spending 
for large benefit programs below the projected amounts, 
or adopting some combination of those approaches.15

15. For further discussion, see Congressional Budget Office, The 
Economic Effects of Waiting to Stabilize Federal Debt (April 2022), 
www.cbo.gov/publication/57867.

Figure 1-8 .

Federal Debt Held by the Public, 1900 to 2052
Percentage of GDP
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product.

Federal debt held by the 
public is projected to 
increase in most years 
in the projection period, 
reaching 110 percent of 
GDP in 2032—higher 
than it has ever been. 
In the two decades that 
follow, growing deficits 
are projected to push 
federal debt higher still, to 
185 percent in 2052.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
www.cbo.gov/publication/57867




Chapter 2: The Economic Outlook

Overview
This chapter provides details about the Congressional 
Budget Office’s May 2022 economic projections, which 
the agency used as the basis for updating its budget 
projections. Inflation surged in 2021 and persisted at an 
elevated rate in 2022 as the prices of many goods and 
services increased sharply and the unemployment rate 
fell. Over that period, output and employment contin-
ued to expand markedly, and robust demand combined 
with supply disruptions to cause considerable tightness 
in product and labor markets. 

The Economic Outlook for 2022 to 2026
CBO’s projections reflect economic developments as of 
March 2, 2022, and the assumption that current laws 
governing federal taxes and spending generally remain in 
place. In those projections, high inflation initially persists 
as strong demand for products and labor continues and 
as supply disruptions and energy prices gradually decline:

• Inflation remains elevated in 2022; its pace since 
mid-2021 has been the fastest in four decades. In 
CBO’s projections, the price index for personal 
consumption expenditures (PCE) increases by 
4.0 percent in 2022, reflecting a variety of factors 
that continue to restrain supply in the face of strong 
demand.1 In the second half of 2022, supply-side 
conditions improve, and energy prices decrease. 
Inflation as measured by the PCE price index falls to 
2.3 percent in 2023. From 2024 to 2026, inflation 
remains near the Federal Reserve’s long-run goal of 
2 percent.

• Output surpasses its potential (maximum sustainable) 
level in the middle of 2022 as the economy continues 
to expand following the disruptions caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic and the recession of early 

1. Unless this report indicates otherwise, annual growth rates are 
measured from the fourth quarter of one year to the fourth 
quarter of the next.

2020. Real gross domestic product (that is, GDP 
adjusted to remove the effects of inflation) grows 
by 3.1 percent in 2022, driven by strong gains in 
consumer spending on services (see Figure 2-1). After 
2022, several factors—including tightening monetary 
policy and waning fiscal support—combine to slow 
the growth of output; the annual growth of real GDP 
averages 1.6 percent from 2023 to 2026. 

• Conditions in the labor market continue to improve 
in 2022. Employment grows by 4.1 million jobs 
and surpasses its prepandemic (February 2020) 
level in the middle of this year. The average rate of 
unemployment declines through 2023, reaching 
3.5 percent. The annual average has not been lower 
than that since 1953. The unemployment rate 
remains below or near 4.0 percent for the next several 
years (see Table 2-1). The size of the labor force, 
which, in early 2022, remained roughly one million 
people below its prepandemic level, is expected to 
keep increasing, exceeding that level by the end of 
2022.2 CBO expects the labor force to grow more 
slowly after 2022 as the negative effects of an aging 
population outweigh the positive effects of an 
ongoing economic expansion.

• Interest rates on Treasury securities rise. To contain 
inflationary pressures, the Federal Reserve raises the 
target range for the federal funds rate (the rate that 
financial institutions charge each other for overnight 
loans of their monetary reserves); that rate increases 
to 1.9 percent by the end of 2022 and to 2.6 percent 
by the end of 2023. The interest rate on 10-year 
Treasury notes rises from 1.5 percent in the fourth 
quarter of 2021 to 3.1 percent in the fourth quarter 
of 2024. 

2. The labor force consists of the people age 16 or older in the 
civilian noninstitutionalized population who have jobs or who 
are available for work and are actively seeking jobs. 
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The Economic Outlook for 2027 to 2032
In CBO’s forecast, economic output expands less rapidly 
from 2027 to 2032 than it does over the 2022–2026 
period. Real GDP grows by 1.7 percent per year, on 
average. Real potential GDP grows at a marginally faster 
rate.3 The level of real GDP is slightly below the level of 
real potential GDP from 2027 to 2032, in line with their 
historical relationship, on average. That negative output 
gap is projected to relieve upward pressure on prices, 
helping to keep inflation near the Federal Reserve’s long-
run goal. 

In CBO’s projections for the 2027–2032 period, the 
growth rate of potential output is similar to the average 
rate of such growth during the most recent business cycle 
(from 2007 to 2020). However, the growth rate of the 
potential labor force is slower, and the growth rate of 
potential labor force productivity is faster, than in that 
most recent business cycle.4 

3. Potential GDP is CBO’s estimate of the maximum sustainable 
output of the economy. 

4. The potential labor force is CBO’s estimate of the size of the 
labor force that would occur if economic output and other key 
variables were at their maximum sustainable amounts. Potential 
labor force productivity is the ratio of real potential GDP to the 
potential labor force.

Uncertainty About the Economic Outlook
CBO develops its projections so that they fall in the mid-
dle of the range of likely outcomes under current law. 
The agency’s projections of economic output and condi-
tions in the labor market are highly uncertain, both in 
the short run and in the long run. The upward pressure 
on wages and prices from tight conditions in the labor 
market could be greater or less than the agency expects.5 
Future monetary policy and the path of financial condi-
tions over the next several years are also highly uncertain. 
Financial conditions might tighten more rapidly than 
CBO anticipates, which would result in a sharp decline 
in the availability of credit to consumers and businesses 
and might lead to a recession. Another source of uncer-
tainty is the path of interest rates in the long run, which 
contributes to the uncertainty of the agency’s estimates 
of the impact of larger deficits and debt on the economy. 
Furthermore, geopolitical events, including Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine, add to the uncertainty of the economic 
outlook, notably the outlook for inflation.

5. A tight labor market is one in which the demand for labor 
exceeds the supply of labor, for example when the number of job 
vacancies exceeds the number of unemployed workers.

Figure 2-1 .
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices. Potential GDP is CBO’s estimate of the maximum sustainable 
output of the economy. Growth of real GDP and real potential GDP is measured from the fourth quarter of one calendar year to the fourth quarter of the next.

GDP = gross domestic product.

After 2022, CBO projects, 
the growth of real GDP will 
slow because of several 
factors, including tightening 
monetary policy and waning 
fiscal support.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Table 2-1 .

CBO’s Economic Projections for Calendar Years 2022 to 2032
Percent 

Annual Average

Actual,  
2021 2022 2023 2024

2025– 
2026

2027– 
2032

Change From Fourth Quarter to Fourth Quarter
Gross Domestic Product

Real a 5.5 3.1 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.7
Nominal 11.8 7.4 4.5 3.6 3.6 3.9

Inflation
PCE price index 5.5 4.0 2.3 2.1 2.0 2.0
Core PCE price index b 4.6 3.8 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.1
Consumer price index c 6.7 4.7 2.7 2.3 2.3 2.4
Core consumer price index b 5.0 4.4 2.9 2.5 2.4 2.4
GDP price index 5.9 4.0 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1

Employment Cost Index d 5.0 5.4 4.1 3.7 3.3 3.1

Fourth-Quarter Level
Unemployment Rate 4.2 3.7 3.6 3.8 4.1e 4.5f

Change From Year to Year
Gross Domestic Product

Real a 5.7 3.8 2.8 1.6 1.5 1.7
Nominal 10.1 9.3 5.5 3.8 3.5 3.9

Inflation
PCE price index 3.9 5.1 2.7 2.2 2.0 2.0
Core PCE price index b 3.3 4.5 2.8 2.3 2.1 2.1
Consumer price index c 4.7 6.1 3.1 2.4 2.3 2.4
Core consumer price index b 3.6 5.1 3.3 2.6 2.4 2.4
GDP price index 4.2 5.2 2.7 2.1 2.1 2.1

Employment Cost Index d 4.0 5.6 4.5 3.8 3.4 3.1

Annual Average
Unemployment Rate 5.4 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.5
Payroll Employment (Monthly change, in thousands) g 514 345 123 58 41 56
Interest Rates

3-month Treasury bills * 0.9 2.0 2.5 2.6 2.3
10-year Treasury notes 1.4 2.4 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.8

Tax Bases (Percentage of GDP)
Wages and salaries 44.9 44.7 44.2 44.1 44.0 44.0
Domestic corporate profits h 10.1 9.7 9.3 8.8 8.4 7.8

Current Account Balance (Percentage of GDP) i -3.6 -3.8 -3.4 -3.0 -2.8 -2.9

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Federal Reserve. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

For economic projections for each year from 2022 to 2032, see Appendix C.

GDP = gross domestic product; PCE = personal consumption expenditures; * = between zero and 0.05 percent.

a. Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices.

b. Excludes prices for food and energy.

c. The consumer price index for all urban consumers.

d. The employment cost index for wages and salaries of workers in private industry.

e. Value for the fourth quarter of 2026.

f. Value for the fourth quarter of 2032.

g. The average monthly change, calculated by dividing by 12 the change in payroll employment from the fourth quarter of one calendar year to the fourth 
quarter of the next.

h. Adjusted to remove distortions in depreciation allowances caused by tax rules and to exclude the effect of changes in prices on the value of inventories.

i. Represents net exports of goods and services, net capital income, and net transfer payments between the United States and the rest of the world.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Comparison With CBO’s Previous Projections
Last July, CBO projected that in 2021 nominal GDP 
would grow by 10.7 percent, real GDP would grow by 
7.4 percent, and the GDP price index would increase 
by 3.0 percent.6 Nominal GDP grew by 11.8 percent 
in 2021—similar to the agency’s projection—but the 
composition of that growth differed from the agency’s 
projections: Real GDP growth was 1.8 percentage points 
lower than projected, and inflation in the GDP price 
index was 2.8 percentage points higher than projected. 

Compared with what they were last July, the agency’s 
projections of real GDP growth are similar for 2022, 
stronger for 2023 and 2024, and similar over the 
remainder of the projection period. The stronger eco-
nomic growth in 2023 and 2024 is mainly the result of 
higher growth in three areas: real nonresidential fixed 
investment in 2023, real PCE in 2024, and real exports 
in both years. That stronger growth returns real GDP to 
a level that, at the end of 2026, is similar to what CBO 
previously projected. 

CBO currently projects higher inflation in 2022 and 
2023 than it did last July. Prices are increasing more 
rapidly across many sectors of the economy this year 
than CBO expected, largely because the combination of 
strong demand and restrained supply resulted in tighter 
markets for goods, services, and labor than the agency 
anticipated. For 2023, the agency’s revisions are largely 
driven by higher inflation in housing services, which 
tends to be persistent. Inflation was higher in 2021 than 
CBO forecast it would be last summer, reaching a rate 
that had not been seen since the early 1980s. As a result, 
projections of nominal GDP and national income have 
increased throughout the forecast period, even though 
real GDP during the initial years of that period is slightly 
lower than the agency previously projected.

CBO now expects both short- and long-term interest 
rates over the coming decade to be higher, on average, 
than in its previous forecast. The upward revision in rates 
over the 2022–2026 period partly reflects the upward 
revision to inflation. The agency now expects that, in 
response to recent inflation that was higher than antic-
ipated, the Federal Reserve will raise the target range 

6. See Congressional Budget Office, Additional Information 
About the Updated Budget and Economic Outlook: 2021 to 
2031 (July 2021), www.cbo.gov/publication/57263.

for the federal funds rate more rapidly than previously 
projected. As a result of that expectation, CBO raised its 
projections of short-term interest rates, on average, over 
the later years of the forecast period as well. It also raised 
its projections of long-term rates, which partly reflect the 
expected path of short-term rates.

Recent Economic Developments
Inflation surged in 2021 and persisted at an elevated rate 
in 2022 as unemployment fell sharply over that period. 
Both were the result of strong demand and disruptions 
to supply, which combined to cause considerable tight-
ness in product and labor markets. Output and employ-
ment recovered from the pandemic-induced recession 
of early 2020 and then continued to expand. Ongoing 
pandemic-related disruptions caused the expansion to 
be unbalanced, however; soaring demand for goods 
strained domestic and international supply chains, and 
labor force participation remained below its prepandemic 
levels. Those factors contributed to the restrained growth 
of supply in product and labor markets. As a result, the 
growth rates of consumer prices, producer prices, and 
nominal wages increased markedly. The Federal Reserve 
ended purchases of long-term securities and raised inter-
est rates in 2022. 

Inflation
Inflation reached a high in 2021 that had not been seen 
since the early 1980s, and high inflation has persisted in 
2022. In 2021, the PCE price index grew by 5.5 percent, 
and the consumer price index for all urban consumers 
(CPI-U) grew by 6.7 percent—notably faster than their 
averages of 1.5 percent and 1.7 percent, respectively, 
over the decade that preceded the pandemic. The high 
rates of inflation reflected widespread price increases for 
many types of goods and services. Some of the categories 
of goods and services that experienced the largest price 
increases were durable goods, energy, food, and housing 
services. 

Inflation in the CPI-U substantially outpaced inflation 
in the PCE price index throughout 2021 and early 
2022. An important reason for that difference is that the 
weights assigned to categories of goods and services differ 
in the two indexes, and certain categories—such as dura-
ble goods (like motor vehicles) and housing services—
that weigh more in the CPI-U than in the PCE price 

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57263
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index experienced historically high inflation in 2021 and 
early 2022.7 

The PCE price index for goods rose by 8.1 percent 
in 2021; the index for services rose by 4.1 percent. 
Pronounced increases in the prices of certain 
products—notably, many durable goods—that were par-
ticularly affected by disruptions to supply chains drove 
the rapid growth in the price index for goods overall. For 
example, the PCE price index for motor vehicles and 
parts increased by 20 percent in 2021 as a result of the 
persistent shortage of semiconductors used in manufac-
turing new vehicles. 

Historically, growth in the prices of services has outpaced 
that of goods. For example, from 2010 to 2020, the 
former averaged 2.3 percent, whereas the latter declined 
at an average annual rate of 0.1 percent. During the 
pandemic, however, growth in the prices of goods has 
outpaced that of services because of supply disruptions 
and an elevated demand for goods, particularly durable 
goods. 

Energy and food prices also increased rapidly in 2021 
and continued to rise sharply in 2022 because the supply 
of energy goods did not keep up with the demand for 
them as the economy rebounded. Energy prices grew by 
30 percent in 2021. Food prices, which are particularly 
sensitive to fluctuations in transportation costs and other 
supply disruptions, grew by 5.3 percent that year. 

Supply problems were compounded by effects of the 
invasion of Ukraine, which contributed to energy prices’ 
surging by 43 percent (at an annualized rate) in the 
first quarter of 2022. Food prices surged as well. Prices 
in the PCE category “food purchased for off-premises 
consumption” grew by 13 percent (at an annualized 
rate) in the first quarter of 2022—the result of increased 
transportation costs and the disruption of Ukraine’s role 
as a major exporter of wheat, corn, and sunflower seeds. 
Energy and food prices are historically more volatile 

7. There are several other reasons that measures of inflation in 
the PCE price index and the CPI-U differ. The two indexes 
are developed using different formulas, and the scope of items 
included in each index is different. Other, smaller factors, 
such as seasonal adjustments, price differences, and residual 
differences, contribute to the two indexes’ different measures of 
inflation. For more detailed information, see Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, “What Accounts for the Differences in the PCE Price 
Index and the Consumer Price Index?” (accessed May 6, 2022), 
www.bea.gov/help/faq/555.

than other prices; the inflation seen in those categories in 
2021 was historically high. 

In the second half of 2021, the price of housing services 
began rising quickly, following a rapid appreciation of 
home values that occurred over the previous 12 months.8 
By the end of 2021, inflation in housing services reached 
3.4 percent (it was 2.4 percent in 2020, the category’s 
lowest growth rate since 2012). Housing services are a 
large and persistent component of inflation, constituting 
roughly 16 percent of the PCE market basket of goods 
and services and 30 percent of the CPI-U basket. During 
2021, inflation in the CPI-U category “rent of primary 
residence” (part of housing services) was 3.0 percent (as 
measured from the fourth quarter of 2020 to the fourth 
quarter of 2021). Growth in the price of housing services 
accelerated in the first quarter of 2022; inflation in the 
“rent of primary residence” category was 6.0 percent (as 
measured by the annualized quarterly growth rate).

Output and the Labor Market
Economic output expanded at its fastest rate in 
more than three decades in 2021, following the 
pandemic-induced recession of early 2020; real GDP 
grew by 5.6 percent (as measured from the fourth quar-
ter of 2020 to the fourth quarter of 2021). Real house-
hold consumption rose sharply during the first half of 
2021 as people received federal payments in accordance 
with legislation enacted in late 2020 and early 2021. 
As the effects of those payments on consumer spending 
faded, real household consumption grew more slowly in 
the second half of 2021. In addition, disruptions to the 
supply of goods and the erosion of households’ pur-
chasing power because of higher inflation increasingly 
restrained real household consumption throughout the 
year. As a result, the growth of real GDP slowed from 
6.5 percent in the first half of 2021 to 4.6 percent in the 
second half (at an annual rate). 

In the first quarter of 2022, real household consumption 
continued to grow at about the same pace it grew during 
the second half of 2021; but a surge in imports suggests 
that a large share of that growth in consumption was 
of products produced abroad (and so would not imply 
greater domestic production). In addition, although 
businesses continued to restock inventories in the first 

8. Housing services is the measure of the value of the services that 
housing provides, reflecting the rental value of housing occupied 
by tenants and the imputed rental value of owner-occupied 
housing.

http://www.bea.gov/help/faq/555
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quarter of 2022, the pace was not as strong as in the 
prior quarter. As a result, real GDP declined in the first 
quarter of 2022.

Because waves of COVID-19 infections dampened the 
growth of demand for many services in 2021, fiscal 
measures meant to support overall economic activity—
especially direct cash transfers to households—mainly 
boosted demand for goods. The pandemic continued to 
hinder certain in-person activities, such as air travel, trips 
to amusement parks, and haircuts. Although demand for 
consumer services grew rapidly in the middle of 2021, 
it remained below its prepandemic level throughout 
the year. In contrast, demand for consumer goods grew 
sharply. Real personal consumption of goods exceeded 
its prepandemic level in the second half of 2020 and 
continued to exhibit strong growth thereafter. From the 
fourth quarter of 2019 to the fourth quarter of 2021, 
real personal consumption of durable goods increased at 
an average annual rate of 10.0 percent; real personal con-
sumption of nondurable goods grew at an average annual 
rate of 6.2 percent. 

In 2021, the surge in demand for goods strained domes-
tic and international supply chains, leading to delayed 
deliveries and shortages of many products. Those 
disruptions included shortages of semiconductors (key 
components in automobiles and consumer electron-
ics) and shipping containers. Despite strong demand, 
domestic production of automobiles declined during the 
year, falling further below its prepandemic level because 
of shortages of semiconductors and other supply-side 
disruptions. Backlogs formed as key U.S. ports strug-
gled to keep up with the elevated volume of imported 
goods. The lack of availability of construction materials 
also limited the growth of the supply of new housing 
and nonresidential structures. Moreover, a shortage of 
workers in transportation and warehousing compounded 
those problems with supply chains. 

Supported by the expansion of economic activity, 
conditions in labor markets were marked by rising 
employment and labor force participation, declining 
unemployment, and elevated job vacancies in 2021 
and early 2022. Nonfarm payroll employment, which 
increased by an average of nearly 562,000 jobs per 
month in 2021, ended the year at roughly 3.3 million 
jobs (or 2.1 percent) below its prepandemic peak (it was 
14.4 percent below that peak in April 2020). Growth 
in payroll employment continued in early 2022; job 
gains averaged 549,000 per month over the first three 

months of the year. The unemployment rate was 6.4 per-
cent in January 2021 and declined to 3.6 percent by 
April 2022—slightly above the prepandemic low of 
3.5 percent in February 2020. Job vacancies (an indica-
tor of demand for labor) increased to an all-time high in 
2021. 

At the same time, growth in the labor force was modest 
and did not keep up with the increase in the demand 
for labor. Various factors continued to inhibit growth in 
the labor force during 2021 and early 2022, including 
lingering pandemic-related health concerns and issues 
related to providing child care and other in-home care. 
Supplemental unemployment insurance payments and 
direct cash transfers to households might also have 
slowed the recovery of labor force participation in 
2021. Moreover, rising asset prices boosted household 
wealth, which enabled older workers to retire earlier 
than previously expected. As of early 2022, the labor 
force was roughly two million people smaller than CBO 
had projected for that time in its last forecast before 
the pandemic, and it was roughly one million people 
smaller than the agency’s estimate of the potential labor 
force. The extent of the labor market’s recovery from the 
2020 recession differed between women and men and 
among other demographic groups (see Box 2-1). 

Nominal compensation grew markedly in 2021 and 
early 2022. The demand for workers, as measured by the 
number of job openings, increased faster than the num-
ber of available workers in 2021. The shortfall of avail-
able workers relative to the demand for them contributed 
to an increase in the growth of compensation. 

Overall growth in nominal wages and salaries as mea-
sured by the employment cost index was 5.0 percent 
from the first quarter of 2021 to the first quarter of 
2022—the largest annual increase since the early 1980s. 
But prices rose more—by 6.3 percent over that period 
as measured by the PCE price index—so overall real 
wages and salaries decreased. Although the employment 
cost index accounts for changes in the composition of 
employment over time (that is, changes in workers’ occu-
pations and the industries they work in), it is unclear 
how such changes over the past year have affected that 
index’s measure of wages and salaries. But compared to 
an earlier period when the composition of employment 
was less affected by pandemic-related disruptions, overall 
real wages and salaries increased; from the fourth quar-
ter of 2019 (before the pandemic) to the first quarter of 
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2022, nominal wages and salaries grew by 9.2 percent, 
and prices grew by 8.6 percent. 

Nominal wage growth was strongest for low-wage 
workers, reflecting differences among industries in the 
imbalance between the supply and demand for labor. 
The average growth of median hourly wages for the year 
ending in March 2022 was 6.1 percent among the bot-
tom quartile (or fourth) of wage earners and 3.3 percent 
among the top quartile.9

Interest Rates and Monetary Policy
In late 2021 and early 2022, the Federal Reserve began 
to adjust the stance of monetary policy as inflation 
substantially exceeded its long-run goal of 2 percent. 
In responding to the pandemic-induced recession of 
early 2020, the Federal Reserve provided monetary 
accommodation to support the economy by, among 
other actions, lowering the target for the federal funds 
rate to a range of zero to 0.25 percent and purchasing 
large quantities of assets, including Treasury securities 
and agency mortgage-backed securities (MBSs).10 In 
November 2021, the Federal Reserve began reducing its 
monthly purchases of assets; it further reduced those pur-
chases over the following months. In 2022, the Federal 
Reserve raised the target for the federal funds rate by 
0.25 percentage points in March and by 0.5 percentage 
points in May—moves aimed at reducing inflationary 
pressures in the economy. 

Interest rates on Treasury securities increased in the 
second half of 2021 and early 2022 as participants in 
financial markets observed higher-than-expected infla-
tion and anticipated a further tightening of monetary 
conditions. The interest rate on 3-month Treasury bills 
increased from slightly above zero in June 2021 to 
0.8 percent in April 2022. The interest rate on 10-year 
Treasury notes increased from 1.5 percent to 2.8 percent 
over that period. The rise in interest rates on Treasury 
securities with maturities between 3 months and 10 years 
was even greater because participants in financial markets 
expected monetary conditions to tighten and inflation to 
be higher, on average, over that time horizon. 

9. See Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, “Wage Growth 
Tracker” (accessed April 26, 2022), www.atlantafed.org/chcs/
wage-growth-tracker. 

10. Monetary accommodation refers to a central bank—in this case 
the Federal Reserve—setting low interest rates in an attempt to 
boost economic growth, thereby reducing unemployment or 
preventing its increase.

Fiscal and Monetary Policies
CBO’s current-law projections reflect the laws 
enacted and the policy measures taken through 
March 2, 2022. Those projections reflect the effects 
on the overall economy from changes in federal fis-
cal policies—that is, policies governing taxes and 
spending—including the Infrastructure Investment 
and Jobs Act (IIJA, Public Law 117-58), enacted in 
November 2021; supplemental appropriations pro-
vided to several federal agencies for the current fiscal 
year; and a preliminary estimate of the effects of the 
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2022 (P.L. 117-103), 
which became law on March 15, 2022. The agency’s 
projections also reflect the expectation that the Federal 
Reserve will take actions to tighten monetary policy. 
Those actions include further raising the target range for 
the federal funds rate and reducing the size of the Federal 
Reserve’s balance sheet. 

Fiscal Policy
Since CBO prepared its March 2020 budget projections 
(the final set of projections before most laws enacted in 
response to the pandemic took effect), legislation has 
increased the agency’s estimates of the federal bud-
get deficit, excluding the costs of servicing the debt, 
by $0.5 trillion in 2022 and by $0.2 trillion in 2023, 
mostly by increasing federal spending.11 The effects of 
legislative changes on the deficit will be considerably 
smaller in 2022 and 2023 than in 2020 ($2.3 trillion) 
and 2021 ($2.6 trillion) because several provisions of 
pandemic-related legislation will expire or wind down 
(see Figure 2-2 on page 30). In CBO’s assessment, 
diminishing fiscal support in 2022 and 2023 will provide 
a smaller boost to the overall demand for goods and ser-
vices than the significant boost provided by fiscal policy 
in 2020 and 2021. 

Changes in fiscal policy will also affect the economy 
in the longer term. CBO estimates that the IIJA will 

11. See Appendix A in this report, and see Congressional Budget 
Office, “Table A-1. Changes in CBO’s Baseline Projections of 
the Deficit Since February 2021” (supplemental material for 
Additional Information About the Updated Budget and Economic 
Outlook: 2021 to 2031, July 2021), https://go.usa.gov/xuDU9, 
“Table 1-6. Changes in CBO’s Baseline Projections of the Deficit 
Since September 2020” (supplemental material for The Budget 
and Economic Outlook: 2021 to 2031, February 2021), https://
go.usa.gov/xuDP3, and “Table A-1. Changes in CBO’s Baseline 
Projections Since March 6, 2020” (supplemental material for  
An Update to the Budget Outlook: 2020 to 2030, 
September 2020), https://go.usa.gov/xuDPZ.

http://www.atlantafed.org/chcs/wage-growth-tracker
http://www.atlantafed.org/chcs/wage-growth-tracker
https://go.usa.gov/xuDU9
https://go.usa.gov/xuDP3
https://go.usa.gov/xuDP3
https://go.usa.gov/xuDPZ
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Box 2-1 .

Effects of the Coronavirus Pandemic on the Employment and Wages of  
Different Demographic Groups

The effects of the coronavirus pandemic on employment and 
wages varied considerably for workers with different demo-
graphic characteristics (see the figure and table below).

Effects on the Employment of Different  
Demographic Groups
Between February and April 2020, the employment-to- 
population ratio declined by 11 percentage points for men 
and 12 percentage points for women.1 In line with that 

1. Because a smaller share of women than men were employed in 
February 2020, a similar percentage-point decline in the employment-
to-population ratio was associated with a greater percentage decline 
in employment: 21 percent for women (12 percentage points from their 
56 percent employment-to-population ratio), compared with 17 percent for 
men (11 percentage points from their 66 percent employment-to-population 
ratio). The Congressional Budget Office’s calculation of employment-to-
population ratios is based on data from the Current Population Survey 
(CPS). The Bureau of Labor Statistics, which publishes employment, 
unemployment, and other labor statistics using the CPS each month, 
noted that, starting in March 2020, many workers who should have been 
classified as “unemployed on temporary layoff” were probably misclassified 
as “employed absent from work” in the CPS, causing the employment 

overall result, the decline in that ratio was similar for men 
and women in the White, Black, and Hispanic groups. By 
contrast, the decline for Asian and Other men was about 
3 percentage points larger than for women in that group. 
(That pattern contrasts with the experience during the 
previous recession. In the 2007–2009 recession, the 
employment-to-population ratio for men fell more than that for 
women in each of the four race-ethnicity groups, and those 
declines occurred over a nearly two-year period.)

By February 2022, the employment-to-population ratio had 
rebounded substantially for each group, but it was still slightly 
below its prepandemic level for six of the eight groups. That 
ratio was farther below its prepandemic level for Black women 
and Asian and Other men than for the other groups. For men 

statistics to understate the magnitude of the decline in employment 
during the pandemic-induced recession. In calculating the employment-to-
population ratio, CBO reclassified people “employed absent from work for 
other reasons, unpaid” as unemployed. Without that reclassification, the 
share of the population employed in April and May 2020 would have been 
2.4 percentage points and 1.7 percentage points higher, respectively.

Continued

Change in the Employment-to-Population Ratio Since February 2020, by Demographic Group
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office, using Current Population Survey data from IPUMS-CPS. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The gray lines in each panel show the patterns of the other population groups for comparison. Data are not seasonally adjusted and are shown with 
final, not composite, weights. CBO reclassified people “employed, absent from work for other reasons, unpaid” as unemployed.
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and women in the White group and Hispanic women, that ratio 
was 1 to 2 percentage points below its prepandemic level.2

Effects on the Wages of Different  
Demographic Groups
To understand how the pandemic affected the wages of dif-
ferent demographic groups, the Congressional Budget Office 
estimated the change in average hourly wages among those 
groups during the two years after the pandemic began (from 
February 2020 to February 2022) and the two years before its 
onset (from February 2018 to February 2020).

To estimate the change in wages, CBO calculated the various 
groups’ average hourly wage rates for the same six months—
September to February—during three different periods: one 
recent period (September 2021 to February 2022), another just 
before the onset of the pandemic (September 2019 to Febru-
ary 2020), and a third well in advance of it (September 2017 

2. CBO used race and ethnicity to define four race-ethnicity categories—
Hispanic, Black, White, and Asian and Other—through the following steps. 
Respondents who identified their ethnicity as Hispanic were classified as 
Hispanic, regardless of the race or races they identified. Of respondents 
not already classified as Hispanic, those who identified their race as African 
American were classified as Black, regardless of whether they identified 
other races as well. Of respondents not already classified as Hispanic or 
Black, those who identified a race other than White were classified as Asian 
and Other. Finally, respondents not classified as Hispanic, Black, or Asian 
and Other were classified as White.

to February 2018). The agency then compared the hourly 
wage rates for the 2021–2022 period with the rates for the 
2019–2020 period, and it compared the rates for the 2019–
2020 period with the rates for the 2017–2018 period.3

On the basis of those comparisons, CBO estimates that aver-
age hourly nominal wages grew more during the two years 
after the pandemic began than during the two years before its 
onset—increases of about 11 percent and 9 percent, respec-
tively. That was the case for seven of the eight demographic 
groups; for one group, Black women, the increase was less 
than before. Moreover, the amount of the increase during the 
most recent two-year period varied among the groups. The 
average hourly nominal wage rate of Asian and Other men and 
of Hispanic women increased the most—by about 15 percent 
and 14 percent, respectively, CBO estimates. Black women’s 
average nominal hourly wage rate increased the least during 
that period—by about 9 percent.

3. CBO calculated average wage rates over six-month periods to compensate 
for the small sample sizes of some demographic groups in any single 
month. To best estimate the change in wage rates over the two-year 
course of the pandemic, the agency chose the six months just before the 
pandemic’s onset as one reference period; and likewise, the six months 
from September 2017 to February 2018 served as the reference period for 
the two years before the pandemic began.

Change in Average Hourly Wages, by Demographic Group 

Group Average Hourly Wage (Dollars) Change (Percent)

Race-Ethnicity Sex
Sep. 2017– 
Feb. 2018

Sep. 2019– 
Feb. 2020

Sep. 2021– 
Feb. 2022

Prepandemic 
Period

Pandemic  
Period

All Both 23.50 25.50 28.40 8.5 11.3
White Men 28.40 30.70 33.70 8.1 9.6
Black Men 19.50 21.40 23.60 9.7 10.1
Hispanic Men 19.40 21.20 23.70 9.2 11.8
Asian and Other Men 31.40 34.60 39.70 10.1 14.8
White Women 22.60 24.30 27.20 7.8 11.8
Black Women 17.70 20.10 21.80 13.2 8.7
Hispanic Women 16.70 18.30 21.00 10.0 14.4
Asian and Other Women 24.20 27.40 31.30 13.5 14.1

Data source: Congressional Budget Office, using Current Population Survey data from IPUMS-CPS. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The change over the pandemic period is the change in the average hourly wage rate between the six-month period before the onset of the pandemic 
(September 2019–February 2020) and the most recent six-month period analyzed (September 2021–February 2022). The change during the 
prepandemic period is the change in the average hourly wage rate between the six-month period two years before the pandemic (September 2017–
February 2018) and the six-month period just before its onset. 

Box 2-1. Continued

Effects of the Coronavirus Pandemic on the Employment and Wages of  
Different Demographic Groups

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Figure 2-2 .

Deficit Effects of Legislative Changes Made Since March 6, 2020
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In early March 2020, CBO prepared the last set of budget projections that it published before most laws enacted in response to the 
coronavirus pandemic took effect. CBO estimates that legislation enacted since then had much larger effects on the federal budget deficit in 
fiscal years 2020 and 2021 than it will have from 2022 to 2030.

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The amounts shown are the result of legislative changes that CBO has made to its baseline budget projections since March 2020. For more information, see 
Congressional Budget Office, An Update to the Budget Outlook: 2020 to 2030 (September 2020), Table A-1, www.cbo.gov/publication/56517, Additional 
Information About the Budget Outlook: 2021 to 2031 (March 2021), Table 2, www.cbo.gov/publication/56996, and Additional Information About the Updated 
Budget and Economic Outlook: 2021 to 2031 (July 2021), Table A-1, www.cbo.gov/publication/57263. Also see Table A-1 in Appendix A of this report.

The purple bars show the effects of legislative changes in the given period; the gray bars show the net effect of the changes in all four periods.

The effects of legislative changes on deficits are shown in fiscal years and do not include costs of servicing the debt.

a. Consist mostly of the effects of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (Public Law 116-136).

b. Consist mostly of the effects of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (P.L. 116-260).

c. Consist mostly of the effects of the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (P.L. 117-2).

d. Consist mostly of the effects of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (P.L. 117-58) and the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2022 (P.L. 117-103).

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56517
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56996
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57263
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gradually boost real GDP by 0.1 percent by calendar year 
2026 (see Box 2-2). Because provisions in the IIJA are 
expected to boost the economy’s productivity over time, 
thus increasing potential GDP, the legislation will also 
increase real GDP in later years. Some of that increase 
will be offset because accumulated debt resulting from 
the legislation will raise interest rates, increase borrow-
ing costs, and crowd out private investment, reducing 
the level of real GDP in later years. All told, the IIJA 

will increase both real GDP and real potential GDP by 
0.1 percent by calendar year 2032, CBO estimates.

CBO projects that high and rising levels of federal 
borrowing would reduce private investment activity in 
later years. In addition, the expiration of the tempo-
rary provisions of the 2017 tax act (P.L. 115-97, origi-
nally called the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act)—including the 
expiration of most of the provisions affecting individual 
income taxes at the end of 2025 and the phaseout of 

Box 2-2 .

Economic Effects of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act

In the Congressional Budget Office’s assessment, the Infra-
structure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA, Public Law 117-58) 
will increase real gross domestic product (GDP), employment, 
prices, and interest rates over the next decade. CBO esti-
mates that the act will boost the level of real GDP (that is, GDP 
adjusted to remove the effects of inflation) by an average of 
0.1 percent during the 2022–2032 period; its effect on output 
will peak in 2026 and then lessen before increasing again in 
2029.1

CBO’s estimates of the economic effects of the IIJA are based 
on the agency’s analysis of the act’s effects on private-sector 
productivity and potential GDP (CBO’s estimate of the maxi-
mum sustainable output of the economy). By providing federal 
funding for physical infrastructure, training, and research, the 
act will increase private-sector productivity and boost potential 
GDP. Because investment projects take time to complete and 
the benefits that result from those investments will take time 
to accrue, the increase in potential GDP will occur gradually. 
Moreover, the increase in federal borrowing that results from 
increased spending will reduce the amount of funds available 
for private investment—a phenomenon called crowding out. 
Crowding out of private investment will cause the stock of pri-
vate capital and potential GDP to be lower than they would be 
otherwise. CBO estimates that the positive effects on potential 
GDP resulting from the increase in productivity will be larger 
than the negative effects from the crowding out of private 
investment over the 2022–2032 period. 

1. For more information about CBO’s methods for analyzing federal investment 
and infrastructure spending, see Congressional Budget Office, Effects of 
Physical Infrastructure Spending on the Economy and the Budget Under 
Two Illustrative Scenarios (August 2021), www.cbo.gov/publication/57327, 
and The Macroeconomic and Budgetary Effects of Federal Investment 
(June 2016), www.cbo.gov/publication/51628.

The increase in government spending will also add to overall 
demand for goods and services and boost real GDP in relation 
to real potential GDP over the next several years, CBO esti-
mates. Increased overall demand will in turn boost businesses’ 
demand for labor and cause employment to increase. Greater 
demand will also put upward pressure on the prices of goods 
and services, causing inflation to be higher than it would 
otherwise be for several years. As a result, CBO estimates, the 
GDP price index will increase by 0.1 percent by 2026. In CBO’s 
assessment, the effect on the inflation rate will dissipate in 
the later years of the 2022–2032 period because the Federal 
Reserve will raise the target range for the federal funds rate to 
offset the effects of increased spending on overall demand and 
prevent inflation in those years from rising above its long-run 
goal. 

The act will cause interest rates to be higher than they 
otherwise would be through three channels. First, increased 
productivity of the private sector will boost the return on 
private investment. That higher return will then raise the return 
on investments in financial assets of other types that compete 
for investors’ money. Second, because increased federal 
borrowing reduces the amount of funds available for private 
investment, the stock of private capital will be smaller. As a 
result, the number of workers per unit of physical capital will 
increase, thereby boosting the productivity of capital and thus 
the return on private investment and other financial assets. 
Third, the Federal Reserve will raise the target range for the 
federal funds rate, offsetting the upward pressure on infla-
tion. CBO estimates that, all told, the interest rate on 10-year 
Treasury notes will be about 0.1 percentage point higher, on 
average, from 2023 through 2032 than it would have been 
without the IIJA.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57327
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/51628
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bonus depreciation by the end of 2026—is projected to 
temporarily slow economic growth. (For details about 
those expiring provisions, see Chapter 4.)

Monetary Policy
CBO projects that, to contain inflationary pressures in 
the economy, the Federal Reserve will raise the target 
range for the federal funds rate. That rate will increase to 
1.9 percent by the end of 2022 and to 2.6 percent by the 
end of 2023, the agency estimates. (CBO’s projections 
reflect economic developments as of March 2, 2022.) 
Over the 2024–2032 period, the federal funds rate 
averages 2.5 percent, a level that the agency estimates is 
consistent with the Federal Reserve’s long-run goal of 
2 percent for inflation.  

CBO projects that the Federal Reserve will begin reduc-
ing the size of its balance sheet in the middle of 2022. 
Specifically, the agency expects that the Federal Reserve 
will reinvest only a portion of the principal proceeds 
from maturing Treasury securities and agency MBSs, 
thus allowing slightly less than $100 billion worth of 
assets to drop off its balance sheet each month. The bal-
ance sheet will thus shrink until 2026, at which point the 
Federal Reserve is expected to purchase enough Treasury 
securities to keep reserves, measured as a share of GDP, 
at a constant value consistent with their prepandemic 
levels. 

CBO projects that the Federal Reserve’s policy actions 
will eventually slow the growth of overall demand—
reducing inflationary pressures in the economy—by 
increasing real interest rates. The agency estimates that 
higher real interest rates will reduce the growth of house-
hold spending by making it more costly to finance large 
purchases (especially houses and motor vehicles) and 
will reduce the growth of business investment by making 
it more costly to borrow money to expand productive 
capacity. In CBO’s projections, real interest rates in the 
United States that are higher than the rates of major 
trading partners also increase the value of the dollar in 
foreign exchange markets, reducing the competitiveness 
of U.S. exports in global markets.

Moreover, the Federal Reserve’s policy actions signal 
to market participants its commitment to stabilize the 
growth of prices in the long run, which keeps expected 
future inflation from spiraling upward. Interest rates on 
long-term bonds depend in part on the path of future 
short-term interest rates. Raising the target range for the 

federal funds rate therefore results in higher interest rates 
for securities with longer maturities. The agency also 
estimates that reducing the size of the Federal Reserve’s 
balance sheet will boost long-term interest rates by 
removing downward pressure on the premium paid to 
bondholders for the extra risk associated with holding 
longer-maturity bonds. 

The Economic Outlook  
for 2022 to 2026
In CBO’s projections, the current economic expansion 
continues, and economic output grows rapidly over the 
next year. Consumer spending increases, driven by strong 
gains in spending on services. To fulfill the elevated 
demand for goods and services, businesses increase both 
investment and hiring, although supply disruptions hin-
der that growth in 2022. The growth of payroll employ-
ment is projected to continue at a rapid pace through 
2022. In 2023, the growth of economic output slows 
as financial conditions tighten and fiscal support wanes 
further. 

Elevated inflation persists in 2022 as both strong 
demand and disruptions to supply in product and labor 
markets continue to add upward pressure on many prices 
and wages. As product markets adjust, and as factors that 
discourage labor supply dissipate, those disruptions fade 
by the end of the year, in CBO’s projections. As a result, 
the inflation rate falls in 2023 but remains above the 
Federal Reserve’s long-run goal of 2 percent. 

The agency expects short-term interest rates to increase 
rapidly in 2022. Long-term interest rates, which 
remained historically low at the end of 2021, are also 
expected to rise substantially in 2022. CBO expects both 
short- and long-term interest rates to rise less rapidly 
after 2022. 

After 2023, in CBO’s projections, tightening monetary 
policy and several other factors combine to slow the 
growth of demand, slowing output growth and further 
reducing inflationary pressures. 

Gross Domestic Product
Under the assumption that current laws governing 
federal taxes and spending generally remain unchanged, 
CBO projects that real GDP will grow by 3.1 percent in 
2022 (as measured from the fourth quarter of 2021 to 
the fourth quarter of 2022). That expansion is driven by 
strong growth in consumer spending and real business 
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investment and by a shrinking U.S. trade deficit (see 
Table 2-2). The growth of real GDP declines steadily 
through 2024, led by slower growth in consumer spend-
ing and investment, before remaining almost constant 
through 2026. In the agency’s projections, real GDP 
grows at an average annual rate of 1.6 percent from the 
beginning of 2023 through 2026.

Consumer Spending. Real consumer spending has 
rebounded rapidly since its trough near the beginning 
of the pandemic and is expected to grow at a more 

moderate pace over the projection period. In CBO’s pro-
jections, real consumer spending grows by 2.9 percent 
in 2022 and then grows at an average annual rate of 
1.7 percent from 2023 to 2026. Spending on services 
drives overall spending growth in 2022 and 2023 as 
expenditures on in-person services continue to increase. 
Spending on goods declines from its elevated level as 
people return to their prepandemic patterns of consump-
tion; by 2024, consumer spending returns to its prepan-
demic composition of goods and services.

Table 2-2 .

Projected Growth of Real GDP and Its Components

Annual Average

Actual,  
2021 2022 2023 2024

2025– 
2026

2027– 
2032

Change From Fourth Quarter to Fourth Quarter (Percent)
Real GDP 5.5 3.1 2.2 1.5 1.5 1.7
Components of Real GDP

Personal consumption expenditures 6.9 2.9 2.1 1.6 1.5 2.0
Business investment a 13.8 5.3 1.2 0.5 2.5 3.0

Business fixed investment b 6.6 6.6 3.3 2.1 2.4 2.9
Residential fixed investment -1.5 3.3 -1.3 -0.9 -0.3 -0.9
Purchases by federal, state, and local governments c 0.1 1.3 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.5

Federal -1.1 0.5 1.3 0.9 0.3 0.2
State and local 0.8 1.8 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.6

Exports 4.9 7.4 4.9 2.4 2.0 1.8
Imports 9.6 5.5 0.9 0.6 1.6 2.2

Contributions to the Growth of Real GDP (Percentage points)
Components of Real GDP

Personal consumption expenditures 4.6 2.0 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.4
Business investment a 1.8 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4

Business fixed investment b 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4
Residential fixed investment -0.1 0.2 -0.1 * * *
Purchases by federal, state, and local governments c * 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Federal -0.1 * 0.1 0.1 * *
State and local 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Exports 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.2
Imports -1.4 -0.8 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices.

Data are annual. Changes are measured from the fourth quarter of one calendar year to the fourth quarter of the next.

Data and definitions are based on the national income and products accounts.

GDP = gross domestic product; * = between -0.05 percentage points and 0.05 percentage points.

a. Business fixed investment and investment in inventories.

b. Nonresidential structures, equipment, and intellectual property products.

c. Government spending on consumption of goods, services, and investment.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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In CBO’s projections, large amounts of accumulated 
savings and elevated household net worth support con-
sumer spending going forward. Personal saving rose to 
high levels during the pandemic, both because financial 
support provided by the government to many households 
more than offset declines in employment income and 
because many households cut back on expenditures. Large 
liquid balances, such as deposits in checking or money 
market accounts, suggest that some households plan to 
spend much of those accumulated savings over a relatively 
short period. CBO expects households to spend about half 
of accumulated savings by the end of 2026. Overall, the 
agency expects household balance sheets to remain healthy 
and consumers to continue to support economic growth. 

Business Investment. CBO expects real business fixed 
investment—the purchase of new equipment, nonres-
idential structures, and intellectual property products, 
such as software—to increase by 6.6 percent from the 
fourth quarter of 2021 to the fourth quarter of 2022, 
building on a 6.6 percent gain in 2021. Each of the 
three major categories of business fixed investment is 
expected to post solid growth. That increase is projected 
to occur primarily in response to the strong growth of 
demand, since 2020, for the goods and services that 
businesses produce. Although stock prices fell early in 
2022, they remain well above their prepandemic levels, 
providing another aid to the growth of investment. CBO 
anticipates that elevated prices for crude oil and natu-
ral gas will encourage drilling activity. High costs and 
shortages of labor and materials are headwinds, however. 
Further improvement in demand for businesses’ output 
is expected to boost real business fixed investment by an 
average of 2.6 percent per year from 2023 to 2026. 

Businesses accumulated real inventories (finished goods, 
work in process, and materials and supplies) at an unusu-
ally strong annual rate of $193 billion in the fourth 
quarter of 2021, contributing 0.9 percentage points to 
GDP growth that year. Despite that surge, inventory 
investment for 2021 as a whole was negative. A combi-
nation of rising demand for goods and shortages of labor 
and certain commodities (notably semiconductors) kept 
the ratio of inventories to sales in December near its 
lowest level in the past 10 years. CBO expects shortages 
to ease during 2022 and 2023, allowing businesses to 
rebuild inventories to a level more commensurate with 
sales. Even so, inventory investment is unlikely to match 
the strong rate seen at the end of 2021. Rates of inven-
tory investment lower than that in the fourth quarter 
of 2021 mean that inventories will be a modest drag 

on GDP growth during the 2022–2026 period, CBO 
estimates.

Residential Investment. After increasing by 15.7 percent 
from the fourth quarter of 2019 to the fourth quarter 
of 2020 because of a variety of factors—including low 
mortgage rates, households’ desire for more and updated 
living space, and a dearth of existing homes for sale—real 
residential investment decreased by 1.5 percent during 
2021 because of shortages of labor and building materi-
als. CBO expects real residential investment to increase 
by 3.3 percent in 2022 as shortages ease. Real residential 
investment is expected to shrink slightly, on average, from 
2023 to 2026 as mortgage rates rise over that period and 
an increased supply of new homes reduces the imbalance 
between supply and demand.

A combination of rising demand for homes and a lim-
ited inventory of existing homes for sale caused house 
prices (as measured by the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency’s price index for home purchases) to increase by 
11.1 percent in 2020 and by 17.5 percent in 2021. With 
demand remaining strong and new supply restrained by 
shortages of materials and construction workers, CBO 
expects prices to rise by another 7.2 percent in 2022. As 
the supply of newly built homes increases, price growth 
will slow to an average of 2.8 percent from 2023 to 
2026, CBO projects. 

Government Purchases. Real government purchases of 
goods and services—such as public educational services, 
highways, and military equipment—grew by 0.1 percent 
in 2021. Although state and local governments increased 
their purchases as many public schools returned to 
in-person instruction last year, a decline in federal pur-
chases largely offset increased purchases by state and local 
governments. CBO projects that, if current laws govern-
ing federal taxes and spending generally remain in place, 
real purchases by federal, state, and local governments 
will increase by 1.3 percent in 2022 as schools continue 
to return to more regular instruction and as strong state 
and local tax receipts and federal aid continue to support 
spending by state and local governments. 

In CBO’s projections, real government purchases grow 
by an average of 0.8 percent per year from 2023 to 
2026. In particular, real purchases by state and local 
governments increase by an average of 0.9 percent per 
year during that period, as economic activity further 
bolsters those governments’ tax revenues and as they 
spend funds, over a prolonged period, from federal fiscal 
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support, including grants from the Coronavirus State 
and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds program and education 
grants, both provided by the American Rescue Plan Act 
of 2021 (P.L. 117-2), and transportation grants provided 
by the IIJA. Real federal government purchases grow by 
an average of 0.7 percent per year over that same period, 
supported by higher discretionary spending as a result of 
the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2022.12

Exports and Imports. CBO projects that, after remain-
ing roughly stable during 2021, the U.S. trade deficit 
will rise in 2022 before shrinking between 2023 and 
2026. In 2022, the projected larger trade deficit is driven 
by strong growth in imports. That increase in the trade 
deficit will reverse, CBO projects, starting in the begin-
ning of 2023 as exports rise by 6.0 percent (at an annu-
alized rate) but imports rise by only 1.6 percent over that 
year. CBO expects growth in exports to outpace growth 
in imports because economic conditions among major 
U.S. trading partners are expected to be stronger than 
economic conditions in the United States, and because 
the agency expects the recovery in services trade (a sector 
for which the United States runs a trade surplus) to con-
tinue. As a result, the trade deficit is projected to shrink 
from 4.3 percent of GDP at the beginning of 2022 to 
2.8 percent of GDP in early 2026 (it was 2.8 percent 
of GDP in 2019) as the growth of exports continues to 
increase, driven by the increased trade in services.

CBO projects that the problems with supply chains that 
impeded U.S trade flows in 2021 peaked late in that 
year and will continue to ease in 2022. In 2021, strong 
global demand for goods strained international supply 
chains, leading to delayed deliveries and shortages of 
some imported products and hindering the assembly 
and delivery of some U.S. exports. Those disruptions 
included shortages of semiconductors (key components 
in automobiles and consumer electronics) and shipping 
containers, logjams at key U.S. ports, and labor short-
ages in the trucking industry. Those developments also 
resulted in higher import and export prices; the price 
indexes for imported goods and exported goods rose by 
11 percent and 17 percent, respectively, in 2021. CBO 
expects that those pressures on global supply chains will 

12. CBO’s economic projections reflect a preliminary estimate of the 
budgetary effects of that act. For fiscal year 2023 and beyond, 
as specified in law, the agency projected discretionary funding 
under the assumption that appropriations for future years will 
match those for 2022, with adjustments for inflation. For more 
information about those procedures, see Chapter 3.

ease in the coming year as consumer demand continues 
to shift back to services and away from goods and as 
labor shortages in the U.S. transportation industry begin 
to subside. 

Exports. Real exports are expected to continue to 
rebound in 2022, increasing by 7.4 percent. One factor 
contributing to that rebound is the improvement in eco-
nomic conditions abroad, which will boost international 
demand for U.S. goods and services. CBO projects that 
the real economic output of major U.S. trading partners 
will rise by 3.7 percent in 2022, having increased by 
3.7 percent in 2021. In addition, as the global effects of 
the pandemic continue to wane and international travel 
restrictions are lifted, exports of services (mostly travel 
and transportation services) are expected to gradually 
return to their prepandemic levels. As that occurs, and 
as the pace of foreign economic growth returns to its 
prepandemic trend, the growth of exports is projected to 
rise slightly in early 2023 before slowing thereafter.

Imports. CBO projects that strong domestic demand 
for goods and services in 2022 will continue to bolster 
real imports, which are expected to rise by 5.5 percent 
this year. In CBO’s projections, imports remain strong 
because demand for goods continues to be elevated 
(compared with such demand before the pandemic), 
disruptions to supply chains ease, and the recovery in 
domestic inventories boosts the demand for imports. As 
with exports of services, imports of services continue to 
rebound as global demand for international travel rises. 
CBO projects that the growth rate of real imports will 
decline in 2023 and 2024 as growth in domestic demand 
for goods slows.

Value of the Dollar. After increasing by 1.0 percent in 
2021, the international exchange value of the dollar 
is projected to rise by 1.2 percent in 2022 before sta-
bilizing in later years.13 CBO projects that the dollar 
will strengthen in 2022 because interest rates in the 
United States will rise by more than those of most of 
its trading partners, which will tend to increase the 
demand for the dollar and dollar-denominated assets in 
international markets. Beyond 2022, CBO’s projection 
of a stable dollar reflects the agency’s expectation that 
changes in economic performance and monetary policies 
will cause the value of the dollar to appreciate against 

13. CBO’s measure of the exchange value of the dollar is an export-
weighted average of the exchange rates between the dollar and the 
currencies of leading U.S. trading partners.
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advanced-economy currencies but depreciate against 
emerging-market currencies in a way that is roughly 
offsetting.

The Labor Market
The labor market is expected to continue its recovery 
through 2022. That trend reflects the ongoing expansion 
of the economy as well as the easing of constraints associ-
ated with the pandemic and social distancing. In CBO’s 
projections, through the middle of 2023, the unemploy-
ment rate continues to decline, the rate of labor force 
participation gradually increases, employment continues 
to increase relative to its potential level, and the growth 
of wages and salaries remains elevated (see Figure 2-3). 
Thereafter, through 2026, the projections reflect the 
labor market’s gradual return to its long-run average rela-
tionship to potential performance; employment growth 
slows, the unemployment rate rises gradually, and wage 
growth moderates.

Employment. Growth of payroll employment is pro-
jected to continue at a relatively rapid pace through 
2022. Thereafter, that pace is expected to slow through 
2026. In CBO’s projections, nonfarm payroll employ-
ment increases by an average of 345,000 jobs per month 
in 2022. At that rate, nonfarm payroll employment is 
projected to reach its prepandemic level by the second 
half of 2022. Reflecting the increases in employment, the 
employment-to-population ratio continues to rise this 
year. After 2022, gains in payroll jobs are projected to 
gradually slow from an average of 123,000 per month in 
2023 to less than 36,000 per month in 2026. That pro-
jected slowdown is mostly attributable to slower growth 
in economic output. Reflecting the increases in employ-
ment and a rise in the labor force participation rate, 
the employment-to-population ratio continues to rise 
through the middle of 2023 but then gradually declines 
through 2026.

Unemployment. The unemployment rate and the 
number of unemployed people are projected to decline 
gradually through the first half of 2023, reflecting the 
continued growth of the economy. In CBO’s projections, 
the overall unemployment rate falls from 3.9 percent in 
the first quarter of 2022 to 3.5 percent by mid-2023, 
averaging 3.5 percent for all of 2023. That projected 
unemployment rate is very low by historical standards: 
The unemployment rate has not been lower than that for 
any year since 1953. The number of unemployed people 
falls to 5.8 million by early 2023. 

Labor Force Participation. CBO expects continued 
strong demand for labor and rising wages to result in an 
increase in the labor force participation rate through the 
middle of 2023. The agency expects that increase to be 
more gradual than in past recoveries because of several 
factors related to the pandemic, including the increase 
in early retirements and the decrease in participation 
among women, who have disproportionally dropped out 
of the labor force to provide child care and other care at 
home during the pandemic. In CBO’s projections, the 
labor force participation rate rises from 61.8 percent in 
the fourth quarter of 2021 to 62.4 percent by the middle 
of 2023, below its prepandemic peak of 63.4 percent in 
February 2020. Thereafter, it gradually declines as the 
effects of the aging of the population (which dampen 
the overall labor force participation rate) become more 
prominent in relation to the short-term effects of the 
expanding economy. 

Hourly Wages and Salaries. The increase in the demand 
for labor is expected to continue to outpace the increase 
in the supply of labor, resulting in continued upward 
pressure on the growth of wages. In CBO’s projections, 
the employment cost index for wages and salaries of 
workers in private industry—a measure of the hourly 
price of labor—is 5.9 percent higher in the second 
quarter of 2022 than it was in the second quarter of 
2021; its annual growth rate in recent years (and before 
the pandemic began) was about 3.0 percent. Wage 
growth is projected to ease gradually but remain above 
its prepandemic average for the next few years. CBO 
expects wage growth to decline from 4.1 percent in 2023 
to 3.2 percent in 2026.

Inflation and Interest Rates
In CBO’s projections, inflation remains elevated in 2022 
as a variety of factors continue to cause supply to grow 
more slowly than demand in both product markets and 
labor markets. Inflation will continue to substantially 
exceed the Federal Reserve’s 2 percent long-run goal in 
2023, CBO projects, before nearing that level the follow-
ing year. The agency expects short-term interest rates to 
increase rapidly in 2022. Long-term interest rates, which 
remained historically low at the end of 2021, are also 
expected to rise substantially in 2022. CBO expects both 
short- and long-term interest rates to rise less rapidly 
after 2022. 

Inflation. In CBO’s projections, high inflation per-
sists in 2022 (see Figure 2-4 on page 39, top panel). 
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Figure 2-3 .

Unemployment, Labor Force Participation, the Employment Gap, and Wage Growth
Percent
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Labor Statistics. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The unemployment rate is the number of people not working who are available for work and are either seeking work or expecting to be recalled from a 
temporary layoff, expressed as a percentage of the labor force. The noncyclical rate of unemployment is the rate that results from all sources except fluctuations 
in aggregate demand, including normal turnover of jobs and mismatches between the skills of available workers and the skills necessary to fill vacant positions.

The labor force participation rate is the share of the civilian noninstitutionalized population age 16 or older that has jobs or that is available for and actively 
seeking work. The potential labor force participation rate is CBO’s estimate of the rate that would occur if economic output and other key variables were at their 
maximum sustainable amounts.

The employment gap is the difference between employment and potential employment (that is, the number of people who would be employed in the absence of 
fluctuations in the overall demand for goods and services), expressed as a percentage of potential employment.

Wages are measured using the employment cost index for wages and salaries of workers in private industry. Growth in wages is measured as average annual 
growth. For the unemployment rate and labor force participation rate, data are annual averages.

In CBO’s projections, the 
unemployment rate falls over the 
next year because of the ongoing 
expansion of the economy.

The labor force participation rate 
rises through early 2023. The rate 
then begins to decline as the negative 
effects of the aging population begin 
to offset the positive effects of the 
ongoing economic expansion.

CBO projects that employment will 
exceed its estimated potential in 
2022. After 2023, the projection of 
the employment gap reflects the 
labor market’s gradual return to a 
rough balance between labor supply 
and labor demand.

Nominal wage growth is projected 
to ease gradually but remain above 
its prepandemic average for the next 
few years as growth in the demand 
for labor continues to outpace growth 
in the supply of labor.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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The growth rate of the PCE price index—the Federal 
Reserve’s preferred measure of inflation—was well above 
the Federal Reserve’s long-run goal of 2 percent in 2021. 
That annual rate (as measured from the fourth quarter of 
2020 to the fourth quarter of 2021) reached 5.5 percent 
in 2021, a value significantly higher than the 1.2 percent 
rate in 2020. CBO projects that inflation in the PCE 
price index will be 4.0 percent in 2022, thus remaining 
elevated. Growth in the core PCE price index, which 
excludes food and energy prices (because they tend to be 
volatile), rose from 1.4 percent in 2020 to 4.6 percent in 
2021. The agency projects that the core PCE price index 
will grow by 3.8 percent in 2022. 

CBO expects that many of the current disruptions to 
the supply of goods and services—as well as many of the 
effects of pandemic-related legislation on the demand for 
goods and services—will cause inflation to remain high 
in the first half of 2022; but those effects will fade by the 
middle of the year. In the agency’s projections, quarterly 
inflation—as measured from one quarter to the next—
peaks in the first quarter of 2022 and then declines 
during the rest of the year and throughout 2023. CBO 
expects the core PCE price index to grow by 2.5 percent 
in 2023 before nearing the Federal Reserve’s long-run 
goal of 2 percent in 2024. 

The agency expects that the gap between the PCE price 
index and the CPI-U will narrow to its historical average 
at the end of 2023. In CBO’s projections (completed 
on March 2, 2022), the core consumer price index for 
all urban consumers (which excludes food and energy 
prices) grows by 4.4 percent in 2022 and by 2.9 percent 
in 2023. That narrowing of the gap between inflation 
in the core CPI-U and inflation in the core PCE price 
index is largely driven by categories of goods and services 
that are assigned comparatively more weight in the calcu-
lation of the CPI-U. CBO projects that inflation in the 
prices of motor vehicles and housing services, two such 
categories, will decline as those prices approach their 
long-run average growth rates in 2023. 

Since CBO completed its economic forecast on 
March 2, 2022, two additional months’ worth of data 
about inflation have accrued. Those data indicate that 
inflation was higher than the agency projected it would 
be during March and April and that inflation may end 
up being higher than projected in 2022 as a whole. 
CBO had two main reasons for projecting a decline 
in inflation throughout 2022. First, it expected prob-
lems with supply chains to abate in mid-to-late 2022. 
(However, the agency completed its projections before 

the effect of the invasion of Ukraine on supply chains 
could be fully reflected in them.) Having fewer prob-
lems with supply chains would slow the growth of prices 
for durable goods, particularly motor vehicles. In fact, 
CBO estimated that prices of motor vehicles would 
decrease in 2022. The second reason CBO projected 
slowing inflation in 2022 was a shift in consumer 
spending away from durable goods and toward services 
as consumers become more comfortable with in-person 
economic activities. That shift in consumer spending 
would cause the growth in the prices of durable goods 
to decline sharply (see Figure 2-5). The agency projected 
that in 2022, stronger demand for services would not 
cause enough growth in the prices of services to offset 
the sharp decline in the growth in the prices of dura-
ble goods, because historically the prices of services are 
slower to respond to changes in demand.

Although CBO projects that inflation will decline among 
many categories of goods and services, the agency expects 
inflation in housing services to remain high in 2022. As 
the measure of the value of the services that housing pro-
vides, housing services are a large component of both the 
PCE price index and the CPI-U, constituting 16 percent 
of the PCE market basket of goods and services and 
roughly 30 percent of the CPI-U basket. CBO projects 
that, in 2022, increased prices for housing services will 
raise inflation in the CPI-U by 1.5 percentage points 
and inflation in the PCE price index by 0.7 percentage 
points. The aggregate inflation index most sensitive 
to an increase in the price of housing services is the 
core CPI-U; CBO projects that growth in the price of 
housing services will raise that measure by 1.9 percentage 
points in 2022. 

Over the 2023–2024 period, inflation declines gradually 
but stays above the Federal Reserve’s long-run goal of 
2 percent in CBO’s projections. That decline is attrib-
utable to reduced supply disruptions, to slower growth 
in the prices of goods that more than offsets increasing 
growth in the prices of services, and to the actions the 
Federal Reserve has already begun to take to rein in 
inflation by reducing monetary accommodation. Those 
factors outweigh the upward pressure on prices resulting 
from tight conditions in the labor market. 

Interest Rates. In CBO’s projections, interest rates on 
short-term Treasury securities rise in concert with the 
increases in the target range for the federal funds rate 
carried out by the Federal Reserve. In 2022 and 2023, 
the Federal Reserve rapidly increases the target range for 
the federal funds rate to reduce inflationary pressures in 
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the economy. In CBO’s projections, the interest rate on 
3-month Treasury bills follows a similar path, rising to 
1.4 percent by the fourth quarter of 2022, 2.3 percent 
by the fourth quarter of 2023, and 2.6 percent by the 
fourth quarter of 2024 (see Figure 2-4, bottom panel). 
The Federal Reserve reduces the target range for the 

federal funds rate in 2025 to counteract the drag on 
economic growth stemming from the higher individual 
income tax rates that take effect at the beginning of 2026 
under current law. Accordingly, in CBO’s projections, 
the 3-month Treasury bill rate falls to 2.4 percent by the 
fourth quarter of 2026. 

Figure 2-4 .

Inflation and Interest Rates
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Federal Reserve. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The inflation rate is based on the price index for personal consumption expenditures; the core rate excludes prices for food and energy.

Inflation is measured from the fourth quarter of one calendar year to the fourth quarter of the next.

The federal funds rate is the interest rate that financial institutions charge each other for overnight loans of their monetary reserves.

PCE = personal consumption expenditures.

In CBO’s projections, 
inflation remains high in 
2022. It then declines over 
the next few years, nearing 
the Federal Reserve’s 
long-run goal of 2 percent 
in 2024.

CBO expects the Federal 
Reserve to rapidly increase 
the target range for the 
federal funds rate in 
2022 and 2023. In CBO’s 
projections, the interest rate 
on 3-month Treasury bills 
rises in concert with that 
increase. The interest rate 
on 10-year Treasury notes 
is expected to increase 
through 2028, in part 
because short-term interest 
rates are expected to rise.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Interest rates on long-term Treasury securities are 
expected to increase through 2026, partly because short-
term rates are expected to rise. Long-term interest rates 
are partially determined by investors’ expectations about 
the future path of short-term interest rates. Potential 
purchasers of long-term bonds weigh those bonds’ yields 
against the yields from purchasing a series of shorter-term 
bonds (for example, purchasing a 1-year bond each year 
for 10 years). When the expected future path of short-
term interest rates rises, the yield on long-term bonds 
rises to ensure that there are enough buyers for all the 
long-term bonds currently for sale. In CBO’s projections 
(which reflect economic developments as of March 2, 
2022), the interest rate on 10-year Treasury notes rises 
from 1.5 percent in the fourth quarter of 2021 to 2.7 per-
cent in the fourth quarter of 2022 as the Federal Reserve 
tightens monetary policy, signaling a higher future path 

for short-term interest rates. After 2022, the interest rate 
on 10-year Treasury notes rises more gradually, increasing 
to 2.9 percent in the fourth quarter of 2023 and 3.1 per-
cent in the fourth quarter of 2024. 

Part of the increase in interest rates on long-term 
Treasury securities through 2026 is attributable to an 
increase in term premiums. A term premium is the 
additional return paid to bondholders for the extra risk 
associated with holding long-term bonds. Several factors 
pushed term premiums to historically low levels in the 
years that preceded the pandemic, including investors’ 
heightened concern about relatively weak global eco-
nomic growth and the increased demand for long-term 
Treasury securities as a hedge against unexpected declines 
in inflation. CBO expects those factors to dissipate, thus 
increasing term premiums.

Figure 2-5 .

Contributions to Overall Inflation
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The overall inflation rate is the rate of growth in the PCE price index. The figure uses annual growth rates calculated from the fourth quarter of the year 
immediately preceding each period to the fourth quarter at the end of that period. Averages across multiple periods use compound annual growth rates over the 
specified period.

Values in the bars represent the contributions, in percentage points, of each category of goods and services to the growth rate of the PCE price index. The sum 
of the contributions of those categories equals the overall growth of that index.

PCE = personal consumption expenditures.

a. Includes core durable and non-durable goods (other than vehicles and parts), including electronics, home furnishings, and apparel. 

b. Measures the value of the services that housing provides, reflecting the rental value of housing occupied by tenants and the imputed rental value of owner-
occupied housing.

c. Includes core services (other than housing services and medical services), including transportation and recreation services. 

Prices of food, energy, and 
motor vehicles surged in 
2021, contributing a total of 
2.3 percentage points to the 
5.5 percent rate of inflation 
in the PCE price index that 
year. CBO projects that 
those categories will also 
contribute significantly to 
inflation in 2022 but that 
their effects will taper off 
from 2023 onward.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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CBO expects that the reduction in the Federal Reserve’s 
portfolio of long-term assets will also boost interest rates 
on long-term Treasury securities, for two reasons: First, 
reducing the size of its balance sheet signals to investors 
that the Federal Reserve is committed to tightening 
monetary policy and is therefore likely to continue 
raising the target range for the federal funds rate, thus 
raising investors’ expectations about the future path of 
short-term interest rates. Second, the Federal Reserve’s 
method for reducing the size of its balance sheet tends to 
decrease the demand for long-term bonds more than it 
decreases the demand for short-term ones. All else being 
equal, that method leads to lower prices and higher 
yields for long-term bonds. 

The Economic Outlook  
for 2027 to 2032
CBO’s projections of GDP, unemployment, inflation, 
and interest rates for the later years of the forecast period 
are based mainly on the agency’s projections of the 
underlying trends in the factors that determine those key 
variables and take into account the effects of federal tax 
and spending policies embodied in current law. In some 
cases, those fiscal policies, as well as monetary policy, 
may influence not only the demand for goods and ser-
vices—and, therefore, the gap between actual output and 
potential output—but also potential output itself. 

Actual Output and Potential Output
Although changes in the overall demand for goods and 
services strongly influence CBO’s economic projections 
for the first part of the period covered in this report, 
the agency’s projections for the latter part of the period 
are fundamentally determined by its assessment of the 
prospects for growth of key inputs: the potential number 
of workers in the labor force, capital services (that is, 
the flow of productive services from the stock of capital 
assets), and the potential productivity of those factors.

In CBO’s projections, growth of real potential GDP 
slows from an annual average of nearly 1.9 percent over 
the 2022–2026 period to less than 1.8 percent, on aver-
age, over the 2027–2032 period—a rate roughly equal 
to the average during the most recent business cycle (see 
Table 2-3). Annual growth of the potential labor force 
accelerates from an average of about 0.3 percent in the 
first period to nearly 0.4 percent in the second, whereas 
growth of potential labor force productivity decreases 
from an average of nearly 1.6 percent to less than 
1.4 percent (see Figure 2-6). 

Potential output is an estimate of the economy’s maxi-
mum sustainable level of production and indicates high 
rates of use of labor and capital, but it is not a strict 
constraint: Actual output can exceed potential output for 
a time, creating a positive output gap. Over an extended 
period, however, a positive output gap puts upward pres-
sure on wages and prices, ultimately leading monetary 
authorities to take steps to relieve inflationary pressures. 
In response, the growth of output slows, bringing it 
closer in line with potential output. 

That process is reflected in CBO’s projection of a grad-
ually narrowing positive output gap after mid-2023. 
As monetary policy continues to restrain demand, the 
growth of actual output slows and then gradually con-
verges with that of potential output, averaging more than 
1.7 percent per year over the 2027–2032 period. The 
output gap narrows to zero by early 2026 and decreases 
to −0.5 percent by early 2028; it remains at that level 
thereafter, consistent with the long-term relationship 
between actual and potential output. 

Over the 2027–2032 period, growth of potential output 
in the nonfarm business sector (which accounts for 
about three-quarters of economic activity and the bulk of 
productivity growth) averages about 2.1 percent per year. 
About 1.1 percentage points of that growth are attrib-
utable to growth of potential total factor productivity 
(the average real output per unit of combined labor and 
capital services, excluding the effects of business cycles) 
in that sector; about 0.7 percentage points are attrib-
utable to growth of capital services, and the remaining 
0.3 percentage points are attributable to growth of 
potential hours worked. 

The Labor Market
CBO’s projections of employment, labor compensation 
per hour, unemployment, and labor force participation 
over the 2027–2032 period primarily reflect the agency’s 
assessment of the overall performance of the economy 
and the effects of long-term demographic trends, which 
will strongly influence the size and composition of the 
workforce in the coming decades.

Over the 2027–2032 period, the growth of employ-
ment is projected to moderate, and the growth of 
labor compensation is expected to increase, as com-
pared with the first five years of the projection period. 
Nonfarm payroll employment increases by an average 
of about 53,000 jobs per month during the 2027–2032 
period, in CBO’s projections. The projected increase in 
employment is smaller than the average increase over 
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the previous two decades because of the aging of the 
U.S. population, which CBO expects to result in slower 
growth of the labor force over the 2027–2032 period 
than during the previous two decades. Real compensa-
tion per hour in the nonfarm business sector, a measure 
of labor costs that is a useful gauge of longer-term trends, 
grows at an average annual rate of 1.8 percent over 
the 2027–2032 period—close to the projected average 
growth in labor productivity in that sector. 

In CBO’s projections, the unemployment rate rises 
from 2027 to 2030 as output returns to its historical 
relationship with potential output. After peaking at 

nearly 4.6 percent at the end of 2030, the unemploy-
ment rate declines slowly through 2032. CBO expects 
the noncyclical rate of unemployment to decline slowly 
over the projection period, from 4.4 percent in 2022 to 
4.3 percent by 2032.14 That decline reflects the continu-
ing shifts in the composition of the workforce toward 
older workers, who tend to have lower rates of unem-
ployment (when they participate in the labor force), 
and away from less educated workers, who tend to have 
higher rates of unemployment.

14. The noncyclical rate of unemployment is the rate of 
unemployment arising from all sources except fluctuations in 
aggregate demand.

Table 2-3 .

Key Inputs in CBO’s Projections of Real Potential GDP
Percent

Average Annual Growth
Projected Average 

Annual Growth

1950–
1973

1974–
1981

1982–
1990

1991–
2001

2002–
2007

2008–
2021

Overall, 
1950–

2021
2022–

2026
2027–

2032

Overall, 
2022–

2032

Overall Economy
Real Potential GDP 4.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.4 1.7 3.1 1.9 1.8 1.8
Potential Labor Force 1.6 2.5 1.6 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.4 0.3 0.4 0.4
Potential Labor Force Productivity a 2.3 0.7 1.6 2.0 1.4 1.2 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.5

Nonfarm Business Sector
Real Potential Output 4.1 3.5 3.5 3.7 2.6 2.0 3.4 2.2 2.1 2.1
Potential Hours Worked 1.4 2.3 1.7 1.2 0.3 0.6 1.3 0.3 0.4 0.4
Capital Services b 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.9 2.8 2.3 3.4 2.6 2.2 2.4
Potential Total Factor Productivity c 1.9 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.5 0.8 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1

Contributions to the Growth of Real Potential Output 
(Percentage points)

Potential hours worked 0.9 1.5 1.1 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.2
Capital services b 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.3 0.9 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.8
Potential total factor productivity 1.9 0.8 1.1 1.5 1.5 0.8 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.1

Total Contributions 4.0 3.5 3.4 3.6 2.6 2.0 3.3 2.2 2.1 2.1

Potential Labor Productivity d 2.6 1.2 1.7 2.4 2.4 1.4 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.8

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices. Potential GDP is CBO’s estimate of the maximum sustainable 
output of the economy. The potential labor force is CBO’s estimate of the size of the labor force that would occur if economic output and other key variables 
were at their maximum sustainable amounts. Potential labor force productivity is the ratio of real potential GDP to the potential labor force.

The table shows compound annual growth rates over the specified periods. Those rates are calculated from the fourth quarter of the year immediately preceding 
each period to the fourth quarter at the end of that period.

GDP = gross domestic product.

a. The ratio of potential GDP to the potential labor force.

b. The services provided by capital goods (such as computers and other equipment) that constitute the actual input in the production process. 

c. The average real output per unit of combined labor and capital services, excluding the effects of business cycles. 

d. The ratio of potential output to potential hours worked in the nonfarm business sector.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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CBO expects the labor force participation rate to 
fall during the second part of the 11-year projection 
period—from 62.0 percent at the beginning of 2026 to 
61.2 percent by the end of 2032. That decline is mostly 
driven by the aging of the population and, in partic-
ular, the continued retirement of baby boomers. That 
rate in 2032 is close to the agency’s estimate of the 
potential labor force participation rate, which falls from 
62.6 percent in 2022 to 62.0 percent in 2026 and to 
61.4 percent in 2032.

Inflation and Interest Rates
Over the 2027–2032 period, CBO expects conditions in 
labor and product markets to relieve upward pressure on 
prices, keeping inflation close to its projected long-run 
average. CBO expects interest rates on Treasury securities 
to be higher, on average, than they were over the first five 
years of the projection period. 

Inflation. In CBO’s forecast, inflation remains at its pro-
jected long-run average rate over the 2027–2032 period. 
The agency expects the growth rate of the PCE price 
index to average 2.0 percent (the Federal Reserve’s 

long-run goal for inflation) over that period. Similarly, 
inflation in the CPI-U is projected to grow at an average 
annual rate of 2.3 percent, that index’s long-run average. 

Interest Rates and Federal Reserve Policy. CBO 
expects interest rates on short- and long-term Treasury 
securities to be higher over the 2027–2032 period than 
over the 2022–2026 period but to remain below their 
historical average. Larger federal debt in relation to GDP 
and a reduction in the Federal Reserve’s holdings of 
Treasury securities contribute to the higher level of short- 
and long-term interest rates. Nevertheless, projected 
interest rates remain below their average over the past 
four decades for several reasons, including lower average 
expected inflation, slower growth of the labor force, and 
slower growth of productivity.15 

15. For further details about the factors affecting CBO’s projections 
of interest rates, see Edward N. Gamber, The Historical Decline 
in Real Interest Rates and Its Implications for CBO’s Projections, 
Working Paper 2020-09 (Congressional Budget Office, 
December 2020), www.cbo.gov/publication/56891.

Figure 2-6 .
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Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices. Growth in real potential GDP is the sum of growth in the 
potential labor force and growth in potential labor force productivity. The potential labor force is CBO’s estimate of the size of the labor force that would occur if 
economic output and other key variables were at their maximum sustainable amounts. Potential labor force productivity is the ratio of real potential GDP to the 
potential labor force.

The bars show average annual growth rates over the specified periods. Those rates are calculated using calendar year data.

GDP = gross domestic product.

In CBO’s projections, real 
potential GDP grows faster 
over the next five years than 
it has since the 2007–2009 
recession because potential 
labor force productivity is 
expected to grow more 
quickly. However, growth 
in the potential labor force 
is slower than in previous 
periods, largely because of 
the aging of the population.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56891
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Projections of Income  
for 2022 to 2032
Economic activity and federal tax revenues depend not 
only on the amount of total income in the economy but 
also on how that income is divided among labor income, 
domestic corporate profits, proprietors’ income, income 
from interest and dividends, and other categories. (Labor 
income includes wage and salary payments as well as 
other forms of compensation, such as employer-paid 
benefits and the part of proprietors’ income correspond-
ing to compensation for hours worked.) The shares of 
income for wages and salaries and for domestic profits 
are particularly important in projecting federal revenues 
because those types of income are taxed at higher rates 
than others.

Labor Income
Compensation of employees fell by less than GDP did 
in the pandemic-induced recession of early 2020; as 
a result, labor income as a share of GDP rose sharply 
that year. In CBO’s projections, that share decreases 
to 57.9 percent in 2025, which is slightly above its 
prepandemic value (in the fourth quarter of 2019) of 
57.8 percent. Strong demand for goods and services 
drives further gains in employment and compensa-
tion, resulting in a modest uptick in labor income as a 
share of GDP after 2025. Labor income as a share of 
GDP averages 58.2 percent from 2026 through 2032. 
Nevertheless, CBO’s forecast of labor income as a share 
of GDP remains below 60 percent, the average from 
1947 to 2000.

Wages and salaries as a share of GDP also rose sharply 
in 2020. In CBO’s projections, that share falls through 
2023 and then remains roughly stable from 2024 
to 2032. The agency projects that wages and sala-
ries as a share of GDP will average 44.2 percent over 
the 2022–2025 period and 44.0 percent over the 
2026–2032 period. 

Corporate Profits
Projections of domestic corporate profits as a share of 
GDP decrease over the 11-year projection period. At 
10.1 percent, domestic profits as a share of GDP were 
elevated in 2021 because of the federal subsidies that 
flowed to businesses as part of pandemic-related support. 
In CBO’s projections, that share drops to 9.7 percent 
in 2022 as those subsidies end. The share then decreases 
steadily, reaching 7.7 percent by 2032, as businesses’ 
interest payments increase with rising interest rates.

Uncertainty About the 
Economic Outlook
CBO’s economic projections are subject to a high degree 
of uncertainty. Projections of economic output and labor 
market conditions are highly uncertain, both in the 
short term, when the pandemic’s continued effects on 
overall demand for services, supply chains, and partic-
ipation in the labor market could be larger or smaller 
than expected, and in the longer term, when the pace 
of growth in potential output in the aftermath of the 
pandemic could be faster or slower than expected. The 
agency’s projections of price and wage inflation are 
also highly uncertain, particularly because the upward 
pressure on wages and prices from strong conditions in 
the labor market could be greater or less than expected. 
The path of asset prices in the short term and the pace 
of the tightening of monetary policy may differ from 
the agency’s projections of them. Other key sources of 
uncertainty are future monetary policy and the path of 
interest rates. Uncertainty about the path of interest rates 
contributes to the uncertainty of the agency’s estimates of 
the impact of higher deficits and debt on the economy. 
Furthermore, geopolitical events, including Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine, add to the uncertainty of the economic 
outlook, notably the outlook for inflation. 

CBO’s baseline projections reflect the assumption 
that current laws governing federal taxes and spending 
generally remain in place. Although new laws could be 
enacted that significantly alter federal taxes and spend-
ing, the following discussion is restricted to uncertainty 
stemming from other sources. 

Output and the Labor Market During the 
Pandemic and Its Aftermath
The speed at which disruptions to supply chains will 
ease is uncertain. If consumers and businesses return 
to prepandemic patterns of spending and production 
quickly, then such disruptions will abate more quickly, 
and price pressures will ease more quickly, than they 
otherwise would. But if that transition takes longer than 
CBO expects, the pressure on those strained supply 
chains will persist, dampening and delaying consump-
tion and investment and increasing inflationary pres-
sures. If governments abroad relax measures aimed at 
mitigating the spread of the virus more quickly than the 
agency expects, then the strain on global supply chains 
might ease more rapidly. But if governments abroad 
pursue more aggressive mitigation measures than CBO 
anticipates, that might further exacerbate disruptions in 
global supply chains, and production might increase less 
rapidly than it otherwise would. 
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The uncertainty of the labor market’s recovery in the 
near term is particularly great. Labor demand and supply 
will be affected by several factors, including the future 
course of the pandemic, the pace of economic expansion, 
and various government policies supporting households, 
workers, and businesses. If, for example, labor force par-
ticipation rates rise less, or consumer demand increases 
less, than CBO currently expects, then the labor market’s 
overall recovery will be slower than anticipated in CBO’s 
projections. However, if the factors currently dampening 
the supply of labor diminish faster than CBO currently 
projects, then the labor force participation rate and 
labor markets overall could rebound more strongly than 
projected. 

As the fitful effects of the pandemic on certain in-person 
activities linger—both domestically and abroad—CBO’s 
projections of the overall demand for services are sub-
ject to significant uncertainty. In particular, the path 
of the pandemic is unknown. Over time, the virus will 
continue to evolve in ways that make it either more or 
less contagious, make its symptoms either more or less 
severe, and make it more or less resistant to vaccines. 
Medical science will also continue to evolve, and more 
effective vaccines and treatments may be available in 
the future. If, in response to any of those developments, 
people become more likely to avoid certain in-person 
activities, the overall demand for services could be less 
than expected. But if people become less likely to avoid 
those activities, then the overall demand for services 
could be greater than expected. 

In the agency’s projections, the magnitude of inflationary 
pressure resulting from historically low levels of slack in 
the labor market is highly uncertain. Few periods over 
the past 50 years have had less slack in the labor mar-
ket than the agency is projecting for the next few years, 
making historical comparison more difficult. Little slack 
in the labor market could cause wages to increase more 
rapidly than the agency projects, which might lead busi-
nesses to raise prices more than expected. 

CBO’s estimates of the economic effects of 
pandemic-related legislation represent the middle of the 
range of likely outcomes. Still, those estimates are subject 
to considerable uncertainty. Some important sources of 
that uncertainty are how consumers, businesses, and state 
and local governments may respond to various policy 
changes included in the legislation; how the timing, 
scale, and breadth of the legislation may affect prices 
in labor and product markets; how responses to policy 
changes may be altered by the ongoing pandemic; how 

quickly disruptions to the supply of labor are resolved; 
and what the aftermath of the pandemic may be.

In addition, how the IIJA will affect the private sector’s 
productivity is highly uncertain. As a result, that legisla-
tion’s effect on potential GDP in the longer term could 
be greater or less than the agency estimates. 

In the longer term, the effects of the pandemic on the 
growth rate of potential total factor productivity in 
the nonfarm business sector are uncertain. The pan-
demic sped the adoption of new technologies, such as 
teleconferencing and telemedicine, but the effects on 
productivity of a more rapid adoption of such technol-
ogies remain unknown. The swift adaptation to remote 
work by existing businesses and households could create 
many opportunities for new businesses and new jobs 
and could spur sectoral and geographic reallocations that 
help improve both productivity and social and economic 
welfare. Innovations associated with remote work could 
lead to substantial reductions in costs and improvements 
in productivity. If, in evolving and quickly expanding 
parts of the economy, more businesses are formed and 
more jobs are created than CBO expects, then the recov-
ery of the labor market could be faster and stronger than 
the agency projects. At the same time, uncertainty exists 
about the extent to which such dynamic forces could 
make existing businesses and business models obsolete, as 
well as about the negative consequences for output and 
labor markets.

Furthermore, the longer workers remain out of the 
labor force, the more likely it is that they will experience 
unfavorable long-term outcomes in the labor mar-
ket—including reduced future employment rates and 
earnings. Workers who are particularly vulnerable to 
such unfavorable outcomes, which could last a decade 
or more, include those who experience long periods 
of unemployment, young people who enter the labor 
market in a weak economy, and women, who have dis-
proportionally dropped out of the labor force to provide 
child care and other care at home during the pandemic. 

Disruptions to the education system could have lasting 
effects on the future productivity of workers: Students 
whose schooling has been disrupted during the pandemic 
could face long-term adverse consequences, and the 
potential harm is skewed toward those who have already 
been most disadvantaged. For many students graduating 
from school during the pandemic, the recession and 
social distancing made it much more difficult to gain 
work experience that would benefit them in the future. 
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Finally, long-term health risks—including potential 
long-term effects of COVID-19 infections, exacerbation 
of the opioid crisis by the pandemic, and the toll on 
people’s mental health—could influence the prospects of 
many workers as well as the strength of the overall labor 
market.

Price and Wage Inflation
There is much uncertainty about the rate at which wages 
and consumer prices will grow. The projected path of 
wages is highly uncertain and is related to uncertainty 
about the increase in the labor force, the effect of that 
increase on wage growth, and the degree to which the 
increase in inflation will feed into wages in the future. To 
some extent, the uncertainty about the path of wages is 
related to the uncertainty about the continuation of the 
pandemic. Further outbreaks could slow or even reverse 
the recent increase in the labor force, which could result 
in a more persistent increase in wage growth than CBO 
projects. But if the labor force returns to its potential 
level faster than CBO expects, and past inflation does 
not create additional upward pressure on wages, then 
the growth of wages could be slower than the agency 
anticipates. If wage growth is faster than CBO projects, 
businesses could pass through those higher wages in the 
form of higher consumer prices, especially in the prices 
for services, which might result in higher inflation than 
the agency expects.

Supply-side issues were a key determinant of inflation 
in 2021. Those issues remain a large source of uncer-
tainty in 2022, as businesses continue to face difficulties 
restocking many goods and hiring workers. If supply-side 
issues persist throughout the year, the result could be 
higher inflation than CBO projects, particularly in key 
categories such as durable goods, energy, food, and 
housing services. But if, in response to strong incentives, 
businesses soon overcome a variety of supply disruptions, 
the result could be lower inflation than CBO projects.

Additionally, overall measures of inflation are affected 
by volatility in energy and food markets. One potential 
source of uncertainty in CBO’s forecast for energy and 
food prices is the duration and severity of the war in 
Ukraine (and the sanctions levied on Russia). Supply 
disruptions and further sanctions on Russia, a major 
exporter of petroleum and natural gas, could further 
drive up energy prices in the United States. In addition, 
because Russia and Ukraine account for a large portion 
of the world’s wheat exports, the conflict is likely to 
affect food prices. Higher energy prices would further 

strain global supply chains by increasing transportation 
costs for merchandise trade. On net, CBO projects that 
the conflict will lead to higher inflation in the short 
term, but the magnitude of that effect depends on how 
long the conflict lasts and how disruptive it is to global 
markets—two factors that remain highly uncertain. 

Finally, CBO’s long-term projections of inflation depend 
on people’s expectations about inflation, which, in the 
agency’s estimation, are not very responsive to changes 
in actual inflation. The agency expects that, for the 
most part, consumers and businesses will view recent 
price increases as temporary and as having little effect 
on future inflation in the long run. However, if price 
increases prove longer lasting, then inflation expectations 
could rise more materially, and inflation could be higher 
than CBO projects. Alternatively, if actual inflation 
turns out to be less than expected inflation over the 
next several years, expectations of future inflation could 
be lower as consumers revise their inflation expectations 
downward. 

The Financial Sector and Asset Prices
High inflation and rising interest rates could lead to a 
sharp decrease in asset prices if investors’ appetite for 
risk changes quickly. Lower prices for stocks and corpo-
rate debt would reduce business investment. Moreover, 
demand for housing grew rapidly over the past year, and 
inventories decreased over that period, leading to a large 
increase in home prices. A sudden drop in asset values, 
coupled with the increase in mortgage rates that has 
occurred, could cause spending on housing to stall.

The path of financial conditions over the next several 
years and its impact on the overall economy are highly 
uncertain. Financial conditions might tighten more rap-
idly than CBO anticipates, which would result in a sharp 
decline in the availability of credit to consumers and 
businesses and might lead to a recession. Alternatively, 
the Federal Reserve’s tightening of monetary policy 
might not lead to as significant a change in financial con-
ditions as CBO anticipates, which could lead to higher 
inflation in the coming years than CBO projects. In 
addition, any disruptions to financial markets in Europe 
resulting from the war in Ukraine might have negative 
spillover effects on financial conditions in the United 
States, and the interaction of such spillover effects with 
the impact of the Federal Reserve’s domestic policy 
actions is also highly uncertain.
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Interest Rates and Monetary Policy
The path of monetary policy is uncertain as well. The 
Federal Reserve raised the target range for the federal 
funds rate in March and May 2022 and thus began to 
tighten monetary conditions in the economy. In CBO’s 
projections, the pace of the increase in the federal funds 
rate and the terminal level of that policy rate are uncer-
tain, contributing to uncertainty about the path of 
interest rates on Treasury securities. If inflation is higher 
than CBO expects over the next few quarters, the Federal 
Reserve may increase the policy rate more quickly, and 
interest rates on Treasury securities will probably be 
higher than CBO projects. But if the improvement 
in the labor market falters significantly at some point 
during the next few years, the Federal Reserve may pause 
or even reverse policy rate hikes, and interest rates on 
Treasury securities will probably be lower than CBO 
expects. 

The path of term premiums is an additional source of 
uncertainty for CBO’s projections of interest rates on 
Treasury securities, especially those of longer duration. 
If term premiums increase more rapidly than the agency 
expects, interest rates on longer-term Treasury securities 
will be higher than projected. But if term premiums do 
not increase as much as the agency expects, then interest 
rates on those securities will be lower than projected. 
Contributing to the uncertainty of the agency’s projec-
tions of interest rates on longer-term Treasury securi-
ties is uncertainty about the pace at which the Federal 
Reserve will reduce the size of its balance sheet and 
uncertainty about the effect that such a reduction will 
have on interest rates. 

The path of monetary policy is uncertain in the longer 
term as well. In the fall of 2020, the Federal Reserve’s 
Federal Open Market Committee adopted a new 
asymmetric policy framework that focuses more on the 
downward risks to its long-run goals (that is, risks of 
employment or inflation being lower than desired) than 
on the upward risks (that is, risks of employment or 
inflation being higher than desired). The committee did 
so because it judged that the downward risks to employ-
ment and inflation have increased in recent decades.16 
Because that framework is new, it is uncertain how it will 

16. For a description of the Federal Reserve’s new framework, 
see Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
“2020 Statement on Longer-Run Goals and Monetary Policy 
Strategy” (January 14, 2021), https://go.usa.gov/x6BKv.

be implemented in practice. If inflation returns to a level 
that is persistently below the Federal Reserve’s long-run 
goal of 2 percent, the implementation of the new asym-
metric policy framework could cause interest rates to 
be lower, on average, than CBO expects. But the recent 
bout of high inflation could cause the Federal Reserve to 
return to a more symmetric framework going forward, 
which would result in interest rates that are higher, on 
average, than the agency projects. 

Another source of long-term uncertainty is the global 
economy’s longer-term response to the substantial 
increases in budget deficits and debt that occurred as 
governments spent significant amounts of funds in an 
attempt to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and 
the economic downturn it caused. A significant increase 
in the extent to which national governments, financial 
institutions, and other entities hold other nations’ debt 
can raise the risk that financial stress in one country will 
affect the financial stability of other countries. In addi-
tion, changes in foreign demand for U.S. assets or the 
international role of the dollar would affect interest rates. 
If, for example, foreign demand for U.S. Treasury securi-
ties is weaker than CBO projects, U.S. interest rates will 
be higher than they otherwise would be. But if foreign 
demand for those securities is stronger than projected, 
perhaps because of heightened geopolitical concerns, 
interest rates will be lower. 

Uncertainty about the path of interest rates in the long 
term contributes to uncertainty about the impact of 
higher federal deficits and debt on the economy. Factors 
such as increased foreign and domestic saving, slower 
growth in total factor productivity, and lower labor force 
participation have contributed to the downward trend 
in interest rates over the past several decades. Much 
uncertainty remains about how much those factors will 
continue to weigh on interest rates over the next several 
years. In addition, the extent and timing of upward pres-
sure on interest rates stemming from increased federal 
borrowing is highly uncertain.

Quantifying the Uncertainty in 
CBO’s Projections
CBO’s forecast of the economy, especially its projection 
of nominal GDP, is a primary input into the agency’s 
baseline budget projections. As a result, the uncertainty 
of the GDP forecast contributes to some of the uncer-
tainty of the baseline budget projections. 

https://go.usa.gov/x6BKv
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To quantify the uncertainty of its projections for the next 
five years, CBO analyzed its past forecasts of several key 
macroeconomic variables. On the basis of that analysis, 
the agency estimates that—if the errors in its current 
economic forecast are similar to those in its previous 
forecasts, and if the agency’s economic forecast balances 
the risks of such errors, on average, so that outcomes 
could differ from the forecast in either direction—there 
is approximately a two-thirds chance that the average 
annual rate of real GDP growth (on a calendar year 
basis) will be between 0.9 percent and 3.5 percent 
over the next five years.17 In 2023, there is roughly a 
three-quarters chance that the unemployment rate will 
be between 3.0 percent and 3.9 percent, CBO estimates 
(see Table 2-4). 

In addition, the agency expects that there is a two-thirds 
chance that the average annual rate of nominal GDP 
growth will be between 3.8 percent and 6.4 percent over 
the next five years. That is, there is a two-thirds chance 
that GDP in 2026 will be within roughly $1.9 trillion of 
the projected value of $29.5 trillion (see Figure 2-7). 

17. Some of those historical differences are associated with turning 
points in the business cycle, which are difficult to anticipate. 
For more information, see Congressional Budget Office, CBO’s 
Economic Forecasting Record: 2021 Update (December 2021), 
www.cbo.gov/publication/57579.

Comparison With CBO’s 
July 2021 Economic Projections
CBO’s current projections can be usefully compared 
with its most recent projections, which were published 
in July 2021 (see Table 2-5). The comparison illuminates 
aspects of the current projections and highlights the 
kinds of uncertainty that affect all such projections.

Inflation
The agency’s current projection of inflation for 2022 is 
substantially higher than last summer’s projection. In 
July 2021, CBO expected that inflation in the PCE price 
index would be 2.0 percent in 2022, whereas the current 
projection is 4.0 percent. Similarly, the agency forecast in 
July that inflation in the CPI-U would be 2.3 percent in 
2022, whereas the current projection is 4.7 percent. 

Those large upward revisions are the result of data 
that now show prices increasing more rapidly across 
many sectors of the economy than CBO expected, 
largely because the combination of strong demand and 
restrained supply resulted in tighter markets for goods, 
services, and labor than the agency anticipated. CBO 
expects that supply-side issues will continue to put pres-
sure on prices in 2022 and will gradually resolve midway 
through the year. In current projections, price increases 
for most goods and services are larger than the agency 
expected them to be last July; in fact, increases for several 

Table 2-4 .

A Comparison of CBO’s Projections of Probabilities for the Unemployment Rate With 
Those in the Survey of Professional Forecasters
Percent

Projected Probability That the Annual Average of the 
Unemployment Rate Will Be Within the Indicated Range

2023 2024 2025

  CBO SPF   CBO SPF   CBO SPF

Unemployment Rate (Range)                
Less than 3 percent 1 8   9 7   15 7
3 to 3.9 percent 74 46   53 37   35 36
4 to 4.9 percent 16 31   16 38   19 37
5 to 5.9 percent 7 10   12 14   16 15
6 percent or more 2 4   9 4   16 5

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, “Probability Variables: Survey of Professional Forecasters” (May 13, 2022), 
https://tinyurl.com/ycx7evnr. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Estimates from the Survey of Professional Forecasters are the averages of responses from roughly 30 forecasters. For the basis of CBO’s estimates, see 
Michael McGrane, A Markov-Switching Model of the Unemployment Rate, Working Paper 2022-05 (Congressional Budget Office, March 2022), www.cbo.gov/
publication/57582.

SPF = Survey of Professional Forecasters.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57579
https://tinyurl.com/ycx7evnr
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57582
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57582
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components of the PCE price index and the CPI-U, 
including housing services and motor vehicles, are now 
projected to be larger than at any point over the past 
several decades. 

CBO’s projection of inflation for 2023 is now higher 
than it was last July. At that time, the agency forecast that 
inflation in the PCE price index would be 2.1 percent in 
2023, whereas the current projection of inflation in that 
index for 2023 is 2.3 percent. Likewise, the projection of 
inflation in the CPI-U for 2023 was 2.3 percent in July’s 
forecast, whereas the current projection of inflation in 
that index for 2023 is 2.7 percent. A large driver of the 
agency’s revisions is inflation in housing services, which 
tends to be persistent. CBO’s projection of inflation in 
residential rents (one component of the housing services 
category) for 2023 has also been revised upward, from 
3.5 percent to 4.1 percent. 

CBO’s current projections of inflation after 2023 are 
similar over the remainder of the projection period to 
what the agency forecast last summer. That is because, 
in the long term, inflation is expected to return to the 
Federal Reserve’s long-run goal of 2 percent growth in 
the PCE price index. 

Actual Output, Potential Output, and Income
The agency’s projections of real GDP growth for 2022 
are similar to what they were last summer; projections 
of such growth for 2023 and 2024 are now higher than 
they were. In the projections for 2022, stronger growth 
in both real nonresidential fixed investment and real 
residential fixed investment offsets weaker growth in real 
PCE and stronger growth in real imports (which sub-
tract from the growth of real GDP). The revision to real 
GDP growth for 2023 results largely from two sources. 
First, growth in real nonresidential fixed investment is 
projected to be stronger as businesses expand capacity in 
response to strong demand for their products. Second, 
CBO now projects faster growth in real exports in those 
years as a result of an upward revision to the rate of pro-
jected economic growth among major U.S. trading part-
ners and stronger projected growth in exports of services. 
The revision to real GDP growth for 2024 results largely 
from faster projected growth in real PCE, in addition to 
continuing higher projected growth in real exports. 

Real GDP is forecast to be about the same from 2027 
to 2031 as the agency expected last July. The level of real 
GDP was lower at the end of 2021 than previously fore-
cast because real GDP grew more slowly over the second 

Figure 2-7 .

Uncertainty of CBO’s Projections of GDP
Trillions of Dollars
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Federal Reserve. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The shaded areas around CBO’s baseline projections of nominal GDP illustrate the uncertainty of those projections. The area is based on the root mean square 
of the forecast errors in CBO’s one-, two-, three-, four-, and five-year projections of the average annual growth rate of GDP for calendar years 1976 through 2021.

GDP = gross domestic product.

CBO estimates that if 
the errors in its current 
economic forecast are 
similar to those in its 
previous forecasts, 
there is approximately a 
two-thirds chance that 
GDP in 2026 will be 
between $27.7 trillion and 
$31.4 trillion.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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half of that year than the agency expected. However, 
CBO’s upward revision to the projected growth of real 
GDP in 2023 and 2024 returns real GDP to a level that 
is similar at the end of 2026 to what the agency pro-
jected last July. The agency’s forecast of real GDP growth 
after 2026 is about 0.1 percentage point higher over 
the remainder of the projection period than the agency 
previously projected. 

The projected level of real consumer spending is 1 percent 
lower, on average, over the 2022–2031period than in 
CBO’s July forecast, partly because of revisions to histori-
cal spending data and partly because of a delayed recovery 
of spending on services. Downward revisions made by 
the Bureau of Economic Analysis to historical spending 
data for the 2015–2021 period lowered the level of real 
consumer spending at the outset of the projection period. 

In July, CBO forecast that widespread vaccinations would 
bring about strong growth in spending on services in 
2021 and early 2022, as people rapidly returned to their 
prepandemic consumption habits. Real spending on 
services did indeed accelerate in 2021, but by less than 
was projected. In the current forecast, real spending on 
services nearly returns to its prepandemic trend in 2024, 
two years later than CBO projected in July. 

Updates to data caused revisions to potential output in 
recent history. Revised data from the Census Bureau 
indicate that the number of people age 16 and older in 
the civilian noninstitutionalized population (the number 
that underlies the calculation of the potential labor force) 
has been larger than previously reported; a larger popu-
lation results in a larger projected potential labor force 
in the near term. That upward revision more than offset 

Table 2-5 .

CBO’s Current and Previous Economic Projections for Calendar Years 2021 to 2031
Percent 

Annual Average

2021 2022 2023 2021–2025 2026–2031
Overall,  

2021–2031

Change From Fourth Quarter to Fourth Quarter
Real GDP a                                     

May 2022 5.5 3.1 2.2 2.8 1.7 2.2
July 2021 7.4 3.1 1.1 2.8 1.6 2.1

Nominal GDP
May 2022 11.8 7.4 4.5 6.1 3.8 4.9
July 2021 10.7 5.3 3.3 5.2 3.7 4.4

PCE Price Index
May 2022 5.5 4.0 2.3 3.2 2.0 2.5
July 2021 2.8 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.1

Core PCE Price Index b

May 2022 4.6 3.8 2.5 3.0 2.1 2.5
July 2021 2.4 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1

Consumer Price Index c

May 2022 6.7 4.7 2.7 3.7 2.4 3.0
July 2021 3.4 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.4 2.5

Core Consumer Price Index b

May 2022 5.0 4.4 2.9 3.4 2.4 2.8
July 2021 2.7 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.5

GDP Price Index
May 2022 5.9 4.0 2.3 3.2 2.1 2.6
July 2021 3.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.2

Employment Cost Index d

May 2022 5.0 5.4 4.1 4.3 3.1 3.7
July 2021 3.7 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.1 3.3

Real Potential GDP a

May 2022 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8
July 2021 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.8

Continued
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two important downward revisions. One was a revision 
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis to the output of 
the nonfarm business sector, which resulted in a smaller 
estimate of potential total factor productivity in that 
sector. The second was a revision to the output of the 
household sector (largely the estimated services provided 
by owner-occupied housing), which yielded a smaller esti-
mate of potential output in that sector as well. Altogether, 
CBO now estimates that actual output was about 
1.3 percent less in 2021—but potential output was about 
0.2 percent greater—than the agency expected last July.

In terms of underlying trends that contribute to growth 
of real potential GDP over the 2022–2031 period, 
revisions are very modest, and the average annual growth 
rate over the period, slightly greater than 1.8 percent, is 
practically unchanged. In nominal terms, however, the 

agency’s projections of output and income are higher 
throughout the projection period because projected 
inflation over the next several years is above the rates 
anticipated in July. Nominal GDP is 4.9 percent higher, 
and national income is 3.9 percent higher, in 2031 than 
CBO projected last summer.

The Labor Market
CBO currently projects the unemployment rate to be 
slightly lower and the labor force participation rate to 
be slightly higher over the 2022–2031 period than in 
the agency’s July 2021 forecast. CBO’s current projec-
tion of the average unemployment rate over the 2022–
2026 period is slightly lower than it was in that ear-
lier forecast—now 3.8 percent, down from 4.0 percent. 
The current projection of the labor force participa-
tion rate is also lower—now 62.1 percent instead of 

Annual Average

2021 2022 2023 2021–2025 2026–2031
Overall,  

2021–2031

Annual Average
Unemployment Rate

May 2022 5.4 3.8 3.5 4.0 4.4 4.2
July 2021 5.5 3.8 3.7 4.2 4.4 4.3

Interest Rates
3-month Treasury bills

May 2022 * 0.9 2.0 1.6 2.3 2.0
July 2021 * 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.9 1.2

10-year Treasury notes
May 2022 1.4 2.4 2.9 2.6 3.7 3.2
July 2021 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.1 3.2 2.7

Tax Bases (Percentage of GDP)
Wages and salaries

May 2022 44.9 44.7 44.2 44.4 44.0 44.2
July 2021 43.7 43.3 43.4 43.5 43.7 43.6

Domestic corporate profits e

May 2022 10.1 9.7 9.3 9.3 7.9 8.5
July 2021 9.9 9.8 9.1 9.2 7.8 8.4

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Federal Reserve. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product; PCE = personal consumption expenditures; * = between zero and 0.05 percent.

a. Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices.

b. Excludes prices for food and energy.

c. The consumer price index for all urban consumers.

d. The employment cost index for wages and salaries of workers in private industry.

e. Adjusted to remove distortions in depreciation allowances caused by tax rules and to exclude the effects of changes in prices on the value of inventories.

Table 2-5. Continued

CBO’s Current and Previous Economic Projections for Calendar Years 2021 to 2031 
Percent

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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62.4 percent. CBO has also revised its projection of the 
average unemployment rate over the 2027–2031 period, 
which is 4.5 percent, up from 4.4 percent. The agency 
made that upward revision because it now expects output 
to return to its historical relationship with potential out-
put sooner than was projected in July. Thus, the unem-
ployment rate is also projected to rise sooner as it returns 
to its historical relationship with the noncyclical rate of 
unemployment sooner as well. 

CBO also made an upward revision to its projection 
of the labor force participation rate over the 2027–
2031 period—now an average of 61.6 percent over that 
period, up from 61.2 percent in July’s projections. That 
revision is mainly attributable to an upward revision to 
CBO’s projection of the share of the population ages 25 
to 54 in response to newly released data.18 People in that 
age group have the highest average rates of labor force 
participation, so an increase in their share of the popula-
tion tends to raise the overall participation rate.

Interest Rates
CBO now expects both short- and long-term interest 
rates over the coming decade to be higher, on average, 
than it forecast in July. The upward revision in rates over 
the 2022–2026 period partly reflects the upward revision 
to inflation. The agency now anticipates that, in response 
to recent inflation that was higher than expected, the 
Federal Reserve will raise the target range for the federal 
funds rate more rapidly than previously projected. 

CBO raised its forecasts of both short- and long-term 
interest rates, on average, over the later years of the 
projection period as well. The more aggressive tight-
ening of monetary conditions means that short-term 
rates are projected to be higher, on average, over the 
2027–2031 period than the agency expected in July. 
It also means that long-term rates, which partly reflect 
the expected path of short-term rates, will be higher, on 
average. The agency also expects that the IIJA will cause a 
slight increase, on average, in long-term interest rates for 
several reasons, including a higher level of debt relative 

18. See Bureau of Labor Statistics, Adjustments to Household 
Survey Population Estimates in January 2022 (February 2022), 
https://go.usa.gov/xuDH6 (PDF, 73 KB). 

to GDP and a slightly higher growth rate of total factor 
productivity. 

Comparison With Other 
Economic Projections
CBO’s economic projections for 2022 and 2023 can 
be usefully compared with the consensus (that is, the 
average) of the forecasts of about 50 private-sector econ-
omists published in the May 2022 Blue Chip Economic 
Indicators (see Figure 2-8).19 The agency’s projections of 
real GDP growth for those years are higher than most of 
the Blue Chip forecasts. CBO’s projections of inflation, 
both in GDP prices (as measured by the GDP price 
index) and in consumer prices (as measured by the CPI-
U), are lower than the consensus of Blue Chip forecasts 
in 2022 and are within the middle two-thirds of those 
forecasts for 2023. The agency’s projections of interest 
rates on 3-month Treasury bills for those two years are 
lower than the consensus of Blue Chip forecasts, and its 
projections of rates on 10-year Treasury notes are near 
the bottom of the middle two-thirds of the ranges of 
Blue Chip forecasts. 

CBO’s economic projections can also be compared—
over more years—with the projections of 34 fore-
casters participating in the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia’s Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF).20 
CBO’s projections of real GDP growth for the second 
half of 2022 and for 2023 are, respectively, above and 
near the top of the middle two-thirds of the ranges of 
SPF forecasts (see Figure 2-9). After 2023, the agency’s 
projections of real GDP growth are generally weaker 
than those in the SPF. CBO projects that the probabil-
ities of unemployment rates being less than 3 percent 
or more than 6 percent in the years 2024 and 2025 are 
greater than the average probabilities for those ranges in 
the SPF (see Table 2-4 on page 48). CBO’s projections 
of inflation in consumer prices (as measured by both the 

19. See Wolters Kluwer, Blue Chip Economic Indicators, vol. 47, 
no. 5 (May 10, 2022). For comparisons with Blue Chip forecasts 
from March 2022, which were published at about the same time 
that CBO’s forecast was prepared and which extend beyond two 
years, see the supplemental data for this analysis (www.cbo.gov/
publication/57950#data).

20. See Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Survey of 
Professional Forecasters: Second Quarter 2022 (May 13, 2022), 
https://tinyurl.com/2p87bj3y.

https://go.usa.gov/xuDH6
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
https://tinyurl.com/2p87bj3y
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Figure 2-8 .

A Comparison of CBO’s Economic Forecasts With Those of the Blue Chip Forecasters
Percent
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Wolters Kluwer, Blue Chip Economic Indicators, vol. 47, no. 5 (May 10, 2022). See www.cbo.gov/
publication/57950#data.

The full range of forecasts from the Blue Chip survey is based on the highest and lowest of the roughly 50 forecasts. The middle two-thirds of that range omits 
the top one-sixth and the bottom one-sixth of the forecasts.

Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices. Consumer price inflation is based on the consumer price 
index for all urban consumers. Real GDP growth and inflation rates are measured from the average of one calendar year to the next.

The unemployment rate is the number of people not working who are available for work and are either seeking work or expecting to be recalled from a 
temporary layoff, expressed as a percentage of the labor force. The unemployment rate and interest rates are calendar year averages.

GDP = gross domestic product.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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CPI-U and the PCE price index) are near or below the 
bottom of the middle two-thirds of the ranges of SPF 
forecasts for 2022 but are within the middle two-thirds 
of the ranges for 2023 through 2031 (see Figure 2-10).

CBO’s projections of real GDP growth and the unem-
ployment rate in 2022 are slightly above the central 
tendency in the Federal Reserve’s most recent Summary 
of Economic Projections (see Figure 2-11).21 The agency’s 

21. See Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, “Table 1. 
Economic Projections of Federal Reserve Board Members 
and Federal Reserve Bank Presidents, Under Their Individual 
Assumptions of Projected Appropriate Monetary Policy, March 
2022” (March 16, 2022), p. 2, https://go.usa.gov/xupxX (PDF, 
1.5 MB). The range of Federal Reserve forecasts is based on 
the highest and lowest projections made by the members of 

projection of inflation in the PCE price index for 2022 
is slightly below the central tendency in the Federal 
Reserve’s forecast. For 2023, CBO’s projections of real 
GDP growth, the unemployment rate, and inflation (as 
measured by the growth rate of the PCE price index) are 
all within the central tendency in the Federal Reserve’s 
forecast. For 2024 and the longer term, the agency’s 

the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the 
presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks; the central tendency is 
the range formed by removing the three highest and three lowest 
Federal Reserve forecasts. The median is the middle projection 
(or, if the number of projections is even, the average of the two 
middle projections) when the projections are arranged from 
highest to lowest. For comparison with the Federal Reserve’s 
longer-term projections, CBO uses its projections for the last 
quarter of the projection period. 

Figure 2-9 .

A Comparison of CBO’s Forecasts of Output, Unemployment, and Interest Rates With 
Those in the Survey of Professional Forecasters
Percent
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Survey of Professional Forecasters: Second Quarter 2022 (May 13, 2022), 
https://tinyurl.com/2p87bj3y. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The full range of forecasts from the Survey of Professional Forecasters is based on the highest and lowest of the roughly 30 forecasts. The middle two-thirds of 
that range omits the top one-sixth and the bottom one-sixth of the forecasts.

Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices. Quarterly growth of real GDP is measured from one quarter 
to the next and expressed as an annual rate; annual growth is measured from the average of one calendar year to the next.

The unemployment rate is the number of people not working who are available for work and are either seeking work or expecting to be recalled from a 
temporary layoff, expressed as a percentage of the labor force.

GDP = gross domestic product; SPF = Survey of Professional Forecasters.

https://go.usa.gov/xupxX
https://tinyurl.com/2p87bj3y
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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projections of the economy are, on balance, generally 
weaker than those by the Federal Reserve. 

Part of the diference between CBO’s projections and 
those of other forecasters is attributable to differences in 
the economic data available when the forecasts were com-
pleted and to differences in the economic and statistical 
models used to prepare them. Moreover, other forecasts 
may reflect an expectation that additional legislation will 
be enacted, whereas CBO’s projections reflect the assump-
tion that current laws generally remain unchanged. 

A key difference between CBO’s economic projections 
and those made by Federal Reserve officials is that CBO 
develops its projections so that they fall in the middle 
of the range of likely outcomes under current law. By 
contrast, the Federal Reserve reports a different concept: 
Each Federal Reserve official provides a modal fore-
cast—a forecast of the most likely outcome—reflecting 
his or her individual assessment of appropriate monetary 
policy, and the Federal Reserve reports ranges of those 
modal values. As with other forecasters (and unlike 
CBO), officials may assume in their individual forecasts 
that additional legislation will be enacted.

Figure 2-10 .

A Comparison of CBO’s Forecasts of Inflation With Those in  
the Survey of Professional Forecasters
Percent
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Survey of Professional Forecasters: Second Quarter 2022 (May 13, 2022), 
https://tinyurl.com/2p87bj3y. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The full range of forecasts from the Survey of Professional Forecasters is based on the highest and lowest of the roughly 30 forecasts. The middle two-thirds of 
that range omits the top one-sixth and the bottom one-sixth of the forecasts. 

Quarterly inflation is measured from one quarter to the next and expressed as an annual rate. Annual inflation is measured from the fourth quarter of one 
calendar year to the fourth quarter of the next.

Consumer price inflation is based on the consumer price index for all urban consumers. Core indexes exclude prices for food and energy.

Multiyear averages are calculated using the 5-year and 10-year averages reported in the SPF. The SPF did not provide forecasts of inflation in the core consumer 
price index or the core PCE price index beyond 2023.

PCE = personal consumption expenditures; SPF = Survey of Professional Forecasters.

https://tinyurl.com/2p87bj3y
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Figure 2-11 .

A Comparison of CBO’s Economic Forecasts With Those of the Federal Reserve
Percent
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, “Table 1. Economic Projections of Federal Reserve Board 
Members and Federal Reserve Bank Presidents, Under Their Individual Assumptions of Projected Appropriate Monetary Policy, March 2022” (March 16, 2022), 
p. 2, https://go.usa.gov/xukq8 (PDF, 1.5 MB). See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The full range of forecasts from the Federal Reserve is based on the highest and lowest of the 16 projections by the Board of Governors and the presidents 
of the Federal Reserve Banks. (One Federal Reserve official did not submit longer-run projections for the change in real GDP, the unemployment rate, or the 
federal funds rate.) The central tendency is, roughly speaking, the middle two-thirds of the full range, formed by removing the three highest and three lowest 
projections.

The federal funds rate is the interest rate that financial institutions charge each other for overnight loans of their monetary reserves.

Each of the data points for the federal funds rate represents a forecast made by one of the members of the Federal Reserve Board or one of the presidents 
of the Federal Reserve Banks in March 2022. The Federal Reserve officials’ forecasts of the federal funds rate are for the rate at the end of the year, whereas 
CBO’s forecasts are fourth-quarter values.

For CBO, longer-term projections are values for the last quarter of 2032. For the Federal Reserve, longer-term projections are described as the value at which 
each variable would settle under appropriate monetary policy and in the absence of future shocks to the economy.

Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices.

The unemployment rate is the number of people not working who are available for work and are either seeking work or expecting to be recalled from a 
temporary layoff, expressed as a percentage of the labor force.

Real GDP growth and inflation rates are measured from the fourth quarter of one calendar year to the fourth quarter of the next. The unemployment rate is a 
fourth-quarter value.

GDP = gross domestic product; PCE = personal consumption expenditures.

a. All officials forecast a 2 percent rate of inflation in the longer term.

https://go.usa.gov/xukq8
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data


Chapter 3: The Spending Outlook

Overview
Excluding the effects of any legislation enacted after 
April 8, 2022, federal outlays this year will amount to 
$5.9 trillion, the Congressional Budget Office estimates, 
14 percent less than last year’s total, as federal spending 
in response to the coronavirus pandemic wanes. In the 
agency’s baseline projections, outlays increase after 2022, 
reaching $8.9 trillion in 2032, or 24.3 percent of gross 
domestic product (GDP), up from 23.8 percent in 2022; 
Social Security, Medicare, and net interest costs are the 
largest contributors to that growth (see Table 3-1).1

Decline in Pandemic-Related Spending Drives  
Change in Outlays for 2022 
In CBO’s projections, total federal outlays decrease by 
$1.0 trillion in 2022. (That amount excludes shifts in the 
timing of some outlays; the discussion of CBO’s projec-
tions that follows reflects adjustments to remove the effects 
of timing shifts.2) The decline in 2022 is dominated by a 
$1.1 trillion drop in estimated mandatory spending—the 
result of sharply lower pandemic-related spending—to 
$3.7 trillion this year. That large decrease is partially offset 
by much smaller increases in discretionary outlays and 
net interest costs. Assuming no changes to current law, 
discretionary outlays are projected to increase by $81 bil-
lion (or 5 percent) and reach $1.7 trillion this year; the 
government’s net interest costs are projected to increase by 
$47 billion (or 13 percent), to $0.4 trillion. (See Box 3-1 
on page 60 for descriptions of the three major categories 
of federal outlays.) 

1. This chapter describes updates to CBO’s spending projections, 
which were last updated in July 2021. For more information 
about those projections, see Congressional Budget Office, An 
Update to the Budget and Economic Outlook: 2021 to 2031 
(July 2021), www.cbo.gov/publication/57218.

2. Outlays in some years are affected by shifts in the timing of 
certain federal payments: When October 1—the first day of a 
fiscal year—falls on a weekend, certain payments that are due on 
that date are made at the end of September and, as a result, are 
recorded in the previous fiscal year. Timing shifts affect mandatory 
outlays and, to a much lesser degree, discretionary outlays. Net 
interest outlays are not affected. CBO estimates that $68 billion 
in outlays ($63 billion of which is mandatory) will shift from 
2023 into 2022, $80 billion ($75 billion of which is mandatory) 
will shift from 2024 into 2023, and $113 billion ($107 billion of 
which is mandatory) will shift from 2029 into 2028. 

CBO now estimates total outlays for 2022 to be $0.3 tril-
lion more than the agency estimated in July 2021. That 
change is the net result of several increases and decreases in 
outlays. For example, spending for some pandemic-related 
programs occurred more slowly than CBO anticipated, 
so some outlays originally estimated to occur in 2021 are 
now anticipated to occur this year. (For more informa-
tion on the changes in CBO’s baseline projections, see 
Appendix A.)

Relative to the size of the economy, and excluding shifts 
in the timing of some outlays, total federal outlays in 
2022 are projected to equal 23.5 percent of GDP, above 
the 50-year average of 20.6 percent but 7 percentage 
points below the 30.5 percent of GDP that federal 
outlays totaled last year. Mandatory spending (net of the 
offsetting receipts that are credited against such spend-
ing) is expected to equal 14.9 percent of GDP in 2022, 
down from 21.6 percent in 2021 but still higher than 
the 10.7 percent it averaged over the 1972–2021 period. 
As a share of GDP, the other major components of 
federal spending are estimated to be below their 50-year 
averages: In CBO’s projections, discretionary outlays 
equal 7.0 percent of GDP this year, compared with 
their 8.1 percent average over the past 50 years, and net 
outlays for interest equal 1.6 percent of GDP, compared 
with their 50-year average of 2.0 percent (see Figure 3-1 
on page 61).

Outlays Are Projected to Rise Relative to  
GDP After 2024
In CBO’s baseline projections, spending related to the 
pandemic continues to decline over the next few years, 
pushing total outlays lower relative to the size of the 
economy. In 2023 and 2024, projected outlays decrease 
by 1.2 percent of GDP and 0.1 percent, respectively, 
reflecting declines in mandatory and discretionary spend-
ing, on net, that are partially offset by rising net interest 
costs. 

From 2025 to 2032, total outlays as a percentage of 
GDP are projected to increase by an average of 0.3 per-
centage points per year. Mandatory spending follows a 
path similar to that of total outlays, and net interest costs 
are also projected to rise, but at a much faster rate. In 
contrast, discretionary outlays are projected to decline 

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57218
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relative to GDP. In CBO’s projections, between 2022 
and 2032:

• Mandatory outlays as a share of GDP fall from 2022 
to 2025, as pandemic-related spending continues 
to decline. After that, outlays rise through 2032. 
All told, mandatory outlays fall from 14.9 percent 
of GDP this year to 13.6 percent of GDP in 
2025 before rising back to 14.9 percent in 2032. 

• Discretionary outlays fall from 7.0 percent of GDP 
this year to 6.2 percent in 2032. That decline reflects 
waning pandemic-related spending in addition to 
the assumption (required by law) that discretionary 
funding will grow at the rate of inflation—which is 
slower than projected growth in nominal GDP. 

• Net outlays for interest climb steadily as interest 
rates rise and debt continues to accumulate, roughly 
doubling from 1.6 percent of GDP in 2022 to 
3.3 percent by 2032. 

Among mandatory programs, outlays for Social Security 
and for the major health care programs—Medicare, 
Medicaid, subsidies offered through the health insur-
ance marketplaces established under the Affordable Care 
Act and related spending, and the Children’s Health 
Insurance Program (CHIP)—rise relative to GDP; 
outlays for all other mandatory programs, on net, decline 
relative to GDP (see Figure 3-2 on page 62). In partic-
ular, outlays for mandatory programs as a share of GDP 
change in the following ways:

• Outlays for the largest federal spending program, 
Social Security, rise from 4.9 percent of GDP in 2022 
to 5.9 percent in 2032. 

• Federal outlays for the major health care programs 
grow from 5.8 percent of GDP in 2022 to 
6.8 percent in 2032, mostly because of growth in 
spending for Medicare.3 

3. Spending for Medicare is presented net of premium payments 
and other offsetting receipts, unless otherwise noted.

Table 3-1 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Outlays

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

In Billions of Dollars
Mandatory

Social Security 1,129 1,212 1,320 1,409 1,491 1,577 1,665 1,760 1,860 1,963 2,068 2,175 7,463 17,288
Medicare a 868 983 1,019 1,034 1,165 1,262 1,360 1,541 1,480 1,672 1,782 1,929 5,840 14,245
Medicaid 521 589 601 545 547 578 608 639 672 708 749 789 2,880 6,437
Other spending 2,650 1,433 1,084 1,018 1,004 1,010 991 1,041 1,019 1,067 1,091 1,115 5,107 10,440
Offsetting receipts -333 -466 -350 -350 -374 -395 -419 -441 -466 -499 -529 -548 -1,888 -4,370

Subtotal 4,834 3,751 3,674 3,656 3,834 4,032 4,206 4,542 4,564 4,911 5,162 5,461 19,401 44,041

Discretionary
Defense 742 760 795 814 842 863 885 914 924 953 976 998 4,199 8,964
Nondefense 895 962 963 984 1,020 1,067 1,111 1,144 1,172 1,202 1,233 1,262 5,145 11,158

Subtotal 1,636 1,722 1,758 1,798 1,862 1,930 1,996 2,057 2,096 2,155 2,209 2,261 9,344 20,122

Net Interest 352 399 442 525 604 681 756 842 925 1,007 1,099 1,194 3,009 8,075

Total 6,822 5,872 5,874 5,980 6,300 6,643 6,958 7,441 7,585 8,074 8,469 8,915 31,754 72,238
On-budget 5,819 4,794 4,688 4,705 4,942 5,208 5,436 5,826 5,872 6,258 6,546 6,887 24,979 56,368
Off-budget b 1,004 1,077 1,186 1,275 1,358 1,436 1,521 1,614 1,713 1,816 1,923 2,029 6,775 15,870

Memorandum:
Outlays Adjusted to Exclude 
Timing Shifts c

Mandatory outlays 4,834 3,688 3,662 3,731 3,834 4,032 4,206 4,435 4,671 4,911 5,162 5,461 19,464 44,104
Discretionary outlays 1,636 1,717 1,757 1,803 1,862 1,930 1,996 2,051 2,102 2,155 2,209 2,261 9,349 20,127

Total Outlays 6,822 5,804 5,861 6,060 6,300 6,643 6,958 7,328 7,698 8,074 8,469 8,915 31,822 72,306

Gross Domestic Product 22,365 24,694 26,240 27,291 28,271 29,266 30,332 31,487 32,716 33,996 35,318 36,680 141,400 311,596

Continued
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• Outlays for all other mandatory programs (net of 
offsetting receipts) decline from 4.3 percent of GDP 
in 2022 to 2.2 percent in 2032. 

Mandatory Spending
Mandatory—or direct—spending consists of spending 
for some benefit programs and certain payments to peo-
ple, businesses, nonprofit institutions, and state and local 
governments. Mandatory spending is generally governed 
by statutory criteria and is not normally constrained 
by the annual appropriation process.4 Certain types of 

4. Each year, some mandatory programs are modified by provisions 
in annual appropriation acts. Such changes may increase or 
decrease spending for the affected programs for one or more 
years. In addition, some mandatory programs, such as Medicaid, 
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, and benefits for 

payments that federal agencies receive from the public 
and from other government agencies are classified as 
offsetting receipts and are accounted for in the budget 
as reductions in mandatory spending. In 2022, manda-
tory outlays (net of offsetting receipts) are estimated to 
account for over 60 percent of total federal outlays.

The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control 
Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-177), referred to here as 
the Deficit Control Act, requires that CBO’s projections 

Coast Guard retirees and annuitants, are considered mandatory 
but require benefits to be paid from amounts provided in 
appropriation acts. Section 257 of the Balanced Budget and 
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 requires CBO to project 
outlays for those programs as if they were fully funded, regardless 
of the amounts actually appropriated. 

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

As a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
Mandatory

Social Security 5.0 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 5.9 5.3 5.5
Medicare a 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.8 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.9 4.5 4.9 5.0 5.3 4.1 4.6
Medicaid 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1
Other spending 11.8 5.8 4.1 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.6 3.4
Offsetting receipts -1.5 -1.9 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.3 -1.4

Subtotal 21.6 15.2 14.0 13.4 13.6 13.8 13.9 14.4 14.0 14.4 14.6 14.9 13.7 14.1

Discretionary
Defense 3.3 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.0 2.9
Nondefense 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.6

Subtotal 7.3 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.2 6.6 6.5

Net Interest 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.3 2.1 2.6

Total 30.5 23.8 22.4 21.9 22.3 22.7 22.9 23.6 23.2 23.7 24.0 24.3 22.5 23.2
On-budget 26.0 19.4 17.9 17.2 17.5 17.8 17.9 18.5 17.9 18.4 18.5 18.8 17.7 18.1
Off-budget b 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 4.8 5.1

Memorandum:
Outlays Adjusted to Exclude 
Timing Shifts c

Mandatory outlays 21.6 14.9 14.0 13.7 13.6 13.8 13.9 14.1 14.3 14.4 14.6 14.9 13.8 14.2
Discretionary outlays 7.3 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.2 6.6 6.5

Total Outlays 30.5 23.5 22.3 22.2 22.3 22.7 22.9 23.3 23.5 23.7 24.0 24.3 22.5 23.2

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

a. Excludes the effects of Medicare premiums and other offsetting receipts.

b. Off-budget outlays stem from transactions related to the Social Security trust funds and the net cash flow of the Postal Service.

c. Consists of all outlays except for net outlays for interest.

Table 3-1. Continued

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Outlays

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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incorporate the assumption that current laws govern-
ing mandatory programs generally remain unchanged.5 

5. Section 257 of the Deficit Control Act also requires CBO to 
assume that certain mandatory programs will continue beyond 
their scheduled expiration and that entitlement programs—
including Social Security and Medicare, which pay benefits from 
trust funds—will be fully funded and thus will be able to make 
all scheduled payments. Other rules that govern the construction 
of CBO’s baseline have been developed by the agency in 
consultation with the House and Senate Committees on the 

Therefore, CBO’s baseline projections of mandatory 
spending reflect the estimated effects on the cost of those 
programs of economic influences, growth in the number 
of participants, and other factors, even for some pro-
grams that otherwise are set to expire. The projections 
also incorporate a set of across-the-board reductions 

Budget. For further details, see Congressional Budget Office, 
How CBO Prepares Baseline Budget Projections (February 2018), 
www.cbo.gov/publication/53532.

Box 3-1 .

Categories of Federal Outlays

Outlays are the issuance of checks, disbursement of cash, or 
electronic transfer of funds made to liquidate a federal obli-
gation. (Budget authority, sometimes referred to as funding, is 
the authority provided by federal law to incur such obligations.) 
On the basis of their treatment in the budget process, federal 
outlays can be divided into three broad categories: mandatory, 
discretionary, and net interest.

Mandatory outlays consist primarily of payments for benefit 
programs, such as Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid. 
The Congress largely determines funding for those programs 
by setting rules for eligibility, benefit formulas, and other 
parameters rather than by appropriating specific amounts each 
year. In making baseline projections, the Congressional Budget 
Office generally assumes that the existing laws and policies 
governing those programs will remain unchanged. Manda-
tory outlays are net of offsetting receipts—fees and other 
charges that are recorded as negative budget authority and 
outlays. Offsetting receipts differ from revenues: Revenues are 
collected through the government’s sovereign powers (in the 
form of income taxes, for example), whereas offsetting receipts 
are mostly collected from other government accounts or from 
members of the public for businesslike transactions (in the 
form of premiums for Medicare or royalties for the drilling of oil 
on public lands, for example).

Discretionary outlays result from the funding controlled by 
appropriation acts in which policymakers specify how much 
money can be obligated for certain government programs in 
specific years. Appropriations fund a broad array of govern-
ment activities, including defense, law enforcement, education, 
and veterans’ health programs. They also fund the national 
park system, disaster relief, and foreign aid. Some of the fees 
and charges triggered by appropriation acts are classified 
as offsetting collections and are credited against discretion-
ary budget authority and outlays for the particular accounts 
affected. 

CBO’s baseline projections depict the path of funding for 
individual discretionary accounts as directed by the provisions 
of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 
1985 (Public Law 99-177). That law states that current appropri-
ations should be assumed to grow with inflation in the future, 
using specified indexes.1 

The baseline projections also include discretionary outlays for 
highway and airport infrastructure programs and public transit 
programs, all of which receive mandatory budget authority from 
authorizing legislation. Typically, outlays from mandatory bud-
get authority are also classified as mandatory. However, appro-
priation acts each year include limits on how much of that man-
datory budget authority the Department of Transportation can 
obligate. For that reason, those obligation limitations are often 
treated as a measure of discretionary budgetary resources, and 
the resulting outlays are considered discretionary.2 

Net interest outlays consist of interest paid on Treasury secu-
rities and other interest that the government pays (for example, 
interest paid on late refunds issued by the Internal Revenue 
Service) minus the interest that it collects from various sources 
(for example, from states that pay the interest on advances 
they received from the federal Unemployment Trust Fund 
when the balances of their state unemployment accounts were 
insufficient to pay benefits promptly). Net interest outlays are 
determined mostly by the size and composition of the govern-
ment’s debt and by market interest rates.

1. In CBO’s baseline projections, discretionary funding related to federal 
personnel is inflated using the employment cost index for wages and 
salaries of workers in private industry; other discretionary funding is 
adjusted using the gross domestic product price index.

2. Discretionary budgetary resources include new budget authority, 
unobligated balances of budget authority provided in previous years, and 
obligation limitations.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/53532
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(known as sequestration) that are required under current 
law through 2031. (For the effects of sequestration on 
CBO’s projections of spending on certain mandatory 
programs, see Box 3-2 on page 64.) In the discussion 
of mandatory spending that follows, all numbers have 
been adjusted to exclude the effects of timing shifts.

CBO’s Baseline Projections of 
Mandatory Spending for 2022 to 2032
In 2022, if there are no changes in law, total mandatory 
outlays will amount to $3.7 trillion, or 14.9 percent 
of GDP, CBO estimates, down from $4.8 trillion, or 
21.6 percent of GDP, in 2021. Most of that decrease is 
attributable to waning spending in response to the pan-
demic. CBO estimates that outlays for certain refundable 
tax credits will fall by half a trillion dollars from 2021 
to 2022. CBO also anticipates significant declines in 
pandemic-related outlays for unemployment compensa-
tion, the Small Business Administration, the Coronavirus 
Relief Fund, and higher education. 

Mandatory outlays are projected to fall in 2023 and 
2024 as pandemic-related spending continues to decline. 
In CBO’s projections, after 2024, outlays grow by about 
5 percent per year, on average, reaching $5.5 trillion 

by 2032. As a share of GDP, mandatory outlays follow 
a similar path, declining to 13.6 percent in 2025 and 
then rising steadily to 14.9 percent in 2032. By com-
parison, those outlays averaged 12.7 percent of GDP 
over the 2010–2019 period and 10.7 percent over the 
past 50 years. (Pandemic-related spending pushed total 
mandatory outlays to historic highs in 2020 and 2021, 
when they reached 21.9 percent and 21.6 percent of 
GDP, respectively.)

Much of the projected growth in mandatory spend-
ing after 2025 is attributable to two factors. First, the 
number of people age 65 or older has been growing 
significantly—it is now more than two and a half times 
what it was 50 years ago—and it is expected to rise by 
about a quarter by 2032, which will increase caseloads, 
and therefore outlays, for Social Security and Medicare. 
Second, the costs of health care (adjusted to account for 
the aging of the population) are projected to grow faster 
than the economy over the long term. 

Social Security. The largest federal spending program, 
Social Security provides cash benefits to elderly people, 
to people with disabilities, and to the dependents and 
survivors of people covered by the program. Last year, 

Figure 3-1 .

Outlays, by Category of Spending
Percentage of GDP
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that date are instead made at the 
end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. Outlays have been adjusted to remove the effects of those shifts.

GDP = gross domestic product.

Under current law, 
mandatory outlays fall for the 
next few years before higher 
spending for Social Security 
and the major health care 
programs cause those 
outlays to rise. Discretionary 
outlays fall in relation to 
GDP as funding grows 
modestly in nominal terms. 
Net interest outlays increase 
substantially as interest rates 
rise and debt mounts.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Social Security outlays totaled $1.1 trillion, or 5.0 per-
cent of GDP (see Table 3-2 on page 66). Under 
current law, outlays for Social Security are projected to 
rise by $83 billion (or about 7 percent) in 2022. That 
rate of increase is greater than it has been in recent years, 
mostly because Social Security beneficiaries received 
a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) of 5.9 percent in 
January 2022, the largest since 1982. 

Spending for Social Security is projected to grow by 
9 percent in 2023 and nearly 7 percent in 2024, boosted 
by estimated COLAs of 6.0 percent for 2023 and 
2.9 percent for 2024. For the remainder of the projection 
period, outlays for Social Security are projected to grow 
at an average rate of about 6 percent per year, reaching 
$2.2 trillion—or 5.9 percent of GDP—by 2032. In gen-
eral, growth over the 2023–2032 period reflects increases 
in the amount of the average benefit and in the number 
of beneficiaries. In CBO’s projections, average benefits 
grow by about 4 percent per year, mainly because annual 

COLAs are projected to average close to 3 percent over 
this period and because initial benefits are based on aver-
age economywide earnings, which tend to increase over 
time. The number of beneficiaries is anticipated to grow 
by a little less than 1 percent from 2021 to 2022, and 
then to grow by an average of 2 percent per year, from 
65 million beneficiaries in 2022 to 77 million in 2032.

Medicare, Medicaid, and the Other Major Health Care 
Programs. In 2021, net federal outlays for Medicare, 
Medicaid, and the other major programs related to 
health care totaled $1.3 trillion, or 5.8 percent of GDP 
(net of offsetting receipts; see Table 3-2 on page 66, 
memorandum). In CBO’s baseline projections, those 
outlays increase by $124 billion, or 10 percent, in 2022 
and by $96 billion, or 7 percent, in 2023; from 2024 
to 2032, they increase more slowly, at an average rate of 
nearly 6 percent per year, reaching almost $2.5 trillion, 
or 6.8 percent of GDP, by the end of that period.

Figure 3-2 .

Major Changes in Projected Outlays From 2022 to 2032
Percentage of GDP
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Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Department of the Treasury. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead made at the 
end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. Outlays have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those shifts.

GDP = gross domestic product.

a. Consists of outlays for Medicare (net of premiums and other offsetting receipts), Medicaid, subsidies for health insurance purchased through the 
marketplaces established under the Affordable Care Act and related spending, and the Children's Health Insurance Program.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Medicare. Outlays for Medicare, a program that pro-
vides subsidized health insurance to people age 65 or 
older and to some people with disabilities, account for 
about 30 percent of the projected rise in outlays for 
the major health care programs from 2021 to 2022. 
CBO estimates that Medicare outlays (net of offsetting 
receipts, which are mostly in the form of premiums paid 
by beneficiaries) will grow from $689 billion to $726 bil-
lion, or about 5 percent, from 2021 to 2022. Projected 
outlays rise further in 2023, by $113 billion, or 16 per-
cent. The growth in those years is affected by recoup-
ments of accelerated and advance payments to Medicare 
providers recorded in 2021 and 2022, which decrease 
net outlays.6 Without those recoupments, the projected 
increases in outlays for Medicare would be 7 percent in 
2022 and 8 percent in 2023. 

In CBO’s projections, growth in outlays for Medicare 
represents about 80 percent of the growth in spend-
ing for the major health care programs over the 
2023–2032 period. That growth in Medicare spending 
is driven by increasing enrollment as well as by higher 
spending per beneficiary. Enrollment is projected to 
grow from 65 million people in 2023 to 77 million 
in 2032, or by roughly 2 percent per year. Per capita 
spending in the program is estimated to grow at an aver-
age rate of 5 percent per year over the period. In 2032, 
projected net outlays for Medicare total $1.6 trillion, 
or 4.3 percent of GDP. (CBO’s projections of Medicare 
outlays incorporate the assumption that outlays from 
the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund will continue to be 
made, even if the balances are exhausted. See Box 3-3 on 
page 68.)

Medicaid. Outlays for Medicaid, a joint federal-state 
program that funds medical care for certain low-income, 
elderly, and disabled people, are estimated to increase by 
13 percent to $589 billion in 2022, accounting for about 
half of the projected rise in outlays for the major health 
care programs from 2021 to 2022. The higher outlays 
in 2022 are the result of temporary policies, enacted 
in 2020 and 2021 in response to the pandemic, that 
increased federal reimbursement to states and Medicaid 
participation. In CBO’s projections, increased outlays 
associated with those policies continue into 2023, but 

6. As part of the federal government’s response to the pandemic, 
Medicare provided about $100 billion in accelerated and advance 
payments to providers, beginning in April 2020, to be recouped 
later through reductions in future claim payments. Recoupment 
began in 2021 and will be completed by the end of 2022.

overall growth in outlays slows to 2 percent in that year. 
As those temporary policies wind down, outlays drop 
by 9 percent in 2024 and then increase slightly in 2025. 
From 2026 through 2032, outlays grow by about 5 per-
cent per year, reaching $789 billion, or 2.2 percent of 
GDP, in the final year of the period.

Premium Tax Credits and Related Spending. CBO and 
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) estimate 
that premium tax credits—which are federal subsidies 
for health insurance purchased through the marketplaces 
established by the Affordable Care Act—and related 
spending will be $89 billion in 2022, which is $18 bil-
lion (or 24 percent) higher than it was in 2021.7 Related 
spending consists almost entirely of payments for risk 
adjustment and the Basic Health Program. The increase 
in estimated outlays for 2022 is mostly attributable to 
higher enrollment in policies purchased through the 
marketplaces. 

In CBO’s projections, the growth in outlays for health 
insurance subsidies and related spending varies over 
the first few years of the 2023–2032 period. In 2023, 
projected outlays drop by about 30 percent because of 
the expiration of a temporary policy enacted for 2021 
and 2022. That policy extended eligibility for premium 
tax credits to individuals with income over 400 percent 
of the federal poverty level and increased subsidies for 
those made eligible for those credits by the Affordable 
Care Act. After 2023, outlays are projected to grow as 
premiums increase: CBO and JCT estimate that, under 
current law, outlays for health insurance subsidies and 
related spending would rise by 76 percent over the 
projection period, increasing from $60 billion in 2023 to 
$105 billion by 2032.

Children’s Health Insurance Program. Financed jointly 
by the states and the federal government, CHIP provides 
health insurance coverage to children in families whose 
income, although modest, is too high for them to qualify 
for Medicaid. CBO estimates that in 2022, outlays for 
the program will be about $17 billion, which is $1 bil-
lion more than outlays in 2021. In 2023, outlays are pro-
jected to increase by about 4 percent and in 2024, to fall 
by about 3 percent. That decrease in projected outlays 
reflects CBO’s assumption that the public health emer-
gency will end in 2023, thus concluding a temporary 

7. Federal health subsidies lower the cost of health insurance 
purchased through the marketplaces by people who meet income 
and other criteria for eligibility.
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policy that increased federal reimbursement to states for 
the duration of that emergency. From 2025 to 2030, 
outlays for the program are projected to grow by about 
3.5 percent per year, on average. In 2031 and 2032, they 
are projected to fall substantially. CHIP is authorized 
through 2027 and after that year, consistent with section 
257 of the Deficit Control Act, CBO’s baseline reflects 
the assumption that annual funding for the program 
will continue at a level based on the amount of budget 
authority currently specified in law for the final half of 
2027—an amount that is significantly lower than the 
level of funding provided in earlier years. That amount 
of funding ($15 billion per year) eventually would be 
insufficient to maintain outlays at their previous levels: 
CBO projects that by 2031, balances from the funding 
provided in years before the expiration of the program’s 
authorization would be exhausted, resulting in a signifi-
cant drop in outlays in the final two years of the period.

Income Security Programs. Mandatory spending for 
income security includes outlays for the Supplemental 

Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), certain refund-
able tax credits, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 
unemployment compensation, and certain programs 
that support children and families. CBO estimates that 
outlays for income security will decrease by 60 percent in 
2022, to $0.6 trillion, from $1.4 trillion in 2021. CBO 
projects that, under current law, total mandatory out-
lays for income security would continue to fall through 
2024, as pandemic-related spending continues to wane. 
Starting in 2025, spending would increase again in most 
years by an average of about 1.0 percent per year, slower 
than the rate at which GDP is projected to grow. As a 
result, such outlays are estimated to shrink as a percent-
age of GDP from 6.2 percent in 2021 to 2.3 percent in 
2022 and to 1.1 percent in 2032.

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. SNAP 
provides benefits to help people in low-income house-
holds purchase food. CBO expects that outlays for 
the program will increase by 18 percent this year, 
from $135 billion in 2021 to $159 billion in 2022. 

Box 3-2 .

How Sequestration Affects CBO’s Projections of Mandatory Spending

The Budget Control Act of 2011 (Public Law 112-25) reinstituted 
procedures set forth in the Balanced Budget and Emergency 
Deficit Control Act of 1985 (the Deficit Control Act, P.L. 99-177) 
to automatically reduce funding provided for certain mandatory 
programs from 2013 through 2021.1 The law directed the Office 
of Management and Budget to determine and enforce the 
amount of the reduction each year for defense and nondefense 
programs in a process of across-the-board reductions known as 
sequestration. The full-year reductions began in 2014 at 9.8 per-
cent for defense and 7.3 percent for nondefense and steadily 
declined to reductions of 8.3 percent for defense accounts and 
of 5.7 percent for most nondefense accounts in 2021.

Subsequent legislation extended the cuts to mandatory fund-
ing through 2031 and specified that future reductions would 
use the same percentages as calculated for 2021. Different 
rules apply to Medicare, the largest program subject to seques-
tration. Its funding is reduced by 2 percent in most years.

Which Mandatory Accounts are Subject to Sequestration?
All federal programs are subject to sequestration unless they 
are explicitly listed as exempt or fall in one of the general cat-
egories for exemption detailed in section 255 or section 256 

1. The law also established caps on discretionary funding for defense and 
nondefense programs. Those caps expired after fiscal year 2021.

of the Deficit Control Act. Exempted categories include funding 
for Social Security benefits, veterans’ programs, net interest, 
and certain refundable tax credits. 

How Does CBO Apply Sequestration to 
Its Baseline Projections?
In each account where budgetary resources are subject to 
sequestration, the Congressional Budget Office includes a 
separate entry detailing the amount by which that account’s 
resources would be reduced. CBO also estimates how those 
reductions to funding would affect outlays and therefore 
deficits. Certain accounts—including revolving funds, trust 
funds, and special funds—are subject to sequestration, but 
any amounts made unavailable in one year are restored to 
those funds the following year. Those accounts are included in 
the total reductions in funding that result from sequestration, 
although they have little net effect on the deficit.

How Large is the Effect of Sequestration on 
CBO’s Projections of Deficits?
CBO estimates that, as a result of the sequestration provi-
sions in the Budget Control Act of 2011, as amended, out-
lays—and therefore deficits—will be $256 billion lower over 
the 2023–2032 period. Most of that savings ($241 billion) is 
attributable to reductions in Medicare funding. The overall 

Continued
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SNAP benefit levels are determined by the price of the 
Thrifty Food Plan (TFP), a basket of foods selected by 
the Department of Agriculture that would provide a 
nutritious diet for a household of a particular size. The 
Department of Agriculture recently reevaluated the TFP, 
and, largely as a result of that reevaluation, the price 
of the TFP is about 23 percent higher in 2022 than it 
was last year; that increase accounts for much of the 
increase in outlays for SNAP in 2022. (See Figure A-3 on 
page 121.)8

In addition, CBO projects that many SNAP partici-
pants will continue to receive emergency allotments as 

8. For more information on the reevaluation of the Thrifty Food 
Plan, see Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, 
“USDA Modernizes the Thrifty Food Plan, Updates SNAP 
Benefits” (August 16, 2021), https://go.usa.gov/xuGRQ.

authorized by the Families First Coronavirus Response 
Act (P.L. 116-127) until the month following the end of 
the public health emergency. (In CBO’s projections, the 
public health emergency ends in July 2023, and thus the 
emergency allotments would conclude in August 2023.) 
CBO also expects that some families will continue to 
receive benefits through the Pandemic Electronic Benefit 
Transfer program through 2023. As a result, total bene-
fits are projected to remain relatively high in 2022 and 
2023 before declining in 2024 and 2025. 

In CBO’s projections, SNAP participation rates gradu-
ally decrease through 2032. However, because decreased 
outlays from lower participation are expected to be offset 
by increases in the cost of food (which SNAP benefits are 
linked to), projected outlays for the program increase in 
most years after 2025, by an average of about 1 percent 

reductions in 2022 will total $6 billion, CBO estimates, and 
increase to $19 billion the following year. Reductions this year 
are smaller than they otherwise would be because of provi-
sions of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 
(CARES) Act of 2020 (P.L. 116-136) and subsequent legislation 
that canceled or modified the sequestration of Medicare 
funding from May 2020 to June 2022. In CBO’s projections, the 
overall effect of sequestration on deficits steadily increases, 

equaling $32 billion in 2030. In 2031, sequestration’s effect on 
deficits jumps to $52 billion, largely because of increases in 
the rate of reduction to Medicare funding.2 

2. Under current law, the rate of sequestration of Medicare funds varies 
towards the end of the projection period. In April 2030, reductions to 
Medicare funding will increase from 2.0 percent to 2.25 percent for six 
months. In 2031, such funding will be reduced by 3.0 percent in the first half 
of the year and by 4.0 percent in the second half of the year.

Box 3-2. Continued

How Sequestration Affects CBO’s Projections of Mandatory Spending

Effects of Sequestration on CBO’s Baseline Projections of Mandatory Spending

Billions of Dollars
Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
2023–

2027
2023–

2032

Budget Authority
Medicare -6 -18 -18 -20 -22 -24 -27 -26 -31 -54 0 -102 -239
Defense -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 * -5 -10
Other -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2 -4 -6

Total Budget Authority  -8 -20 -20 -23 -24 -26 -29 -28 -33 -56   2 -112 -256

Outlays
Medicare -5 -17 -18 -20 -22 -23 -26 -26 -30 -50 -8 -101 -241
Defense -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -5 -10
Other -1 -1 * * -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -3 -5

Total Outlays  -6 -19 -20 -22 -24 -25 -28 -28 -32 -52  -7 -109 -256

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.
* = between -$500 million and $500 million.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Table 3-2 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Mandatory Outlays, Adjusted to Exclude Effects of Timing Shifts
Billions of Dollars

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance 988 1,070 1,171 1,253 1,328 1,404 1,482 1,572 1,664 1,760 1,858 1,957 6,637 15,448
Disability Insurance 141 142 149 156 163 173 184 189 196 203 210 218 826 1,841

Subtotal 1,129 1,212 1,320 1,409 1,491 1,577 1,665 1,760 1,860 1,963 2,068 2,175 7,463 17,288

Major Health Care Programs
Medicare a , b 868 941 1,009 1,086 1,165 1,262 1,360 1,462 1,559 1,672 1,782 1,929 5,882 14,287
Medicaid 521 589 601 545 547 578 608 639 672 708 749 789 2,880 6,437
Premium tax credits and related spending c 72 89 60 65 71 75 77 81 86 90 97 105 348 807
Children’s Health Insurance Program 16 17 18 17 18 18 19 20 20 21 17 15 91 184

Subtotal 1,476 1,637 1,688 1,714 1,802 1,933 2,064 2,201 2,338 2,491 2,645 2,839 9,201 21,715

Income Security Programs
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 135 159 140 110 104 106 105 106 106 108 109 111 565 1,104
Earned income, child, and other tax credits d 733 220 88 95 97 97 83 84 85 85 85 86 460 885
Supplemental Security Income a 56 56 59 62 65 67 68 70 71 73 74 76 321 685
Unemployment compensation 392 40 30 34 36 39 40 44 47 48 50 51 179 419
Family support and foster care e 35 48 43 42 42 37 36 36 36 36 37 37 198 381
Child nutrition 27 38 31 31 33 34 36 37 39 41 42 44 165 368

Subtotal 1,376 561 391 373 376 380 368 376 384 391 398 406 1,888 3,843

Federal Civilian and Military Retirement
Civilian f 111 114 120 125 129 133 136 140 143 146 150 154 644 1,377
Military a 63 66 73 77 80 83 85 88 91 94 97 99 398 866
Other 6 47 26 30 2 10 6 6 6 6 6 6 74 103

Subtotal 179 227 218 233 211 225 228 234 240 246 252 259 1,115 2,346

Veterans’ Programs
Income security a, g 116 127 138 146 153 158 164 170 176 182 189 195 759 1,670
Other a, h 9 18 18 19 19 19 19 18 19 19 21 22 94 193

Subtotal 125 146 157 165 171 177 183 188 195 201 209 217 853 1,863

Other Mandatory Programs
Agriculture 37 21 21 16 14 16 18 18 18 16 16 16 85 168
MERHCF 11 11 12 13 13 14 15 16 16 17 18 19 67 152
Education Stabilization Fund 9 50 50 32 19 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 106
Higher education 143 40 7 6 6 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 33 79
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac i 0 0 4 6 7 6 4 3 3 3 3 4 28 43
Public Health and Social Services 
Emergency Fund 5 34 26 4 * * * * 0 0 0 0 31 31
Coronavirus Relief Fund 243 115 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4
Emergency Rental Assistance 33 9 2 1 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4
Small Business Administration 313 7 1 * * * * * * 0 0 0 1 1
Air carrier worker support 31 * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Other 56 84 113 108 95 86 71 70 75 73 73 66 474 831

Subtotal 881 372 238 189 156 134 116 116 121 118 118 112 833 1,418
Total Mandatory Outlays, Excluding 
the Effects of Offsetting Receipts 5,167 4,154 4,012 4,082 4,207 4,427 4,624 4,875 5,137 5,410 5,690 6,009 21,352 48,473

Continued
Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Spending for benefit programs shown in this table generally excludes administrative costs, which are discretionary.

MERHCF = Department of Defense Medicare-Eligible Retiree Health Care Fund; n.a. = not applicable; * = between -$500 million and $500 million.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

Offsetting Receipts
Medicare j -179 -216 -170 -181 -198 -216 -234 -253 -272 -293 -317 -345 -999 -2,478
Federal share of federal employees’ 
retirement

Civil service retirement and other -47 -51 -54 -58 -61 -63 -66 -68 -70 -72 -75 -77 -301 -663
Military retirement -25 -26 -28 -29 -30 -31 -32 -33 -34 -34 -35 -36 -152 -323
Social Security -20 -22 -23 -23 -24 -25 -26 -27 -28 -29 -31 -32 -122 -269

Subtotal -92 -99 -105 -111 -115 -120 -124 -128 -132 -136 -140 -145 -575 -1,255

Receipts related to natural resources -12 -20 -15 -16 -15 -15 -16 -16 -17 -19 -19 -19 -78 -168
MERHCF -9 -10 -10 -11 -11 -12 -12 -13 -14 -14 -15 -16 -56 -127
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac -5 -6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other -37 -116 -49 -31 -34 -33 -33 -31 -31 -37 -38 -24 -180 -342

Subtotal a -333 -466 -350 -350 -374 -395 -419 -441 -466 -499 -529 -548 -1,888 -4,370
Total Mandatory Outlays,  
Net of Offsetting Receipts 4,834 3,688 3,662 3,731 3,834 4,032 4,206 4,435 4,671 4,911 5,162 5,461 19,464 44,104

Effect That Timing Shifts Have on Mandatory 
Outlays in CBO’s Baseline Projections

Medicare 0 42 10 -52 0 0 0 80 -80 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Supplemental Security Income 0 4 * -5 0 0 0 5 -5 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Military retirement 0 5 * -5 0 0 0 6 -6 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Veterans’ income security 0 11 2 -12 0 0 0 15 -15 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Veterans’ other 0 1 * -1 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.

Total 0 63 12 -75 0 0 0 107 -107 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.

Total Mandatory Outlays in 
CBO’s Baseline Projections 4,834 3,751 3,674 3,656 3,834 4,032 4,206 4,542 4,564 4,911 5,162 5,461 19,401 44,041

Memorandum:
Outlays, Net of Offsetting Receipts

Medicare 689 726 839 905 967 1,047 1,127 1,209 1,288 1,379 1,465 1,585 4,884 11,809
Major health care programs 1,297 1,421 1,517 1,533 1,604 1,718 1,831 1,948 2,066 2,198 2,328 2,494 8,202 19,237

Table 3-2. Continued

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Mandatory Outlays, Adjusted to Exclude Effects of Timing Shifts
Billions of Dollars

a. When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that date are instead made at 
the end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. These outlays have been adjusted to remove the effects of those shifts.

b. Gross spending, excluding the effects of Medicare premiums and other offsetting receipts. (Net Medicare spending is included in the memorandum section of the table.)

c. Spending to subsidize health insurance purchased through the marketplaces established under the Affordable Care Act and provided through the Basic 
Health Program and spending to stabilize premiums for health insurance purchased by individuals and small employers.

d. Includes outlays for the American Opportunity Tax Credit and other refundable tax credits.

e. Includes Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, Child Support Enforcement, Child Care Entitlement to States, and other programs that benefit children.

f. Includes benefits for retirement programs in the civil service, foreign service, and Coast Guard; benefits for smaller retirement programs; and annuitants’ 
health care benefits.

g. Includes veterans’ compensation, pensions, and life insurance programs.

h. Primarily education subsidies. (The costs of veterans’ health care are classified as discretionary spending and thus are not shown in this table.)

i. Cash payments from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to the Treasury are recorded as offsetting receipts in 2021 and 2022. Beginning in 2023, CBO’s estimates 
reflect the net lifetime costs—that is, the subsidy costs adjusted for market risk—of the guarantees that those entities will issue and of the loans that they will 
hold. CBO counts those costs as federal outlays in the year of issuance.

j. Includes premium payments, recoveries of overpayments made to providers, and amounts paid by states from savings on Medicaid’s prescription drug costs.
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per year. CBO projects that under current law, outlays 
for SNAP would total $111 billion in 2032.

Earned Income, Child, and Other Tax Credits. 
Refundable tax credits reduce a filer’s income tax liability, 
and if the credit exceeds the filer’s income tax liability, 
the government pays all or some portion of that excess 
to the taxpayer.9 Those payments, and certain advance 
payments of tax credits, are categorized as outlays.10 

9. For more information, see Congressional Budget Office, 
Refundable Tax Credits (January 2013), www.cbo.gov/
publication/43767.

10. In some circumstances, refundable tax credits that have been 
issued before tax filing season, such as the child tax credit in 2021 
and the recovery rebates paid to individuals, have been classified 
as outlays regardless of whether they reduce a filer’s income tax 
liability.

Outlays for refundable tax credits are projected to drop 
from $733 billion in 2021 to $220 billion in 2022. As 
part of the government’s pandemic response, several new 
refundable tax credits were created and some preexisting 
credits were expanded, which boosted outlays signifi-
cantly last year and to a much lesser extent this year. The 
biggest component of the decline in outlays from 2021 
to 2022 is the recovery rebates paid to individuals, most 
of which were paid out last year.11

In CBO’s updated baseline projections, outlays in 
2022 remain higher than usual, mostly because of 
outlays for three credits: the expanded child tax credit, 
recovery rebates to individuals, and U.S. Coronavirus 
Refundable Credits (a group of credits for employ-
ers for sick and family leave, employee retention, and 

11. Payments of recovery rebates to individuals totaled $275 billion 
in 2020 and $570 billion in 2021; CBO estimates that they will 
total $11 billion in 2022.

Box 3-3 .

Assumptions About Payments From Trust Funds That Are Scheduled to Continue 

In keeping with the rules of section 257 of the Balanced Bud-
get and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (the Deficit Con-
trol Act, Public Law 99-177), the Congressional Budget Office’s 
baseline projections incorporate the assumption that sched-
uled payments will continue to be made in full after a trust fund 
has been exhausted, even though there is no legal authority to 
make such payments. How those payments continued would 
depend on future legislation.

CBO estimates that mandatory outlays not covered by income 
credited to trust funds would total $128 billion over the 2022–
2032 period. The reason is that without legislative action 
to address budgetary shortfalls, the balance of Medicare’s 
Hospital Insurance Trust Fund would be exhausted in 2030, 
CBO projects. Discretionary outlays not covered by income 
credited to trust funds would total $217 billion over the same 
period—because the Highway Trust Fund, which is a source of 
discretionary outlays, would be exhausted in 2027.

Payments That Are Assumed to Continue in CBO’s Baseline After Certain Trust Funds Are Exhausted

Billions of Dollars

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Total, 
2023–

2032

Mandatory Outlays
Hospital Insurance (Part A) Trust Fund 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 53 74 128

Discretionary Outlays
Highway Trust Fund 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 39 41 42 44 45 217

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

* = between zero and $500 million.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/43767
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/43767
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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continuation of health insurance for certain workers). Of 
those, the expanded child tax credit has the largest effect. 
Eligibility for the tax credit and its size were expanded 
during the pandemic, and advance payments were made 
between July 2021 and December 2021 (which included 
the first three months of fiscal year 2022). 

After 2022, projected outlays for refundable tax credits 
drop to $88 billion in 2023, before increasing to about 
$96 billion a year from 2024 to 2026. In 2027, pro-
jected outlays fall to $83 billion, and they then average 
about $85 billion per year through 2032. The most 
significant factor reducing outlays for refundable credits 
is the expiration of many provisions of the 2017 tax act 
(P.L. 115-97). The scheduled changes in calendar year 
2026 would decrease the amount of the child tax credit 
and increase tax liabilities for most people, which would 
result in a larger share of the credits’ being recorded as 
reductions in revenues rather than as outlays. 

Supplemental Security Income. SSI provides cash 
benefits to people with low income who are elderly or 
disabled. CBO estimates that outlays for SSI will rise by 
less than $1 billion this year. Lower projections of SSI 
caseloads limit growth in projected outlays, despite rela-
tively high COLAs compared with those in recent years. 
Over the 2023–2032 period, outlays for the program 
are projected to grow by 3 percent per year, on average, 
mainly because of those higher COLAs. By 2032, with 
no changes to current law, outlays for SSI would reach 
$76 billion.

Unemployment Compensation. The federal-state 
unemployment compensation program provides benefits 
to people who lose their jobs through no fault of their 
own and who meet other criteria established by the laws 
in their states. Outlays for unemployment compensation 
depend on several factors, such as the unemployment 
rate, labor force participation, and wages and salaries. 

In 2021, outlays of unemployment compensation totaled 
$392 billion, or 1.8 percent of GDP, largely reflecting 
the continuation of enhanced unemployment benefits 
provided in response to the pandemic. CBO estimates 
that in 2022, outlays for unemployment compensation 
will decline by 90 percent, to $40 billion, primarily 
because those enhanced benefits expired near the end of 
fiscal year 2021. 

In CBO’s projections, outlays for unemployment com-
pensation generally follow the changes in the unem-
ployment rate. CBO expects the unemployment rate to 
decline over the next two years, to 3.9 percent in 2022 (a 
drop of 2.1 percentage points from the rate in fiscal year 
2021) and to 3.6 percent in fiscal years 2023 and 2024. 
The unemployment rate is expected to increase in 2025 
and 2026 before moderating at an average of about 
4.5 percent through 2032. Over the 2023–2032 period, 
projected outlays follow a similar pattern, declining by 
24 percent to $30 billion in 2023 and then increas-
ing annually, reaching $51 billion in 2032. The rise in 
outlays after 2023 largely reflects higher projections of 
wages and salaries, which boost average weekly benefits 
for unemployment compensation.

Family Support and Foster Care Programs. Outlays for 
other programs that support children and families, such 
as Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) 
and Child Support Enforcement, totaled $35 billion 
in 2021 but are estimated to increase by 38 percent, to 
$48 billion in 2022. That increase mostly stems from 
$39 billion in child care funding provided to states 
through the Child Care and Development Block Grant 
in response to the pandemic. CBO estimates that outlays 
from that funding will total $13.5 billion this year, com-
pared with $1.5 billion in 2021.

In CBO’s projections, total spending in this category 
generally declines from 2023 to 2027, by an average of 
6 percent a year—largely because of waning outlays from 
the pandemic-related funding. Spending then increases 
by about 1 percent a year through 2032. Outlays for all 
family support and foster care programs are projected to 
total $37 billion in 2032.

Child Nutrition. CBO estimates that outlays for child 
nutrition programs, which include programs such as the 
National School Lunch Program, the School Breakfast 
Program, and the Summer Food Service Program, will 
increase to $38 billion in 2022 (up from $27 billion 
in 2021). That increase largely results from nationwide 
pandemic-related waivers that allowed schools to provide 
free meals under the Seamless Summer Option during 
the 2021–2022 school year. Because that waiver program 
is scheduled to end in June 2022, outlays in 2023 decline 
to $31 billion in CBO’s projections. After 2024, outlays 
increase by about 5 percent a year, on average, reaching 
$44 billion in 2032, largely because of rising food prices 
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and population growth, which increase outlays for nutri-
tion programs.

Federal Civilian and Military Retirement. Retirement 
and survivors’ benefits for most federal civilian employ-
ees are estimated to cost $114 billion in 2022, an 
increase of $3 billion over the previous year’s amount. 
(That total includes benefits provided through several 
smaller retirement programs for employees of various 
government agencies and for retired railroad workers.) 
The projected growth in federal civil service retirement 
benefits is attributable primarily to COLAs for retirees 
and to increases in federal salaries, which boost benefits 
for people entering retirement. Under current law, out-
lays would grow by 5 percent in 2023 and 4 percent in 
2024, mostly because of the COLAs projected for those 
years. After 2024, such outlays would grow by an average 
of about 3 percent annually over the projection period, 
CBO estimates, reaching $154 billion in 2032. 

The federal government also provides annuities to 
retired military personnel and their survivors. Outlays 
for those annuities totaled $63 billion in 2021; in 
2022, they are projected to rise to $66 billion. Most of 
the projected annual growth in those outlays over the 
2023–2032 period results from COLAs and increases in 
military basic pay. As in the civilian retirement program, 
military retirement outlays are projected to increase more 
rapidly in 2023 and 2024 because of larger COLAs in 
those years. After 2024, outlays for military retirement 
benefits are projected to grow by an average of about 
3 percent per year, reaching $99 billion in 2032.

Veterans’ Programs. Mandatory spending for veterans’ 
benefits includes disability compensation, education and 
vocational rehabilitation benefits, pensions, insurance, 
housing assistance, and burial benefits. Outlays for those 
benefits totaled $125 billion in 2021, about 90 percent 
of which were for disability compensation. Outlays for 
veterans’ benefits are projected to rise by 17 percent, 
to $146 billion, in 2022. (That total does not include 
most federal spending for veterans’ health care, which 
is funded through discretionary appropriations.) The 
increase is primarily driven by the growth of disability 
compensation payments, which are rising faster than 
inflation. Those payments increase with the severity of 
veterans’ service-connected injuries and illnesses. Both 
the average severity of beneficiaries’ disabilities and the 

number of veterans with service-connected disabili-
ties have been rising in recent years. The increase in 
estimated outlays for 2022 also reflects a significantly 
higher COLA for this year than was estimated in CBO’s 
previous baseline. Under current law, mandatory outlays 
for veterans’ benefits are projected to grow by 8 percent 
in 2023, by 5 percent in 2024, and then by an average of 
about 4 percent per year through the end of the period; 
outlays are projected to reach $217 billion in 2032.

Other Mandatory Programs. The remainder of manda-
tory spending encompasses outlays for a variety of other 
activities, including some of the largest programs aimed 
at pandemic relief, agricultural programs, deposit insur-
ance, health care benefits for retirees of the uniformed 
services and their dependents and surviving spouses, cash 
transfers to and from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and 
loans and other programs related to higher education. 
Together, those outlays are expected to decline by nearly 
60 percent, from $881 billion last year to $372 billion 
this year, largely because of rapid drop-offs in pandemic- 
related spending. 

The largest decreases in pandemic-related outlays from 
2021 to 2022 include the following: 

• A $306 billion drop in outlays by the Small Business 
Administration, primarily related to the Paycheck 
Protection Program; 

• A $128 billion decrease in spending from the 
Coronavirus Relief Fund (which provides grants to 
state, local, tribal, and territorial governments);

• A $30 billion decline in spending by the Department 
of the Treasury for payroll support for the aviation 
industry; and

• A $24 billion decrease in outlays for the Emergency 
Rental Assistance Program (which provides grants to 
assist low-income households with paying rent during 
the pandemic). 

Those decreases are partially offset by increases in other 
pandemic-related programs—including an increase of 
$41 billion in outlays for emergency grants through 
the Education Stabilization Fund and an increase of 
$29 billion in outlays from the Public Health and Social 
Services Emergency Fund.
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Higher education outlays are estimated to drop signifi-
cantly, from $143 billion in 2021 to $40 billion in 2022. 
The decrease is mostly the result of a smaller upward 
revision to the estimated subsidy costs of outstanding 
federal student loans recorded by the Department of 
Education in 2022 than in 2021.12 In 2021, the upward 
revision was $133 billion, and in 2022, based on infor-
mation in the President’s budget, that amount is cur-
rently projected to be $27 billion.13

Over the remainder of the projection period, total out-
lays for the category of other mandatory programs are 
projected to decrease by more than half, from $238 bil-
lion in 2023 to $112 billion in 2032; outlays in the 
earlier years of the period are boosted by continued, but 
declining, pandemic-related spending.

12. CBO calculates the subsidy costs for student loans following the 
procedures specified in the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 
(FCRA). Under FCRA, the discounted present value of expected 
income from federal student loans issued during the 2022–2032 
period is projected to exceed the discounted present value of 
the government’s costs. (A present value is a single number that 
expresses a flow of current and future income or payments in 
terms of an equivalent lump sum received or paid at a specific 
time; the present value depends on the rate of interest—known as 
the discount rate—that is used to translate future cash flows into 
current dollars.) Credit programs that produce net income rather 
than net outlays are said to have negative subsidy rates, which 
result in negative outlays. The original subsidy calculation for 
a set of loans or loan guarantees may be increased or decreased 
in subsequent years by a credit subsidy reestimate by the Office 
of Management and Budget that reflects an updated assessment 
of the cash flows associated with the outstanding loans or loan 
guarantees. For additional information about the costs of credit 
programs, see Congressional Budget Office, “Major Recurring 
Reports: Estimates of the Cost of Federal Credit Programs” 
(accessed May 16, 2022), https://go.usa.gov/xuenJ.

13. CBO’s projections of the changes in the costs of the outstanding 
loan portfolio are based on information in the President’s budget 
because those are the costs that CBO expects will be recorded 
by the Treasury. For fiscal year 2022, supplemental materials to 
the President’s budget (released on April 6, 2022) include the 
estimated costs of the suspension of loan payments, interest 
accrual, and involuntary collections on defaulted loans through 
March 31, 2022. Those supplements do not include costs for 
the extension of those polices through August 30, 2022, nor do 
they include the costs of the Administration’s policy to expand 
the type of payments that count toward forgiveness for either 
the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program (announced 
on October 6, 2021) or the Income Based Repayment 
program (announced on April 19, 2022). When the Office of 
Management and Budget announces the costs that it plans to 
record for those changes, CBO will include them in its baseline.

Offsetting Receipts. Offsetting receipts are funds 
collected by federal agencies from other government 
accounts or from the public in businesslike or market- 
oriented transactions that are recorded as negative budget 
authority and outlays (that is, as reductions in direct 
spending). Such receipts include Medicare beneficia-
ries’ premiums, intragovernmental payments made by 
federal agencies for their employees’ retirement benefits, 
royalties and other charges for the production of oil and 
natural gas on federal lands, proceeds from sales of tim-
ber harvested and minerals extracted from federal lands, 
payments to the Treasury by Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac (shown for 2021 and 2022 only), and various fees 
paid by users of public property and services.14

CBO estimates that offsetting receipts will increase by 
$133 billion this year, rising from $333 billion in 2021 
to $466 billion in 2022. Most of that increase stems 
from $86 billion in receipts that CBO estimates will be 
recorded this year from the auction of licenses to use 
the electromagnetic spectrum. (In 2021, such receipts 
totaled $9 billion.) Offsetting receipts from all other 
programs will be $52 billion larger in 2022 than in 
2021, driven by increases in Medicare premiums paid by 
beneficiaries and Medicare’s receipts from recoupments 
of accelerated and advance payments, CBO projects. 
From 2023 to 2032, offsetting receipts are projected to 
grow from $350 billion to $548 billion. Receipts from 
Medicare account for nearly 90 percent of that increase. 

Assumptions About Legislation for Expiring 
Programs Incorporated Into the Baseline
In keeping with the rules established by the Deficit 
Control Act, CBO’s baseline projections incorporate 

14. Because the government placed Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
into conservatorship in 2008 and now controls their operations, 
CBO considers their activities governmental and includes the 
budgetary effects of their activities in its projections as if they 
were federal agencies. On that basis, for the 10-year period after 
the current fiscal year, CBO projects the subsidy costs of their 
new activities using procedures that are similar to those specified 
in FCRA for determining the costs of federal credit programs, 
but with adjustments to reflect the associated market risk. The 
Administration, by contrast, considers Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac to be outside the federal government for budgetary purposes 
and records cash transactions between those two entities and the 
Treasury as federal outlays or receipts. In its baseline projections, 
CBO treats only the current fiscal year in the same manner as the 
Administration to provide its best estimate of the amount that 
the Treasury ultimately will report as the federal deficit for 2022. 
Similarly, to match the Administration’s historical budget totals, 
CBO uses the Administration’s treatment for past years.

https://go.usa.gov/xuenJ
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the assumption that some mandatory programs will 
be extended when their authorization expires (see 
Table 3-3). The rules provide for different treatment of 
programs created before and after the Balanced Budget 
Act of 1997 (P.L. 105-33). All direct spending programs 
that predate that law and have current-year outlays 
greater than $50 million are assumed to continue in 
CBO’s baseline projections. Whether programs of that 
size established after 1997 are assumed to continue is 

determined on a program-by-program basis in consulta-
tion with the House and Senate Budget Committees. 

Programs whose authorization expires within the cur-
rent projection period include SNAP, TANF, most farm 
subsidies, CHIP, rehabilitation services, the Child Care 
Entitlement to States, and child nutrition programs. In 
addition, the Deficit Control Act directs CBO to assume 
that a COLA for veterans’ compensation will be granted 

Table 3-3 .

Costs for Mandatory Programs That Continue Beyond Their Current Expiration Date in 
CBO’s Baseline Projections
Billions of Dollars

Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
2023–

2027
2023–

2032

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
Budget authority 0 0 103 104 104 105 105 106 108 109 111 416 956
Outlays 0 0 110 104 106 105 105 106 107 109 111 425 964

Veterans’ Compensation COLAs
Budget authority 0 7 11 15 19 23 27 32 36 41 46 76 257
Outlays 0 7 11 15 19 23 27 32 36 41 46 76 257

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
Budget authority 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 87 173
Outlays 0 13 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 79 165

Commodity Credit Corporation a

Budget authority 0 0 4 4 13 14 15 14 13 12 13 35 102
Outlays 0 0 1 2 11 13 15 14 13 12 13 27 93

Children’s Health Insurance Program
Budget authority 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15 15 15 15 0 77
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 11 15 15 15 0 62

Rehabilitation Services 
Budget authority 0 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 21 45
Outlays 0 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 17 39

Child Care Entitlement to States
Budget authority 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 18 36
Outlays 0 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 16 34

Child Nutrition b

Budget authority 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 12
Outlays 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 12

Ground Transportation Programs Not Subject to  
Annual Obligation Limitations

Budget authority 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 * * 1 1 1 1 * 3

Promoting Safe and Stable Families
Budget authority 0 * * * * * * * * * * 2 3
Outlays 0 * * * * * * * * * * 1 3

Continued
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Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
2023–

2027
2023–

2032

Trade Adjustment Assistance for Workers c

Budget authority 0 * * * * * * * * * * 1 2
Outlays 0 * * * * * * * * * * 1 2

Ground Transportation Programs Controlled by 
Obligation Limitations d

Budget authority 0 0 0 0 0 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 476
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Air Transportation Programs Controlled by 
Obligation Limitations d

Budget authority 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 13 30
Outlays 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Student Aid Administration (Account maintenance fees)
Budget authority 0 * * * * * * * * * * * *
Outlays 0 * * * * * * * * * * * *

Natural Resources
Budget authority 0 * * * * * * * * * * * *
Outlays 0 * * * * * * * * * * * -1

National Flood Insurance e

Budget authority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Outlays 0 1 1 1 1 1 * * * * * 5 4

Total Budget Authority 0 33 148 154 166 253 274 278 283 289 296 754 2,174
Total Outlays 0 27 147 147 163 168 180 190 200 205 213 652 1,640

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

COLAs = cost-of-living adjustments; * = between -$500 million and $500 million.

a. Agricultural commodity price and income supports and conservation programs under the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 generally expire after 2023. 
Although permanent price support authority under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 and the Agricultural Act of 1949 would then become effective, CBO 
adheres to the rule in section 257(b)(2)(ii) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 that indicates that the baseline should reflect the 
assumption that the provisions of the Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 remain in effect.

b. Includes the Summer Food Service Program and states’ administrative expenses.

c. Excludes the cost of extending Reemployment Trade Adjustment Assistance.

d. Authorizing legislation for these programs provides contract authority, which is counted as mandatory budget authority. However, because the programs’ 
spending is subject to obligation limitations specified in annual appropriation acts, outlays are considered discretionary.

e. Includes payments for claims (which are reflected as positive budget authority and outlays) as well as offsetting collections (that is, negative budget authority 
and outlays) of premiums from policyholders. In CBO’s projections, payments for claims slightly exceed premium collections.

Table 3-3. Continued

Costs for Mandatory Programs That Continue Beyond Their Current Expiration Date in 
CBO’s Baseline Projections
Billions of Dollars

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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each year. Contract authority for certain transportation 
programs is also assumed to continue. (Outlays for those 
programs are typically controlled by obligation lim-
itations set in appropriation acts, so their outlays are con-
sidered discretionary.) In the agency’s projections, those 
assumptions account for $1.6 trillion in outlays between 
2023 and 2032, most of which are for SNAP, TANF, 
and COLAs for veterans’ compensation. That amount 
represents about 4 percent of all mandatory spending. 

Discretionary Spending 
Discretionary spending is controlled by lawmakers 
through appropriation acts. Those acts fund a wide array 
of activities, including national defense, transportation 
programs, veterans’ health benefits, certain other health 
programs, education grants, housing programs, and 
the administration of justice. Such spending provides 
some direct benefits to individuals, provides grants to 
local governments and private entities, pays for federal 
employees’ salaries and benefits, and funds contracts for 
goods and services provided by the private sector.

CBO projects discretionary spending in accordance with 
section 257 of the Deficit Control Act. That section 
requires projections of funding for discretionary pro-
grams to grow each year with inflation. For any program 
without an appropriation provided for future years, CBO 
projects funding in those years by applying an inflation 
factor to the most recently appropriated amount. The 
factor applied is specified in the Deficit Control Act and 
is based on CBO’s economic forecast and estimates from 
the Office of Management and Budget that indicate how 
much of a program’s funding is spent on compensation 
for federal employees and how much for other purposes. 

Funding translates to outlays when the money is spent. 
Some funding is spent quickly, such as that provided for 
salaries and expenses for federal employees. Other fund-
ing, such as that for construction contracts, can be spent 
over several years. CBO estimates how quickly funds will 
be spent on the basis of how long the money is available 
for obligation by federal agencies and on historical pat-
terns of related spending.

Discretionary Spending in 2022
In CBO’s baseline (which incorporates legislation 
enacted through April 8, 2022), discretionary fund-
ing totals $1.7 trillion in 2022 (see Table 3-4). That 
funding primarily comes from amounts provided 
by the Consolidated Appropriations Act (CAA), 
2022 (P.L. 117-103). Discretionary funding provided by 

that act totals $1.5 trillion.15 The remaining $0.2 trillion 
arises from previously enacted appropriation legislation, 
including division J of the Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act (IIJA, P.L. 117-58) and emergency funding for 
aid to those affected by natural disasters in 2020 and 
2021, for humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan, and 
for funding to support Ukraine.16 In total, discretionary 
appropriations provided for 2022 are $125 billion (or 
8 percent) more than the amount provided in 2021.17 
(Taking into account obligation limitations that govern 
discretionary spending for certain transportation pro-
grams, funding is $140 billion more than it was in 2021, 
also an increase of 8 percent.)18

Much of the increase in funding between 2021 and 2022 
is attributable to the IIJA, which boosted discretionary 
appropriations by $163 billion in 2022. (Most of that 
funding was designated as an emergency requirement. 
For more information on how appropriations provided 
by the IIJA affect CBO’s projections, see Box 3-4.) 
Reductions in funding for other emergencies offset 
some of that increase. Not including the $163 billion in 
funding provided by the IIJA, funding designated as an 
emergency requirement for 2022—$58 billion—is less 
than the $194 billion in emergency-designated funding 

15. The 2022 CAA became law on March 15, 2022. The amounts 
provided by the act are on an annualized basis. That is, in 2022, 
agencies generally may not spend more than the amounts 
provided by the 2022 CAA, including spending that occurred 
before the CAA became law. Prior to that law’s enactment, 
funding for agencies in 2022 was provided by four continuing 
resolutions.

16. Since April 8, lawmakers have enacted the Additional Ukraine 
Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2022 (H.R. 7691), providing 
an additional $40 billion in such funding this year. That amount 
has not been included in the analysis in this report. For CBO’s 
cost estimate for the bill, see Congressional Budget Office, cost 
estimate for H.R. 7691, the Additional Ukraine Supplemental 
Appropriations Act, 2022 (May 11, 2022), www.cbo.gov/
publication/58100.

17. Included in the enacted appropriation legislation were changes 
in mandatory programs (often referred to as CHIMPs) that were 
counted as reductions to discretionary budget authority. Those 
reductions amounted to $14 billion in CBO’s cost estimate for 
that legislation for 2022. In CBO’s baseline, however, those 
reductions do not change discretionary budget authority; rather, 
those CHIMPs change mandatory budget authority and (to a 
lesser extent) outlays.

18. An obligation limitation is a restriction on the amount, purpose, 
or period of availability of budget authority and is typically 
included in an appropriation act. The limitation often affects 
budget authority that has been provided in an authorization act. 
Although the budget authority for many transportation programs 
is mandatory, the outlays from the obligation limitations for 
those programs are considered discretionary.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/58100
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/58100
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Table 3-4 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Discretionary Spending, Adjusted to Exclude 
Effects of Timing Shifts
Billions of Dollars

Total

Actual, 
2021a 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

Budget Authority
Defense

Other discretionary 741 782 814 836 857 878 900 922 945 968 992  1,013 4,285 9,126
IIJA b n.a. * * * * * * * * * * * * 1
Emergency 1 14 15 15 15 16 16 16 17 17 18 18 76 162

Subtotal 742 796 828 851 872 894 916 939 962 985  1,010  1,031 4,361 9,288

Nondefense
Other discretionary 683 740 774 796 817 838 861 882 904 926 949 973 4,086 8,720
IIJA b n.a. 163 162 165 168 168 172 176 179 183 187 191 834 1,750
Emergency 193 44 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 55 56 239 506

Subtotal  876  947  981  1,008  1,032  1,055  1,083  1,109  1,135  1,162  1,191  1,220 5,159 10,977
Total Budget Authority  1,618  1,743  1,809  1,859  1,905  1,949  1,999  2,048  2,097  2,147  2,200  2,251 9,521 20,265

Outlays
Defense

Other discretionary c 742 749 784 807 828 849 870 892 914 937 960 981 4,138 8,822
IIJA b n.a. * * * * * * * * * * * * 1
Emergency c n.a. 6 10 12 14 15 15 15 16 16 17 17 66 146

Subtotal c 742 755 794 819 842 863 885 907 930 953 976 998 4,204 8,969

Nondefense
Other discretionary 895 943 901 884 886 905 928 949 970 993 1,017 1,041 4,504 9,473
IIJA b n.a. 8 33 66 95 121 139 149 155 161 166 170 454 1,256
Emergency n.a. 11 29 34 38 42 44 46 47 48 50 51 188 429

Subtotal 895 962 963 984 1,020 1,067 1,111 1,144 1,172 1,202 1,233 1,262 5,145 11,158
Total Outlays c 1,636 1,717 1,757 1,803 1,862 1,930 1,996 2,051 2,102 2,155 2,209 2,261 9,349 20,127

Memorandum:
Effect That Timing Shifts Have on 
Discretionary Outlays in CBO’s Baseline 0 5 * -5 0 0 0 6 -6 0 0 0 n.a. n.a
CBO's Baseline Projection of 
Discretionary Outlays 1,636 1,722 1,758 1,798 1,862 1,930 1,996 2,057 2,096 2,155 2,209 2,261 9,344 20,122
Outlays from IIJA Appropriations 
as Specified d n.a. 8 30 52 62 71 65 52 35 23 16 12 279 417

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Department of the Treasury. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

IIJA = Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act; n.a. = not applicable; * = between zero and $500 million.

a. The Department of the Treasury does not distinguish between outlays stemming from emergency funding and outlays stemming from nonemergency funding. 
Consequently, the budget does not record any actual amounts attributed specifically to emergency funding.

b. Division J of the IIJA specifies discretionary appropriations each year for 2022 to 2026. After consulting with the Budget Committees, CBO applied the 
rules that govern how it constructs baseline projections to that funding. As a result, the amount of funding related to the IIJA in CBO’s baseline exceeds the 
amounts specified in that law. For more information, see Box 3-4.

c. When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that date are instead made at 
the end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. Outlays have been adjusted to remove the effects of those shifts.

d. The IIJA permanently appropriated to Superfund programs certain balances and future revenues received by the Hazardous Substance Superfund. That 
spending is considered discretionary and is estimated.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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provided in 2021. Most of the emergency funding 
provided for 2022 (other than in the IIJA) is to aid those 
affected by natural disasters that occurred in 2020 and 
2021; to finance U.S. activities in and provide human-
itarian assistance to Afghanistan; and to respond to the 
conflict between Ukraine and Russia.

Discretionary outlays total $1.7 trillion in 2022 in 
CBO’s baseline, an amount that includes outlays from 
funding provided this year as well as from previous 
years. That amount is $81 billion (or 5 percent) higher 
than discretionary outlays in 2021, which totaled 
$1.6 trillion.

Box 3-4 .

How the IIJA Affects CBO’s Baseline Projections of Discretionary Spending

The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA, Public Law 
117-58) provided funding that significantly affected the Con-
gressional Budget Office’s projections of discretionary spend-
ing. The act provided $163 billion in supplemental appropria-
tions for 2022 and $283 billion in advance appropriations over 
the 2023–2031 period, most of which was designated as an 
emergency requirement. Funding totals $163 billion in 2022, 
falls to $69 billion in 2023, and then tapers to $66 billion in 
2026. From 2027 to 2031, roughly $2 billion is available each 
year. Most of the funding provided by the IIJA is for transpor-
tation programs, pollution control and abatement, broadband 
deployment, and energy programs.

In addition, the act provided $383 billion in contract author-
ity—a type of budget authority—for transportation programs 
over the 2022–2026 period, a $90 billion increase relative to 
CBO’s July 2021 baseline projections. 

CBO’s Baseline Treatment of Discretionary Funding in 
the IIJA
In consultation with the House and Senate Budget Committees, 
CBO applied provisions of law that require the agency to proj-
ect future discretionary funding if appropriations for those years 
have not been provided by starting with existing appropriations 
and then adjusting funding for inflation. As a result, CBO’s base-
line projections of discretionary funding attributable to the IIJA 
grow from $163 billion in 2022 to $191 billion in 2032. 

That additional budget authority projected in CBO’s baseline 
results in additional outlays. In its cost estimate, the agency 
estimated that the IIJA would increase discretionary outlays by 
$415 billion over the 2022–2031 period, with outlays climbing 
between 2022 and 2026 and then falling through 2031.1 In 

1. See Congressional Budget Office, cost estimate for Senate Amendment 
2137 to H.R. 3684, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, as 
Proposed on August 1, 2021, (August 5, 2021, revised August 9, 2021), 
www.cbo.gov/publication/57406. In addition to appropriating advance 
funding and increasing contract authority, the bill also delayed the 
implementation of a rule affecting rebates for prescription drugs; 

CBO’s baseline, however, discretionary outlays grow steadily. 
All told, outlays over the 2022–2031 period (the same period 
as in CBO’s cost estimate) from funding provided by the IIJA—
and from the assumption that such funding would continue to 
be provided in future years—total $1.1 trillion in CBO’s baseline, 
$678 billion more than the amount in the cost estimate. Over 
the 2022–2032 period, CBO’s baseline treatment of the IIJA 
increases discretionary outlays by $839 billion.

CBO’s baseline projections reflect the agency’s updated 
assessment of how quickly funds provided by the IIJA will be 
spent. Delays to certain application processes have slowed 
outlays, and the amounts the Administration has spent so far 
indicate that the funds will be spent more slowly than CBO ini-
tially expected. CBO now estimates that discretionary outlays 
from funding provided by the IIJA will amount to $8 billion in 
2022 instead of $14 billion. If, in its original cost estimate, CBO 
had estimated outlays with the new, slower rates of spending, 
outlays from that funding would have amounted to $30 billion 
in 2023 and $52 billion in 2024, instead of the $34 billion and 
$49 billion initially estimated for those years. However, those 
changes to rates of spending would not have drastically altered 
the agency’s estimates of outlays over the entire 2022–2031 
period. Over that period, the slower rates of spending would 
have resulted in outlays of $413 billion, $2 billion less than the 
amount in the cost estimate.

Contract Authority and Obligation Limitations 
The classification of spending for certain transportation 
programs is split. Contract authority is specified in authoriza-
tion acts and is considered mandatory, but appropriation laws 
regularly limit the ability of the Administration to obligate funds 
provided by that contract authority. As a result of those obliga-
tion limitations, the outlays for those programs are accounted 

established reporting requirements for digital assets; extended certain fees, 
taxes, and budget cuts; rescinded certain funds; and made other, smaller 
changes. 

Continued

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57406
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Nondefense Spending in 2022. Overall, funding for 
nondefense discretionary programs increased by $86 bil-
lion—or 9 percent—from 2021 to 2022, including 
obligation limitations for transportation programs. 
Nondefense budgetary resources comprise 56 percent of 
discretionary funding for 2022 in CBO’s baseline, the 
same proportion as last year. However, the allocation of 

that funding has changed significantly since then, largely 
because of the enactment of the IIJA (see Table 3-5). 
Discretionary appropriations and obligation limitations 
for commerce and housing credit, natural resources and 
environment, and transportation programs increased 
by a total of $153 billion, nearly doubling the amounts 
provided to those programs in 2021. (The additional 

for at the time appropriations are made and are considered 
discretionary.2 

Divisions A, B, and C of the IIJA provided contract authority 
of $383 billion over the 2022–2026 period, an increase 
of $90 billion relative to CBO’s July 2021 baseline. Of that 
$383 billion, $73 billion is for 2022, $15 billion more than 
the amounts assumed in CBO’s July 2021 baseline. Most of 
the additional contract authority provided by the IIJA was for 
federal aid for highways and for transit programs funded by 

2. For more information on the history of the split treatment of funding for 
transportation programs, see Congressional Budget Office, The Highway 
Trust Fund and the Treatment of Surface Transportation Programs in the 
Federal Budget (June 2014), www.cbo.gov/publication/45416.

the Highway Trust Fund. Because the IIJA did not increase obli-
gation limitations, CBO did not estimate any additional outlays 
stemming from that additional contract authority. 

The Consolidated Appropriation Act, 2022 (P.L. 117-103), 
provided obligation limitations for certain transportation 
programs for fiscal year 2022 at amounts consistent with the 
contract authority authorized in the IIJA. When CBO incorpo-
rated those obligation limitations into its baseline, the agency 
used the same procedures to adjust for inflation as required for 
other discretionary funding. Those new obligation limitations 
resulted in an increase in projected discretionary outlays of 
$118 billion over the 2022–2031 period. (That amount is in 
addition to the $1.1 trillion total mentioned above.) 

Box 3-4. Continued

How the IIJA Affects CBO’s Baseline Projections of Discretionary Spending

Effects That Extrapolating Funding in the IIJA Has on CBO’s Baseline Projections of Discretionary Spending

Billions of Dollars
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Because of the rules that govern how CBO constructs its budget projections, the baseline contains much more spending than the 
amounts provided by the IIJA. For that spending to materialize, lawmakers would have to appropriate additional amounts.

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

CBO has revised its original estimate of how quickly appropriations made by the IIJA would be spent. This figure does not reflect those revisions.

IIJA = Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/45416
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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funding will largely be used to bolster programs aimed 
at deploying and increasing adoption of broadband 
Internet, environmental remediation, and transportation 
infrastructure.) Increases in those programs are partially 
offset by a $134 billion drop in funding for certain 
education and health programs. Funding for education, 
training, employment, and social services programs 
decreased by $80 billion, mostly because funding for the 
Education Stabilization Fund was not renewed in 2022. 
Discretionary funding for health programs decreased by 
$54 billion in large part because of reduced funding for 
the Public Health and Social Services Emergency Fund. 
In 2021, that fund received $50 billion; this year, the 
2022 CAA provided $3 billion. 

In CBO’s baseline, nondefense discretionary outlays in 
2022 total $962 billion, $67 billion more than in 2021. 
About 55 percent, or $530 billion, of those outlays stem 
from funding provided in prior years, including fund-
ing provided in response to the pandemic. One of the 
largest components of that amount is pandemic-related 
spending from the Public Health and Social Services 
Emergency Fund, which will amount to $105 billion in 
2022, CBO estimates. 

Defense Spending in 2022. About 44 percent of 
discretionary funding (including obligation limita-
tions for transportation programs) is for defense. Such 
funding amounts to $796 billion, a $54 billion—or 
7 percent—increase from the sum provided in 2021 (see 

Table 3-5 .

Changes in Nondefense Discretionary Funding From 2021 to 2022
Billions of Dollars

2022

2021 
Total Other IIJA Total

Total
Difference

Change 
(Percent)

Transportation a 132 123 37 161 29 22
Veterans’ Benefits and Services 105 113 0 113 8 8
Education, Training, Employment, and Social Services 185 106 * 105 -80 -43
Natural Resources and Environment 43 53 51 104 62 145
Income Security 95 97 * 97 2 2
Health 138 83 1 84 -54 -39
Administration of Justice 68 72 1 72 5 7
International Affairs 63 68 0 68 5 7
Commerce and Housing Credit -8 -6 60 54 63 n.m. b

Community and Regional Development 33 52 -9 43 10 30
General Science, Space, and Technology 38 40 0 40 2 5
Energy 5 8 19 27 21 411
General Government 19 19 3 23 4 20
Agriculture 8 18 * 18 10 129
Medicare 8 8 0 8 * * *
Social Security 6 6 0 6 * 5

Total Nondefense 937 860 163 1,023 86 9

Memorandum:
Outlays From Nondefense Discretionary Funding 895 954 8 962 67 7

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Department of the Treasury. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

IIJA = Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act; n.m. = not meaningful; * = between -$500 million and $500 million; ** = between -0.5 percent and zero.

a. Includes budgetary resources provided by obligation limitations for certain surface and air transportation programs.

b. Subsidies for commerce and housing credit programs are typically negative. When the federal government provides a loan under one of those programs, that 
negative subsidy results in a credit to the federal government, which is recorded as negative budget authority. Excluding the effect of credit programs and the 
IIJA, budget authority for credit and housing programs would amount to $6 billion for 2022. The IIJA provided $60 billion of budget authority (10 times the base 
amount).

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Table 3-6).19 Funding for operation and maintenance 
accounts for most of the increase, and funding for 
research and development, procurement, military per-
sonnel, and other defense programs accounts for smaller 
shares of the increase. Of the total increase in defense 
funding, $14 billion is designated as an emergency 
requirement; about half of that emergency funding is to 
respond to the conflict between Ukraine and Russia. 

Outlays for defense are estimated to amount to $755 bil-
lion in 2022. That amount is $14 billion, or 2 percent, 
more than defense outlays in 2021. Most of those outlays 
come from funding provided in 2022; $289 billion 
comes from funding provided in prior years. Outlays for 
operation and maintenance, research and development, 
and military personnel account for nearly all the increase. 
Outlays for procurement are expected to drop by $2 bil-
lion relative to last year’s amount.

19. Defense funding in 2021 totaled $742 billion, which included 
$69 billion designated for overseas contingency operations. 
Before 2022, funding for overseas contingency operations—
mostly appropriations for Department of Defense operations in 
Iraq and Afghanistan—were accounted for separately from other 
funding during the appropriation process. Last year, the final year 
of that breakout, funding for overseas contingency operations 
amounted to $77 billion. Starting in 2022, those amounts are no 
longer separately appropriated.

Discretionary Spending Over the  
2023–2032 Period
In CBO’s baseline projections, all funding provided so 
far for 2022—including amounts provided by the IIJA 
and other funding designated as an emergency require-
ment—is assumed to continue in future years, with 
adjustments for inflation. As a result, in nominal terms, 
discretionary outlays are projected to increase over the 
next 10 years (see Table 3-4 on page 75), rising from 
$1.8 trillion in 2023 to $2.3 trillion by 2032. Outlays 
from funding designated as an emergency requirement 
(including funding provided by the IIJA) and from the 
assumption that such funding would continue to be 
provided each year account for 9 percent of outlays in 
CBO’s baseline over that period.

Trends in Discretionary Outlays
Total discretionary outlays as a share of the economy 
declined from 1972 to 2001, falling from 10.6 percent 
of GDP to 6.2 percent (see Figure 3-3). That decline was 
largely the result of decreasing outlays for defense (from 
6.5 percent of GDP in 1972 to 2.9 percent in 2001). 
In the aftermath of September 11, 2001, outlays for 
defense increased, reaching 4.6 percent of GDP in 2010. 
Provisions in the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act (ARRA, P.L. 111-5), which was enacted in 2009, 
boosted nondefense outlays in that year and for several 
years thereafter. Those increases in defense and nonde-
fense outlays resulted in discretionary outlays as a share 
of GDP, reaching 9.1 percent in 2010. 

In 2011, discretionary outlays began to decline again 
as spending for operations in Iraq and Afghanistan and 
from ARRA waned. In addition, the caps put in place by 
the Budget Control Act of 2011 generally limited discre-
tionary spending. (Those caps were raised several times 
in subsequent years and are no longer in effect.) In 2019, 
discretionary outlays fell to 6.3 percent of GDP.

The response to the global pandemic has resulted in a 
near-term boost to outlays: As a share of GDP, outlays in 
2020 jumped to 7.8 percent, mostly from higher nonde-
fense spending, and amounted to 7.3 percent of GDP in 
2021. Pandemic-related spending will decrease this year 
and next, but the effects of the IIJA in CBO’s baseline 
somewhat offset that decrease. By the end of the projec-
tion period, outlays return to 6.2 percent of GDP. That 
amount reflects the assumption that projected payments 
from the Highway Trust Fund will occur, regardless of 
the fund’s balances. (For more on CBO’s assumptions 
about payments from expiring trust funds, see Box 3-3 
on page 68.)

Table 3-6 .

Changes in Defense Discretionary Funding 
From 2021 to 2022
Billions of Dollars

2021 2022 Difference
Change 

(Percent)

Operation and Maintenance 284 307 23 8
Research and Development 106 119 13 12
Procurement 141 145 5 3
Military Personnel 163 167 4 3
Other 48 57 9 19

Total Defense 742 796 54 7

Memorandum:
Outlays From Defense Funding a 742 760 19 3
Outlays From Defense Funding, 
Excluding Effects of Timing Shifts 742 755 14 2

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/
publication/57950#data.

a. When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain 
payments to military personnel that would have ordinarily been made on 
that date are instead made at the end of September and are thus shifted 
into the previous fiscal year. Outlays have been adjusted to remove the 
effects of those shifts.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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If lawmakers provided funding that differed significantly 
from the amounts CBO projected using procedures spec-
ified in the Deficit Control Act, outlays also would differ. 
For example, funding for emergency requirements could 
vary greatly. Emergency funding for this year as pro-
vided in laws other than the IIJA totaled $58 billion as 
of April 8. Lawmakers have since enacted the Additional 
Ukraine Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2022 (H.R. 
7691), providing an additional $40 billion in such 
funding. In 2019, 2020, and 2021, emergency funding 
amounted to $25 billion, $489 billion, and $194 billion, 
respectively, and in some years, no such funding has been 
provided.

Additionally, if none of the projected funding related 
to the IIJA in CBO’s baseline materialized beyond the 
funding that was specified in that law, outlays stemming 
from that legislation would only amount to an estimated 
$417 billion over the 2023–2032 period instead of the 
$1.3 trillion projected in the baseline. Discretionary 
outlays as a percentage of GDP would amount to 
5.7 percent in 2032 instead of the 6.2 percent projected 
in the baseline. (For additional information on how dis-
cretionary spending could differ from amounts in CBO’s 
baseline, see Chapter 5.)

Net Interest
In the budget, net interest outlays primarily encompass 
the government’s interest payments on federal debt, 
offset by income that the government receives from 
interest on loans. Net outlays for interest are domi-
nated by the interest paid to holders of the debt that 
the Treasury issues to the public. The Treasury also pays 
interest on debt issued to trust funds and other govern-
ment accounts, but such payments are intragovernmental 
transactions that have no effect on the budget deficit. 
(For more information on federal debt, see Chapter 1.) 
Other federal accounts also pay and receive interest for 
various reasons.20

In CBO’s projections, net interest outlays increase from 
$352 billion in 2021 to $399 billion, or 1.6 percent of 
GDP, in 2022. Those outlays then triple by 2032, reach-
ing $1.2 trillion, or 3.3 percent of GDP—1.3 percentage 
points higher than their 50-year average as a share of 
economic output.

20. See Congressional Budget Office, Federal Debt: A Primer 
(March 2020), www.cbo.gov/publication/56165, and Federal 
Net Interest Costs: A Primer (December 2020), www.cbo.gov/
publication/56780.

Figure 3-3 .
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office, using data from the Office of Management and Budget. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead made at the 
end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. Outlays have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those shifts.

GDP = gross domestic product.

In CBO’s projections, 
discretionary outlays as a 
percentage of GDP fall this 
year and next, as spending 
related to the coronavirus 
pandemic wanes. Such 
outlays continue to decline 
because the projections 
reflect the assumption that 
discretionary funding will 
grow at the rate of inflation, 
which is projected to be 
slower than the growth of 
nominal GDP.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56165
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56780
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56780
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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The federal government’s net interest costs are affected 
by interest rates on Treasury securities and the amount of 
debt held by the public as well as by the rate of inflation 
applicable to Treasury inflation-protected securities and 
the maturity structure of outstanding securities. (For 
example, longer-term securities generally pay higher 
interest rates.) Of those factors, the projected increase 
in interest rates is the most significant. The rate paid 
on 3-month Treasury bills is projected to rise from 
an average of 0.05 percent in 2021 to 2.6 percent in 
2025 before falling back to 2.3 percent in 2028 and 
remaining close to that rate through 2032. Similarly, the 
rate on 10-year Treasury notes is projected to climb from 
1.3 percent in 2021 to 3.8 percent in 2028, roughly 
where it is projected to remain through 2032. (For a 
more detailed discussion of CBO’s forecast of interest 
rates, see Chapter 2.) 

The increase in interest rates accounts for about 70 per-
cent of the projected growth in net interest outlays over 
the 2022–2032 period. CBO estimated the contribution 
of rising interest rates to net interest costs by keeping 
interest rates on marketable debt held by the public at 
their values in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2021. 
For example, the rate paid on 3-month Treasury bills 
was assumed to remain at 0.05 percent, and the rate on 
10-year Treasury notes was assumed to remain at 1.3 per-
cent. In that scenario, outlays for interest in 2032 would 
be $768 billion lower (including the effects of lower 
debt-service costs) than in CBO’s baseline projections, 
and debt would be $4 trillion lower at the end of that 
year.

The large increase in interest costs projected over the next 
decade is also affected by the increase in debt underlying 
CBO’s baseline projections. Debt held by the public 
is projected to rise by 66 percent (in nominal terms) 
over the next 10 years, increasing from $24.2 trillion 
at the end of 2022 to $40.2 trillion at the end of 2032. 

Relative to the size of the economy, debt is projected 
to increase from 98 percent of GDP at the end of this 
year to 110 percent of GDP in 2032. That level of debt 
relative to the size of the economy would be the largest 
in the nation’s history and would be more than double 
the 50-year average of 46 percent.

Uncertainty About the  
Spending Outlook
Budget projections are inherently uncertain; even if 
no changes were made to current law, actual outcomes 
would undoubtedly differ from CBO’s projections. The 
agency attempts to construct its spending projections so 
that they fall in the middle of the distribution of possible 
outcomes under current law. Hence, actual outlays could 
turn out to be higher or lower than CBO projects, both 
because laws could change and because outcomes could 
(and probably will) differ from CBO’s estimates.

According to CBO’s analysis of the accuracy of its past 
projections of outlays (excluding the effects of enacted 
legislation), those projections were generally close to 
actual amounts but, on average, were too high. The 
average absolute error of CBO’s outlay projection for the 
second year of its baseline (often referred to as the bud-
get year) was 2.2 percent between 1985 and 2021.21 For 
CBO’s sixth-year projections made for the years 1989 
to 2021, the average absolute error was 6.3 percent. In 
CBO’s current baseline projections, those percentage 
errors would equal about $130 billion (or 0.5 percent of 
GDP) in 2023 and $440 billion (or 1.4 percent of GDP) 
in 2027. (The baseline projection of outlays for 2023 is 
$5.9 trillion, or 22.4 percent of GDP, whereas for 2027, 
it is $7.0 trillion, or 22.9 percent of GDP.)

21. For a more detailed analysis of past outlay errors, see 
Congressional Budget Office, The Accuracy of CBO’s Budget 
Projections for Fiscal Year 2021 (January 2022), www.cbo.gov/
publication/57614, and An Evaluation of CBO’s Past Outlay 
Projections (November 2017), www.cbo.gov/publication/53328.

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57614
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57614
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/53328




Chapter 4: The Revenue Outlook

Overview
The Congressional Budget Office projects that if current 
laws generally remain unchanged, federal revenues will 
continue the strong growth seen last year and will rise by 
19 percent in 2022, to $4.8 trillion. The strong reve-
nue growth in 2021 and 2022 results mostly from large 
increases in collections of individual income taxes. Total 
revenues in 2022 are projected to equal 19.6 percent of 
the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP)—the largest 
annual revenues relative to the size of the economy since 
2000 (see Figure 4-1). 

From 2023 to 2025, revenues are projected to decline 
as a percentage of GDP as temporary factors that have 
boosted tax receipts in recent years fade away. In 2026 
and 2027, by contrast, revenues are projected to rise rel-
ative to GDP because of changes to rules governing the 
individual income tax that are scheduled to occur at the 
end of calendar year 2025. 

Over the past 50 years, revenues have ranged between 
14.5 percent and 20.0 percent of GDP, averaging 
17.3 percent. In CBO’s baseline projections, which gen-
erally reflect the continuation of current laws, revenues 
remain above that average throughout the next 10 years. 

Key Factors Driving Projected  
Changes in Revenues
Despite the economic disruptions resulting from the 
coronavirus pandemic, federal revenues declined by only 
1 percent in 2020, to a total of $3.4 trillion (or 16.3 per-
cent of GDP). With the economic recovery and the 
expiration of temporary provisions enacted in response 
to the pandemic, revenues grew sharply in 2021—by 
18 percent—to a total of $4.0 trillion (or 18.1 percent 
of GDP). On the basis of receipts recorded through late 
April 2022, CBO anticipates that revenues will rise by an 
additional 19 percent this year. 

Revenues are projected to keep growing in dollar terms 
over the next few years. But that growth rate (about 
1 percent a year) is expected to be slower than the 
growth of the economy, causing revenues to decline 
from 19.6 percent of GDP in 2022 to 17.6 percent in 

2025. In CBO’s estimation, some of the factors behind 
the recent jump in individual income tax receipts will 
dissipate. In addition, net income of the Federal Reserve 
System, which is remitted to the Treasury and counted as 
revenue, is projected to decline because of rising interest 
rates and changes in the central bank’s portfolio of assets. 

After 2025, revenues are projected to increase again 
relative to GDP, following the scheduled expiration of 
many temporary provisions of the 2017 tax act (Public 
Law 115-97). Revenues are then projected to remain 
relatively stable from 2027 to 2032, totaling 18.2 per-
cent of GDP in 2032 (the end of CBO’s current baseline 
projection period). 

Those projected changes in total revenues over the next 
decade reflect the following shifts in various sources of 
revenues: 

• Individual income tax receipts are projected to 
decline as a share of GDP over the next few years 
because of the expected dissipation of some of the 
factors that caused their recent surge. For example, 
realizations of capital gains (profits from selling 
assets that have appreciated in value) are projected to 
decline from the high levels of the past two years to 
a more typical level relative to GDP. Subsequently, 
from 2025 to 2027, individual income tax receipts 
are projected to rise sharply because of changes to tax 
rules set to occur at the end of calendar year 2025. 
After 2027, those receipts remain at or slightly below 
the 2027 level relative to GDP.

• Corporate income tax receipts are projected to rise 
from 1.6 percent of GDP this year to 1.8 percent in 
2024 and then decline gradually to 1.4 percent of 
GDP in 2032. That pattern reflects several factors, 
including the expectation that some of the recent 
strength in corporate tax collections is temporary, a 
projected decline in corporations’ domestic economic 
profits relative to GDP during the 2022–2032 
period, and the effects of scheduled changes to tax 
rules, which initially increase corporate tax receipts 
but have varying effects over time. 
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• Receipts from all other sources, on net, are projected 
to decline from 7.4 percent of GDP this year to 
7.0 percent of GDP in 2032. Revenues from payroll 
taxes, remittances from the Federal Reserve, excise 
taxes, and customs duties are all projected to be 
slightly lower as a share of the economy in 2032 than 
this year, whereas estate and gift taxes are projected to 
increase relative to GDP.

Besides the factors discussed above, CBO’s baseline pro-
jections of tax receipts also depend on projected funding 
for the Internal Revenue Service (see Box 4-1).

Changes in CBO’s Revenue Projections  
Since 2021
CBO’s current revenue projections are higher than its 
previous projections, which were released in July 2021. 
At that time, CBO published revenue projections for the 
2021–2031 period; the projections in this report cover 
the 2022–2032 period. For the overlapping years—2022 
to 2031—CBO’s projection of cumulative revenues over 
that decade has increased by $3.4 trillion, or 7 percent. 
Annual revenues are now projected to be higher by 
0.4 percent of GDP, on average. 

Most of that increase stems from changes in CBO’s 
economic forecast, primarily its projections of GDP and 

the types of income that make up GDP, such as wages 
and salaries, corporate profits, and proprietors’ income. 
Technical revisions to CBO’s revenue forecast have also 
had the net effect of boosting projected revenues. (For 
more information about those changes, see Appendix A.)

Revenues Forgone Because of Tax Expenditures
In the federal tax system, various exclusions, deductions, 
credits, and preferential rates cause revenues to be lower 
than they would be otherwise given the underlying struc-
ture of tax rates. Many of those provisions are called tax 
expenditures because they resemble federal spending and 
contribute to the budget deficit. 

Tax expenditures have a major impact on the federal 
budget. For example, the more than 200 tax expendi-
tures in the income tax system will total 8.3 percent of 
GDP in 2022, CBO estimates (including their effects on 
individual income, payroll, and corporate income taxes). 
That amount equals 42 percent of all federal revenues 
expected to be collected in 2022.

Uncertainty of CBO’s Revenue Projections
Revenue projections are inherently uncertain. CBO 
constructs its projections to be consistent with the agen-
cy’s economic forecast, which is intended to fall in the 
middle of the range of likely outcomes for the economy. 

Figure 4-1 .
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GDP = gross domestic product.

Total revenues as a share 
of GDP are expected to 
reach 19.6 percent this 
year—their highest level 
in two decades. Revenues 
are projected to remain 
above their 50-year 
average of 17.3 percent 
of GDP throughout the 
next decade.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Box 4-1 .

How Funding for the Internal Revenue Service Affects CBO’s Baseline 
Projections of Revenues

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) collects nearly all federal 
revenues, largely through taxpayers’ voluntarily reporting their 
income, calculating the amount they owe, and remitting that 
amount to the IRS. In addition, through its audits and other 
enforcement actions, the IRS collects a portion of the taxes 
not paid voluntarily. Changes in the ability of the IRS to collect 
tax receipts, through either voluntary or enforced compliance, 
affect federal revenues. 

The Congressional Budget Office’s baseline revenue projec-
tions take into account CBO’s expectations about the IRS’s abil-
ity to collect revenues in the future. For instance, CBO’s current 
baseline reflects the assessment that voluntary tax compliance 
is unlikely to change much in the next 10 years—consistent 
with the IRS’s estimates that the share of tax liability that is 
paid voluntarily and on time has remained fairly stable over the 
past several decades.1 

Moreover, CBO projects that revenues from the IRS’s enforce-
ment activities will vary with the amounts appropriated for 
enforcement of tax laws. The direct impact of enforcement 
activities on revenues is measured by the amounts of “back 
taxes” paid on a previous year’s tax liability. If the IRS’s budget 
is small in relation to its past funding, CBO’s projection of the 
back taxes received for a given amount of tax liability declines. 

Appropriations to the IRS for 2022 are larger than CBO pro-
jected in its July 2021 baseline, increasing projected revenues 
from enforcement activities. The Consolidated Appropriations 
Act, 2022 (Public Law 117-103), provided the IRS with $12.6 bil-
lion for 2022, an increase of 5.7 percent over its 2021 budget. 
That increase is reflected in CBO’s baseline projections of fed-
eral spending as well as of revenues from back taxes. Because 

1. For more information about the IRS’s estimates of voluntary compliance, 
see Internal Revenue Service, “The Tax Gap” (November 2, 2021),  
www.irs.gov/newsroom/the-tax-gap.

the IRS’s budget is still small relative to historical funding, the 
ratio of back taxes to tax liability is projected to decline over 
the 2022–2032 period.2

The IRS faces near-term challenges that could affect its ability 
to collect revenues. Disruptions stemming from the corona-
virus pandemic have reduced the agency’s capacity to process 
incoming mail and have resulted in backlogs of tax returns 
and taxpayer correspondence. Current staffing difficulties 
have led the IRS to reassign workers at processing centers to 
clear the inventory of correspondence. The agency’s workload 
also grew during the pandemic: The IRS was responsible for 
administering three rounds of economic impact payments and 
an expanded child tax credit with an advanceable payment.3 As 
of early 2022, there had not been a sharp drop in collections 
of back taxes because of slowdowns in enforcement during the 
pandemic.

The IRS also faces longer-term challenges and risks that could 
affect revenue collections. One risk is a potential decline in 
the rate of voluntary compliance. Such a decline could result 
from reductions in customer service, as taxpayers who want to 
comply with tax laws struggle to understand their liability, or 
from reductions in enforcement, which could change the like-
lihood of penalties for noncompliance. Another risk is that the 
IRS will again be given added responsibilities without sufficient 
additional funding, which could reduce the effectiveness of 
taxpayer services and enforcement for a given level of funding. 

2. For more about how the IRS’s funding for enforcement activities has 
changed over time, see Congressional Budget Office, Trends in the Internal 
Revenue Service’s Funding and Enforcement (July 2020), www.cbo.gov/
publication/56422.

3. The economic impact payments were provided by the Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act of 2020 (P.L. 116-136), the 
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (P.L. 116-260), and the American 
Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (P.L. 117-2). That third law also established the 
expanded child tax credit.

http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/the-tax-gap
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/understanding-the-lates%20t-tax-gap-estimates-and-overall-taxpayer-compliance
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56422
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56422
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CBO’s revenue projections have been too high, on aver-
age, in recent decades, mainly because of the difficulty of 
forecasting the timing and nature of economic down-
turns. Since 1982, the mean absolute error of CBO’s rev-
enue projections (the average of all errors, without regard 
for whether they were positive or negative) was about 
5 percent for projections made for the coming year and 
10 percent for projections made for the sixth year. (The 
overall accuracy of those projections has been similar to 
that of projections produced by the Administration.)

Past and Projected Changes in the 
Composition of Revenues 
Federal revenues come from many sources: taxes on 
individual income, payroll taxes (which are dedicated to 
certain social insurance programs), taxes on corporate 
income, excise taxes on the production or purchase of 
some goods and services, earnings of the Federal Reserve 
System, customs duties on certain imports, estate and 
gift taxes, and miscellaneous fees and fines. 

Individual income taxes are the largest source of federal 
revenues (see Figure 4-2). Over the past 50 years, they 
have contributed an average of 46 percent of annual 
revenues (equal to 8.0 percent of GDP). Payroll taxes—
mainly for Social Security and Medicare Part A (the 
Hospital Insurance program)—are the second-largest 
source of revenues, contributing an average of 34 per-
cent of annual revenues (equal to 6.0 percent of GDP) 
over that period. Corporate income taxes have provided 
10 percent of revenues (1.8 percent of GDP), on aver-
age, and all other sources combined have provided about 
9 percent of revenues (1.6 percent of GDP). 

Although that broad picture has remained roughly the 
same over the past five decades, the details have varied: 

• Receipts from individual income taxes have fluctuated 
significantly over the past 50 years, ranging from 
42 percent to 51 percent of annual revenues (and 
from 6.0 percent to 9.9 percent of GDP). Those 
fluctuations, which show no consistent trend over 
time, are attributable to changes in laws and in the 
economy. 

• Receipts from payroll taxes rose as a share of 
revenues from the 1960s through the 1980s. The 
main reasons were an expansion of payroll taxes to 
finance Medicare and legislated increases in tax rates 
for Social Security and in the amount of income to 
which those taxes applied. By the late 1980s, payroll 

tax receipts accounted for 37 percent of annual 
revenues (and 6.5 percent of GDP). Since 2001, 
those receipts have decreased slightly relative to the 
size of the economy, averaging 6.0 percent of GDP. 
That period includes two years (2011 and 2012) 
when receipts fell because of temporary cuts in some 
payroll tax rates. 

• Receipts from corporate income taxes declined 
as a share of annual revenues (and also relative to 
GDP) from the 1960s to the early 1980s, mainly 
because corporate profits fell relative to the size of 
the economy. Corporate tax receipts have fluctuated 
widely since then, with no consistent trend, because 
of changes in laws and in the economy. 

• Revenues from other sources, particularly excise taxes, 
have gradually declined as a share of annual revenues 
(and also relative to GDP). That downward trend has 
reversed in the past several years, however, because of 
increases in remittances from the Federal Reserve and 
in receipts from fees and fines. 

If current tax laws generally remained in effect over 
the next decade—an assumption underlying CBO’s 
baseline revenue projections—individual income taxes 
would continue to account for most of the fluctuations 
in annual revenues through 2032. Nevertheless, those 
receipts would remain well above 8.0 percent of GDP, 
their average size over the past 50 years. Individual 
income tax receipts are projected to total 10.6 percent of 
GDP in 2022, decline to 9.0 percent of GDP in 2025, 
and then rise to 9.8 percent of GDP in 2032. 

Receipts from payroll taxes are projected to remain 
relatively stable over the next decade at 5.9 percent to 
6.0 percent of GDP. Corporate income taxes are pro-
jected to range between 1.4 percent and 1.8 percent of 
GDP over the 2022–2032 period, averaging 1.5 percent. 
Taken together, all other sources of revenue are projected 
to average 1.1 percent of GDP during that period.

Individual Income Taxes
In 2021, receipts from individual income taxes totaled 
$2.0 trillion, or 9.1 percent of GDP. Under current 
law, and on the basis of receipts observed through late 
April of this year, CBO expects individual income tax 
receipts to rise by 28 percent in 2022, to $2.6 trillion. 
At 10.6 percent of GDP, that total is expected to be 
the highest amount of individual income tax receipts 
recorded since 1913, when ratification of the Sixteenth 
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Amendment authorized the federal government to begin 
collecting income taxes. 

About one-third of this year’s jump in individual income 
tax receipts results from growth in the economy and in 
the types of income that make up GDP, especially wages 
and salaries. Both nominal GDP (output not adjusted to 
remove the effects of inflation) and wages are expected to 
rise by 10 percent in 2022.

In CBO’s estimation, another one-third of the growth 
in receipts in 2022 results from the end of temporary 
provisions enacted in response to the pandemic. One 
of those provisions allowed employers to defer payment 
of a portion of certain payroll taxes in 2020 and 2021. 
The payment of half of those deferred taxes, combined 
with the end of other temporary provisions, has boosted 
receipts in 2022.1 

1. Although some of those provisions affect payroll taxes, they will 
not change the amounts of payroll taxes credited to the Social 
Security and Railroad Retirement trust funds. The effects of 
those provisions are being recorded in the budget as reductions 
in individual income tax collections. 

The remaining growth in individual income taxes this 
year cannot yet be explained. Tax collections in both 
2020 and 2021 were larger than the currently available 
data on economic activity would suggest. That unex-
plained gap has widened in 2022. CBO will evaluate the 
reasons for the discrepancy as more detailed information 
from tax returns becomes available for those years.

Over the coming decade, if current laws remained 
unchanged, individual income tax receipts would decline 
to 9.8 percent of GDP in 2032, CBO projects, 0.9 per-
centage points lower relative to GDP than in 2022 (see 
Table 4-1). That projected decline in individual income 
tax receipts as a share of the economy over 10 years 
reflects offsetting factors. Scheduled changes in tax law 
after 2025 and real bracket creep (explained below) are 
projected to increase receipts relative to GDP over the 
decade. But those changes are more than offset by factors 
expected to reduce receipts, including a decline in reali-
zations of capital gains and other types of taxable income 
and the expected dissipation of the recent unexplained 
strength in receipts. 

Figure 4-2 .
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a. Consists of excise taxes, remittances from the Federal Reserve System, customs duties, estate and gift taxes, and miscellaneous fees and fines.

Receipts from individual 
income taxes—the largest 
source of federal revenues—
rose sharply in 2021 and 
are projected to do so again 
in 2022 as the economy 
recovers from recession 
and temporary provisions 
enacted in response to the 
pandemic expire. Those 
receipts are projected to rise 
again after 2025 because 
of the scheduled expiration 
of some provisions of the 
2017 tax act.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Scheduled Increases in Individual 
Income Taxes After 2025 
At the end of calendar year 2025, nearly all of the 
changes to the individual income tax made by the 
2017 tax act are set to expire. That scheduled expira-
tion (which is considered part of current law in CBO’s 
baseline) is the most significant factor pushing up tax 
revenues relative to income over the next 10 years. The 
provisions that are scheduled to change will result in 
higher statutory tax rates, a smaller standard deduction, 
the return of personal exemptions, and a reduction in 

the child tax credit. Those changes would cause tax 
liabilities (the amount taxpayers owe) to rise in calendar 
year 2026, boosting receipts in subsequent fiscal years. 
CBO projects that the scheduled changes to those tax 
provisions would boost annual receipts from individual 
income taxes relative to GDP by 0.8 percentage points 
after 2025.

Real Bracket Creep and Related Factors 
The income thresholds for the various tax rate brackets 
in the individual income tax are indexed to increase with 

Table 4-1 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Revenues

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

In Billions of Dollars
Individual Income Taxes  2,044  2,623  2,579  2,542  2,539  2,771  2,970  3,049  3,170  3,301  3,436  3,582  13,400  29,938 
Payroll Taxes  1,314  1,465  1,572  1,625  1,669  1,726  1,786  1,853  1,923  1,995  2,072  2,150  8,378  18,372 
Corporate Income Taxes  372  395  456  478  483  473  457  461  470  480  491  505  2,347  4,755 
Other

Excise taxes  75  88  90  94  93  93  93  93  94  94  95  96  462  934 
Federal Reserve remittances  100  111  30  20  32  47  56  65  76  87  98  111  185  622 
Customs duties  80  95  99  100  101  102  103  104  105  107  109  110  505  1,040 
Estate and gift taxes  27  29  29  28  28  29  43  46  49  52  56  60  156  418 
Miscellaneous fees and fines  34  32  34  38  37  39  41  44  47  45  46  47  190  419 

Subtotal  317  354  283  279  290  310  336  352  370  385  403  424  1,498  3,433 
Total  4,047  4,836  4,890  4,924  4,982  5,280  5,548  5,716  5,934  6,161  6,402  6,662  25,623  56,498 

On-budget  3,095  3,782  3,754  3,737  3,753  4,008  4,229  4,347  4,514  4,689  4,875  5,078  19,481  42,984 
Off-budget a  952  1,054  1,136  1,186  1,228  1,272  1,320  1,369  1,420  1,472  1,527  1,584  6,142  13,514 

Memorandum:
Gross Domestic Product  22,365  24,694  26,240  27,291  28,271  29,266  30,332  31,487  32,716  33,996  35,318  36,680  141,400  311,596 

As a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product
Individual Income Taxes 9.1 10.6 9.8 9.3 9.0 9.5 9.8 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.8 9.5 9.6
Payroll Taxes 5.9 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9
Corporate Income Taxes 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.5
Other

Excise taxes 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Federal Reserve remittances 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2
Customs duties 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3
Estate and gift taxes 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
Miscellaneous fees and fines 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Subtotal 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1
Total 18.1 19.6 18.6 18.0 17.6 18.0 18.3 18.2 18.1 18.1 18.1 18.2 18.1 18.1

On-budget 13.8 15.3 14.3 13.7 13.3 13.7 13.9 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8
Off-budget a 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

a. Receipts from Social Security payroll taxes.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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inflation (as measured by the chained consumer price 
index published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics).2 If 
income grows faster than prices—as CBO projects it 
will in each year from 2023 to 2032—more income 
is pushed into higher tax brackets, a process known as 
real bracket creep. In addition, the Internal Revenue 
Service sets the adjustments to those income thresh-
olds before the start of the tax year, which means that 
the adjustments are based on inflation in the previous 
year. Because of that lag, a larger share of income may 
be taxed at higher rates during periods of high infla-
tion. Many other parameters of the tax system are also 
indexed for inflation, including the amounts of the 
standard deduction and the earned income tax credit. 
But certain parameters, such as the amount of the child 
tax credit, are fixed in nominal dollars and not adjusted 
for inflation. 

The upshot is that the individual income tax system is 
not indexed for real growth (that is, growth beyond the 
rate of inflation). Instead, it is partially indexed for infla-
tion, and the indexing occurs with a lag. Together, those 
features of the system cause projected annual revenues 
as a percentage of GDP to rise by 0.3 percentage points 
from 2023 to 2032.

Projected Decline in Realizations of  
Capital Gains
Over the past 40 years, profits from sales of assets—cap-
ital gains realizations—have equaled 3.6 percent of GDP 
a year, on average. CBO estimates that realizations were 
significantly above that historical average in the past two 
years, totaling 5.5 percent of GDP in calendar year 2020 
and 5.8 percent in 2021. In CBO’s baseline projections, 
capital gains realizations decline over the next decade to a 
level consistent with their historical average percentage of 
GDP (after accounting for differences in applicable tax 
rates). That anticipated decline reduces projected annual 
receipts from individual income taxes as a share of GDP 
by about 0.5 percentage points over the next decade. 

Other Factors Affecting Individual Income Taxes
CBO projects that under current law, several other 
factors would have negative effects on receipts from 

2. For more information, see Congressional Budget Office, “How 
Income Growth Affects Tax Revenues in CBO’s Long-Term 
Budget Projections” (presentation, June 2019), www.cbo.gov/
publication/55368.

individual income taxes over the coming decade, reduc-
ing those receipts by a total of 1.5 percent of GDP. 

First, a pandemic-related tax provision allowed employers 
to defer payment of some of their payroll taxes in 2020 
and 2021; instead, they can make half of the deferred 
payments in 2022 and half in 2023. That provision will 
boost tax receipts in 2022 and 2023 but will have no 
effect thereafter, causing receipts to drop. 

Second, various types of taxable income (other than 
realizations of capital gains) are projected to decline as 
a percentage of GDP. The most notable decline is for 
wages and salaries. Taxable income from pensions and 
unemployment insurance, which has been fairly high 
for the past two years, is also projected to decline relative 
to GDP.

Third, and most significant, receipts from individual 
income taxes in the past few years have been larger than 
expected given currently available data on economic 
activity and the past relationship between tax revenues 
and the state of the economy. Those larger-than-
anticipated receipts may have resulted from several 
possible developments. They may reflect higher wage or 
nonwage income than the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
has reported for the past two years. Realizations of capital 
gains in those years may have been larger than CBO 
has estimated, or a larger share of those realizations may 
have come from sales of assets held for less than a year, 
which are subject to higher tax rates. Also, the temporary 
tax provisions enacted in response to the pandemic may 
not have been as widely used as anticipated. And the 
distribution of taxable income may have been skewed 
more toward higher-income taxpayers (who, on average, 
are subject to higher tax rates) than CBO estimates. 

Depending on which factors explain those larger-than-
expected receipts from individual income taxes, their 
effects might be expected to persist permanently, end 
abruptly, or even reverse. In CBO’s baseline projections, 
the unexplained strength of individual income tax 
receipts gradually dissipates over the next few years. 

Payroll Taxes
Receipts from payroll taxes, which fund social insurance 
programs, totaled $1.3 trillion in 2021, or 5.9 percent of 
GDP. Under current law, payroll taxes are projected to 
remain between 5.9 percent and 6.0 percent of GDP in 
each year through 2032. 

mailto:communications%40cbo.gov?subject=
mailto:communications%40cbo.gov?subject=
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Sources of Payroll Tax Receipts
The two largest sources of payroll tax receipts are the 
taxes dedicated to Social Security and Part A of Medicare 
(see Table 4-2). Much smaller sources are unemployment 
insurance taxes (most of which are imposed by states, 
although their receipts are classified as federal revenues); 
employers’ and employees’ contributions to the Railroad 
Retirement system; and other contributions to federal 
retirement programs, mainly by federal employees. The 
premiums that Medicare enrollees pay for Part B (the 
Medical Insurance program) and Part D (prescription 
drug benefits) are voluntary payments and thus are not 
counted as tax revenues. Rather, they are considered off-
sets to spending and appear on the spending side of the 
budget as offsetting receipts. 

Social Security and Medicare payroll taxes are calculated 
as a percentage of a worker’s earnings. Almost all work-
ers are in jobs covered by Social Security. The Social 
Security tax is usually 12.4 percent of earnings, with 
the employer and employee each paying half. That tax 
applies only up to a certain amount of a worker’s annual 
earnings ($147,000 in 2022, an amount that is indexed 
to increase with the growth of average earnings for all 
workers). The Medicare tax applies to all earnings, with 
no taxable maximum. It is levied at a rate of 2.9 percent, 
with the employer and employee each paying half. An 
additional Medicare tax of 0.9 percent is levied on the 
amount of an individual’s earnings over $200,000 (or 
$250,000 for a married couple filing a joint income tax 
return), bringing the total Medicare tax on those earn-
ings to 3.8 percent.

Projected Receipts
Annual receipts from the Social Security and Medicare 
payroll taxes are both projected to be stable relative to 
GDP over the 2022–2032 period. Social Security tax 
revenues will remain at 4.3 percent of GDP throughout 
that period. Medicare tax revenues will rise slightly but 
remain between 1.3 percent and 1.4 percent of GDP 
from 2022 to 2032.

Receipts from unemployment insurance taxes declined 
each year from 2012 to 2019 (both in nominal dollars 
and relative to GDP) and totaled 0.2 percent of GDP 
in 2019. Payments of unemployment benefits rose in 
2020 because of pandemic-induced job losses. States 
responded by raising more unemployment insurance rev-
enues to replenish their unemployment insurance trust 
funds. Consequently, those revenues rose to 0.3 percent 
of GDP in 2021. They are projected to remain at that 
elevated level for several years before resuming their pre-
2020 decline, gradually falling to 0.1 percent of GDP 
in 2026 and staying at that level through 2032. Receipts 
from all of the remaining sources of payroll tax reve-
nues are projected to remain below 0.1 percent of GDP 
throughout the 2022–2032 period.

Corporate Income Taxes
In 2021, receipts from corporate income taxes totaled 
$372 billion, or 1.7 percent of GDP. CBO expects cor-
porate tax receipts to rise by $23 billion in 2022 but to 
fall as a percentage of GDP, to 1.6 percent. After 2022, 
corporate tax receipts are projected to rise through 2024, 
reaching 1.8 percent of GDP, and then to decline to 

Table 4-2 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Payroll Tax Revenues
Billions of Dollars

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

Social Security  952  1,054  1,136  1,186  1,228  1,272  1,320  1,369  1,420  1,472  1,527  1,584  6,142  13,514 
Medicare  295  331  355  369  382  396  412  429  446  463  482  501  1,913  4,234 
Unemployment Insurance  57  68  69  57  46  43  40  40  41  42  44  45  254  465 
Railroad Retirement  5  5  6  6  6  6  6  6  6  7  7  7  29  62 
Other Retirement a  6  6  7  7  8  9  9  10  11  11  12  13  40  97 

Total  1,314  1,465  1,572  1,625  1,669  1,726  1,786  1,853  1,923  1,995  2,072  2,150 8,378 18,372 

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

a. Consists largely of federal employees’ contributions to the Federal Employees Retirement System and the Civil Service Retirement System.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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1.4 percent of GDP from 2029 to 2032. That pattern 
reflects several factors, including a projected decrease in 
corporations’ domestic economic profits as a share of 
GDP; the phaseout of some effects of the pandemic and 
provisions enacted in response to it; and the various ways 
in which provisions of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and 
Economic Security (CARES) Act of 2020 (P.L. 116-136) 
and the 2017 tax act are projected to affect corporate tax 
receipts over time. 

Receipts in 2022
CBO expects corporations’ income tax payments, net of 
refunds, to rise by 6 percent in 2022, to $395 billion. 
That increase is smaller than the projected increases in 
domestic economic profits and GDP (both of which are 
expected to grow by 10 percent in 2022), so corporate 
tax revenues are expected to decline relative to both 
profits and GDP in 2022. That decline is consistent with 
the tax collections seen during the first half of fiscal year 
2022. It probably results in part from effects of the pan-
demic, and of temporary provisions enacted in response 
to the pandemic, that boosted receipts in 2021 but not 
in subsequent years. In particular, initial evidence for the 
2020 tax year suggests that corporations made smaller 
early payments and larger subsequent payments for that 
year than they would have in a more typical year. As a 
result, a larger share of total corporate tax liabilities for 
the 2020 tax year were collected in fiscal year 2021. 

Receipts After 2022
In CBO’s baseline projections, annual receipts from 
corporate income taxes decline by 0.2 percent of GDP, 
on net, between 2022 and 2032. Several factors contrib-
ute to that projected decline, but they are partially offset 
by factors expected to boost receipts over the 2023–2032 
period. The factors reducing receipts include CBO’s 
expectation that domestic economic profits will decline 
relative to GDP. In addition, corporate tax receipts in 
2021 were higher than can be fully explained by the cur-
rently available data, and CBO projects that the factors 
driving that temporary strength will gradually diminish. 

Scheduled changes in tax rules over the 2023–2032 
period will have varying effects on the amount of corpo-
rate tax receipts collected. Payments of a onetime tax on 
previously untaxed foreign profits are set to end, which 
will reduce receipts. But the scheduled phaseout of tem-
porary provisions of the CARES Act, as well as scheduled 
changes in tax rules enacted in the 2017 tax act, will 
boost receipts.

Decline in Domestic Economic Profits Relative to 
GDP. CBO projects that domestic economic profits will 
fall from 9.8 percent of GDP in 2022 to 7.7 percent of 
GDP in 2032, in part because of rising interest payments 
on businesses’ debt over the next several years. By itself, 
that anticipated decline in profits relative to GDP causes 
CBO’s projections of annual receipts from corporate 
income taxes to fall by about 0.2 percent of GDP over 
the next decade.

Expected Dissipation of Recent Strength in Tax 
Collections. Corporate tax collections were larger in 
2021 and early 2022 than can be fully explained by cur-
rently available data on business activity for those years. 
The factors that contributed to the unexplained strength 
in receipts will not become fully apparent until informa-
tion from tax returns becomes available over the next two 
years. Depending on the factors that caused those larger 
receipts, their effects might be expected to continue 
indefinitely, end suddenly, or even change direction. In 
CBO’s projections, the unexplained strength gradually 
dissipates over the next few years, causing annual corpo-
rate tax revenues to decline by about 0.2 percent of GDP 
between 2023 and 2032.

Scheduled Changes in Tax Rules. On net, changes in 
tax rules that are scheduled to occur over the next decade 
increase CBO’s projections of annual corporate tax 
receipts by 0.1 percent of GDP. 

Some of the changes projected to boost corporate tax 
receipts involve the amount of deductions that com-
panies are allowed to take for various expenses and the 
speed at which they can take them. Currently, businesses 
can immediately deduct the full value of expenses for 
investment in equipment and certain other qualified 
investments. Those “bonus depreciation” provisions, 
which were extended most recently by the 2017 tax act, 
are scheduled to phase out between 2023 and 2027, 
reducing the amount of allowable deductions in a given 
year. In addition, beginning in 2022, businesses must use 
new rules for calculating expenses related to research and 
experimentation, which will reduce deductions for those 
expenses. Another scheduled change involves a provision 
of the CARES Act that allowed companies to obtain 
refunds for net operating losses accrued between 2019 
and 2021. That provision does not apply to later years.

Partly offsetting the effects of those factors are sched-
uled changes that are expected to decrease corporate tax 
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receipts. One example is the end of scheduled payments 
for the onetime tax on previously untaxed foreign profits, 
known as deemed repatriation. Businesses began making 
those payments in 2018, and the largest installments are 
due in 2024 and 2025. Those payments are set to end 
after 2025, reducing corporate receipts.

Smaller Sources of Revenues
The other sources of federal revenues consist of excise 
taxes, remittances from the Federal Reserve System 
to the Treasury, customs duties, estate and gift taxes, 
and miscellaneous fees and fines. Revenues from those 
sources totaled $317 billion in 2021 (see Table 4-3), or 
1.4 percent of GDP. CBO projects that those receipts 
will remain at 1.4 percent of GDP in 2022, the result 
of offsetting changes in some of those smaller revenue 
sources.

Excise taxes are projected to decline gradually as a share 
of GDP over the next decade, from 0.4 percent in 2022 
to 0.3 percent in 2032, as the tax bases on which many 
of those taxes are levied shrink. Remittances from the 
Federal Reserve—which climbed to 0.4 percent of GDP 
in 2020 and 2021 because of the central bank’s actions in 
response to the pandemic-induced recession (including 
an expansion of its holdings of assets)—are expected to 
remain at 0.4 percent of GDP in 2022. Remittances are 
expected to decline sharply in 2023, however, because 
of changes in the Federal Reserve’s portfolio of assets 
and increases in interest rates. Remittances are projected 
to gradually increase thereafter, to 0.3 percent of GDP 
in 2032. Customs duties, which totaled 0.4 percent 
of GDP in 2021, are projected to decline gradually, to 
0.3 percent of GDP in 2032, as imports of goods subject 
to those duties grow more slowly than GDP.

Excise Taxes 
Unlike taxes on income, excise taxes are levied on the 
production or purchase of a particular type of good or 
service. In CBO’s baseline projections, about 90 percent 
of excise tax receipts come from taxes related to high-
ways, aviation, tobacco, and alcohol. 

Excise tax revenues are projected to rise from $88 bil-
lion in 2022 to $96 billion in 2032. Nevertheless, those 
receipts are projected to decline slightly relative to GDP. 
The main reason is that many excise taxes are imposed as 
a fixed dollar amount per unit sold, and the number of 
units sold is projected to either grow more slowly than 
the overall economy or decline in coming years.

In general, CBO’s baseline projections reflect the 
assumption that expiring tax provisions will follow the 
schedules set forth in current law. However, the Balanced 
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 
(P.L. 99–177) requires that CBO’s baseline incorporate 
the assumption that expiring excise taxes dedicated 
to trust funds will be extended. Receipts from excise 
taxes that are assumed to be extended after expiration 
account for about one-third of the excise tax revenues 
projected over the next decade. Trust funds financed 
in part by excise taxes that are scheduled to expire 
during that period include the Highway, Airport and 
Airway, Patient-Centered Outcomes Research, Oil Spill 
Liability, Sport Fish Restoration and Boating, Hazardous 
Substances Superfund, and Leaking Underground 
Storage Tank trust funds. 

Highway Taxes. Almost half of excise tax receipts in 
2022 come from highway taxes. Those taxes include 
levies on the consumption of gasoline, diesel fuel, and 
blends of those fuels with ethanol, and taxes on the retail 
sale of trucks and use taxes on certain vehicles. Annual 
receipts from highway taxes, which are largely dedicated 
to the Highway Trust Fund, are projected to increase 
only slightly each year between 2022 and 2032. Over 
that period, those receipts average $43 billion a year. 

CBO’s projection of a slight increase in highway tax 
revenues is the net effect of falling receipts from taxes on 
fuel and rising receipts from taxes on trucks. Gasoline 
consumption is expected to decline because improve-
ments in vehicles’ fuel economy are expected to more 
than offset increases in the number of miles that people 
drive. CBO expects that increases in fuel economy will 
also reduce the consumption of diesel fuel per mile 
driven during the next 10 years. 

Under current law, most of the federal excise taxes used 
to fund highway programs are scheduled to expire on 
September 30, 2028. CBO’s baseline incorporates the 
assumption that those expiring taxes would be extended 
because they are dedicated to a trust fund. 

Aviation Taxes. In CBO’s baseline, receipts from taxes 
on airline tickets, aviation fuels, and various aviation-re-
lated transactions are projected to increase from $15 bil-
lion in 2022 to $25 billion in 2032—an average annual 
growth rate of 5 percent. That growth is close to the pro-
jected growth of GDP over that period. The largest com-
ponent of aviation excise taxes, a tax on airline tickets, is 
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levied as a percentage of the dollar value of transactions 
rather than on the number of units sold (as gasoline taxes 
are, for example). Thus, receipts from aviation taxes rise 
as both real economic activity and prices increase. 

Under current law, most aviation taxes are scheduled to 
expire in 2023. CBO’s baseline incorporates the assump-
tion that those expiring taxes would be extended because 
they are dedicated to a trust fund (the Airport and 
Airway Trust Fund).

Tobacco and Alcohol Taxes. In CBO’s baseline pro-
jections, revenues from taxes on tobacco products 
total $12 billion in 2022. That amount is projected 
to decrease by roughly 4 percent a year over the next 
decade, to $8 billion in 2032, in part because tobacco 
consumption is expected to continue declining. Receipts 
from taxes on alcoholic beverages are expected to total 
$10.6 billion in both 2022 and 2032. CBO anticipates 
that receipts from excise taxes on both tobacco and 
alcohol products will be reduced over the next decade 
because a recent court ruling will allow a growing share 
of those products to avoid federal excise taxes altogether.3 

3. On August 23, 2021, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Federal Circuit upheld an earlier ruling by the U.S. Court of 

Health Care Taxes. In CBO’s baseline projections, 
annual receipts from health care taxes average $3 billion 
over the 2022–2032 period. Most of those receipts come 
from the annual fee imposed on manufacturers and 
importers of brand-name drugs, which was instituted 
under the Affordable Care Act (P.L. 111-148). 

Other Excise Taxes. Collections of other excise taxes are 
projected to increase from $4 billion in 2022 to $7 bil-
lion in 2032. That growth largely results from recently 
reinstated taxes that are assessed on various hazardous 
substances and dedicated to the Hazardous Substances 
Superfund. Those taxes, which were recently reimposed 
by the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (P.L. 117-
58), will start being collected partway through 2022 
and are projected to total more than $2 billion in 2032. 
Other excise taxes include taxes dedicated to the Federal 
Aid to Wildlife Restoration Fund, the Oil Spill Liability 

International Trade in The National Association of Manufacturers, 
The Beer Institute v. Department of the Treasury, et al. (NAM). As a 
result of the ruling, tobacco and alcohol products on which excise 
taxes would normally apply will receive a drawback (or refund) of 
those excise taxes in situations in which the merchandise can be 
matched to similar products that are exported or destroyed—even 
when no excise tax had previously been collected on the exported 
or destroyed merchandise. 

Table 4-3 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Smaller Sources of Revenues
Billions of Dollars

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

Excise Taxes
Highway  43  42  43  43  43  43  43  43  43  42  42  42  215  428 
Aviation  6  15  17  19  19  20  21  22  22  23  24  25  97  212 
Tobacco  12  12  12  12  11  11  10  10  9  9  9  8  55  101 
Alcohol  11  11  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  10  11  11  51  103 
Health care  3  3  2  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  14  29 
Other *  4  6  6  6  6  6  6  6  6  7  7  29  62 

Subtotal  75  88  90  94  93  93  93  93  94  94  95  96  462  934 
Federal Reserve Remittances  100  111  30  20  32  47  56  65  76  87  98  111  185  622 
Customs Duties  80  95  99  100  101  102  103  104  105  107  109  110  505  1,040 
Estate and Gift Taxes  27  29  29  28  28  29  43  46  49  52  56  60  156  418 
Miscellaneous Fees and Fines

Universal Service Fund fees  9  10  10  10  10  10  11  11  11  11  11  11  52  106 
Other fees and fines  25  22  24  27  27  29  31  33  36  34  35  37  138  313 

Subtotal  34  32  34  38  37  39  41  44  47  45  46  47  190  419 
Total  317  354  283  279  290  310  336  352  370  385  403  424  1,498  3,433 

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

* = between -$500 million and zero.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Trust Fund, and the Patient-Centered Outcomes 
Research Trust Fund. 

Remittances From the Federal Reserve System
The income produced by the activities of the Federal 
Reserve System—minus the costs of generating that 
income and operating the system—is remitted to the 
Treasury and counted as revenue. Most of that income 
comes from interest on Treasury securities and mortgage-
backed securities held by the central bank, whereas most 
of those costs are for interest payments made to banks on 
the reserves they hold with the Federal Reserve.

The Federal Reserve’s response to the pandemic-induced 
recession led to a large increase in remittances to the 
Treasury. Remittances increased from $53 billion (or 
0.2 percent of GDP) in 2019 to $100 billion (or 0.4 per-
cent of GDP) in 2021, the first full fiscal year reflecting 
the changes made since the pandemic. That increase was 
largely caused by the difference (or spread) between the 
interest rates on the Federal Reserve’s assets and the inter-
est rates on its liabilities and by the larger balance sheet 
to which that spread applied.

In CBO’s baseline projections, remittances peak at 
$111 billion in 2022 (more than 0.4 percent of GDP). 
Thereafter, as the interest rate on reserves rises, remit-
tances drop to a low of $20 billion (or 0.07 percent of 
GDP) in 2024. (For details about CBO’s forecasts of 
monetary policy and interest rates in the coming decade, 
see Chapter 2.) Remittances start to increase in 2025 as 
more of the Federal Reserve’s short-term assets mature 
and move off the balance sheet, causing its interest 
expenses to decline. CBO expects that the Federal 
Reserve will begin expanding its asset holdings in 2026 
to meet the demand for currency and reserves. That 
expansion, along with a projected rise in interest rates, 
keeps remittances increasing steadily as a share of GDP. 

Remittances are projected to total 0.3 percent of GDP in 
2032—about 0.1 percent of GDP lower than this year, 
but 0.1 percent of GDP higher than the average over the 
1998–2007 period (the decade before the central bank 
changed its operations in response to the 2008 financial 
crisis). 

Customs Duties, Estate and Gift Taxes, and 
Miscellaneous Fees and Fines
Revenues from all other sources are projected to 
remain relatively stable over the next decade, together 

continuing to account for 0.6 percent of GDP each year 
between 2022 and 2032. 

Customs Duties. Customs duties, which are assessed on 
certain imports, have averaged 0.2 percent of GDP for 
the past two decades. Receipts from customs duties rose 
in the past several years after the implementation of new 
tariffs. They include tariffs on imports of solar panels and 
some appliances, which took effect in February 2018; 
tariffs on steel and aluminum imports from certain 
countries, which took effect in March 2018; tariffs on 
a range of products imported from China, which were 
imposed in 2018 and 2019; and tariffs on certain soft-
wood lumber products from Canada, which took effect 
in December 2021. (Some of the tariffs on steel and 
aluminum were later replaced with tariff rate quotas.)4 
The additional taxes levied on affected imports vary from 
10 percent to 25 percent of the assessed customs value of 
those products. 

CBO’s baseline reflects the assumption that those recent 
tariffs will continue throughout the 2023–2032 period at 
the rates currently in effect. However, the Administration 
has broad authority to modify tariff policy without legis-
lative action. 

4. CBO’s projections of revenues from customs duties reflect tariff 
rate quotas (TRQs) on certain imports from Argentina, Brazil, 
and South Korea that went into effect on June 1, 2018, and 
TRQs on imports from the European Union that went into effect 
on January 1, 2022. Those projections do not reflect tariff rate 
quotas that went into effect after CBO completed its projections, 
including a TRQ on imports from Japan that took effect on 
April 1, 2022, and a TRQ on imports from the United Kingdom 
that is scheduled to take effect on June 1, 2022.

For each affected product category, TRQs allow a specified 
amount (or quota) of goods to be imported from those places 
under most-favored-nation tariff rates. Any imports exceeding the 
quota are subject to an additional tariff rate. Like tariffs without 
quota systems, binding TRQs (in which the amount of imports 
equals or exceeds the quota) put upward pressure on the prices 
that domestic consumers and businesses pay for affected imports, 
relative to the prices they would pay in the absence of a TRQ. As 
a result, binding TRQs, like tariffs without quota systems, usually 
reduce imports. TRQs and tariffs differ, however, in that the 
United States collects less customs revenue under a TRQ because 
a portion of imports is not subject to the additional tariff. That 
difference in customs revenue partly reflects revenue that is 
indirectly ceded to foreign governments and exporters. Thus, 
replacing a tariff with a binding TRQ can lead to similar increases 
in domestic prices and reductions in imports, while reducing 
customs revenue. In CBO’s estimation, customs revenue would 
be roughly $3 billion higher in 2023 if the TRQs on imports 
from Argentina, Brazil, South Korea, and the European Union 
were replaced by tariffs without quota systems.
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Customs duties totaled 0.4 percent of GDP in 2021 
because of those additional tariffs as well as increases 
in imports that began in 2020 after the start of the 
pandemic. In CBO’s baseline, customs duties decline 
gradually, to 0.3 percent of GDP in 2032, partly because 
imports other than oil are projected to grow more slowly 
than GDP.

Estate and Gift Taxes. In 2021, revenues from estate 
and gift taxes totaled $27 billion (or just over 0.1 percent 
of GDP). Revenues from those taxes are projected to 
remain near that level through 2026 but to rise sharply 
in 2027, after a scheduled decline at the end of calendar 
year 2025 in the amounts exempted from estate and gift 
taxes. CBO projects that receipts from those taxes would 
total 0.2 percent of GDP in 2032.

Miscellaneous Fees and Fines. Receipts from fees and 
fines totaled $34 billion (or 0.2 percent of GDP) in 
2021. Under current law, those receipts would decline 
slightly and average 0.1 percent of GDP from 2022 to 
2032, CBO projects.

Tax Expenditures
Many exclusions, deductions, credits, and preferential 
rates in the federal tax system cause revenues to be lower 
than they would be otherwise for any underlying set of 
tax rates. Such provisions resemble federal spending and 
contribute to the budget deficit; thus, they are known as 
tax expenditures.5 

Like federal spending, tax expenditures provide financial 
assistance for specific activities, entities, or groups of 
people. However, the budgetary treatment of tax expen-
ditures differs from that of spending programs. Although 
tax expenditures increase the deficit by reducing the 
government’s revenue collections, the amount of forgone 
revenues attributable to specific tax expenditures (or to 
tax expenditures in general) is not recorded separately in 
the budget, unlike outlays for each spending program.6 

The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-344) 

5. Sec. 3(3) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment 
Control Act of 1974, codified at 2 U.S.C. §622(3) (2006), 
defines tax expenditures as “those revenue losses attributable to 
provisions of the Federal tax laws which allow a special exclusion, 
exemption, or deduction from gross income or which provide 
a special credit, a preferential rate of tax, or a deferral of tax 
liability.” 

6. The exception is the portion of refundable tax credits that exceeds 
a taxpayer’s tax liability; that amount is recorded in the budget as 
mandatory spending.

requires that the federal budget list tax expenditures. 
The Administration and the Congress regularly pub-
lish estimates of tax expenditures prepared by the 
Treasury’s Office of Tax Analysis and the staff of the 
Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT), respectively.7

Magnitude of Tax Expenditures 
Tax expenditures have a major impact on the federal 
budget. On the basis of estimates prepared by JCT, 
CBO estimates that in 2022, forgone revenues from the 
more than 200 tax expenditures in the individual and 
corporate income tax systems will total 8.3 percent of 
GDP (including their effects on payroll taxes as well as 
on income taxes).8 That amount equals 42 percent of 
projected federal revenues for 2022 and exceeds pro-
jected outlays for all discretionary programs combined 
(see Figure 4-3).

7. For this analysis, CBO followed JCT’s definition of tax expendi-
tures as deviations from a “normal” income tax structure. For the 
individual income tax, that structure includes existing regular tax 
rates, the standard deduction, personal exemptions, and deduc-
tions of business expenses. For the corporate income tax, that 
structure includes the statutory tax rate, generally defines income 
on an accrual basis, and allows for costs to be recovered according 
to a specified depreciation system that is less favorable than under 
current law. For more information, see Congressional Budget 
Office, How Specifications of the Reference Tax System Affect CBO’s 
Estimates of Tax Expenditures (December 2021), www.cbo.gov/
publication/57543; and Joint Committee on Taxation, Estimates 
of Federal Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years 2020–2024, JCX-
23-20 (November 2020), www.jct.gov/publications/2020/jcx-
23-20. The Treasury’s definition of tax expenditures is broadly 
similar to JCT’s. See Office of Management and Budget, Budget 
of the U.S. Government, Fiscal Year 2023: Analytical Perspectives 
(March 2022), pp. 153–201, www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/
analytical-perspectives. 

8. For income tax expenditures, CBO used JCT’s most recent esti-
mates of tax expenditures, published in November 2020. Those 
estimates were made before the enactment of the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act, 2021 (P.L. 116-260), and the American 
Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (P.L. 117-2), so they do not reflect 
the changes made by those laws. Most significantly, those laws 
provided for the temporary expansion of the child tax credit and 
earned income tax credit in 2021 and the issuance of additional 
rounds of recovery rebate payments. CBO calculated tax expen-
ditures as a share of GDP for 2022 using the estimate of GDP 
that is consistent with JCT’s published tax expenditure estimates, 
which were based on CBO’s July 2020 baseline. Unlike JCT, 
CBO includes estimates of the largest payroll tax expenditures. 
As defined by CBO, a normal payroll tax structure includes 
the existing payroll tax rates as applied to a broad definition of 
compensation, which consists of cash wages and fringe benefits. 
Tax expenditures that reduce the tax base for payroll taxes also 
decrease spending for Social Security by reducing the earnings 
base on which Social Security benefits are calculated.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57543
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57543
http://www.jct.gov/publications/2020/jcx-23-20/
http://www.jct.gov/publications/2020/jcx-23-20/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/analytical-perspectives/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/analytical-perspectives/
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A simple total of the estimates for specific tax expen-
ditures does not account for the interactions that may 
occur among those tax provisions. For instance, the total 
tax expenditure for all itemized deductions would be 
smaller than the sum of the separate tax expenditures for 
each deduction. The reason is that all taxpayers would 
claim the standard deduction if there were no itemized 
deductions; but if only one or a few itemized deduc-
tions were removed, many taxpayers would still choose 
to itemize. The progressive structure of the tax brackets 
ensures that the opposite would be the case with income 
exclusions. In other words, the tax expenditure for all 
exclusions considered together would be greater than 

the sum of the separate tax expenditures for each exclu-
sion. In 2022, those and other factors are expected to 
be approximately offsetting, so the total amount of tax 
expenditures is projected to roughly equal the sum of the 
individual tax expenditures. 

Nonetheless, the total amount of tax expenditures does 
not represent the increase in revenues that would occur 
if all tax expenditures were eliminated. The reason is 
that repealing a tax provision would change incentives 
and lead taxpayers to modify their behavior in ways that 
would diminish the effect of that repeal on revenues. 
For example, if the preferential tax rates on capital gains 

Figure 4-3 .

Estimated Outlays, Revenues, and Tax Expenditures in 2022
Percentage of GDP
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Tax expenditures are provisions of the tax system (such as tax credits and deductions) that cause revenues to be lower than they would be 
otherwise. Like federal spending programs, tax expenditures contribute to the budget deficit. In 2022, the total revenues forgone because of 
tax expenditures are projected to equal 8.3 percent of GDP.

Data source: Congressional Budget Office, using estimates of tax expenditures prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. See 
www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product.

a. Includes tax expenditures from the outlay portions of refundable tax credits. 

b. The outlay portions of refundable tax credits are included in tax expenditures as well as in mandatory outlays. In 2022, they are estimated to total 0.7 percent 
of GDP. For this analysis, CBO used estimates of tax expenditures prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. Those estimates do not incorporate 
changes to tax law made after September 30, 2020. Thus, they exclude the effects of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (Public Law 116-260), and the 
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (P.L. 117-2). Those laws expanded the refundable child tax credit and earned income tax credit for calendar year 2021 and 
authorized additional rounds of recovery rebate payments.

c. This total is the sum of the estimates for each separate tax expenditure and does not account for interactions among them. However, CBO estimates that in 
2022, the total for all tax expenditures will roughly equal the sum of the estimates for each separate tax expenditure. Because estimates of tax expenditures 
are based on people’s behavior with current provisions of the tax code in place, they do not reflect the amount of revenues that would be collected if 
provisions were eliminated and taxpayers adjusted their activities accordingly.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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realizations were eliminated, taxpayers would reduce the 
amount of capital gains they realized. As a result, the 
amount of additional revenues that would result from 
eliminating those preferential rates would be smaller 
than the estimated size of the tax expenditure. 

The Largest Tax Expenditures in 2022
CBO estimates that the 10 largest tax expenditures 
account for nearly three-quarters of the total budgetary 
effects of all tax expenditures in 2022, or 6.1 percent of 
GDP.9 Those 10 tax expenditures fall into four categories: 
exclusions from taxable income, preferential tax rates, tax 
credits, and deductions from income. 

Exclusions From Taxable Income. Taxpayers’ ability to 
exclude certain types of income from taxation accounts 
for the greatest share of total tax expenditures. The 
largest excluded items are contributions made to pen-
sion funds and earnings of those funds (minus pension 
benefits that are included in taxable income), as well 
as premium payments for employment-based health 
insurance. Another exclusion applies when an asset is 
transferred at death: Heirs are not liable for taxation on 
increases in the value of the asset that occurred before 
they acquired it.

• The exclusion of pension plan contributions and 
earnings is the single largest tax expenditure in the 
tax code; including effects on payroll taxes, the tax 
expenditure resulting from that exclusion is estimated 
to equal 1.8 percent of GDP in 2022.10

• The exclusion of contributions for employment-
based health insurance has the second-largest impact, 
resulting in a tax expenditure that is estimated to total 
1.5 percent of GDP this year, including effects on 
payroll taxes. 

• The tax expenditure caused by the exclusion from 
individual income taxation of capital gains at death is 
estimated to equal 0.2 percent of GDP in 2022. 

9. For that estimate, CBO combined the components of certain 
tax expenditures that JCT reported separately, such as tax 
expenditures for different types of charitable contributions.

10. That total includes amounts from defined benefit plans and 
defined contribution plans offered by employers. It does not 
include amounts from self-directed individual retirement 
arrangements or from Keogh plans that cover partners and sole 
proprietors, although contributions to those plans and earnings 
accrued in them are also excluded from taxable income until 
withdrawal.

Preferential Tax Rates. Under the individual income 
tax, some forms of income, such as dividends and long-
term capital gains, are subject to preferential tax rates. 
Under the corporate income tax, income of controlled 
foreign corporations is taxed at a lower rate than profits 
of domestic corporations. 

• The tax expenditure for the preferential tax rates on 
dividends and long-term capital gains is estimated to 
total 0.7 percent of GDP in 2022.11

• The tax expenditure for the reduced tax rate on 
active income of controlled foreign corporations is 
estimated to equal 0.3 percent of GDP in 2022.12 

Tax Credits. Credits reduce tax liability dollar for dollar 
by the amount of the credit. Nonrefundable tax credits 
cannot reduce a taxpayer’s income tax liability to less 
than zero, whereas refundable tax credits may result 
in direct payments to taxpayers who do not owe any 
income taxes.13

• The tax expenditure for the tax credit for children 
and other dependents is estimated to total 0.5 percent 
of GDP in 2022. Typically, about one-quarter of 
the budgetary effect of that credit is recorded in the 
budget as mandatory spending because it is paid to 
people who have no income tax liability.

11. Taxpayers with income over certain thresholds—$200,000 
for single filers and $250,000 for married couples filing joint 
returns—face a surtax equal to 3.8 percent of their investment 
income (including capital gains and dividend income, as well as 
interest income and some passive business income). That surtax 
reduces the preferential treatment of dividends and capital gains. 
JCT treats the surtax as a negative tax expenditure—that is, as a 
deviation from the tax system that increases rather than decreases 
taxes—and it is not included in the estimates presented here.

12. Although the current and future income of controlled foreign 
corporations is subject to a lower tax rate, previously deferred 
income that those corporations accumulated before 2018 is 
subject to a onetime tax, which can be paid over eight years. The 
estimate for this tax expenditure does not include any offset for 
the onetime tax on prior-year income.

13. JCT’s estimates of tax expenditures that CBO used in 
this analysis do not reflect changes to tax law made after 
September 30, 2020. Thus, they exclude the effects of the 
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, and the American 
Rescue Plan Act of 2021. Those laws expanded the refundable 
child tax credit and earned income tax credit for calendar year 
2021 and authorized additional rounds of recovery rebate 
payments. 
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• The tax expenditure for the earned income tax credit 
is estimated to total 0.3 percent of GDP in 2022. 
Most of the budgetary effect of that credit is recorded 
in the budget as mandatory spending. 

• The tax expenditure for the premium tax credit—
which helps people with low and moderate income 
buy health insurance through marketplaces—is 
estimated to total 0.2 percent of GDP in 2022. Most 
of the budgetary effect of that credit is recorded as 
mandatory spending in the budget.

Deductions From Income. Deductions allow taxpayers 
to reduce their taxable income, generally by an amount 
they have spent for a particular purpose. For example, 
itemized deductions let taxpayers deduct more than 
the amount of the standard deduction on the basis of 
expenses they have incurred, such as contributions to 
charities. And many owners of pass-through businesses 
can take a deduction equal to 20 percent of qualified 
business income, which includes reasonable compensa-
tion to owners for services rendered to the business.14 

• The tax expenditure for the itemized deduction 
for charitable contributions is estimated to equal 
0.3 percent of GDP in 2022. 

• The tax expenditure for the 20 percent deduction for 
qualified business income available to certain pass-
through businesses is estimated to equal 0.2 percent 
of GDP in 2022.

Distribution of Tax Expenditures
Tax expenditures vary greatly in the distribution of their 
benefits among households in different income groups. 
Exclusions and deductions from income typically create 
larger tax expenditures for higher-income taxpayers than 
for lower-income taxpayers because individual income 
tax rates rise with income. Similarly, tax expenditures 
for preferential tax rates are derived from the difference 
between the ordinary tax rate and the preferential rate, 
so those tax expenditures accrue mostly to higher- 
income taxpayers, who have higher ordinary rates. By 
contrast, the benefits from tax credits are skewed toward 
lower- and middle-income households, mainly because 

14. Pass-through businesses are businesses whose income is taxed 
under the individual income tax rather than the corporate 
income tax.

the largest tax credits phase out to zero as income rises 
beyond certain thresholds. 

The most recent year for which CBO has completed an 
analysis of the distributional effects of tax expenditures is 
2019.15 In that year, higher-income households benefited 
more from the 13 largest tax expenditures (measured in 
dollars) than lower-income households did. CBO esti-
mates that 50 percent of the total benefits of income tax 
expenditures accrued to households in the highest one-
fifth (quintile) of the income distribution, 13 percent 
accrued to households in the middle quintile, and 9 per-
cent accrued to households in the lowest quintile. Payroll 
tax expenditures, which have a smaller total value, were 
more evenly distributed: 34 percent accrued to house-
holds in the highest quintile, 21 percent to households in 
the middle quintile, and 4 percent to households in the 
lowest quintile. 

Uncertainty About the  
Revenue Outlook
Revenue projections are inherently uncertain, and even 
if no changes were made to current law, actual revenues 
would undoubtedly differ in some ways from CBO’s 
baseline projections. CBO constructs its revenue pro-
jections to be consistent with the agency’s economic 
forecast, which is intended to fall in the middle of the 
range of likely outcomes for the economy. Thus, actual 
revenues could turn out to be higher or lower than 
CBO projects. 

Historically, many of the errors in CBO’s revenue pro-
jections are attributable to errors in the agency’s eco-
nomic forecast. Others result from differences between 
projected and actual income relative to the size of the 
economy. The largest projection errors have involved 
specific hard-to-predict events (such as downturns in the 
economy) rather than indicating any general trend in 
the accuracy of CBO’s projections. 

In analyzing its baseline projections of revenues since 
1982, CBO found that projections for the second year 
(which is often called the budget year and usually begins 
about six months after the projections are released) and 
projections for the sixth year were generally too high, 

15. See Congressional Budget Office, The Distribution of Major 
Tax Expenditures in 2019 (October 2021), www.cbo.gov/
publication/57413.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57413
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57413
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on average. The largest errors in revenue projections 
have occurred near economic downturns. However, 
the overall accuracy of CBO’s revenue projections has 
been similar to that of revenue projections made by the 
Administration. 

Since 1982, the mean absolute error (the average of 
all errors, regardless of whether they were positive or 
negative) was 5.2 percent for CBO’s budget-year projec-
tions and 10.0 percent for the sixth-year projections.16 

16. Those errors include CBO’s projections from 1982 through the 
most recent fiscal years for which actual receipts were available 
for each projection period: 2020 for the budget-year projections 
and 2016 for the sixth-year projections. The complete series 

In CBO’s current baseline projections, those percentage 
errors would equal about $250 billion (or 1.0 percent of 
GDP) in 2023 and $560 billion (or 1.8 percent of GDP) 
in 2027.

of past errors is included with the supplemental materials that 
accompany this report at www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data. 
For a more detailed analysis of past errors, see Congressional 
Budget Office, An Evaluation of CBO’s Past Revenue Projections 
(August 2020), www.cbo.gov/publication/56499. That analysis 
included actual results through fiscal year 2018. For an analysis 
of errors in 2021, see Congressional Budget Office, The Accuracy 
of CBO’s Budget Projections for Fiscal Year 2021 (January 2022), 
www.cbo.gov/publication/57614.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/56499
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57614




Chapter 5: Budgetary Outcomes Under 
Alternative Assumptions About Spending 
and Revenues

Overview
The baseline budget projections in this report show fed-
eral spending, revenues, and deficits under the assump-
tion that the laws governing spending and taxes generally 
remain unchanged. Those projections are not intended 
to be a forecast of budgetary outcomes; rather, they are 
meant to provide a benchmark that policymakers can use 
to assess the potential effects of policy decisions. 

The Congressional Budget Office’s baseline projections 
for spending and revenues follow procedures set in law as 
well as long-standing guidelines. For example, those laws 
require CBO to incorporate the assumption that future 
discretionary funding will match amounts most recently 
provided, with adjustments for inflation.1 Those provi-
sions also require CBO to incorporate the assumption 
that laws governing mandatory spending will generally 
continue beyond their statutory expiration and that 
payments from trust funds would be made even after a 
program’s balance was exhausted and annual dedicated 
revenues were inadequate to fund them. In contrast, pro-
jections of revenues generally reflect scheduled changes 
to provisions affecting the tax code, including changes in 
statutory tax rates. 

In addition to being affected by rules about baseline 
construction, CBO’s current projections are affected 
by assumptions about administrative actions. One of 
those assumptions is the end date of the public health 
emergency stemming from the coronavirus pandemic. 
(The Secretary of Health and Human Services officially 

1. For nearly all discretionary spending, the measure CBO uses to 
adjust funding for future years is a weighted mixture of the gross 
domestic product price index and the employment cost index 
for wages and salaries of workers in private industry. The weights 
are determined using data from the Office of Management and 
Budget that indicate how much of a program’s funding is spent 
on compensation for federal employees and how much for other 
purposes.

determines when to lift the emergency declaration.) 
Specifically, outlays for certain mandatory spending 
programs and revenue reductions from related tax credits 
might be larger or smaller depending on whether the 
public health emergency lasts longer or ends sooner than  
July 2023, the end date incorporated in CBO’s baseline. 
That timing would also affect CBO’s projections of the 
deficit (see Box 5-1).

This chapter shows how different assumptions about 
future legislated policies would affect CBO’s budget pro-
jections. The first part of the chapter examines alternative 
assumptions about future funding for discretionary pro-
grams, and the second part discusses the continuation of 
certain revenue provisions currently scheduled to change. 
(For a discussion about how laws governing CBO’s 
projections for mandatory spending affect the baseline, 
see Chapter 3.) The estimated effects of those alternative 
assumptions do not account for any resulting changes to 
the economy or for how those changes could, in turn, 
affect the budget.

Most of the alternatives examined in this chapter would 
increase projected deficits and debt.2 

Alternative Assumptions About 
Discretionary Funding
For the most part, current law does not specify discre-
tionary appropriations for years after 2022. However, 
section 257 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency 
Deficit Control Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-177) 
requires projections of funding for discretionary pro-
grams to grow each year with inflation. CBO’s projec-
tions translate that funding into outlays by estimating 
how quickly agencies will spend the money provided. 

2. For a discussion of the consequences of higher deficits and 
debt, see Congressional Budget Office, The Economic Effects of 
Waiting to Stabilize the Federal Debt (April 2022), www.cbo.gov/
publication/57867.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57867
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57867
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However, lawmakers can, and do, set funding at amounts 
that differ from what is projected in the baseline, which 
could lead to larger or smaller outlays. 

To illustrate how discretionary spending could differ 
from amounts in CBO’s baseline projections, the agency 
estimated budgetary outcomes under three alternative 
assumptions about future funding (see Table 5-1). The 
alternative projections would increase future discretion-
ary funding using a different growth rate, freeze discre-
tionary funding at current amounts, or exclude projected 
additional funding for the Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act (IIJA, P.L. 117-58). 

Increase Discretionary Funding at the 
Growth Rate of Nominal GDP After 2022 
Projecting discretionary funding using a measure that 
grows faster than the measure CBO currently uses would 

provide an alternative benchmark to CBO’s baseline 
projections of discretionary spending. If discretionary 
appropriations and obligation limitations for certain 
transportation programs instead grew at the rate of 
nominal gross domestic product (GDP), outlays would 
be $1.4 trillion higher—and thus the deficit would be 
$1.4 trillion larger—than they are in CBO’s baseline and 
would amount to 6.9 percent of GDP by 2032 rather 
than the 6.2 percent projected in the baseline (see 
Figure 5-1).3 The debt-service costs associated with those 
additional outlays would amount to $131 billion. (Debt 

3. Funding for most ground and air transportation programs is 
mandatory, but lawmakers typically limit the ability of the 
Administration to obligate that funding in annual appropriation 
acts. Like other appropriations, those limitations are projected to 
grow with inflation in CBO’s baseline. Outlays that result from 
those limitations are considered discretionary.

Box 5-1 .

Effects of the Pandemic-Related Public Health Emergency 
on CBO’s Baseline Projections

On January 31, 2020, the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services declared a public health emergency in response to 
the coronavirus pandemic. Nearly two months later, lawmakers 
enacted the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA, 
Public Law 116-127), which linked the operation of some pro-
grams to that public health emergency. Most notably, that law 
increased Medicaid’s federal medical assistance percentage 
(or FMAP, the formula that determines the matching amount 
the federal government pays to states for Medicaid) by 6.2 per-
centage points for most categories of enrollees for the duration 
of the public health emergency. To receive the enhanced fed-
eral funding, states must provide continuous coverage, which 
generally allows people to remain enrolled in Medicaid during 
that period regardless of changes in their circumstances. (Typi-
cally, Medicaid enrollees must meet certain financial guidelines 
to remain enrolled in the program.)

As a result, the Congressional Budget Office’s baseline projec-
tions—especially those that cover the next few years—depend 
on when the emergency ends. The projections in this report 
are based on the expectation that the emergency declaration 
will be lifted in July 2023. That could occur sooner or later, 
however. (The public health emergency was most recently 
renewed on April 16, 2022, for an additional 90 days.)

If the public health emergency ended a year later, in July 2024, 
additional Medicaid outlays, along with related changes to 

revenues and outlays, would increase deficits in the baseline 
by $72 billion over the 2023–2032 period.1  (The 10-year deficit 
in CBO’s current baseline projections is $15.7 trillion.) That 
increase would occur for two major reasons. First, the FMAP 
increase provided under the FFCRA would persist in states that 
maintained continuous coverage. Second, enrollment in those 
states would stay elevated until July 2024 and would then 
slowly decline through 2025. 

If the public health emergency ended nine months sooner, 
in September 2022, changes to Medicaid outlays and other 
related changes would reduce deficits in CBO’s baseline by 
$84 billion over the 2022–2032 period. Those savings would 
materialize because the FMAP increase would be shorter than 
currently expected, and the policy’s effects on enrollment 
would end sooner. The savings realized from a shorter public 
health emergency would be greater than the costs of a longer 
emergency because more states would be affected by the 
former; CBO expects some states to choose to discontinue 
receiving the enhanced FMAP in 2023 even if the public health 
emergency is extended.

1. That estimate includes potential interactions with enrollment in employer-
sponsored health insurance plans, the insurance marketplaces created 
under the Affordable Care Act, and other health insurance programs. It 
also includes interactions with Medicare Part D and title IV-E (federally 
subsidized) foster care.
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service is the change in interest payments resulting from 
an increase or decrease in estimates of the deficit.) 

Freeze Discretionary Funding at the 
2022 Amount
Projecting spending under the assumption that discre-
tionary funding was frozen at the 2022 amount pro-
vides another alternative benchmark to CBO’s baseline 
projections of discretionary spending. (In the case of 
appropriations that have already been provided for years 
beyond the current year, discretionary funding would 
be frozen at the latest amount provided in advance.) If 
lawmakers generally froze appropriations and obligation 
limitations for certain transportation programs at the 
nominal 2022 amount from 2023 through 2032, outlays 
would be $2.4 trillion less over that period than the 
amount projected in the baseline, excluding associated 
debt-service savings (which would amount to $243 bil-
lion). In 2032, discretionary outlays under such a freeze 
would total 4.9 percent of GDP rather than the 6.2 per-
cent projected in the baseline. 

Exclude Projected Additional Funding 
for the IIJA 
The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act—signed 
into law in November 2021—appropriated funds for 
investment in transportation programs, environmental 
programs, and other programs for each year from 2022 
through 2026. The total funding provided by the IIJA 
decreases each year over that period as funding for differ-
ent programs ends in different years. 

In CBO’s baseline, however, funding related to the IIJA 
increases each year. That is because, in consultation with 
the budget committees, CBO applied its typical base-
line construction to that funding. As a result, for future 
years in which the IIJA has not provided funding, CBO 
projected funding by adjusting existing appropriations 
for inflation. (For more information about how the IIJA’s 
funding affects CBO’s discretionary baseline, see Box 3-4 
on page 76.)

Table 5-1 .

Budgetary Effects of Selected Alternative Assumptions About 
Future Discretionary Funding
Billions of Dollars

Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
2023–

2027
2023–

2032

Increase Discretionary Funding at the Growth Rate of 
Nominal GDP After 2022 

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 -18 -40 -62 -84 -108 -136 -168 -205 -244 -286 -312 -1,351
Debt-service costs 0 * -1 -2 -5 -7 -11 -16 -22 -29 -38 -15 -131

Freeze Discretionary Funding at the 2022 Amount
Decrease in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 34 76 120 164 210 259 306 357 409 461 603 2,395
Debt-service savings 0 * 2 5 9 14 21 30 41 53 68 30 243

Exclude Projected Additional Funding for the IIJA a

Decrease in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 3 15 34 50 74 98 120 138 150 159 175 839
Debt-service savings 0 * * 1 2 4 6 10 14 19 24 7 80

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

In CBO’s baseline projections, discretionary funding grows from its current amount at the projected rate of inflation, which is measured by a weighted mixture of 
the GDP price index and the employment cost index for wages and salaries of workers in private industry.

Estimates do not account for how the alternatives could affect the economy or for how those potential changes could, in turn, affect the budget.

Debt service is the change in interest payments resulting from an increase or decrease in estimates of the deficit.

GDP = gross domestic product; IIJA = Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act; * = between -$500 million and $500 million.

a. Funding provided by the IIJA would remain at the amounts specified in law instead of growing with inflation (as it does under the rules that govern how CBO 
constructs its baseline projections).

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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If, instead, CBO had excluded the additional projected 
funding for the IIJA (counting just the funding specifi-
cally provided by the law), discretionary outlays would 
be $839 billion lower through 2032 than they are in 
CBO’s baseline, excluding debt-service savings. Those 
debt-service savings would reduce interest payments by 
$80 billion, in CBO’s estimation. Under that scenario, 
discretionary outlays would amount to 5.7 percent of 
GDP in 2032 rather than the 6.2 percent projected in 
CBO’s baseline.

Alternative Assumptions About 
Revenue Policies
CBO’s baseline projections generally reflect the effects 
of scheduled changes in revenue provisions, including 
the assumption that temporary provisions will expire as 
scheduled under current law and that recently expired 
provisions will not be retroactively extended.4 If certain 
temporary revenue provisions were instead made perma-
nent, though, or if selected provisions were retroactively 

4. The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 
1985 requires that CBO’s baseline projections incorporate the 
assumption that expiring excise taxes dedicated to trust funds will 
be extended.

extended, revenues would differ from amounts in CBO’s 
baseline projections. To illustrate how revenues could 
differ, the agency estimated budgetary outcomes under 
seven alternative assumptions. The first four assumptions 
relate to provisions of the 2017 tax act (P.L. 115-97), and 
the last three address other revenue provisions.

To assess those budgetary outcomes, CBO mainly used 
revenue estimates prepared by the staff of the Joint 
Committee on Taxation (JCT), which are the official 
estimates for most tax legislation considered by the 
Congress. (CBO estimated the cost of the alternative 
that would extend certain trade promotion programs, 
as well as the debt-service costs associated with each 
revenue alternative.) Although estimates for each of the 
individual provisions would depend on the order in 
which they were estimated (because of interactions), the 
total effect of extending all alternative policies discussed 
in this chapter would be approximately equal to the sum 
of the estimates for each alternative.5 

5. Additional detailed estimates of the budgetary effects of the 
alternative revenue policies are included in the supplemental data 
for CBO’s revenue projections, by category, that accompany this 
report at www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Figure 5-1 .

Discretionary Outlays in CBO’s Baseline and Under Three Alternatives
Percentage of GDP
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a weekend, certain payments that would have ordinarily been made on that day are instead made at the 
end of September and thus are shifted into the previous fiscal year. Outlays have been adjusted to exclude the effects of those shifts.

GDP = gross domestic product; IIJA = Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.

Under a scenario in which 
appropriations grew with 
nominal GDP, discretionary 
outlays as a share of the 
economy would remain 
relatively steady. Under 
the other three scenarios, 
including the scenario 
underlying CBO’s baseline 
budget projections, outlays 
would fall to or below 
recent historical lows as a 
percentage of GDP.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Extend the 2017 Tax Act’s Changes to 
Individual Income Tax Provisions
Most of the individual income tax provisions of the 
2017 tax act are slated to expire at the end of calendar 
year 2025. The expiring provisions affect major elements 
of the individual income tax code, including statutory 
tax rates and brackets, allowable deductions, the size 

and refundability of the child tax credit, the 20 percent 
deduction for certain business income, and the income 
levels at which the alternative minimum tax takes effect.6 

6. The alternative minimum tax is similar to the regular income tax 
but includes fewer exemptions, deductions, and rates. People who 
file individual income tax returns must calculate the tax owed 
under each system and pay the larger of the two amounts.

Table 5-2 .

Budgetary Effects of Selected Alternative Assumptions About 
Future Revenue Policies Related to the 2017 Tax Act
Billions of Dollars

Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
2023–

2027
2023–

2032

Extend the 2017 Tax Act’s Changes to  
Individual Income Tax Provisions a

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 * * -6 -167 -301 -295 -307 -317 -328 -342 -474 -2,064
Debt-service costs 0 * * * -3 -9 -18 -27 -37 -48 -59 -12 -201

Extend Higher Estate and Gift Tax Exemptions b

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 0 * -1 -2 -13 -15 -16 -17 -18 -20 -16 -102
Debt-service costs 0 0 * * * * -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 * -9

Extend the 2017 Tax Act's Changes to  
the Tax Treatment of Investment Costs c

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 -61 -46 -48 -48 -49 -44 -34 -28 -24 -21 -253 -404
Debt-service costs 0 -1 -2 -3 -5 -6 -8 -9 -11 -12 -13 -18 -70

Maintain Certain Business Tax Provisions Altered by 
the 2017 Tax Act d  

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 0 0 0 -10 -18 -19 -19 -19 -20 -20 -28 -125
Debt-service costs 0 0 0 0 * -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -4 -1 -12

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The estimates of the effects on the deficit are from the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation and are preliminary. The estimates of debt-service costs are 
from CBO. The effects under the alternative assumptions are estimated relative to current law and incorporate the economic projections that underlie CBO’s 
May 2022 baseline. The estimates do not account for how the alternatives could affect the economy or for how those potential changes could, in turn, affect the 
budget. The estimates include the effects on outlays of changes in refundable tax credits.

Debt service is the change in interest payments resulting from an increase or decrease in estimates of the deficit.

* = between -$500 million and zero.

a. Permanently extend many provisions of the 2017 tax act (Public Law 115-97)—most significantly, the provisions that lower individual income tax rates, expand 
the income tax base, expand the child tax credit, maintain the 20 percent deduction for certain business income, and reduce the amount of income subject to 
the alternative minimum tax. For detailed estimates, see the supplemental data that accompany this report.

b. Extend the 2017 tax act’s expansion of the exemption amount for estate and gift taxes.

c. Extend the changes made by the 2017 tax act that allow businesses with large amounts of investments to expense (immediately deduct from their taxable 
income) the cost of their investment in equipment and certain other property. Under current law, the portion of those expenses that may be deducted (for 
equipment and certain other property) is 100 percent in 2022, 80 percent in 2023, 60 percent in 2024, 40 percent in 2025, and 20 percent in 2026. (After 
that year, the provisions expire.) The 100 percent allowance would be extended permanently beyond 2022 in this alternative. Additionally, the 2017 tax 
act included a scheduled change starting in 2022 that requires research and development costs to be deducted over a period of five years rather than 
immediately. Those costs could continue to be deducted immediately under this alternative, retroactive to the beginning of 2022. For detailed estimates, see 
the supplemental data that accompany this report.

d. Maintain certain tax policies that affect businesses rather than allowing them to change as scheduled under current law. Some of those policies are currently 
scheduled to expire and other changes have delayed effective dates. For detailed estimates, see the supplemental data that accompany this report.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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According to JCT’s estimates, if the expiring individual 
income tax provisions of the 2017 tax act were extended, 
deficits would be larger than those in CBO’s baseline, on 
net, by $2.1 trillion over the 2023–2032 period, exclud-
ing debt-service costs (see Table 5-2 on page 105). Most 
of the effects would occur after 2026. Debt-service costs 
would add $201 billion to those deficits.

Extend Higher Estate and Gift Tax Exemptions
The 2017 tax act also temporarily doubled the exemp-
tion amount for estate and gift taxes. That change expires 
at the end of calendar year 2025. If that expansion was 
extended, deficits would increase by $102 billion over 
the 2023–2032 period (excluding debt-service costs), 
JCT estimates. Again, most of those effects would occur 

after 2026. Debt-service costs would add $9 billion to 
those deficits.

Extend the 2017 Tax Act’s Changes to the 
Tax Treatment of Investment Costs
The 2017 tax act made two major changes to the way 
that businesses’ investment costs are treated for tax 
purposes. First, it temporarily expanded a provision 
known as bonus depreciation, which allows businesses 
to immediately deduct a portion of the cost of cer-
tain investments. Bonus depreciation was increased to 
100 percent of the cost of such investments through 
2022; it is then scheduled to phase down between 2023 
and 2026. Additionally, starting in 2022, companies 
must deduct research and development expenses over five 

Table 5-3 .

Budgetary Effects of Selected Alternative Assumptions About 
Other Future Revenue Policies
Billions of Dollars

Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
2023–

2027
2023–

2032

Extend Expiring Tax Provisions  
Other Than Those From the 2017 Tax Act a

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 -3 -4 -5 -11 -14 -16 -16 -17 -18 -20 -37 -123
Debt-service costs 0 * * * -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -4 -2 -14

Retroactively Extend Certain Expired Tax Provisions b

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 -4 -5 -5 -6 -7 -11 -37
Debt-service costs 0 * * * * * * -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -4

Extend Trade Promotion Programs c

Increase (-) in the deficit, excluding debt service 0 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -5 -11
Debt-service costs 0 * * * * * * * * * * * -2

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The estimates of the effects on the deficit of extending expired or expiring tax provisions are from the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation and are 
preliminary. The estimates of the effects on the deficit of extending trade promotion programs and all the estimates of debt-service costs are from CBO. 
The effects under the alternative assumptions are estimated relative to current law and incorporate the economic projections that underlie CBO’s May 2022 
baseline. The estimates do not account for how the alternatives could affect the economy or for how those potential changes could, in turn, affect the budget. 
The estimates include the effects on outlays of changes in refundable tax credits.

Debt service is the change in interest payments resulting from an increase or decrease in estimates of the deficit.

* = between -$500 million and zero.

a. Extend tax provisions that have been extended in the past and are scheduled to expire. For detailed estimates, see the supplemental data that accompany 
this report.

b. Extend tax provisions (none of which are related to legislation enacted in response to the coronavirus pandemic) that expired at the end of 2021. For detailed 
estimates, see the supplemental data that accompany this report.

c. Extend several trade promotion programs that are scheduled to expire over the 2023–2032 period and reinstate the General Schedule of Preferences, which 
expired at the end of 2020.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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years rather than immediately deducting those expenses. 
Together, extending the expansion of bonus depreciation 
(and thus averting the phasedown) and retroactively 
allowing for the continued immediate deduction of 
research and development expenses would increase defi-
cits by $404 billion (excluding debt-service costs) over 
the 2023–2032 period, JCT estimates. Debt-service costs 
would add $70 billion to those deficits.

Maintain Certain Business Tax Provisions 
Altered by the 2017 Tax Act
Some provisions of the 2017 tax act that affect business 
taxes have scheduled expiration dates or include changes 
that do not take effect for several years. Such policies 
include reductions in the size of the deduction for certain 
types of foreign income and an increase in the tax rate 
applied for the purposes of the base erosion minimum 
tax (a provision put in place to keep corporations from 
avoiding tax liability by shifting profits out of the United 
States). If those scheduled expirations and changes did 
not occur, deficits would increase by $125 billion over 
the 2023–2032 period (excluding debt-service costs), 
JCT estimates. Debt-service costs would add $12 billion 
to those deficits.

Extend Expiring Tax Provisions Other Than 
Those From the 2017 Tax Act 
In addition to the revenue provisions described above, 
16 provisions that were in place before the start of the 
pandemic and that have been extended in the past are set 
to expire before the end of the 10-year projection period. 
Those provisions include tax credits for energy invest-
ment and for businesses that hire people from certain 
designated groups (qualified veterans, summer youth 
employees, and people who have been unemployed for 
at least 27 consecutive weeks, for example). If those 
temporary tax provisions were permanently extended, 

the deficit would be larger than amounts projected in the 
baseline by a total of $123 billion (excluding debt-service 
costs) over the 2023–2032 period, in JCT’s estimation 
(see Table 5-3 on page 106). Debt-service costs would 
add $14 billion to those deficits.

Retroactively Extend Certain Expired 
Tax Provisions
An additional 18 revenue provisions that were in place 
before the start of the pandemic and that have been 
extended in the past expired at the end of 2021. Among 
those expired provisions are ones that provided tax 
credits for certain producers of clean energy and that 
allowed certain homeowners to deduct mortgage insur-
ance premiums. According to JCT, if those provisions 
were retroactively made permanent, the deficit would be 
$37 billion larger over the 2023–2032 period. Debt-
service costs would add $4 billion to those deficits.

Extend Trade Promotion Programs
Trade promotion programs are programs that reduce or 
eliminate customs duties on certain products from par-
ticipating countries. Three of those programs—adminis-
tered pursuant to the African Growth and Opportunity 
Act, the Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act, and acts 
granting trade preferences to Haiti—are set to expire at 
various points between 2023 and 2032. Furthermore, 
the Generalized System of Preferences (the largest 
and oldest U.S. trade preference program) expired in 
December 2020. If each of those programs was extended 
until 2032 and the Generalized System of Preferences 
was reinstated retroactive to 2021, deficits would increase 
by $11 billion over the 10-year period, in CBO’s esti-
mation. Additional interest payments on the debt from 
those larger deficits would amount to $2 billion over the 
same period.





Appendix A: Changes in CBO’s Baseline 
Projections Since July 2021

Overview
The Congressional Budget Office estimates that if 
no new legislation affecting spending and revenues is 
enacted, the budget deficit for fiscal year 2022 will total 
$1.0 trillion. That amount is $118 billion (or 10 percent) 
less than the $1.2 trillion deficit the agency estimated 
in July 2021, when it last updated its baseline budget 
projections.1 CBO has increased its estimates of both rev-
enues and outlays for the year. Revenues are $0.4 trillion 
(or 10 percent) higher in the current baseline projections 
than they were in the previous projections, and outlays 
are up by $0.3 trillion (or 6 percent).

CBO now projects that if current laws generally 
remained in place, the cumulative deficit for the 2022–
2031 period would be $14.5 trillion. That amount is 
$2.4 trillion (or 20 percent) more than the $12.1 trillion 
the agency projected in July 2021 (see Figure A-1). That 
increase is the combined result of a $5.8 trillion (or 
9 percent) increase in projected outlays and a $3.4 tril-
lion (or 7 percent) increase in projected revenues over the 
2022–2031 period. 

Primarily because of the increase in deficits, debt held by 
the public reaches $37.9 trillion by the end of 2031 in 
CBO’s current projections—$2.1 trillion more than 
the $35.8 trillion the agency projected in July 2021.2 
Nominal gross domestic product (GDP) in 2031 is also 
now larger than previously projected. That GDP growth 
dampens the effect of rising debt measured in relation to 
the size of the economy. Debt is currently projected to 
reach 107 percent of GDP in 2031—only slightly more 
than the 106 percent of GDP that CBO projected in 
July 2021. 

1. See Congressional Budget Office, Additional Information 
About the Updated Budget and Economic Outlook: 2021 to 
2031 (July 2021), www.cbo.gov/publication/57263.

2. For a discussion  of other factors that affect the change in debt 
held by the public, see the section titled “Relationship Between 
Debt and Deficits” in Chapter 1.

When CBO updates its baseline budget projections, it 
groups the revisions into three categories—legislative, 
economic, and technical. The categories are defined as 
follows: 

• Legislative changes result from laws enacted since the 
agency published its previous baseline projections 
and generally reflect the budgetary effects reported 
in CBO’s cost estimates when the legislation was 
enacted.3 

• Economic changes arise from revisions the agency has 
made to its economic forecast (including those made 
to incorporate the macroeconomic effects of recently 
enacted legislation).4

• Technical changes are revisions to projections that are 
neither legislative nor economic. 

Changes in all three categories increased revenues and 
outlays over the 2022–2031 period (see Table A-1 on 
page 112). Legislative and economic changes boosted 
projected deficits, whereas technical changes reduced 
them: 

• Legislative changes increased projected deficits 
by $2.4 trillion, mostly because of increases in 
discretionary outlays resulting from provisions 
of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act 
(IIJA; Public Law 117-58) and the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act, 2022 (2022 CAA; P.L. 117-
103), and from the assumption, specified in law, that 
appropriations in future years will equal those in 
2022 with adjustments for inflation.

3. The baseline projections described in this report incorporate 
the effects of legislation enacted through April 8, 2022. The 
Suspending Normal Trade Relations With Russia and Belarus Act 
(Public Law 117-110), enacted on that date, is the most recent 
law whose budgetary effects are reflected in this analysis.

4. The current budget projections are based on CBO’s latest 
economic forecast, which was completed on March 2, 2022. 
The economic changes discussed in this report reflect differences 
between that forecast and CBO’s July 2021 forecast.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57263
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• On net, economic changes increased deficits by 
$1.1 trillion. CBO revised its projections of outlays 
upward by $3.1 trillion because of changes made 
to its economic projections, including increases in 
interest rates and inflation. That increase in outlays 
was partially offset by a $2.1 trillion increase in 
projected revenues associated with higher projections 
of GDP.

• Technical changes in the agency’s projections of 
revenues and outlays decreased projected deficits over 
the period by a total of $1.0 trillion, on net. The 
largest technical revision in a single budget category 
was an increase of $0.8 trillion in CBO’s projections 
of individual income tax revenues, which reduced 
deficits.

As a result of those changes, primary deficits—that is, 
deficits excluding net outlays for interest—are now 
projected to total $0.6 trillion more over the 2022–
2031 period than CBO projected in July 2021. The 
agency’s projections of net interest outlays increased by 
more than three times that amount—$1.9 trillion—over 
that period. 

Legislative Changes
To account for legislation enacted after the July 2021 
baseline projections were prepared, CBO increased its 
estimate of the deficit for 2022 by $44 billion and its 
projections of deficits over the 2022–2031 period by 
$2.4 trillion (see Table A-1).5 Nearly all the changes 
were to outlays. Those changes are mostly the result of 
increased discretionary funding provided by the IIJA 
and other appropriation acts, including the 2022 CAA, 
and of CBO’s projecting such funding into future 
years. Other legislation enacted since CBO prepared 
its previous baseline had a minor effect on the agency’s 
projections. 

Changes in Outlays
Incorporating the effects of recently enacted legislation 
into CBO’s baseline projections increased outlays in 
2022 by $52 billion (or 1 percent) and outlays over 
the 2022–2031 period by $2.4 trillion (or 4 percent). 

5. The July 2021 baseline projections incorporated the effects of 
legislation enacted through May 18, 2021.

Figure A-1 .

Changes in CBO’s Baseline Projections of the 10-Year Deficit Since July 2021
Trillions of Dollars

2022–2031 Deficit in CBO’s 
May 2022 Baseline

2022–2031 Deficit in CBO’s 
July 2021 Baseline

Net Increases in Revenues Stemming 
From Revised Economic Projections

Net Increases in Revenues Stemming 
From Technical Revisions

Net Increases in Mandatory and Discretionary 
Outlays Attributable to Economic Changes

Increases in Net Interest Outlays Resulting From 
Higher Interest Rates and Higher Inflation

Legislative Changes

Other Economic and Technical Changes 
That A�ect Outlays

12.1

14.5

–2.1

–1.3

2.4

1.5

1.5

0.4

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

The cumulative deficit for 
2022 to 2031 is $2.4 trillion 
larger in CBO’s current 
baseline projections than 
it was in the agency’s 
July 2021 projections. 
Legislative changes account 
for most of that increase. 
Revenue increases, which 
reduce deficits, were mostly 
offset by economic changes 
that increased outlays, 
particularly those for 
interest and Social Security.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Most of that additional spending is for discretionary 
programs.6 

Discretionary Outlays. The increase in projected outlays 
is roughly split between new funding provided by the 
IIJA and additional funding provided by other appropri-
ation legislation. 

The IIJA provided discretionary funding (nearly all of 
which was designated as an emergency requirement) 
mainly for transit infrastructure, pollution control and 
abatement, broadband deployment, and energy pro-
grams. The act provided $163 billion in supplemental 
appropriations for 2022 and $283 billion in advance 
appropriations for the 2023–2031 period.7 (See Box 3-4 
on page 76 for more details about the IIJA.)

After consulting with the House and Senate Budget 
Committees, CBO followed provisions of law that 
require the agency to project future funding on the basis 
of existing appropriations and projected that the addi-
tional funding provided in the IIJA would be provided in 
future years with adjustments for inflation.8 Accordingly, 
in CBO’s baseline projections, discretionary funding 
attributable to the IIJA grows from $163 billion in 2022 
to $187 billion in 2031. That additional budget author-
ity in turn results in additional outlays. Those outlays 
grow steadily throughout the period and add $1.1 tril-
lion to projected outlays over the 2022–2031 period.9

6. Funding that is provided in annual appropriation acts and 
the outlays that result from it are generally categorized as 
discretionary.

7. Funding designated as an emergency requirement is exempt from 
certain budget enforcement rules. Supplemental appropriations 
are provided by appropriation legislation enacted in addition to a 
regular annual appropriation act.

8. In accordance with section 257 of the Balanced Budget 
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (P.L. 99-177), 
CBO projects funding for individual accounts in future 
years by applying the specified inflation rate to the most 
recent appropriations for those accounts. For its projections 
of discretionary funding related to federal personnel, CBO 
is required to use the employment cost index for wages and 
salaries to adjust for inflation; for its projections of other types 
of discretionary funding, the agency is required to use the 
GDP price index.

9. Almost two-thirds ($0.7 trillion) of that increase stems from 
the assumption that the funding provided by the IIJA would 
continue to be provided annually in future years. In its cost 
estimate, CBO estimated that outlays stemming from the IIJA 
would climb slowly for the first few years, peak in 2026, and 

The other half of the increase in discretionary outlays 
stems from other appropriations enacted this year, 
including emergency funding provided as part of con-
tinuing resolutions and full-year funding provided by the 
2022 CAA. Together, those laws provided defense and 
nondefense discretionary appropriations for fiscal year 
2022 that were substantially larger than the amounts 
projected in CBO’s July 2021 baseline.

As a result of the 2022 CAA, nonemergency discretion-
ary funding for this year is $56 billion more than it was 
in CBO’s July 2021 projections.10 CBO increased its 
projections of budget authority throughout the projec-
tion period accordingly, and in turn, it raised its pro-
jections of outlays for the entire 2022–2031 period by 
$627 billion—$208 billion for defense and $419 billion 
for nondefense activities. 

In addition to the IIJA funding, lawmakers have thus far 
provided $58 billion in funding for 2022 that was desig-
nated as an emergency requirement. (Including the IIJA 
funding, $221 billion in emergency funding has been 
appropriated for 2022 to date.) That amount is substan-
tially more than the $10 billion in emergency funding 

fall through 2031; in all, the IIJA would increase discretionary 
outlays by $415 billion over the 2022–2031 period. Unlike the 
agency’s baseline projections, the cost estimate—in keeping with 
CBO’s standard practice—reflected only the funding provided 
by the act; it did not reflect the assumption that such funding 
would continue to be provided in future years. See Congressional 
Budget Office, cost estimate for Senate Amendment 2137 
to H.R. 3684, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, 
as proposed on August 1, 2021 (revised August 9, 2021), 
www.cbo.gov/publication/57406. In addition to providing 
funding, the bill delayed the implementation of a rule affecting 
rebates for prescription drugs; established reporting requirements 
for digital assets; extended certain fees, taxes, and budget cuts; 
rescinded certain funds; and made other changes. 

10. Each year, some mandatory programs are modified by provisions 
in annual appropriation acts (often referred to as CHIMPs). 
Such modifications may increase or decrease spending for a 
given program, and for budget enforcement procedures, they are 
considered to increase or decrease the amount of discretionary 
budget authority attributed to the appropriation acts that make 
the changes. Ultimately, those effects are applied in the budget to 
the relevant mandatory programs. In CBO’s cost estimate for the 
2022 CAA, changes in mandatory programs that were credited 
against discretionary budget authority decreased discretionary 
funding in 2022 by $14 billion. When CBO incorporated 
those CHIMPs into its baseline projections, it accounted for 
those changes on the mandatory side of the ledger; thus, the 
discretionary funding for 2022 in the baseline is higher than 
the amount shown in the cost estimate for the CAA, which was 
partially offset by those reductions in mandatory spending.

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/57406
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Table A-1 .

Changes in CBO’s Baseline Projections of the Deficit Since July 2021
Billions of Dollars

Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
2022–

2026
2022–

2031

Deficit in CBO’s July 2021 Baseline -1,153 -789 -753 -998 -1,049 -1,077 -1,395 -1,363 -1,661 -1,855 -4,741 -12,093

Legislative Changes
Changes in Revenues

Individual income taxes 8 -1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 12 28
Excise taxes 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 8 19
Other * * * * * * 1 1 1 1 1 4

Total Change in Revenues 9 1 3 4 5 5 6 6 6 7 22 51

Changes in Outlays
Discretionary

Defense 14 25 30 34 36 37 39 40 41 42 138 337
Nondefense 39 94 148 178 208 229 243 252 261 269 667 1,922

Subtotal 53 118 178 212 244 266 282 292 302 311 805 2,259

Mandatory -1 -22 -17 -18 -5 -2 -4 -4 -1 -23 -63 -98

Net Interest
Debt Service a * 2 5 10 17 24 32 41 51 62 34 245

Total Change in Outlays 52 98 167 204 255 288 310 329 352 350 777 2,406
Increase (-) in the Deficit From  
Legislative Changes -44 -97 -164 -199 -251 -283 -305 -323 -346 -343 -755 -2,355

Economic Changes
Changes in Revenues

Individual income taxes 114 122 113 101 103 108 116 133 154 172 551 1,235
Payroll taxes 54 70 77 80 80 80 81 86 93 101 362 802
Federal Reserve remittances -12 -112 -111 -81 -55 -41 -22 -6 2 8 -371 -430
Corporate income taxes 23 38 50 49 40 32 30 33 37 39 200 372
Other 7 8 9 9 9 7 6 7 9 10 41 80

Total Change in Revenues 186 126 138 157 176 186 212 252 296 330 783 2,059

Changes in Outlays
Mandatory

Social Security 17 59 80 86 89 92 92 96 101 106 330 817
Medicaid 5 10 12 13 14 14 15 16 16 17 54 132
Civilian and military retirement annuities 2 7 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 40 94
Veterans’ benefits and services 2 7 8 9 9 9 10 8 10 10 36 83
Medicare 0 2 5 6 8 9 10 10 13 14 20 76
SNAP * 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 30 72
Supplemental Security Income 1 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 16 38
Child nutrition * 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 9 27
Other -16 -9 -5 -3 -2 1 4 5 4 2 -34 -18

Subtotal 12 86 123 136 143 152 158 162 170 177 501 1,320

Discretionary * 12 18 20 21 21 22 22 22 23 92 180

Net interest 
Effects of interest rates and inflation 70 118 173 193 189 177 168 154 132 114 743 1,487
Debt service a -1 -1 2 7 13 18 22 26 29 30 21 146

Subtotal 69 117 176 200 201 195 190 180 161 144 763 1,633
Total Change in Outlays 81 215 317 357 365 367 370 364 353 344 1,335 3,133

Increase (-) or Decrease in the Deficit From 
Economic Changes 105 -90 -179 -199 -189 -182 -159 -111 -57 -14 -552 -1,075

Continued
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Table A-1. Continued

Changes in CBO’s Baseline Projections of the Deficit Since July 2021 
Billions of Dollars

Total

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031
2022–

2026
2022–

2031

Technical Changes
Changes in Revenues

Individual income taxes 173 124 75 53 80 67 59 55 53 51 506 790
Corporate income taxes 55 39 38 32 32 33 38 44 50 54 196 415
Payroll taxes 19 -2 -2 * 2 4 5 4 2 3 18 35
Other 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 14

Total Change in Revenues 251 165 113 86 115 105 102 104 105 108 729 1,253

Changes in Outlays
Mandatory

Social Security -8 -19 -28 -33 -35 -37 -38 -39 -41 -43 -124 -322
SNAP 54 55 23 16 18 17 18 19 22 24 166 266
Premium tax credits and related spending 11 6 10 13 14 16 16 18 19 22 55 144
Medicaid 39 79 14 -8 -6 -8 -11 -15 -17 -17 117 49
Medicare 19 18 6 6 1 -2 2 -13 -5 11 50 43
Supplemental Security Income -3 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -5 -4 -5 -5 -19 -42
Coronavirus Relief Fund 38 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 41
Revisions to the costs of credit programs -32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -32 -32
Earned income and child tax credits 24 -1 -2 -1 * 1 2 2 2 2 21 29
Student loans 34 1 * -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 32 27
Other -24 12 42 17 * -13 -13 -6 -11 -11 47 -8

Subtotal 151 148  62    5 -13 -31 -31 -39 -38 -18 353 196

Discretionary 19 18 10 5 6 8 7 4 4 -2 58 79

Net interest 
Debt service a 7 11 12 11 8 3 -3 -8 -12 -16 49 13
Other 17 -3 -12 -13 -12 -6 -5 * -1 * -22 -35

Subtotal 24   8    1   -2   -3   -3  -8  -9 -13 -16 28 -22
Total Change in Outlays 194 174 73 8 -10 -27 -32 -44 -47 -37 439 253

Increase (-) or Decrease in the Deficit From 
Technical Changes 56 -9 40 78 125 132 133 147 153 145 290 1,000

All Changes
Total Increase (-) or Decrease in the Deficit 118 -195 -303 -320 -315 -333 -330 -288 -251 -212 -1,016 -2,429

Deficit in CBO’s May 2022 Baseline -1,036 -984 -1,056 -1,318 -1,364 -1,409 -1,725 -1,651 -1,912 -2,067 -5,758 -14,523

Memorandum:
Increase in Revenues 446 292 253 248 295 296 319 362 407 445 1,534 3,363
Increase in Outlays 328 488 556 568 610 628 649 649 658 657 2,551 5,793
Increase (-) or Decrease in the Primary Deficit b 211 -68 -122 -112 -100 -117 -115 -75 -52 -23 -191 -573
Increase (-) in the Deficit From the Increase in
Net Interest Outlays -94 -127 -181 -208 -215 -215 -215 -213 -199 -189 -825 -1,856

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

SNAP = Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program; * = between -$500 million and $500 million.

a. Debt service is the change in interest payments resulting from an increase or decrease in estimates of the deficit.

b. Primary deficits exclude net outlays for interest.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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for 2022 that was in CBO’s July 2021 baseline projec-
tions.11 The largest non-IIJA emergency appropriations 
this year were to provide disaster relief, to assist evacuees 
from Afghanistan, and to respond to the war in Ukraine. 
Because that funding continues with adjustments for 
inflation in CBO’s baseline projections, outlays over the 
2022–2031 period are now projected to be $509 billion 
higher than they were projected to be in July 2021.

Mandatory Outlays. On net, new legislation affect-
ing mandatory programs reduced estimated outlays 
in 2022 by $1 billion and projected outlays over the 
2022–2031 period by $98 billion.12 The largest changes 
stem from the IIJA, which reduced outlays in 2022 by 
$10 billion and outlays over the 2022–2031 period by 
$110 billion. The largest reductions occurred because 
the IIJA delayed implementation of a rule that would 
have eliminated the existing safe-harbor provision for 
pharmaceutical rebates, extended the guarantee fee that 
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac assess on loans included 
in mortgage-backed securities, and rescinded previ-
ously enacted appropriations related to the coronavirus 
pandemic.13

11. That increase stems from the treatment of emergency 
appropriations in CBO’s July 2021 baseline. Although lawmakers 
enacted $192 billion in emergency funding in 2021, nearly all 
of that amount—$184 billion—was provided in response to the 
coronavirus pandemic. Because of the unusual size and nature 
of that pandemic-related funding, CBO, after consulting with 
the House and Senate Budget Committees, deviated from the 
standard procedures that it uses to construct its baseline and 
did not extrapolate into future years that $184 billion when 
projecting discretionary budget authority. Thus, in its previous 
baseline, CBO projected only $10 billion in emergency funding 
in 2022. 

12. Mandatory spending consists of outlays for some federal benefit 
programs, such as Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid, 
and certain other payments to people, businesses, nonprofit 
institutions, and state and local governments. It is governed by 
statutory criteria and is not normally controlled by the annual 
appropriation process.

13. The IIJA delayed from 2023 to 2026 the implementation of a 
rule that would have eliminated the existing “safe harbor” for 
rebates paid by pharmaceutical manufacturers to health plans 
and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) in Medicare Part D. The 
safe harbor rule protects those parties from liability or penalty in 
specific situations defined in the regulations that implemented 
the anti-kickback statute, which prohibits offering or accepting 
payments to induce use of services reimbursable under federal 
health care programs. Eliminating the safe harbor would 
effectively make it illegal for drug manufacturers to pay post-sale 
rebates to health plans or PBMs in those programs in return for 
coverage or preferred treatment of their drug. CBO expects that 

Those reductions were partially offset by the VOCA 
Fix to Sustain the Crime Victims Fund Act of 
2021 (P.L.117-27), which increased outlays projected 
for the 2022–2031 period by $8 billion. Other laws had 
minimal net effects on mandatory outlays.

Net Interest Outlays. The changes that CBO made to 
account for legislation enacted since the July 2021 pro-
jections were made increased the agency’s projections of 
the deficit for 2022 by $44 billion and its projections 
of the cumulative deficit for the 2022–2031 period by 
$2.1 trillion before debt-service costs are taken into 
account.14 The additional federal borrowing stemming 
from those larger annual deficits added $245 billion to 
CBO’s projections of net outlays for interest over the 
2022–2031 period.

Changes in Revenues
To reflect enacted legislation, CBO increased its estimate 
of revenues in 2022 by $9 billion (or less than 1 percent) 
and its projections of revenues for the 2022–2031 period 
by $51 billion (or less than 1 percent). Most of those 
changes stemmed from provisions in the IIJA.

Individual Income Taxes. The agency increased its 
estimate of individual income tax revenues in 2022 by 
$8 billion (or less than 1 percent) and its projections of 
such revenues over the 2022–2031 period by $28 billion 
(or less than 1 percent). Most of the increase in 2022 is 
attributable to a provision of the IIJA that terminated 
tax credits for businesses that retained or rehired employ-
ees. (Those credits were originally enacted as part of the 
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, 
P.L. 116-136.) The primary cause of the increases over 
the rest of the projection period was a provision requir-
ing brokers who facilitate the transfer of digital assets 
(such as cryptocurrencies) to report information about 
such transactions to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

Excise Taxes. CBO increased its projections of excise 
tax revenues over the 2022–2031 period by $19 billion 
(or 2 percent). Nearly all of that change resulted from a 
provision of the IIJA that reinstated and modified certain 
Superfund excise taxes.

enacting the rule and thus eliminating the safe harbor would 
result in pharmaceutical manufacturers’ withholding some of the 
discounts that they previously negotiated and would thus increase 
federal outlays for prescription drugs.

14. Debt service is the change in interest payments resulting from an 
increase or decrease in estimates of the deficit.
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Other Revenues. Laws enacted since the July 2021 base-
line projections were made led CBO to increase its 
projections of revenues from all other sources over the 
2022–2031 period by a total of $4 billion (or less than 
1 percent), on net. A few provisions were responsible for 
most of that increase. Like individual income taxes, cor-
porate income taxes were boosted by the provision of the 
IIJA that requires information about transfers of digital 
assets to be reported to the IRS. The Suspending Normal 
Trade Relations With Russia and Belarus Act (P.L. 117-
110) increased the tariff rates applicable to most imports 
from those countries, thereby boosting projections of 
customs duties. And a provision of the IIJA related to the 
reclamation of land with abandoned mines led CBO to 
increase its estimates of other miscellaneous receipts. 

Economic Changes
The economic forecast that underlies CBO’s baseline 
budget projections includes the agency’s projections of 
GDP growth, interest rates, wages and salaries, infla-
tion, and other factors that affect federal spending and 
revenues (see Figure A-2). The revisions that CBO made 
to its projections of those economic factors decreased its 
estimate of the deficit in 2022 by $105 billion—the net 
effect of an increase in estimated revenues that is partially 
offset by an increase in projected outlays, mostly for 
interest (see Table A-1 on page 112). However, eco-
nomic changes increased the cumulative deficit over the 
2022–2031 period in CBO’s projections by $1.1 trillion. 
That increase is the net result of a $3.1 trillion increase in 
outlays that is partially offset by a $2.1 trillion increase 
in revenues. 

Changes in Outlays
CBO’s revisions to its economic forecast increased its 
estimate of outlays for the current year by $81 billion 
(or 1 percent). CBO now projects that in later years, 
inflation, interest rates, and wages will be higher than it 
projected in July 2021. On net, those revisions increased 
projected outlays over the 2022–2031 period by 
$3.1 trillion (or 5 percent). 

Mandatory Outlays. Economic changes increased CBO’s 
estimate of mandatory outlays in 2022 by $12 billion (or 
less than 1 percent), on net. Projections of mandatory 
outlays from 2022 to 2031 increased by $1.3 trillion 
(or 4 percent). Upward revisions to projected outlays 
for Social Security account for about 60 percent of that 
increase. 

Social Security. Projected outlays for Social Security 
from 2022 to 2031 increased by a total of $817 billion 
(or 6 percent) because of economic changes. CBO now 
projects higher inflation and higher average wages than 
it did previously. Social Security provides annual cost-
of-living adjustments (COLAs) based on changes in 
the consumer price index for urban wage earners and 
clerical workers (CPI-W). CBO increased its projec-
tions of CPI-W growth and COLAs. As a result, the 
agency’s projections of Social Security benefits paid over 
the 2022–2031 period increased by $671 billion. The 
COLA that took effect in January 2022 was 5.9 percent, 
rather than the 3.8 percent that CBO projected it to be 
in July 2021. Next year’s COLA is currently projected 
to be 6.0 percent; CBO previously anticipated that it 
would be 2.2 percent. The agency increased its estimate 
of the 2024 COLA by a smaller amount—0.6 percent-
age points. CBO’s current projections of the COLAs for 
2025 to 2031 are within 0.2 percentage points of its pre-
vious estimates. In addition, CBO increased its projec-
tions of average wages by about 5 percent, which boosted 
projected Social Security benefits for new recipients over 
the 2022–2031 period by $145 billion. 

Medicaid and Medicare. CBO increased its projections 
of outlays for Medicaid over the 2022–2031 period by 
$132 billion (or 2 percent) and its projections of outlays 
for Medicare in those years by $76 billion (or 1 percent). 
Spending for those programs is affected by changes in 
the prices of labor, goods, and services.15 CBO’s latest 
economic forecast includes upward revisions to the pro-
jected growth of wages and of many prices, which push 
up projected payment rates for Medicaid and for many 
of the services provided by Medicare’s fee-for-service sec-
tor (such as hospital care and services provided by home 
health agencies and skilled nursing facilities). 

Civilian and Military Retirement Annuities. CBO 
increased its projection of spending for federal employ-
ees’ retirement annuities (civilian and military) over the 
2022–2031 period by $94 billion (or 5 percent). As 
with Social Security benefits, a COLA is applied to those 

15. By law, many of Medicare’s payment rates are also adjusted to 
account for gains in private nonfarm business productivity (the 
ability to produce the same output using fewer inputs, such as 
hours of labor) that occur over a 10-year period. See Centers 
for Medicare & Medicaid Services, “Market Basket Research 
and Information” (March 22, 2022), https://go.usa.gov/xsB2D. 
Upward revisions to CBO’s forecast of productivity decreased 
projected Medicare spending, but they did so by a smaller 
amount than did the changes in prices.

https://go.usa.gov/xsB2D
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Figure A-2 .

Changes in CBO’s Economic Forecast Since July 2021
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http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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retirement annuities. Upward revisions to CBO’s infla-
tion projections boosted the COLA projections, which 
in turn increased projected outlays for those annuities. 

Veterans’ Benefits and Services. CBO increased its 
projections of spending for veterans’ benefits and services 
over the 2022–2031 period by $83 billion (or 5 percent). 
As was the case with Social Security, higher inflation 
projections gave rise to higher COLA projections that 
increased projected outlays for disability compensation.

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. Economic 
changes increased CBO’s projections of outlays for the 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) 
over the 2022–2031 period by $72 billion (or 9 percent). 
Most of that increase stems from upward revisions to 
CBO’s projections of inflation in the prices of food.

Supplemental Security Income. CBO’s projections of 
outlays for the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) pro-
gram over the 2022–2031 period increased by $38 bil-
lion (or 6 percent) since July 2021 because of changes 
the agency made to its economic forecast. Upward 
revisions to the agency’s inflation projections pushed up 
its COLA projections, which in turn increased outlays 
for SSI benefits. 

Child Nutrition. CBO’s projections of outlays for the 
Child Nutrition program over the 2022–2031 period 
increased by $27 billion (or 8 percent) since July 2021 
because of changes the agency made to its economic 
forecast. As with SNAP, most of that increase stems from 
upward revisions to CBO’s projections of inflation in the 
prices of food. 

Other Mandatory Programs. CBO updated its projec-
tions of outlays for several other mandatory programs 
to reflect changes in its economic forecast. Although 
those changes resulted in both upward and downward 
adjustments to such spending, on net, they decreased 
projected outlays for the 2022–2031 period by a total of 
$18 billion. 

Discretionary Outlays. CBO’s baseline projections 
generally reflect the assumption that funding for discre-
tionary programs keeps pace with inflation. Increases 
in the agency’s forecasts of certain measures of infla-
tion drove up its projections of such funding over the 
2022–2031 period. As a result, discretionary outlays 
over that period are now projected to be $180 billion 

(or 1 percent) greater than they were in CBO’s previous 
baseline projections. 

Net Interest Outlays. Economic changes boosted CBO’s 
estimate of net interest outlays in 2022 by $70 billion 
(or 23 percent) and its projections of such outlays from 
2022 to 2031 by $1.5 trillion (or 29 percent). The 
change in the estimate for this year is largely a result of 
higher inflation, which increases the cost of Treasury 
inflation-protected securities. The increase in the projec-
tions for the 2022–2031 period is largely attributable to 
upward revisions to the agency’s forecasts of inflation and 
of interest rates on Treasury securities.

In all, changes stemming from revisions to CBO’s eco-
nomic forecast increased the projected cumulative deficit 
over the 2022–2031 period by $0.9 trillion. As a result, 
the agency increased its projections of debt-service costs 
for the 2022–2031 period by $146 billion because of 
those economic changes. 

Changes in Revenues
As a result of changes it made to its economic fore-
cast, CBO raised its estimate of revenues in 2022 by 
$186 billion (or 4 percent) and its projections of reve-
nues from 2022 to 2031 by $2.1 trillion (or 4 percent). 
Increases in projections of factors that affect the size of 
the economy—including wages and salaries, proprietors’ 
income, and corporate profits—spurred the increases 
in projected income and payroll taxes. CBO also raised 
its projections of imports, which boosted estimates of 
customs duties. Those increases were partially offset by 
decreases in CBO’s projections of remittances by the 
Federal Reserve.

Individual Income Taxes. CBO raised its estimate of 
individual income tax revenues in 2022 by $114 billion 
(or 5 percent) and its projections of such revenues over 
the 2022–2031 period by $1.2 trillion (or 5 percent). 
The increase was driven largely by a 5 percent increase 
in projected wages and salaries over the projection 
period, owing to a stronger-than-anticipated recovery 
of the labor market and higher-than-expected infla-
tion. Projections of proprietors’ income also increased. 
Additionally, higher asset values in recent years boosted 
expected capital gains realizations and distributions from 
pensions. 

Payroll Taxes. CBO’s estimate of payroll tax revenues 
in 2022 increased by $54 billion (or 4 percent); its 
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projections for the 2022–2031 period rose by $802 bil-
lion (or 5 percent). The main drivers of those increases 
are upward revisions to estimates of wages and salaries 
and proprietors’ income. 

Federal Reserve Remittances. CBO revised its esti-
mate of Federal Reserve remittances between 2022 and 
2031 downward by $430 billion. The central bank’s 
interest expenses are now projected to rise sooner than 
they were projected to rise in July 2021, so its projected 
net profit is less. 

Corporate Income Taxes. CBO raised its estimate of 
corporate income tax revenues in 2022 by $23 billion 
(or 7 percent) and its projections of such revenues over 
the 2022–2031 period by $372 billion (or 10 percent), 
mostly because of a $1.2 trillion upward revision to its 
forecast of domestic profits over the 2022–2031 period. 
That increase in projected domestic profits was partially 
offset by a decrease in projected profits earned abroad by 
U.S. businesses over that period. 

Other Revenues. CBO increased its projections of 
other revenues over the 2022–2031 period by a total of 
$80 billion (or 3 percent). Its projections of receipts from 
customs duties and excise taxes in those years increased 
by a total of $102 billion (or 6 percent) in response to 
higher projections of economic growth, imports, and 
taxable air travel. That increase was partially offset by 
a $22 billion reduction in projected estate and gift tax 
receipts over the decade; although in recent years asset 
values were higher than expected, CBO projects that 
they will grow more slowly than previously anticipated.

Technical Changes
Technical changes—those revisions that are neither 
legislative nor economic—result from a variety of factors, 
including revisions made to CBO’s population projec-
tions, the incorporation of new information or data 
from federal agencies, and changes made to the way 
programs are administered that affect federal spending 
and revenues. Technical changes reduced CBO’s estimate 
of the deficit in 2022 by $56 billion. Over the 2022–
2031 period, deficits are now projected to be $1.0 tril-
lion smaller, on net, than they were projected to be in 
July 2021 because of technical changes—mostly increases 
in projected individual income and corporate tax receipts 
(see Table A-1 on page 112).

Changes in Revenues
CBO revised its estimate of revenues in 2022 upward 
by $251 billion (or 6 percent) and its projection for the 
2022–2031 period upward by $1.3 trillion (or 2 percent) 
for technical reasons. New tax data and stronger- than- 
anticipated tax collections over the past year account 
for the most significant increases. CBO observes pay-
ments to the Treasury as they occur but does not receive 
detailed information on tax liabilities until as many as 
two years after payments have been made. As a result, 
there is frequently a discrepancy between estimates of 
tax liabilities based on available economic data and those 
based on recent collections. When the reasons for a 
discrepancy cannot be explained by changes in economic 
conditions or other measured phenomena, CBO treats 
the discrepancy as temporary and typically phases it out 
over several years in its projections.

Individual Income Taxes. Technical changes raised 
CBO’s estimate of individual income tax receipts in 
2022 by $173 billion (or 7 percent) and its projections 
for the 2022–2031 period by $790 billion (or 3 percent). 
CBO boosted projected receipts at the beginning of the 
period because recent tax collections have continued to 
be stronger than expected given current economic data 
and the agency’s estimates of the budgetary effects of 
recently enacted legislation. Additionally, CBO revised 
upward its estimates of the amount of corporate busi-
ness income taxed at the individual level throughout 
the projection period. That change reflects modeling 
refinements based on recent historical tax and economic 
data. Partially offsetting the upward adjustments to 
2022 revenues was a reduction in the anticipated amount 
of payroll taxes that would be reallocated to individual 
income taxes in that year. (See the section on payroll 
taxes, below.) 

Corporate Income Taxes. CBO has increased its 
estimate of corporate income tax revenues in 2022 by 
$55 billion (or 17 percent) and its projections of such 
revenues over the 2022–2031 period by $415 billion (or 
11 percent). One reason for that increase is that since last 
spring, corporate tax collections have been stronger than 
can be explained by the data currently available to CBO. 
As a result, CBO revised upward its estimate of receipts 
in 2022 and in subsequent years. Those adjustments, 
which diminish over the projection period, total about 
$100 billion from 2022 to 2031.
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CBO also increased its projections of corporate tax rev-
enues throughout the decade because it now anticipates 
that some of the recent strength in collections will be 
permanent. Those upward revisions, which total about 
$300 billion over the decade, mostly result from three 
factors: 

• CBO continued to refine its treatment of income and 
deductions from foreign corporations and branches, 
including how it estimates taxes collected on global 
intangible low-taxed income (GILTI). Specifically, 
CBO adjusted its estimates of foreign income 
received by U.S. firms and the associated deductions 
to better align with updated estimates that the Bureau 
of Economic Analysis released in July 2021. That 
change increased projections of corporate taxable 
income, thereby boosting projected net receipts. 

• The agency adjusted its treatment of GILTI and 
the associated deduction in a manner consistent 
with recent tax data to better reflect the budgetary 
effects of that category of taxable income. Recent 
tax data indicate that income categorized as GILTI 
increases the share of positive profits for a given level 
of corporate net income, which further increases 
projected corporate receipts.

• CBO changed its projections of the adjustment made 
to account for misreporting on corporate income 
tax returns to better reflect recent estimates from the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis. That change increased 
the agency’s projections of corporate tax receipts.

Payroll Taxes. CBO increased its estimate of payroll tax 
revenues in 2022 by $19 billion (or 1 percent) and its 
projections for 2022 to 2031 by a total of $35 billion 
(or less than 1 percent). The agency boosted its estimate 
for 2022 because it now expects that reallocations from 
payroll taxes to individual income taxes will be smaller 
than it previously anticipated. Amounts recorded by the 
Treasury as payroll taxes for 2020 were largely deter-
mined before the onset of the pandemic. The effects of 
subsequent declines in wages and new laws were recorded 
as reductions in individual income tax receipts in 2020. 
CBO previously anticipated that the Treasury would 
reallocate amounts between payroll taxes and individual 
income taxes in both 2021 and 2022, thereby reducing 
payroll revenues in those years. CBO now estimates that 
most of those reallocations already occurred in 2021. 
The revisions to CBO’s projections of payroll tax reve-
nues over the 2022–2031 period—which amount to less 
than 1 percent of payroll tax revenues in those years in 

the agency’s July 2021 baseline projections—result from 
incorporating newly available historical tax information 
into its estimates.

Other Revenues. Technical changes increased CBO’s 
projections of other revenues from 2022 to 2031 by 
$14 billion (or less than 1 percent). The most significant 
increase in other revenues was an increase of $34 billion 
(or 4 percent) in projected receipts from customs duties 
over the next decade, reflecting updated estimates of the 
effects of administratively imposed tariffs. Additionally, 
the agency increased its projections of estate and gift 
tax receipts by $15 billion (or 4 percent) to align those 
estimates with recently recorded collections, changes in 
mortality rates resulting from the pandemic, and other 
factors. 

Those increases were partially offset by a net reduction 
of $40 billion (or 4 percent) in excise tax revenues. Most 
significantly, CBO lowered its projections of receipts 
from taxes on alcohol and tobacco products from 2022 
to 2031 by about $17 billion because a recent court 
ruling allows many products in those categories to avoid 
excise taxes. Tobacco and alcohol products that would 
normally be subject to excise taxes may, as a result of 
the ruling, receive a drawback (or refund) of excise taxes 
based on a substitution drawback allowed for similar 
merchandise that is exported or destroyed even when 
no excise tax had been previously collected on that 
merchandise.

Changes in Outlays
Technical changes increased CBO’s estimate of outlays in 
2022 by $194 billion (or 4 percent) and its projections 
of outlays over the 2022–2031 period by $253 billion 
(or less than 1 percent) Changes to spending for man-
datory programs account for about three-quarters of the 
technical changes that CBO made to its baseline pro-
jections of outlays since July 2021. Those changes stem 
mostly from revisions to projections of demographic or 
technical factors that underlie the agency’s projections 
of mandatory spending (see Figure A-3). Increases to 
estimates of discretionary spending and reductions in 
projections of net interest costs account for the rest.

Mandatory Outlays. For technical reasons, CBO 
increased its estimates of spending this year for some 
programs and decreased them for others. On net, tech-
nical changes increased mandatory outlays for 2022 by 
$151 billion (or 4 percent). Technical changes increased 
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CBO’s projections of mandatory outlays over the 2022–
2031 period by $196 billion (or less than 1 percent).

Social Security. CBO lowered its estimate of outlays 
for Social Security this year by $8 billion (or 1 percent) 
and its projections of such outlays over the 2022–
2031 period by $322 billion (or 2 percent) for technical 
reasons. Most of that reduction is attributable to two 
factors. First, the increase in mortality stemming from 
the coronavirus pandemic led CBO to lower its projec-
tions of the population age 65 or older; as a result, the 
agency’s projections of outlays for Old-Age and Survivors 
Insurance are now lower than they were in July 2021. 
Second, CBO lowered its estimate of the number of 
people receiving Disability Insurance (DI) benefits 
over the 10-year projection period, primarily because 
in recent months far fewer new DI beneficiaries have 
begun receiving benefits than previously projected. Those 
changes partially offset the increases in projected outlays 
for Social Security stemming from the economic changes 
that are discussed above.

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. CBO 
increased its estimate of outlays for SNAP this year by 
$54 billion and its projections for the 2022–2031 period 
by $266 billion (or 33 percent) for technical reasons. 
Changes in the Thrifty Food Plan (TFP) that resulted 
from the Department of Agriculture’s recent reevalua-
tion of the TFP for 2022 were the main source of those 
increases.16 (The TFP is a basket of foods selected by the 
Department of Agriculture that would provide a nutri-
tious diet for a household of a particular size. The price 
of the TFP is used to determine SNAP benefit levels.) 
Largely as a result of that reevaluation, the price of the 
TFP is now about 23 percent higher than it was last year. 
The increases in projected outlays for SNAP in 2022 
and 2023 also stem from additional SNAP allotments 
provided during the public health emergency and from 
additional benefits provided through the Pandemic 
Electronic Benefit Transfer program. (Including the 
economic changes discussed earlier, projected outlays 
for SNAP over the 2022–2031 period are now 41 per-
cent greater than they were in CBO’s July 2021 baseline 
projections.)

16. See Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, 
“USDA Modernizes the Thrifty Food Plan, Updates SNAP 
Benefits: First Update in More Than 45 Years Reflects Current 
Cost Realities” (August 16, 2021), www.fns.usda.gov/news-item/
usda-0179.21.

Premium Tax Credits and Related Spending. CBO 
and the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) 
increased their estimate of outlays for premium tax 
credits (which help defray the cost of obtaining health 
insurance) and related spending this year by $11 billion 
(or 15 percent) and their projections of such spending 
over the 2022–2031 period by $144 billion (or 22 per-
cent) for technical reasons.17 Those increases are largely 
the result of increased projections of the number of 
people who receive federal subsidies to enroll in health 
insurance plans through the marketplaces established 
under the Affordable Care Act and of higher projected 
premiums for those plans. In addition, CBO and JCT 
now estimate that the average subsidy received by people 
enrolled in subsidized marketplace coverage will be larger 
than the agencies previously estimated, in part because of 
a change in the projected income distribution of market-
place enrollees. 

Medicaid. CBO increased its estimate of outlays for 
Medicaid in 2022 by $39 billion (or 8 percent) and its 
projections of such outlays over the 2022–2031 period 
by $49 billion (or 1 percent). The increase in the near 
term is largely attributable to two factors. First, actual 
spending in 2021 was higher than expected. Second, 
CBO pushed back its estimate of when the public health 
emergency brought on by the coronavirus pandemic will 
end to July 2023; two provisions of previously enacted 
legislation that increased Medicaid outlays remain in 
effect for the duration of that emergency. As part of the 
Families First Coronavirus Response Act (P.L. 116-127), 
lawmakers increased the portion of the program’s costs 
that the federal government must cover. To receive the 
enhanced federal funding, the law required states to 
maintain coverage for all Medicaid enrollees as long as 
the public health emergency continued, regardless of any 
changes in their income or circumstances that would 
otherwise have caused them to become ineligible for the 
program. 

The reductions in spending in later years are attributable 
to smaller projected SSI caseloads, which result in lower 
projections of the number of SSI beneficiaries who are 
enrolled in Medicaid. SSI beneficiaries are typically auto-
matically eligible for Medicaid. (Including the economic 
changes discussed earlier, projected outlays for Medicaid 

17. Premium tax credits are federal subsidies for health insurance 
purchased through the marketplaces established by the Affordable 
Care Act. Related spending consists almost entirely of payments 
for risk adjustment and the Basic Health Program.

https://www.fns.usda.gov/news-item/usda-0179.21
https://www.fns.usda.gov/news-item/usda-0179.21
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Figure A-3 .

Changes in CBO’s Technical Projections Since July 2021
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CBO lowered its projection of the number of people 
age 65 or older in 2031 by 1.7 million, largely 
because of increased mortality stemming from the 
coronavirus pandemic. That decrease reduced 
projected outlays for Social Security and Medicare.

Reductions in projected SSI caseloads over 
the next decade reduced projected outlays 
for SSI benefits and Medicaid.

CBO increased its projection of the number of people 
who will receive subsidies for enrolling in market-
place health insurance plans, thereby increasing 
projected outlays for premium tax credits.

After reevaluating the Thrifty Food Plan—which is 
used to determine monthly SNAP benefits—the 
Department of Agriculture significantly increased 
the plan’s price, thereby driving up CBO’s projection 
of outlays for SNAP.a

Millions of People

Millions of People

Hundreds of Dollars

Millions of People

May 2022
Baseline

July 2021
Baseline

May 2022

July 2021

May 2022

July 2021

May 2022

July 2021

Population Age 65 or Older

SSI CaseloadsSubsidized Enrollment in Marketplace Plans

Price of Thrifty Food Plan 

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

SNAP = Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program; SSI = Supplemental Security Income.

a. The increase in the price of the Thrifty Food Plan also reflects upward revisions to CBO’s projections of inflation in the prices of food. Although the increase in 
the forecast of food prices is significant, most of the change in the price of the Thrifty Food Plan stems from the Department of Agriculture’s reevaluation.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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over the 2022–2031 period are now 3 percent greater 
than CBO projected in July 2021.)

Medicare. Technical changes increased CBO’s estimate 
of outlays for Medicare in 2022 by $19 billion (or 
3 percent) and its projections of such outlays over the 
2022–2031 period by $43 billion (or less than 1 per-
cent). Outlays for prescription drugs and Medicare 
Advantage plans in 2021 were higher than expected, 
so CBO increased its projections of such outlays. In 
addition, such spending is now anticipated to grow 
more rapidly than CBO projected in July 2021. Lower 
projections of Medicare enrollment partially offset that 
increase. Enrollment over the 2022–2031 period is 
2 percent lower in CBO’s current projections than it was 
in the agency’s previous projections because mortality 
rates increased during the pandemic.

Supplemental Security Income. CBO lowered its esti-
mate of outlays for Supplemental Security Income for 
this year by $3 billion (or 5 percent) and its projections 
for the 2022–2031 period by $42 billion (or 6 percent) 
for technical reasons. Most of those reductions stem 
from a larger-than-anticipated decline in caseloads. The 
technical changes offset much of the effect of the eco-
nomic changes affecting SSI that are discussed above.

Coronavirus Relief Fund. CBO increased its estimate 
of outlays for direct assistance to state, local, tribal, and 
territorial governments in response to the pandemic in 
2022 by $38 billion and its projections of such spending 
over the 2022–2031 period by $41 billion. Outlays in 
2021 from the fund were less than expected, so CBO 
shifted spending to later years in its projections, thereby 
increasing its estimate for 2022 and, by much smaller 
amounts, its projections for 2023 and 2024.

Revisions to the Costs of Credit Programs. Changes 
recorded by the Administration to the subsidy costs 
of loans and loan guarantees made before 2022 under 
federal credit programs other than student loan programs 
(which are discussed below) caused CBO’s estimate of 
mandatory outlays in 2022 to drop by $32 billion. The 
largest of those changes are as follows: a $22 billion 
reduction in the cost of loan guarantees provided by the 
Federal Housing Administration, a $4 billion reduction 
in the cost of the Treasury Department’s Economic 
Stabilization Program, and a $4 billion reduction in the 
cost of certain disaster loan programs run by the Small 
Business Administration.

Earned Income and Child Tax Credits. CBO increased 
its estimate of total outlays for the earned income tax 
credit (EITC) and the child tax credit (CTC) in 2022 by 
$24 billion and its projections of such outlays over the 
2022–2031 period by $29 billion. The increase in the 
estimate for 2022 is the result of higher-than-expected 
CTC outlays in the first half of fiscal year 2022 that are 
partially offset by lower-than-expected EITC outlays over 
the same period.

Student Loans. CBO’s estimate of outlays for student 
loan programs in 2022 is now $34 billion higher than 
it was in July 2021. The largest source of that increase, 
$23 billion, stems from revisions that the Department 
of Education made to the estimated subsidy costs of 
outstanding loans that were issued before 2022. An addi-
tional $4 billion in costs results from pandemic- related 
administrative actions, which included suspending 
repayment, interest accrual, and involuntary collections 
on student loans until the end of August 2022; those 
costs are partially offset by savings related to the shift 
of default collection activities to Federal Student Aid’s 
Business Process Operations vendors.18

Other Mandatory Programs. Smaller technical changes 
decreased CBO’s estimate of outlays for other mandatory 
programs in 2022 by $24 billion and its projections of 
outlays for such programs over the 2022–2031 period by 
$8 billion.

Discretionary Outlays. Technical changes increased 
CBO’s estimate of discretionary outlays in 2022 by 
$19 billion (or 1 percent) and its projections over the 
2022–2031 period by $79 billion (or 1 percent). The 
two largest changes are increases in outlays for the Public 
Health and Social Services Emergency Fund (PHSSEF) 
of the Department of Health and Human Services and 
in outlays for the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency’s Disaster Relief Fund (DRF). In 2021, outlays 
from both funds were smaller than expected, so CBO 
shifted spending to later years in its baseline projections, 
thereby increasing estimates of such outlays over the next 
decade. Estimated outlays for the PHSSEF in 2022 rose 
by $35 billion, and projected outlays from 2022 to 2031, 
by a total of $63 billion. For the DRF, estimated outlays 

18. Although the administrative actions are set to continue through 
August 2022, the Administration’s recorded costs of those 
actions—which CBO uses in its projections—reflect the costs 
only through May 1, 2022. 
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in 2022 increased by $7 billion, and projected outlays 
over the 10-year period rose by $43 billion. 

Those increases in outlays were partially offset by a 
$7 billion reduction in outlays for IIJA-funded pro-
grams in 2022 and by a $32 billion reduction in such 
outlays over the 2022–2031 period. Information from 
the Administration indicates that spending for those 
programs will occur more slowly than CBO originally 
estimated. 

Net Interest Outlays. Technical changes decreased 
CBO’s projections of net interest outlays for the 2022–
2031 period by $35 billion (or less than 1 percent). 
Because the Treasury’s ability to borrow was limited by 

the statutory debt ceiling, debt held by the public at the 
end of 2021 was lower than CBO forecast. That lower 
amount of debt at the end of 2021 led to a $28 billion 
decrease in net interest costs over the 10-year period. 
Other technical changes reduced net interest outlays by 
$8 billion. 

All told, technical changes to revenues and noninterest 
outlays reduced CBO’s projections of debt held by the 
public in 2031 by $1.0 trillion. However, because of 
increases in debt in the earlier years of the projection 
period, those technical changes increased the cost of ser-
vicing debt over the 2022–2031 period by an estimated 
$13 billion. 





Appendix B: The 10-Year Outlook for 
Major Federal Trust Funds

Overview
The federal government uses several accounting 
mechanisms to link earmarked receipts (that is, money 
designated for a specific purpose) with corresponding 
expenditures. One of those mechanisms is trust funds.1 
When the receipts designated for trust funds exceed the 
amounts needed for expenditures, the funds are cred-
ited with nonmarketable debt instruments known as 
Government Account Series (GAS) securities, which are 
issued by the Treasury. At the end of fiscal year 2021, 
trust funds held $5.4 trillion in such securities (see 
Table B-1).2 (Unless indicated otherwise, all the years 
discussed in this appendix are federal fiscal years.) 

The federal budget has numerous trust funds, although 
most of the money credited to them goes to fewer than a 
dozen. By far the largest trust funds are Social Security’s 
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) Trust Fund 
and the funds dedicated to the government’s retirement 
programs for its military and civilian personnel. 

According to the Congressional Budget Office’s cur-
rent baseline budget projections, the balances held by 
federal trust funds will rise by $357 billion in fiscal 
year 2022 (see Table B-2). That amount is $259 billion 
more than the $98 billion surplus the agency estimated 
for the trust funds as a whole in July 2021, when it 

1. Other mechanisms serving that purpose are special funds (such 
as the fund that the Department of Defense uses to finance its 
health care program for military retirees) and revolving funds 
(such as the Federal Employees’ Group Life Insurance fund).

2. Debt issued in the form of GAS securities is included in a 
measure of federal debt called gross debt. Because that debt is 
intragovernmental in nature, it is not included in the measure 
called debt held by the public. For a discussion of different 
measures of federal debt, see Congressional Budget Office, Federal 
Debt: A Primer (March 2020), www.cbo.gov/publication/56165.

last published its baseline budget projections for those 
funds.3 The change in CBO’s estimate was largely driven 
by two factors: a $118 billion transfer to the Highway 
Trust Fund from the Treasury’s general fund (required 
by the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, or IIJA, 
Public Law 117-58), and more tax income credited to 
the OASI Trust Fund.

Spending from all the trust funds combined is pro-
jected to exceed their collective income starting in 2025. 
That deficit grows to $505 billion by 2032. Over the 
2023–2032 period, the trust funds are projected to incur 
a deficit of $1.9 trillion, on net, mostly because of grow-
ing shortfalls in the OASI Trust Fund. 

If the Congress did not act to address the shortfalls, the 
balances in two trust funds would be exhausted within 
the next 10 years, CBO projects: the Highway Trust 
Fund (in 2027) and Medicare’s Hospital Insurance (HI) 
Trust Fund (in 2030). No provisions in law dictate the 
funds’ procedures once their balances are depleted. If 
that happened, the government would continue to col-
lect excise and payroll taxes designated for the funds and 
the funds would continue to make payments, but the 
government would not have the legal authority to make 
payments in excess of receipts. Thus, the government 
would no longer be able to pay the amounts scheduled 
or projected under current law.4

3. Congressional Budget Office, “10-Year Trust Fund Projections” 
(supplemental material for The Budget and Economic 
Outlook: 2021 to 2031, July 2021), www.cbo.gov/data/
budget-economic-data#5.

4. For more information about the legal issues related to exhaustion 
of a trust fund, see Barry F. Huston, Social Security: What Would 
Happen If the Trust Funds Ran Out? Report RL33514, version 
32 (Congressional Research Service, October 2021), https://
go.usa.gov/xEtaw. See also Congressional Budget Office, The 
2021 Long-Term Budget Outlook (March 2021), www.cbo.gov/
publication/56977.

https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56165
http://www.cbo.gov/data/budget-economic-data#5
http://www.cbo.gov/data/budget-economic-data#5
https://go.usa.gov/xEtaw
https://go.usa.gov/xEtaw
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56977
https://www.cbo.gov/publication/56977
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How Trust Funds Work
When a trust fund receives income that is not needed 
immediately to pay benefits or cover other expenses, 
the Treasury issues GAS securities in that amount to 
the fund and then uses the extra cash to finance the 
government’s activities, just as it uses other revenues. As 
a result, the government borrows less from the public 
than it would without that extra net income. The reverse 
happens when a trust fund’s income falls short of its 
expenses; in that case, the fund returns the GAS securi-
ties to the Treasury, which then must borrow from the 
public to make the necessary payments from the fund. 

The balance of a trust fund at any given time is a mea-
sure of the historical relationship between the related 
program’s receipts and expenditures. That balance (in the 
form of GAS securities) is an asset for the individual pro-
gram, such as Social Security, but a liability for the rest of 
the government. The resources to redeem a trust fund’s 
securities—and thereby pay for benefits or other spend-
ing—in some future year must be generated through 
taxes, income from other governmental sources, or bor-
rowing from the public in that future year. Trust funds 
have legal meaning in that their balances are a measure of 
the amounts that the government has the legal authority 
to spend for certain purposes under current law, but they 

Table B-1 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Trust Fund Balances
Billions of Dollars

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance 2,756 2,713 2,640 2,529 2,379 2,199 1,984 1,725 1,417 1,059 647 181
Disability Insurance 98 114 135 157 178 197 213 232 253 275 299 324

Subtotal 2,854 2,828 2,775 2,686 2,557 2,395 2,197 1,957 1,670 1,334 946 505

Medicare
Supplementary Medical Insurance (Parts B and D) 171 178 165 165 163 174 187 175 214 229 248 269
Hospital Insurance (Part A) a, b 136 159 162 176 163 145 122 65 49 0 0 0

Subtotal 307 337 328 342 327 318 309 240 264 229 248 269

Military Retirement 1,032 1,162 1,288 1,417 1,545 1,679 1,698 1,710 1,731 1,745 1,757 1,770
Civilian Retirement c 948 1,035 1,059 1,084 1,110 1,138 1,167 1,198 1,231 1,265 1,298 1,332
Unemployment Insurance 53 80 101 120 124 125 121 117 109 99 89 64
Highway and Mass Transit a 21 130 113 90 62 30 0 0 0 0 0 0
Airport and Airway 16 15 19 24 29 34 40 47 54 61 69 78
Railroad Retirement (Treasury holdings) d 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Other e 122 124 126 129 131 134 136 139 142 145 149 152

Total Trust Fund Balance 5,355 5,713 5,812 5,893 5,887 5,855 5,671 5,410 5,203 4,880 4,558 4,173

Memorandum:
Railroad Retirement (Non-Treasury holdings) d 24 22 21 20 18 17 16 14 13 12 11 9

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

These balances are for the end of the fiscal year and include only securities invested in Treasury holdings.

a. In keeping with the rules in section 257 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, CBO’s baseline projections incorporate the 
assumption that scheduled payments will continue to be made in full after the trust fund has been exhausted, although there is no legal authority to make 
such payments. Because the manner in which those payments continued would depend on future legislation, if the trust fund is projected to be exhausted, 
the table shows zero rather than a cumulative negative balance after the exhaustion date.

b. CBO now projects that the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund will be exhausted in 2030, three years later than the agency projected in July 2021, mainly because 
of an increase in the projected amount of income into the trust fund from payroll tax revenues.

c. Includes trust funds for civil service retirement and foreign service retirement, as well as several smaller retirement funds.

d. The Railroad Retirement and Survivors’ Improvement Act of 2001 established an entity, the National Railroad Retirement Investment Trust, that is allowed to 
invest in non-Treasury securities, such as stocks and corporate bonds.

e. Consists primarily of trust funds for federal employees’ health and life insurance, the Superfund program (which is responsible for cleaning up sites 
contaminated with hazardous materials), and various insurance programs for veterans.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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have little relevance in an economic or budgetary sense 
unless the limits of that authority are reached.

Trust Funds’ Effects on the Budget
To assess how all federal activities, taken together, affect 
the economy and financial markets, it is useful to include 
the cash receipts and expenditures of trust funds in the 
budget totals, along with the receipts and expenditures of 

other federal programs. CBO, the Office of Management 
and Budget, and other fiscal analysts generally follow 
that practice.

Some of the trust funds’ income is in the form of intra-
governmental transfers. Those transfers shift resources 
from one category of the budget to another and have no 
net effect on revenues, outlays, the budget deficit, or the 

Table B-2 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Trust Fund Deficits and Surpluses
Billions of Dollars

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

Social Security
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance -55 -42 -73 -111 -150 -180 -214 -260 -307 -359 -412 -466 -729 -2,532
Disability Insurance 1 16 21 22 21 19 16 19 21 22 24 25 99 210

Subtotal -55 -26 -53 -89 -129 -161 -198 -240 -287 -337 -388 -441 -630 -2,322

Medicare
Supplementary Medical Insurance  
(Parts B and D) 83 7 -13 * -2 10 13 -12 40 14 19 21 8 91
Hospital Insurance (Part A) a 2 22 4 14 -13 -19 -23 -57 -16 -49 -53 -74 -37 -286

Subtotal 85 30 -9 14 -15 -8 -10 -69 24 -35 -34 -53 -28 -195

Military Retirement 116 130 126 130 127 134 19 13 21 13 12 13 536 608
Civilian Retirement b -36 87 25 25 26 28 29 31 32 34 34 34 133 297
Unemployment Insurance 3 27 22 18 5 1 -4 -4 -8 -9 -10 -25 41 -16
Highway and Mass Transit a 9 108 -17 -23 -28 -32 -37 -39 -41 -42 -44 -45 -136 -347
Airport and Airway 8 * 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 9 25 62
Other c -1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 12 27

Total Trust Fund Deficit (-) 
or Surplus 129 357 99 81 -6 -32 -191 -300 -248 -365 -418 -505 -49 -1,885

Intragovernmental Transfers to 
Trust Funds d 890 957 976 989 1,071 1,160 1,116 1,210 1,213 1,315 1,387 1,487 5,312 11,923

Net Budgetary Impact of  
Trust Fund Programs -761 -600 -876 -908 -1,077 -1,192 -1,308 -1,509 -1,461 -1,680 -1,805 -1,992 -5,361 -13,808

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Negative numbers indicate that the trust funds’ transactions add to total budget deficits.

* = between -$500 million and zero.

a. CBO projects that this trust fund will be exhausted during the 2022–2032 period. However, in keeping with the rules in section 257 of the Balanced Budget 
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, CBO’s baseline projections incorporate the assumption that scheduled payments will continue to be made in full 
after the trust fund has been exhausted, although there is no legal authority to make such payments. The manner in which those payments continued would 
depend on future legislation.

b. Includes trust funds for civil service retirement and foreign service retirement, as well as several smaller retirement funds.

c. Consists primarily of trust funds for railroad workers’ retirement, federal employees’ health and life insurance, the Superfund program (which is responsible 
for cleaning up sites contaminated with hazardous materials), and various insurance programs for veterans.

d. Includes interest paid to trust funds, payments from the Treasury’s general fund to the Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund, the government’s 
share of payments for federal employees’ retirement, lump-sum payments to the trust funds for civil service and military retirement, taxes on Social Security 
benefits, and smaller miscellaneous payments.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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government’s borrowing needs. Those transfers include 
interest credited to the trust funds; payments from the 
Treasury’s general fund to cover most of the costs of 
payments for outpatient medical services (including 
payments to physicians) and for prescription drugs under 
Parts B and D of Medicare; and the government’s share 
of payments for federal employees’ retirement programs. 
Transfers have also been made to protect trust funds 
from the financial effects of certain policies, most nota-
bly to offset the reduction in Social Security payroll taxes 
during calendar years 2011 and 2012. (At that time, 
withholding tax rates were temporarily reduced to pro-
vide an economic stimulus by increasing workers’ take-
home pay.) Intragovernmental transfers are projected to 
total $1.0 trillion in 2022 and to reach $1.5 trillion in 
2032. 

Excluding those transfers and counting only income 
from sources outside the government (such as payroll 
taxes and Medicare premiums), CBO estimates that the 
trust fund programs’ spending will exceed designated 
receipts by $600 billion in 2022. That difference—the 
amount that the programs add to federal deficits—is 
projected to be $876 billion in 2023 and to grow to 
$2.0 trillion in 2032.

Those estimates are calculated following procedures 
specified in section 257(b) of the Balanced Budget 
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (Public 
Law 99-177). Specifically, that law requires CBO to 
assume that the federal government will make required 
payments in full, regardless of the status of the trust 
funds. 

Social Security’s Trust Funds 
Social Security provides benefits to retired workers, their 
families, and some survivors of deceased workers through 
the OASI program; it also provides benefits to some 
people with disabilities and their families through the 
Disability Insurance (DI) program. Those benefits are 
financed mainly through payroll taxes that are collected 
on workers’ earnings at a rate of 12.4 percent—half of 
which is paid by the worker and half by the employer. Of 
that 12.4 percent tax, 10.6 percentage points is credited 
to the OASI trust fund and the remaining 1.8 percentage 
points to the DI trust fund. 

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance 
The OASI trust fund, which held $2.8 trillion in GAS 
securities at the end of 2021, is by far the largest federal 

trust fund. CBO projects that the fund’s annual income, 
excluding interest on those securities, will steadily rise 
from $967 billion in 2022 to $1.5 trillion in 2032 (see 
Table B-3).5 Expenditures from the fund are projected 
to be $1.1 trillion in 2022—exceeding noninterest 
income by $107 billion—and to grow more quickly 
than noninterest income over the next 10 years, rising to 
$2.0 trillion in 2032. 

With expenditures growing by an average of about 
6 percent a year and noninterest income (mostly from 
payroll taxes) increasing by an average of about 4 per-
cent a year, the annual cash flows of the OASI program, 
excluding interest credited to the trust fund, would add 
to federal deficits in every year of the coming decade by 
amounts reaching $478 billion in 2032, CBO esti-
mates (see Figure B-1, top panel). Even with interest 
receipts included, the OASI trust fund is projected to 
record deficits that, in CBO’s baseline projections, reach 
$466 billion in 2032. CBO projects that under current 
law, the balance of the OASI trust fund would decline to 
less than $200 billion at the end of 2032 and would be 
exhausted in the following year. 

Those projections are similar to the projections in CBO’s 
July 2021 Budget and Economic Outlook. Even though 
the 10-year projection period has shifted forward by 
one year since then, the projected balance at the end of 
2031 has changed little because both projected income 
and projected spending have increased by similar 
amounts.

Disability Insurance 
The DI trust fund is much smaller than the OASI trust 
fund; its balance at the end of 2021 was $98 billion. 
Under CBO’s current baseline projections, the annual 
income of the DI fund, excluding interest, is projected 
to grow gradually, reaching $237 billion in 2032 (see 
Table B-3). As with the OASI fund, expenditures from 
the DI fund are projected to increase steadily over the 
next decade—but more slowly, by about 4 percent a 
year—rising from $144 billion in 2022 to $222 billion 
in 2032. Noninterest income credited to the DI trust 
fund roughly matched expenditures in 2021; the DI 

5. Although the federal government is an employer, it does not pay 
taxes. Instead, to cover the employer’s share of the Social Security 
payroll tax for federal workers, it makes an intragovernmental 
transfer from the general fund of the Treasury to the OASI and 
DI trust funds. That transfer is included in the income line in 
Table B-3.
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trust fund is projected to have noninterest surpluses in 
each of the next 10 years (see Figure B-1, middle panel). 

CBO had previously projected that, if current laws gen-
erally did not change, the DI trust fund’s balance would 
remain stable at about $100 billion through the end of 
the 10-year projection period. The agency now projects 
that the balance will grow to more than $300 billion 
by 2032. In CBO’s estimation, that projected increase 

results from more payroll taxes being paid into the trust 
fund (primarily because of higher wages) and fewer 
outlays for DI benefits (mainly owing to a decrease in the 
projected number of DI beneficiaries).6 

6. For details on changes CBO has made to its baseline projections 
since July 2021, see Appendix A.

Table B-3 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of Balances in the OASI, DI, and HI Trust Funds
Billions of Dollars

Total

Actual, 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

2023–
2027

2023–
2032

OASI Trust Fund
Beginning-of-Year Balance 2,811 2,756 2,713 2,640 2,529 2,379 2,199 1,984 1,725 1,417 1,059 647 n.a. n.a.

Income (Excluding interest) 865 967 1,041 1,089 1,129 1,178 1,226 1,274 1,324 1,375 1,429 1,484 5,663 12,549
Expenditures -991 -1,074 -1,175 -1,257 -1,332 -1,408 -1,486 -1,576 -1,668 -1,764 -1,863 -1,962 -6,656 -15,490

Noninterest Deficit -126 -107 -133 -168 -203 -230 -260 -302 -344 -389 -434 -478 -994 -2,941
Interest received 71 65 60 57 53 49 45 42 37 30 22 12 265 409

Total Deficit (-) or Surplus  -55  -42  -73 -111 -150 -180 -214 -260 -307 -359 -412 -466 -729 -2,532
End-of-Year Balance 2,756 2,713 2,640 2,529 2,379 2,199 1,984 1,725 1,417 1,059 647 181 n.a. n.a.

DI Trust Fund
Beginning-of-Year Balance 97 98 114 135 157 178 197 213 232 253 275 299 n.a. n.a.

Income (Excluding interest) 142 157 170 177 183 190 197 205 212 220 229 237 918 2,021
Expenditures -143 -144 -152 -159 -167 -176 -187 -192 -199 -206 -214 -222 -841 -1,874

Noninterest Deficit (-) or Surplus      -2     13     18     18     17     14     11     13     13     14     15     15     77      147
Interest received 3 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 22 63

Total Deficit (-) or Surplus     1    16    21    22    21    19    16    19    21    22    24    25     99   210
End-of-Year Balance 98 114 135 157 178 197 213 232 253 275 299 324 n.a. n.a.

HI Trust Fund a

Beginning-of-Year Balance 134 136 159 162 176 163 145 122 65 49 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Income (Excluding interest) 359 413 409 426 443 464 488 509 531 555 579 604 2,230 5,008
Expenditures -360 -393 -410 -417 -461 -488 -516 -570 -549 -605 -632 -678 -2,291 -5,325

Noninterest Deficit      -1     19      -1       9    -18    -24    -28    -60    -18    -50    -53    -74       -61     -317
Interest received 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 3 2 1 0 0 25 31

Total Deficit (-) or Surplus      2     22       4   14   -13   -19   -23   -57   -16   -49   -53   -74   -37 -286
End-of-Year Balance 136 159 162 176 163 145 122 65 49 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.

Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

Balances shown are invested in Government Account Series securities issued by the Treasury.

DI = Disability Insurance; HI = Hospital Insurance; OASI = Old-Age and Survivors Insurance; n.a. = not applicable.

a. In keeping with the rules in section 257 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, CBO’s baseline projections incorporate the 
assumption that scheduled payments will continue to be made in full after the trust fund has been exhausted, although there is no legal authority to make 
such payments. Because the manner in which those payments continued would depend on future legislation, the table shows zero rather than a cumulative 
negative balance in the trust fund after the exhaustion date. For the same reason, the table shows zero interest received rather than an interest payment, 
which reflects the assumption that future legislation would not require the funds to pay financing costs.
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Trust Funds for Federal Employees’ 
Retirement Programs
After Social Security, the largest trust fund balances at 
the end of 2021 were held by the Military Retirement 
Trust Fund ($1.0 trillion) and by various civilian 

employee retirement funds (a total of $0.9 trillion).7 
Those accounts are mainly funded through transfers 
from federal agencies, payroll deductions from workers, 
and supplemental payments from the Treasury. Unlike 
Social Security’s OASI fund and Medicare’s trust funds 
(discussed next), those retirement funds are projected to 
have surpluses throughout the coming decade. In CBO’s 
baseline projections, the combined annual surpluses total 
$217 billion in 2022, average around $150 billion per 
year through 2026, and then average roughly $45 billion 
per year through 2032. 

Of the cumulative growth in the funds’ projected 
balances over the 10-year period, about two-thirds is 
attributable to the Military Retirement Trust Fund (see 
Table B-1 on page 126). In CBO’s current baseline 
projections, the balance of the Military Retirement 
Trust Fund increases by an average of 4 percent annually 
over the coming decade, reaching nearly $1.8 trillion 
in 2032. (Most of that increase occurs by 2026.) That 
fund’s growth, particularly through 2026, stems from 
additional payments that the Treasury is required to 
make in those years to increase the size of the fund so 
that it aligns better with projected liabilities. Balances in 
the civilian retirement funds are projected to grow more 
slowly, increasing by an average of less than 3 percent 
annually over the next decade and totaling roughly 
$1.3 trillion at the end of 2032.

Medicare’s Trust Funds 
Payments for Medicare benefits are made from two 
trust funds. The Supplementary Medical Insurance 
(SMI) Trust Fund is used to make payments for services 
provided under Parts B and D of the Medicare program, 
and the HI trust fund is used to make payments under 
Part A of Medicare.8 

Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund 
The SMI trust fund, the larger of Medicare’s two trust 
funds, contains two separate accounts. One pays for 
physicians’ services and other health care provided on 
an outpatient basis under Part B of Medicare (Medical 

7. Those civilian retirement funds include the Civil Service 
Retirement Trust Fund, the Foreign Service Retirement Trust 
Fund, and several smaller retirement funds.

8. Part C of Medicare (known as Medicare Advantage) specifies 
the rules under which private health care plans can assume 
responsibility for, and be paid for, providing benefits covered 
under Parts A and B.

Figure B-1 .

CBO’s Baseline Projections of 
Annual Deficits and Surpluses in the 
OASI, DI, and HI Trust Funds
Billions of Dollars
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Data source: Congressional Budget Office. See www.cbo.gov/
publication/57950#data.

DI = Disability Insurance; HI = Hospital Insurance; OASI = Old-Age and 
Survivors Insurance.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Insurance), and the other pays for prescription drug 
benefits under Part D. 

Most of the SMI trust fund’s income comes in the 
form of transfers from the general fund of the Treasury, 
which are automatically adjusted to cover the differences 
between the program’s spending and specified reve-
nues. (In 2021, for example, transfers to the SMI fund 
accounted for about 75 percent of its income.) Thus, the 
balance in the SMI fund cannot be exhausted.

The funding mechanisms used for the two accounts 
differ slightly.

• The Part B portion of the SMI fund is financed 
mainly through transfers from the general fund of the 
Treasury and through monthly premium payments 
from Medicare beneficiaries. The basic monthly 
premium for Part B is set to cover approximately 
25 percent of the program’s expected spending (and 
is adjusted to maintain a contingency reserve to 
cover unexpected spikes in spending). Beneficiaries 
with relatively high income pay a larger premium. 
The amount transferred from the general fund 
equals about three times the amount expected to be 
collected from basic premiums minus the amount 
collected from the income-related premiums, fees 
from drug manufacturers, and interest income. 

• The Part D portion of the SMI fund is financed 
mainly through transfers from the general fund, 
monthly premium payments from beneficiaries, 
and transfers from states (which are based on the 
number of people in a state who would have received 
prescription drug coverage under Medicaid in the 
absence of Part D). The basic monthly premium for 
Part D is set to cover 25.5 percent of the program’s 
estimated spending if all participants paid it. But low-
income people who receive subsidies available under 
Part D are not required to pay Part D premiums, and 
most other beneficiaries pay their premiums directly 
to their Part D plan. As a result, receipts are projected 
to cover less than 25.5 percent of the government’s 
costs even though higher-income participants in 
Part D pay the government a larger premium. The 
amount transferred from the general fund is set 
to cover total expected spending for benefits and 
administrative costs net of the amounts transferred 
from states and collected from basic and income-
related premiums.

At the end of 2021, the SMI fund held $171 billion 
in GAS securities. Those holdings are projected to 
increase to $269 billion in 2032. That increase reflects 
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’s (CMS’s) 
goal of maintaining a contingency reserve that is between 
15 percent and 20 percent of annual spending for Part B.

Hospital Insurance Trust Fund 
The HI trust fund, which had a balance of $136 billion 
at the end of 2021, is the smaller of Medicare’s two 
funds. It is used to make payments to hospitals and 
providers of post-acute care services under Part A of the 
Medicare program. The fund’s income is derived pri-
marily from the Medicare payroll tax (which amounts to 
2.9 percent of workers’ earnings, divided equally between 
the worker and the employer, or 3.8 percent for certain 
high-income earners). In 2021, that tax accounted for 
83 percent of the $359 billion in noninterest income 
credited to the HI trust fund. An additional 7 percent 
came from part of the income taxes on Social Security 
benefits collected from beneficiaries. The remaining 
10 percent of the HI trust fund’s noninterest income 
consisted of premiums paid by beneficiaries; amounts 
recovered from overpayments to providers; fines, pen-
alties, and other amounts collected by the Health Care 
Fraud and Abuse Control program; and other transfers 
and appropriations. In addition, the trust fund is cred-
ited with interest on its balances; that interest amounted 
to $2.5 billion in 2021. 

The HI trust fund’s noninterest income is projected to 
increase from $413 billion in 2022 to $604 billion in 
2032—an average annual increase of about 4 percent 
(see Table B-3 on page 129). But annual expenditures 
from the fund are projected to grow more rapidly—at an 
average annual rate of 6 percent—rising from $393 bil-
lion in 2022 to $678 billion in 2032.9 If current laws 
governing the program remained in place and full ben-
efits continued to be paid, expenditures would outstrip 
income in all years from 2025 through 2032, CBO 
estimates (see Figure B-1 on page 130, bottom panel).

The HI trust fund is projected to become exhausted 
in 2030, three years later than CBO estimated in 

9. When October 1 (the first day of the fiscal year) falls on a 
weekend, as it will in calendar years 2022, 2023, and 2028, some 
Medicare payments that would ordinarily have been made on 
that day are instead made at the end of September and thus are 
shifted into the previous fiscal year. 
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July 2021.10 The later exhaustion date results primar-
ily from the agency’s projections of higher payroll tax 
revenues.

After the date of exhaustion, CMS could not make 
payments in excess of the available receipts. However, 
because CBO’s baseline projections must incorporate 
the assumption that CMS would continue to pay HI 
benefits in full, CBO projects that outlays would exceed 
receipts by $49 billion in 2030, an amount that would 
increase to $74 billion in 2032.

Following its exhaustion, if the trust fund’s outlays were 
limited to its income, expenditures in 2031 would be 
8 percent below the amounts scheduled under current 
law, and they would be 11 percent below those amounts 
in 2032, CBO estimates. It is unclear what changes 
CMS could make to operate the Part A program under 
those circumstances.

Highway Trust Fund 
The Highway Trust Fund comprises two accounts: the 
highway account, which funds the construction of 
highways and the enforcement of highway safety pro-
grams, and the transit account, which funds mass transit 
programs. Revenues credited to the Highway Trust 
Fund are derived primarily from excise taxes on gasoline 
and certain other motor fuels.11 Most of those taxes are 

10. Congressional Budget Office, “10-Year Trust Fund Projections” 
(supplemental material for The Budget and Economic 
Outlook: 2021 to 2031, July 2021), www.cbo.gov/data/
budget-economic-data#5.

11. The other revenues credited to the Highway Trust Fund come 
from excise taxes on trucks and trailers, on truck tires, and on the 
use of certain kinds of vehicles.

scheduled to expire after 2028. (However, the baseline 
projections are required by law to reflect the assumption 
that expiring excise taxes dedicated to a trust fund will 
be extended—in this case, beyond 2028.) Almost all 
spending from the fund is controlled by limitations on 
obligations set in appropriation acts. 

From 2008 through 2021, the fund’s outlays exceeded 
its revenues by a total of $159 billion. As a result, 
lawmakers have authorized a series of transfers to the 
Highway Trust Fund to avoid delaying payments to 
state and local governments. The most recent transfer, 
in November 2021, of $118 billion from the general 
fund of the Treasury to the Highway Trust Fund, was 
authorized by section 80103 of the IIJA. Including 
that amount, the transfers since 2008 have totaled over 
$275 billion.

In CBO’s baseline projections, the obligation limitations 
that control most of the spending from the trust fund 
are assumed to increase each year at the rate of inflation. 
Under that assumption, both the highway account and 
the transit account would be exhausted in 2027, four 
years later than CBO projected in July 2021; the later 
date is the result of the 2021 transfer from the general 
fund. 

If the fund was exhausted, its spending would then be 
limited to no more than it collected in receipts. In 2028, 
the first year after the fund’s projected exhaustion, its 
outlays would be 47 percent below the amounts in the 
baseline projections, CBO estimates. The gap between 
the fund’s revenues and spending would increase after 
that; by 2032, the reduction in spending would amount 
to over 50 percent.

http://www.cbo.gov/data/budget-economic-data#5
http://www.cbo.gov/data/budget-economic-data#5


Appendix C: CBO’s Economic Projections 
for 2022 to 2032

The tables in this appendix show the Congressional Budget Office’s economic projections for each year from 2022 to 
2032. For the projections by calendar year, see Table C-1; for the projections by fiscal year, see Table C-2.

Table C-1 .

CBO’s Economic Projections, by Calendar Year
Percent 

Actual,  
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Change From Year to Year 
Gross Domestic Product

Real a 5.7 3.8 2.8 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7
Nominal 10.1 9.3 5.5 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.8

Inflation
PCE price index 3.9 5.1 2.7 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Core PCE price index b 3.3 4.5 2.8 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0
Consumer price index c 4.7 6.1 3.1 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3
Core consumer price index b 3.6 5.1 3.3 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3
GDP price index 4.2 5.2 2.7 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1

Employment Cost Index d 4.0 5.6 4.5 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0

Calendar Year Average
Unemployment Rate 5.4 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.5 4.5
Payroll Employment (Monthly change, in thousands) e 514 345 123 58 46 35 30 54 65 60 66 63
Interest Rates

3-month Treasury bills * 0.9 2.0 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
10-year Treasury notes 1.4 2.4 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8

Tax Bases (Percentage of GDP)
Wages and salaries 44.9 44.7 44.2 44.1 44.0 44.0 44.1 44.1 44.0 44.0 43.9 43.9
Domestic corporate profits f 10.1 9.7 9.3 8.8 8.6 8.2 8.0 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.7

Tax Bases (Billions of dollars)
Wages and salaries 10,327 11,233 11,725 12,128 12,541 13,001 13,504 14,021 14,548 15,095 15,666 16,258
Domestic corporate profits f 2,314 2,426 2,461 2,426 2,451 2,428 2,444 2,500 2,592 2,684 2,772 2,865

Nominal GDP (Billions of dollars) 22,996 25,135 26,529 27,531 28,525 29,517 30,614 31,788 33,032 34,323 35,654 37,026

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Federal Reserve. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product; PCE = personal consumption expenditures; * = between zero and 0.05 percent.

a. Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices.

b. Excludes prices for food and energy.

c. The consumer price index for all urban consumers.

d. The employment cost index for wages and salaries of workers in private industry.

e. The average monthly change, calculated by dividing by 12 the change in payroll employment from the fourth quarter of one calendar year to the fourth 
quarter of the next.

f. Adjusted to remove distortions in depreciation allowances caused by tax rules and to exclude the effect of changes in prices on the value of inventories.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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Table C-2 .

CBO’s Economic Projections, by Fiscal Year
Percent 

Actual,  
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Change From Year to Year 
Gross Domestic Product

Real a 3.6 4.4 3.0 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7
Nominal 6.8 10.4 6.3 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9

Inflation
PCE price index 2.8 5.5 3.1 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Core PCE price index b 2.5 4.7 3.1 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0
Consumer price index c 3.3 6.6 3.6 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3
Core consumer price index b 2.7 5.3 3.7 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3
GDP price index 3.1 5.7 3.1 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1

Employment Cost Index d 3.5 5.5 4.8 3.9 3.6 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0

Fiscal Year Average
Unemployment Rate 6.0 3.9 3.6 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.5 4.5
Payroll Employment (Monthly change, in thousands) e 534 423 171 64 46 40 34 42 65 59 66 64
Interest Rates 

3-month Treasury bills 0.1 0.6 1.8 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
10-year Treasury notes 1.3 2.1 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8

Tax Bases (Percentage of GDP)
Wages and salaries 45.1 44.8 44.3 44.1 44.0 44.0 44.1 44.1 44.1 44.0 43.9 43.9
Domestic corporate profits f 9.8 9.8 9.4 8.9 8.6 8.3 8.0 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.7

Tax Bases (Billions of dollars)
Wages and salaries 10,082 11,062 11,616 12,028 12,434 12,880 13,378 13,890 14,415 14,956 15,520 16,109
Domestic corporate profits f 2,200 2,413 2,473 2,429 2,442 2,439 2,434 2,481 2,567 2,661 2,750 2,841

Nominal GDP (Billions of dollars) 22,365 24,694 26,240 27,291 28,271 29,266 30,332 31,487 32,716 33,996 35,318 36,680

Data sources: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Federal Reserve. See www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data.

GDP = gross domestic product; PCE = personal consumption expenditures.

a. Real values are nominal values that have been adjusted to remove the effects of changes in prices.

b. Excludes prices for food and energy.

c. The consumer price index for all urban consumers.

d. The employment cost index for wages and salaries of workers in private industry.

e. The average monthly change, calculated by dividing by 12 the change in payroll employment from the fourth quarter of one fiscal year to the fourth quarter of 
the next.

f. Adjusted to remove distortions in depreciation allowances caused by tax rules and to exclude the effect of changes in prices on the value of inventories.

http://www.cbo.gov/publication/57950#data
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